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ABSTRACT
COMPUTING AGREEMENT IN A MIXED SYSTEM
SEPTEMBER 2019
SAKSHI BHATIA
B.A. UNIVERSITY OF DELHI
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF DELHI
M.Phil. UNIVERSITY OF DELHI
Ph.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Rajesh Bhatt and Professor Brian W. Dillon
This dissertation develops a comprehensive response to the question of how agree-
ment is computed in Hindi-Urdu – a language with a mixed agreement system where
the verb can agree with a subject or an object depending on the structural con-
text. This dissertation covers new empirical and theoretical ground in two domains.
First, I identify atypical agreement patterns which are not captured under traditional
descriptions of Hindi-Urdu agreement which seek to navigate the mixed agreement
pattern by identifying the highest unmarked nominal as the target of agreement.
Three kinds of agreement patterns are studied – verb agreement with the nominal
component of Noun-Verb complex predicates, long distance agreement of embedding
Adjective-Verb predicates with embedded clause objects, and copular agreement in
xi
identity copula. Second, I make a novel empirical contribution with respect to the
question of how agreement is computed in real-time by investigating the conditions
under which agreement attraction errors arise in Hindi-Urdu.
I argue for a uniform analysis involving downwards probing for Hindi-Urdu’s mixed
agreement system. However, I also show that this analysis requires a range of mod-
ifications to account for the atypical agreement patterns under investigation. The
downwards agreement operation is proposed to be sensitive to case-marked nominals,
as nominals with differential object marking are argued to be visible to the agreement
system giving rise to defective intervention and preventing agreement with the nom-
inal component of Noun-Verb predicates. I also propose that the downwards agree
analysis ought to be coupled with the idea of split probes for person and number-
gender, which is consistent both with the agreement pattern for Noun-Verb predicates
as well as that for identity copulas. The person probe is argued to be an articulated
probe to capture person hierarchy effects in copular agreement. Furthermore, I pro-
pose that even as the typical verb agreement pattern is one involving downwards
agree, it is important to allow for upwards agreement in the context of adjectival
agreement in order to capture the agreement asymmetries between two-subclasses of
adjectives which are argued to either be unergative or unaccusative.
I demonstrate that speakers of Hindi-Urdu are susceptible to agreement errors in
the presence of a mismatching distractor nominal in both subject agreement and ob-
ject agreement and thereby provide support for a uniform treatment of these two
agreement outcomes. At the same time, factors such as the case-form or structural
prominence or grammatical role of the distractor are shown not to modulate the
probability of agreement errors. The conditions under which agreement errors arise
in Hindi-Urdu are shown to distinct from those observed in other languages in that
xii
the mere presence of a distractor is not sufficient to give rise to agreement errors in
Hindi-Urdu. What is crucial for agreement errors to arise is whether the distractor
is itself part of an independent agreement dependency or not. Overall, the pattern
of errors observed as well as the response time evidence points to speakers utilizing
a representational approach to agreement processing wherein the features of the dis-
tractor impact the feature calculation for the nominal phrase corresponding to the
grammatically appropriate controller, but only when the distractor is independently
identified as an agreement controller.
xiii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Agreement Broadly
At its core agreement involves the covariation of the features of the verb based on the
features of a Noun phrase (NP) in an utterance. While a lot of languages of the world
exhibit agreement, they also exhibit a wide range of differences in their agreement
patterns. To briefly illustrate a small slice of the agreement typology, see the three
languages below.
In languages such as English, there is a single NP1 in the sentence – the subject –
whose features are morphologically realized on the tensed verb, (1). The features of
other NPs in the sentence are irrelevant for determining what the form of the tensed
verb ought to be, (2), and no other aspectual or mood markers bear morphology
indexing agreement with the subject.
(1) a. I am here.
b. She is here.
c. They are here.
1While it would me more accurate to use the term DP rather than NP for languages such as
English (Abney, 1987),for other languages which may lack the relevant D layer (Bošković, 2005) the
label NP may be used. For consistency, I use the label NP throughout but using DP instead of NP
will not alter the force of the anlyses.
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(2) She is meeting me/her/them/Jeremy.
In contrast, a language like Hindi-Urdu differs from English in a number of ways. In
Hindi-Urdu, while there appears to be only one NP in the sentence whose features
are overtly indexed on tensed verbs, this NP does not have to be the subject. The
verb may agree with the subject in some structures, or with the object in other
structures, or even surface with default morphology in certain structural contexts
where no accessible nominals are found.
(3) a. Subject agreement
laRkii
girl.fs
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa
sing
rahii
prog-f
hE
be.prs.3s
‘The girl is singing songs.’
b. Object agreement
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaayiiM
sing-pfv.fp
thiiM
be.pst.fp
‘The girl sang songs.’
c. Default agreement
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
in
these
ghazalõ-ko
songs.fp.obl-dom
gaayaa
sing-pfv.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘The girl sang songs.’ Hindi
In contrast to both English-like and Hindi-Urdu-like languages which allow the fea-
tures of only one NP to surface on the verb, other languages can allow agreement
with multiple NPs in a sentence. For some languages there may be consistent track-
ing of the features of particular NPs, for example the subject and the object, while
in others decisions about which NPs ought to be agreed with differs across structures
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in the language. For example, in Kutchi Gujarati (Patel-Grosz and Grosz, 2014),
while a mixed agreement pattern is observed in some tense-aspect combinations –
the sole agreement controller NP may be a subject or an object – a different agree-
ment pattern emerges in other tense-aspect combinations where both a subject and
an object are simultaneously agreed with (Patel-Grosz and Grosz 2014 refers to this
as a nested-agreement pattern). In the future imperfective tense-aspect combination,
both the imperfective verb and the future auxiliary track the features of the subject,
while in the future perfect, the future auxiliary indexes the features of the subject
and the perfect verb indexes the features of the object.
(4) a. Future imperfective
Hu(.f)
I
chokra-ne
boys-dom
jo-th-i
see-ipfv-fs
ha-is
aux-fut.1s
‘I will see the boys.
b. Future perfect
Hu(.f)
I
chokra-ne
boys-dom
jo-y-a
seepfv-p
ha-is
aux-fut.1s
‘I will have seen the boys. Kutchi Gujarati
This dissertation focuses on the agreement system of Hindi-Urdu on account of its
particular grammatical properties. Hindi-Urdu, has a mixed agreement system –
while only one NP’s features are indexed by the verbal morphology, there is language
internal competition for what that NP ought to be. Since different nominals can
be agreed with across different structures in the language and there is no uniform
mapping between argument role and agreement throughout the language (e.g. the
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verb does not agree with the subject across the board), the process of identifying
which NP will be agreed with is non-trivial.
However, there exists a path through this maze of finding the right NP to agree with,
and a common description of the Hindi-Urdu agreement pattern is in the following
terms - the finite verb agrees with the highest unmarked NP in the structure. This
description is able to capture the following observations (a) when the subject bears
morphologically null case, i.e., it is unmarked for case, the finite verb agrees with it;
and (b) when the subject bears morphologically overt case, i.e., it is case-marked, but
the object is unmarked, the finite verb agrees with the object. Descriptively, I will
refer to such an agreement pattern which is characterized by the verb agreeing with
subjects in some structures and local or long-distance objects in other structures as
a mixed agreement pattern.
Much previous work has demonstrated the broad validity of this generalization (Pand-
haripande and Kachru 1977, Mahajan 1990, Butt 1993, Bhatt 2005). However, the
competing syntactic analyses that have been offered in the linguistic literature for this
agreement pattern have differed in their implementations of the intuition expressed
in this generalization. Some analyses have set the system up to be triggered by the
needs of the finite verb – a functional head with a -probe wants features and it
probes in its c-command domain to find an accessible NP to get those features Bhatt
(2005). This kind of account does not treat subject agreement and object agreement
as primitives, rather subject and object agreement are simply different outcomes of
the same process. Others have set the starting point in terms of the needs of NPs -
they need to be licensed, for instance in terms of case; this licensing is dependent on
the features of other functional heads in the structure and this interaction between a
NP and a functional head in the structure then leads to an agreement relationship be-
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tween them (Mahajan 1990, Bjorkman and Zeiljstra 2018. Accounts concerned with
the needs of the NPs end up treating subject agreement and object agreement as
underlyingly distinct kinds of dependencies involving distinct functional heads. See
Chapter 2 for further discussion of these various proposals.
The availability of these multiple analytical options corresponding to distinct agree-
ment grammars for the same basic agreement pattern signals significant engagement
over the years with the question of what grammatical representations support agree-
ment in Hindi-Urdu’s mixed system. Of course, these analyses have not just restricted
themselves to the basic cases of agreement, and additional investigations into the syn-
tax of agreement in many different kinds of structures have been carried out to further
probe what the underlying syntactic representations generating the surface patterns
might be. Part of what I do in this dissertation is along the same lines in that I
explore several different types of agreement structures - agreement with the nomi-
nal component of Noun-Verb complex predicates, long distance agreement with NP
inside an infinitival clause embedded under a matrix Adjective-Verb predicate, and
agreement with NP arguments of identity copulas. While past investigations into the
syntax of additional structures have been able to provide much needed insight into
the structural details underlying agreement, as I hope my investigations into the novel
syntactic structures presented in this dissertation will do too, I would like to make the
case that there is much more that can learned about how Hindi-Urdu speakers com-
pute agreement if we combine evidence from syntactic investigations with that from
psycholinguistic investigations into the real-time building of agreement dependencies.
Like in the fields of syntax, typology and morphology, the processing of agreement
dependencies has been extensively investigated within psycholinguistics as well, albeit
in a much smaller set of languages than those studied in the former set of fields.
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Starting with the work of Bock and Miller (1991) on English, psycholinguists have
used structured experiments to identify the circumstances under which speakers are
susceptible to agreement attraction, a type of speech error in which the verb appears
to agree with an inappropriate NP in the sentence, instead of the grammatically
appropriate NP. For example, in the sentence below, the matrix verb erroneously
indexes the features of the NP cabinets rather than the NP key.
(5) *The key to the cabinets are on the table.
Studies on agreement attraction have shed light on the systematicity of error patterns
as well as the ability of error patterns to speak to the question of which agreement
representation guides the parser’s operations in real time both during language pro-
duction and comprehension. For example, the relevance of various morphosyntactic
properties such as the structural positions of nominals (Franck et al., 2002), the case
of nominals (Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007) as well as the markedness of certain
features (Bock and Miller, 1991) has been established for agreement computation in
languages with English-like agreement systems. At the same time, the exact nature
of the processes underlying agreement errors and grammatically correct agreement is
debated. There are two classes of proposals broadly – one that suggests that agree-
ment attraction errors arise due to difficulty in identifying the appropriate NP to
agree with due to the presence of multiple NPs which are similar on some morpho-
syntactic dimension relevant for agreement such as Nominative case (Badecker and
Kuminiak, 2007); and another which suggests that errors arise because the features of
grammatically inappropriate NPs impinge upon the feature representation of subject
phrases (Eberhard et al., 2005), see Chapter 4 for the specifics of these proposals.
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Within this context, investigations into the mixed agreement system of Hindi-Urdu
are particularly important, as Hindi-Urdu represents a type of grammatical system
which has not been investigated within the psycholinguistic literature on agreement.
Thus, investigations into the online computation of agreement in Hindi-Urdu can
both inform debates about the nature of the syntactic representation underlying on-
line computation of agreement dependencies as well as provide a test of the empirical
coverage of existing psycholinguistic proposals about the process of making an agree-
ment error for a novel kind of agreement system.
1.2 Dissertation outline
In this dissertation, I focus on the following question - how is agreement computed
in this mixed agreement system of Hindi-Urdu? While this question is by no means
novel, with this dissertation, I bring in novel evidence both from syntactic and psy-
cholinguistic perspectives so as to provide an informative response to this question.
My response is comprised of two broad parts. In the first part of my response, I show
that basing this computation solely on the basic generalization in terms of the highest-
unmarked NP is problematic because there are a number of cases in the language
which fall beyond the pale of the generalization. These cases are unexpected in that
the same unmarked NPs both trigger and fail to trigger agreement in very similar
structures. This on-off agreement pattern illustrates the failure of verb agreement
with a NP that appears to be just like other agreement controllers in the language
– as the sole unmarked NP in the structure it trivially satisfies the requirements
captured by the generalization and ought to be agreed with without fail.
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In Chapter 2, I briefly discuss one such problematic candidate – an unmarked nominal
that is part of Noun-Verb complex predicate can participate in verb agreement in some
structures, (6), but not in others even though it is the sole unmarked nominal in all
of them. As the discussion in this chapter will demonstrate, it is not sufficient to only
look at the properties of this unmarked NP in the sentence. Rather, I will suggest
that other case-marked NPs in the path of agreement impact the computation of
agreement relationships by giving rise to defective intervention. I will also discuss
the implications of such structures for various competing analyses of Hindi-Urdu
agreement.
(6) Agreement with the Nominal of N-V complex predicate
laRkii-ko
Girl-dat
merii
my
yaad
memory.fs
aayii
come-pfv.fs
‘The girl remembered me.’
In Chapter 3, I turn my attention to the domain of long distance agreement. Long
distance agreement (LDA) has been important in the Hindi-Urdu agreement literature
because it has demonstrated that the highest-unmarked description extends beyond
the core monoclausal structures as even a NP which is not an argument of the matrix
verb can trigger long distance agreement on the matrix verb so long as it is the highest
unmarked NP in the sentence. However, as previous research has already shown to
some degree this kind of agreement is subject to a number of additional structural
constraints. For example, the infinitive clause must not contain a (genitive-marked)
overt subject for LDA to go through.
(7) a. Long distance agreement
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laRkii-ne
girl-erg
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa-nii
sing-inf.f
chaahiiM
want-pfv.fp
‘The girl wanted to sing songs.’
b. No long-distance agreement (Matrix subject unmarked)
laRkii
girl
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa-naa
sing-inf.def
chaahegii
want-pfv.fp
‘The girl will want to sing songs.’
c. No long-distance agreement (Embedded genitive subject)
laRkii-ne
girl.erg
meraa
my
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa-naa
sing-inf.def
chaahaa
want-pfv.def
‘The girl wanted me to sing songs.’
In this chapter, I demonstrate that a third claim about LDA, that LDA is impos-
sible for unmarked NPs in subject infinitive clauses i.e. clausal arguments of adjec-
tive+copula matrix predicates, is false. Rather, we see both failed and successful
agreement with the same unmarked NP in structures which appear very similar on
the surface. As I will show, the modulation of the (im)possibility of agreement with
an unmarked NP comes not from the properties of the NP but from deeper struc-
tural differences across surface-similar strings. In particular, I will argue that LDA
with the sole unmarked NP in these contexts is a function of the underlying argu-
ment structure of the adjectives involved. I will motivate the division of adjectives in
Hindi-Urdu into two classes and show that LDA is available only with unaccusative
adjectives and not unergative adjectives.
Together, these two cases – (un)successful agreement with the unmarked nominal
component of N-V predicates and with the unmarked nominal within an infinitive
clause argument of an adjective – lead us to the conclusion that while the Hindi-Urdu
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agreement system may be broadly described by the highest-unmarked generalization,
it cannot be reduced to it, as the underlying structural details matter immensely.
In the second part of my response to the question of how agreement computation in
the mixed agreement agreement system of Hindi-Urdu proceeds, I adopt a different
tactic and investigate instances where there are multiple unmarked NPs within a
single sentence. Given the shape of the agreement description, we might expect such
a situation to be unproblematic, since the ‘highest unmarked’ heuristic is intended
to pick out a single NP to agree with. However, as I will show, the generalization
fails here as well, as the presence of a second NP in the sentence can give rise to
interference with the successful establishment of agreement dependencies.
In Chapter 4, I will show how such interference arises in the online computation of
agreement. I present results from a series of production experiments investigating
the processing of both subject agreement and object agreement in Hindi-Urdu. The
specific sentences that were tested, included an unmarked NP in the matrix clause
which is the grammatical agreement controller and another unmarked NP in a center-
embedded relative which is a distractor NP. This series of experiments shows that the
distractor NP interferes with the formation of the matrix clause agreement depen-
dency, with the interference manifesting as increased agreement errors, exactly when
the distractor is an agreement controller within the relative clause. Furthermore, the
conditions under which agreement errors arise are the same for subject agreement
and object agreement structures, which suggests that even though subject agreement
and object agreement are two distinct outcomes of a mixed agreement system, the
incremental building of these dependencies proceeds similarly. Given these novel em-
pirical findings pointing to the interplay of agreement dependencies, I propose that
interference in Hindi-Urdu ought to be attributed to a top-down mechanism which
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classifies NPs in the sentence as agreement controllers such that only those distractor
NPs that are classified as active for agreement impinge upon real-time agreement
computation.
(8) [NP Controllersg [RC ... Attractorpl Vpl ] ] Vsg
agreementagreement
Interference
In Chapter 5, I present an instance of interference arising in the syntax of agreement.
Through my examination of assumed identity copula sentences, which have two un-
marked nominal arguments, I find that even though on the surface it appears that
only the first NP of the two is involved in an agreement dependency with the verb
– the verbal morphology overtly indexes the features of this NP – the other NP can
impact the well-formedness of person agreement with the first NP.
(9) a. NP1
tum
you
NP2
vo
3
V
ho
be.pres.2s
‘You are he/she/that.’ (You adopt a third person’s identity)
b. *vo
3
tum
you
hai
be.pres.3s
‘He/she/that is you.’ (A third person adopts your identity)
To preview, this effect is similar to the weak-person case constraint effects observed
cross-linguistically both in and outside copular constructions (Nevins 2007, Béjar and
Kahnemuyipour 2017, Coon et al. 2017, among others) wherein certain combinations
of arguments with particular person features are ill-formed. While such effects have
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often been attributed to the special licensing needs of the person features of the NPs
involved, I argue, based on observations about the impact of verbal morphology on
grammaticality judgments, that interference in the Hindi-Urdu case would be better
analyzed as being mediated through the verb. I propose that in copular constructions,
ungrammaticality arises exactly when both the NPs are in an agreement relationship
with the finite copula and there is no morphological exponent that can realize the
features associated with those two agreement relationships. This parallels the psy-
cholinguistic conclusions in Chapter 4 because here too one agreement dependency
interferes with another.
In sum, this dissertation points to the inadequacy of setting up the mixed agreement
system of Hindi-Urdu solely in terms of the properties of the NP that is an agreement
target, as suggested by the highest unmarked generalization. The highest unmarked
generalization is at best a surface characterization of the agreement system. Based
on the findings from Chapters 2 and 3, I demonstrate that even though highest un-
marked can determine accessibility for agreement, additional constraints determine
whether this accessibility translates to successful agreement. Based on the findings
from Chapters 4 and 5, I demonstrate that even though highest unmarked has been
treated as an unfailing means to identify the sole agreement controller in sentences
with multiple unmarked NP, there are instances where the presence of multiple un-
marked NPs in a single sentence can overwhelm the agreement system leading to
interference which manifests through ineffable syntactic structures and error-prone
performance. In order to arrive at a more adequate coverage of the empirically ob-
served mixed agreement pattern of Hindi, it is necessary to go beyond looking to the
highest unmarked NP, and pay close attention to the details of the structural rela-
tionships that the agreeing verbs are a part of especially with other elements in the
12
structure as these details impact the successful building an of agreement dependency
with the highest unmarked NP.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BASICS OF AGREEMENT IN HINDI-URDU
FEATURING CASE AS AN INTERVENER
2.1 An introduction to Agreement
In Hindi-Urdu, the verb may agree with the subject in some structures, or with
the object in other structures, or even surface with default morphology in certain
structural contexts where it does not agree with any of the NPs in the sentence,
(10). Agreement morphology is present on a number of elements including adjectives,
participles, lexical verbs and auxiliary verbs, all of which track the features of the
same NP. Given that no particular argument role is targeted for agreement in all
structural contexts, Hindi-Urdu can be taken to exemplify mixed agreement pattern.
In this sense, Hindi-Urdu is unlike languages which consistently target nominals with
the same argument role for agreement across the board.
(10) a. Subject agreement
laRkii
girl.fs
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa
sing
rahii
prog-f
hE
be.prs.3s
‘The girl is singing songs.’
b. Object agreement
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaayĩĩ
sing-pfv.fp
thĩĩ
be.pst.fp
‘The girl sang songs.’
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c. Default agreement
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
in
these
ghazalõ-ko
songs.fp.obl-dom
gaayaa
sing-pfv.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘The girl sang songs.’
Much of the work on Hindi-Urdu agreement, as well as the broader agreement lit-
erature, has focused on the contribution of prototypical arguments such as subjects
and objects to the agreement system. This chapter focuses on expanding our un-
derstanding of the Hindi-Urdu agreement system by looking at nominals which are
not prototypical subjects or objects, but rather part of complex predicates, while also
locating this discussion in the broader study of the syntax of agreement. The first
part of this chapter will provide an overview of our current knowledge about the syn-
tax of agreement both generally as well as review proposals specific to Hindi. This
background will be relevant both for the second part of this chapter as well for later
chapters examining various puzzles pertaining to the syntax of agreement in Hindi.
In the second part of this chapter, I will show that current proposals do not make the
correct predictions about agreement for nominals that are part of noun-verb complex
predicates. To preview: the agreement system in Hindi-Urdu has been traditionally
described as one where case marking renders NPs invisible for agreement and only
unmarked NPs can be agreed with (see Bhatt 2005, Bobaljik 2008 among others).
However, in looking at sentences where the sole unmarked nominal in the sentence
is the nominal in Noun+Verb complex verbs, we find that while this nominal can be
agreed with in some instances, agreement with it is ungrammatical in other instances.
(11) N-V complex predicates
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a. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
mohan-ko
Mohan-dom
yaad
memory.fs
kiyaa
do-pfv.def
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
b. *ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
mohan-ko
Mohan-dom
yaad
memory.fs
kii
do-pfv.fs
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
c. ramesh-ko
Ramesh-dat
mohan-kii
Mohan-gen
yaad
memory.fs
aayii
come-pfv.fs
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
d. *ramesh-ko
Ramesh-dat
mohan-kii
Mohan-gen
yaad
memory.fs
aayaa
come-pfv.def
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
This data pattern suggests that the view of the Hindi-Urdu agreement system as ‘agree
with the highest unmarked nominal’ is inadequate in its empirical coverage. I will
show that the presence or absence of agreement is modulated by the presence of case-
marked NPs in the structure. Based on such data, I am going to argue that we need to
go beyond traditional analyses which treat all case-marked elements as a uniform class
in Hindi-Urdu. I argue that in order to account for the data about the (im)possibility
of agreement with the the nominal component of N-V complex predicates, we need
to treat differential object case marked NPs as defective interveners for agreement in
Hindi-Urdu rather than as being entirely invisible to the agreement system.
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2.2 The Typology of Agreement analyses
2.2.1 Probes and Goals
Within the minimalist syntax literature, agreement dependencies have been charac-
terized using an Agree relation (Chomsky, 2000) between a noun phrase2 bearing
valued -features – corresponding to person, number, gender depending on the lan-
guage – and an inflectional head bearing unvalued -features. This inflectional head’s
unvalued feature is referred to as a probe, indicated by the prefix u on the feature
involved, and the NP that is the target of the agreement operation which has the
corresponding valued feature is referred to as a goal. The Agree operation is subject
to certain locality conditions: the probe must c-command the goal, and the goal must
be the closest NP in the c-command domain of the probe. If these conditions are met,
Agree takes place – the feature value of the goal is assigned as the value for the probe,
indicated by underlining. This kind of proposal is sufficient to account for the pattern
of agreement in English-like languages.
(12) Agree
TP
vp
...
v’NP
She
:3S
T
u:3S
A number of alterations have been necessitated over the years by the varying agree-
ment patterns observed in the world’s languages. For example, the number of probes
2I use the label noun phrase or NP for consistency but unless specified nothing crucial rests on
the use of NP rather than DP when talking about agreement.
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involved may differ across different languages - if a single NP’s features are indexed
on a single verbal element, one probe is enough to capture the establishment of an
agreement dependency, as in the case of English. However, if there are multiple NPs
whose features show up on inflectional elements, as in the case of the future perfect
nested agreement of Kutchi Gujarati, or if a single NP’s features surface on multi-
ple inflectional elements, as in the case of the Hindi-Urdu mixed agreement pattern
multiple probes may be required. Of course with any multiple probe analysis, there
is the further issue of the location of these probes in terms of which inflectional head
they are associated with - T, Asp, v have been some of the common sites hosting
agreement probes.
2.2.2 Locality and directionality of search
Analyses of agreement cross-linguistically also differ in terms of the structural con-
ditions necessary for agreement to arise. Locality between the agreement probe and
the goal in particular has been an important area of investigation and debate. Lo-
cality has been enforced in a number of ways. For example, relativized minimality
(Rizzi, 1990) has been used for ensuring agreement between the probe and the closest
matching goal, and ruling out agreement with inappropriate distant goals.
(13) Relativized minimality [ u [NP1 ... [ NP2 ... ] ] ]
7
An alternative means for ensuring that only the appropriate NP is available for agree-
ment has been through Spec-Head configurations rather than downwards probing.
This class of analyses requires the NP phrase that is to be agreed with to be in the
specifier of the agreeing head for agreement to be successful. This condition may be
met by movement of the appropriate NP to the Specifier.
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(14) Spec-Head Agreement
TP
T’
vp
...
v’tNP
T
NP
Some work uses Spec-Head agreement as the sole path to agreement – see Pollock
(1989), Mahajan (1990), Koopman (2006), Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018) among
others for discussion – while other work invokes Spec-Head agreement in specific
contexts such as person agreement – see Baker (2008) on the Structural Constraint
On Person Agreement (SCOPA). Broadly, this line of proposals is distinct from an
agree style analysis in a number of ways. The directionality of the search process for
identifying the controller is different – unlike Agree, the search is ‘upwards’ since the
agreeing head does not c-command the NP at the point of agreement dependency
establishment. This upwards search is strictly local in Spec-Head agreement analyses
– only the NP phrase in the specifier is relevant for agreement and any NPs that
are non-local are irrelevant for the agreement system – but no such strict locality
requirement is built into the formulation of upward agree in Zeijlstra et al. (2012)
and Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018).
2.2.3 Licensing and visibility of Nominals
Analyses of agreement have also sought to address to the question of whether the agree
operation is driven by the properties of nominals or by those of the inflectional heads.
For instance, within upwards probing analyses, see Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018)
for a recent example, the case needs of the nominals drive movement to the relevant
Specifier position, which is a necessary step for subsequent agreement. Within Agree
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based accounts, where the Agree operation is driven by an unvalued feature on a
probe, the needs of the goal are nonetheless argued to be important in that visibility
of a goal for agreement (and A-processes in general) can be a function of its own
case requirements - NPs are active for agreement if they have unvalued case but not
otherwise (Chomsky, 2000).
The question of the modulation of the visibility of NPs by their case properties is
especially relevant in the context of instances of defective intervention. This in-
volves instances where a structurally closer phrase that cannot control agreement
is nonetheless able to block agreement with a more distant but otherwise suitable
goal. Defective intervention has been studied most extensively for Icelandic, where
Dative experiencers can not value the  probe on the finite verb, but nominative NPs
can, (15), see Sigurgsson (1996). Defective intervention for agreement is observed
in transitive-expletive constructions, (Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir, 2003), where an
intervening dative blocks agreement with a nominative NP. However, if the offending
dative is moved out of the way, agreement with the nominative is allowed.
(15) a. Dative NP
Strákunum
the.boys.pl.dat
leiddist/*leiddust
bored.3sg/*3pl
‘The boys were bored.’
b. Nominative NP
Strákarnir
the.boys.pl.nom
leiddust/*leiddist
walked.hand.in.hand.3pl/*3sg
‘The boys walked hand in hand.’ Icelandic
(Sigurgsson, 1996)
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(16) a. Defective intervention
pag
expl
finnst(/*finnast)
find.sg/*find.pl
[einhverjum
some
stúdent]
student.sg.dat
[tölvurnar
the.computers.pl.nom
ljótar]
ugly
‘Some student finds the computers ugly.’
b. No intervention
[Einhverjum
some
stúdent]1
student.sg.dat
finnast
find.pl
t1 [tölvurnar
the.computers.pl.nom
ljótar]
ugly
‘Some student finds the computers ugly.’ Icelandic
(Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir, 2003)
A number of different analyses have been offered for these facts, see Preminger (2014)
for a recent overview and discussion. Preminger himself argues for the treatment of
defective intervention as an instance of failed agreement based on case-discrimination
(Bobaljik, 2008), which nonetheless does not result in ungrammaticality and only
‘default’ agreement in the case of Icelandic.
2.2.4 Whither Hindi-Urdu
The Hindi-Urdu agreement system has been at the core of many debates about the
syntactic mechanisms at play during the building of agreement dependencies. In the
next section, I will be discussing various possible analyses of the basic agreement
pattern in Hindi-Urdu that was discussed briefly in §2.1. I will also summarizing the
contributions of existing proposals to debates about agreement more broadly.
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2.3 Analyzing Agreement in Hindi-Urdu
The agreement system in Hindi-Urdu has been traditionally described as one where
case marking renders nominals invisible for agreement and only unmarked noun
phrases – nominals without any overt case-marking – can be agreement controllers in
the language. Furthermore, within the class of unmarked nominals, only the highest
unmarked noun phrase triggers agreement on the verb. This leads to three basic
agreement possibilities: (a) agreement with the subject if it is unmarked for case,
where the case-status of the object is irrelevant (b) agreement with the object, as the
subject is case-marked and the object unmarked; and (c) default agreement, if there
are no unmarked NPs in the structure.
(17) a. Subject agreement (Subject unmarked, object unmarked)
laRkii
girl.fs
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaayegii
sing-fut-fs
‘The girl will sing songs.’
b. Subject agreement (Subject unmarked, object marked)
laRkii
girl.fs
(in)
these
ghazalõ-ko
songs.fp-dom
gaayegii
sing-fut.fs
‘The girl will sing (these) songs.’
c. Object agreement (Subject marked, object unmarked)
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaayĩĩ
sing-pfv.fp
‘The girl sang songs.’
d. Default agreement (Subject marked, Object marked)
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
(in)
(these)
ghazalõ-ko
songs.fp-dom
gaayaa
sing-pfv.def
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‘The girl sang these songs.’
Given this pattern, the Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization has often been summa-
rized in the syntactic literature as in (18).
(18) Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization:
Agree with the highest unmarked nominal which is unmarked for case.
(based on Pandharipande and Kachru 1977)
In spite of this seemingly simple generalization, there are competing accounts for the
agreement system. These competing accounts occupy distinct spaces in the analytical
typology briefly mentioned above. In this section, I discuss these various options in
greater detail.
2.3.1 Looking down
Bhatt’s (2005) analysis of Hindi-Urdu involves downward agree initiated by a single
probe on T. The agreement mechanism is driven by the needs of the uninterpretable
-probe on T which c-commands potential goals. On this view, the single -probe
searches for the structurally highest accessible nominal in its c-command domain
and agrees with it. Here, -features are argued to be visible only in the absence of
overt-case morphology and since the probe only sees goals with visible -features,
no agreement would be attempted with case-marked nominals. Given the downwards
search algorithm and the probe placement on T, and assuming that subjects originate
below T and above any object argument, the subject preference for agreement falls
out automatically. Subject agreement and object agreement configurations under
this account are illustrated below, (19). This analysis assumes that in any given
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finite clause structure there is at most one successful agreement operation, and once
that agreement dependency has been established, no further probing is necessary.
(19) Agreement in a single probe system:
Successful agreement indicated with dashed line.
7K indicates no attempt at agreement due to case.
‘NO’ indicates no probing because of previously successful agreement.
a. Subject agreement
TP
T
u:3FS
AspP
Asp
u
vP
v0
vVP
Vghazalẽ
:3FP
laRkii
:3FS
NO
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b. Object agreement
TP
T
u:3FP
AspP
Asp
u
vP
v0
vVP
Vghazalẽ
:3FP
laRkii-ne
+case,:3FS
7K
This system aligns closely with the descriptive generalization for the basic agreement
pattern in Hindi-Urdu. This analysis expresses the intuition that subject agreement
and object agreement patterns reflect a single underlying agreement operation, that
is, subject agreement and object agreement are not independent primitives of the
grammar. Furthermore, this analysis argues for a decoupling of case licensing and
agreement, contra Chomsky (2000) where case and agreement are tightly connected
via the activity condition. Bhatt (2005) makes the case that in object agreement
configurations (and long distance agreement configurations), the object is not case
licensed by T but rather more locally by v, and in that sense is an inactive goal for
agreement with the -probe in T. This means that while there may be two loci for
structural case - T and v - there is only one locus for agreement - T.
Another point which merits discussion is that even within this single agreement setup,
there needs to be room for the other agreement that travels with T agreement. In
Hindi-Urdu, there are multiple agreement morphology bearing elements (participles
and auxiliaries) in the clausal spine, all of which index the features of the same
argument, (20). Bhatt (2005) establishes a dependency between finite T and these
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other heads to handle this pattern. When T probes for -features, it may encounter
a head such as Asp which however is not phi-complete, and so T must probe further
into the structure. Bhatt (2005) makes the proposal that when the -probe on T
encounters an unmarked nominal to agree with, the features of this argument are
used to value T’s unvalued -features and to co-valuate the participle’s unvalued
features. Since participial agreement is parasitic on T agreement, failure to find an
unmarked argument leads to default agreement on both T and Asp.
(20) laRkii
girl.fs
gaane
songs.mp
gaatii
sing.impfv.fs
rahtii
prog.fs
thii
be.past.fs
‘The girl used to keep singing songs.’
Other analyses have sought to capture this differently, for example by involving head
to head agreement. See Bhatt and Keine (2017) for a recent overview of this possi-
bility.
2.3.2 Two versions of looking up
In contrast to the single high probe view of Bhatt (2005), other accounts have sought
to argue for a structural separation of subject agreement and object agreement.
2.3.2.1 Mahajan 1990
The first such implementation for Hindi-Urdu was argued for by Mahajan (1990).
His analysis takes AGRS and AGRO as the distinct heads responsible for mediating
subject and object agreement in Hindi-Urdu respectively. Mahajan, following Pollock
(1989), assumes that agreement relations are subject to strict locality and can only
arise in Spec-Head configurations. In this sense, this account exemplifies a strictly
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local version of upwards agree – in modern parlance, the agreement probe, here AGRS
and AGRO, is c-commanded by the goal NP in its specifier. The Spec-head locality
condition is met by movement of the noun phrase to the relevant specifier(s), and is
argued to be motivated by factors such as the need for arguments to be case-licensed.
Since case and agreement travel together, with two distinct loci for case for subjects
and objects, subject agreement and object agreement are also treated as independent.
For Hindi-Urdu subject agreement configurations, Mahajan (1990) suggests that the
derivation proceeds with subject movement from a verb phrase internal position to
Spec TP, and onwards to Spec AGRSP, where the subject receives structural case and
is agreed with by the auxiliary (T-Agr complex), see the structure in (22-a) below.
The difference between subject agreement and object agreement rests on a difference
in the case-assigning properties of imperfectives and perfectives. Perfective verbs do
not assign case to the object in-situ unlike perfective verbs For object agreement
configurations like in (22-b) the object is argued to move from a VP internal position
to Spec AgrO P where it receives structural case and where it agrees with the main
verb. Agreement with the auxiliary is established by further movement of the object
to Spec TP under this account.The case-marked subject can move to AgrSP but this
does not impact agreement possibilities in this two-probe upwards agree model.3
(21) a. Subject agreement (Subject unmarked, object unmarked)
laRkii
girl.fs
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa-tii
sing-impf.f
hE
be-pres-s
3This characterization of the agreement system anchored on the contrast between perfectives
and imperfectives works fine for the general case, but is not appropriate for verbs like laanaa ‘to
bring’ whose subjects are nominative and not ergative even in the perfective and therefore do trigger
agreement.
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‘The girl sings songs.’
b. Object agreement (Subject marked, object unmarked)
laRkii-ne
girl-erg
ghazalẽ
songs.fp
gaa-yii
sing-pfv.f
thĩĩ
be-pst-fp
‘The girl sang songs.’
(22) a. Subject agreement
AGRSP
AGRS 0
AGRSTP
T0
T
hE
:3FS
AGROP
AGRO 0
AGRO
tj ghazalẽ gaatii
VP
(Spec)
tj
laRkiij
:3FS
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b. Object agreement
AGRSP
AGRS 0
AGRSTP
T0
T
thĩĩ
:3FP
AGROP
AGRO 0
AGRO
gaayiilaRkii-ne ti tV
VP
ti
ghazalẽ
:3FP
(Spec)
(Based on Mahajan 1990: 70, examples (12,16))
Thus, under this account, subject agreement and object agreement reflect agreement
with arguments which move to dedicated specifier positions – Spec of the AGRS
phrase and Spec of the AGRO phrase respectively which are loci for structural case
as well. Auxiliary agreement in this system, including for sentences where multiple
auxiliaries exist, (20), requires the agreement controller to move through the specifier
of each of these auxiliary phrases, thereby maintaining locality for each agreement
relation. However, it is non-trivial to independently motivate these movement steps.
The suitability of Mahajan’s proposal for Hindi-Urdu agreement has been called into
question by a number of later analyses including Butt (1995) and Bhatt (2005) among
others. While I do not go into the details of the concerns here, I will briefly present
one counter-argument from Bhatt (2005) pertaining to long-distance case-licensing
and agreement. In addition to the basic agreement pattern presented in (17), Hindi-
Urdu also exhibits long distance agreement between a matrix verb and an object in an
embedded non-finite clause. As per Mahajan’s proposal, case and agreement go hand
in hand, which means that the object in the embedded clause ought to have received
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case from the matrix clause where it is agreed with. As Bhatt (2005) points out,
if such case-licensing is possible for objects of embedded clauses, it is not clear why
case-licensing of subjects of embedded non-finite clauses is ruled out under identical
circumstances
(23) a. object of embedded clause
raam-ne
Ram-erg
[kitaab
book.fs
paRhnii]
read-inf.fs
chaah-ii
want-pfv.fs
‘Ram wanted to read a book.’
b. subject of embedded clause
*raam-ne
Ram-erg
[Mohan
Mohan
jaa-naa]
go-inf
chaah-aa
want-pfv
intended: ‘Ram wanted Mohan to go.’
2.3.2.2 Bjorkman & Zeijlstra 2018: Independent probes with upwards
agree
A recent proposal by Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018) also casts the Hindi-Urdu agree-
ment pattern in terms of an upwards agree model which is driven by the needs of
the uninterpretable features on arguments which are c-commanded by higher heads
bearing interpretable features. This model overlaps with Mahajan (1990) in various
aspects - there are two loci for phi-agreement, here T and v, and Spec-head rela-
tionships underlie agreement, here at least for the cycle of agreement which targets
subjects. The analysis of Bjorkman & Zeijlstra differs in having an distinct account
of agreement with objects which is indirect and relies on independent and pre-existing
agree relationships between T and v.
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For the baseline transitive sentences with nominative subjects, their account works
as follows: the subject has an uninterpretable case feature which causes it to probe
upwards to find a c-commanding head with interpretable case features, in this case,
T. Once that relationship is established, this subject becomes ‘accessible’ to T and
is able to move to Spec TP. Once the subject is in this position, the uninterpretable
-probe in T can probe upwards - the subject can then both check and value the
[uphi] features on T.
(24) Step 1: Upwards agree from [uT]
to T
T
[u]
[iT]
[ DP
[i:abc]
[uT]
]
(25) Step 2: Upwards agree from [u]
to moved DP
DP
[i:abc]
[uT]
T
[u:abc]
[iT]
[ < DP > ]
In addition, T and v are argued to be in an upwards agree relationship on account of a
tense probe on v, a piece which becomes important for object agreement. Overall, this
means that there are multiple upwards agree relationships within a single structure,
as illustrated for the subject agreement sentence in (21).
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(26) Subject agreement in Hindi-Urdu. Based on Bjorkman & Zeijlstra 2018
TP
T0
T
u:3FS
iT
vP
vP
v0
v[uT ]
u:3FP
iv
VP
V<ghazalẽ>
i:3FP
uv
gaane
i:3MP
uv
<laRkii>
:3FS
uT
laRkii
:3FS
uT
3
3
For transitive sentences with ergative subjects, where an unmarked object is the
agreement controller, they argue for an indirect dependency between T and the ob-
ject. There are two parts to this analysis: the first being that ergative DPs bear
an uninterpretable structural case feature over and above the inherently assigned
ergative. This case feature is checked by the interpretable case feature in T and it
underlies ergative movement to Spec TP. From this fronted position, the ergative DP
can check but not value the [u] feature on T due to defective -features.
The second part concerns the mechanism involved in Hindi-Urdu object agreement,
that is, what looks like downward agreement with an argument which is in the c-
command domain of the -probe on T. Bjorkman & Zeijlstra argue that such agree-
ment with a lower argument is only possible if: (a) there is a defective argument in
the specifier of a probe; and (b) the lower argument’s features are accessible because
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of a pre-existing agree relationship. For Hindi-Urdu object agreement, they explore
the possibility that in these contexts T agreement with the object DP is established
indirectly. T and v are argued to be in an upwards agree relationship on account
of a tense probe on v, and so when the subject is ergative and defective, the T can
have its -probe valued by v which in turn bears the features of the unmarked object.
The phi-agreement with v is concomitant with v checking the case feature on the
object. Thus, the object is only indirectly accessible and this gives rise to last resort
valuation.
(27) Object agreement. Based on Bjorkman & Zeijlstra 2018
The sources of the various valued -features on T are indicated by subscript.
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TP
T0
T
iT,u:0subject
u :3MPobject
vP
vP
v0
v[uT ]
u:3MP
iv
VP
V<gaane>
i:3MP
uv
gaane
i:3MP
uv
<laRkii-ne>
erg,:3FS[-2ex]
uT
laRkii-ne
erg,:3FS
uT
3
3
By decoupling of case on the object from T agreement in object agreement structures,
and not requiring movement of the object to a position above T, Bjorkman and Zeiljs-
tra are able to overcome some of the concerns raised for older Spec-head accounts
such as Mahajan (1990). This places their analysis on an even footing relative to
other analyses of Hindi-Urdu agreement such as that by Bhatt (2005) in terms of
their empirical coverage. Nonetheless, there are a number of questions which remain
unanswered in their account – for example, what is the mechanism for ensuring that
the non-T and non-v heads (Aspect, multiple auxiliaries) surface with the appropriate
agreement inflection? Furthermore, what ensures that object agreement with v is not
morphologically realized in instances of successful T agreement with non-defective
subjects. I engage with this latter question briefly next during the discussion of an-
other potential analysis of Hindi-Urdu which has not been discussed in this particular
form for the language, even if it utilizes existing ideas in the literature.
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2.3.3 Independent probes
A final possibility in the analytical typology for Hindi-Urdu agreement would be to
have two separate loci for agreement in Hindi-Urdu without building in the depen-
dence of agreement on movement. I briefly discuss an analysis along these lines next,
which I will refer to as the independent probes account. This shares with Bhatt
(2005) the idea that agreement probing is downwards but adds the condition that
there are two independent loci of agreement in the clausal spine like the two upwards
probing accounts discussed above.
Under this account subject agreement and object agreement are mediated by distinct
functional heads – for now I assume T and v respectively. The independent-probes
model can be applied to Hindi-Urdu in the following way – a -probe on the T head
searches for an unmarked NP in its c-command domain. This domain includes the
subject and if the subject is unmarked for case the probe agrees with it in its -
features. If, however, the subject is case-marked, the -probe on T is not valued by
the features of the subject.
Similarly, the -probe on v searches for an NP in its c-command domain and agrees
with the object if it is unmarked. If, however, the object is case-marked, v agreement is
not valued by the features of the case-marked object. Given that the T probe and the v
probe are completely independent of each other, we get the following four possibilities,
corresponding to the four example sentences in (17). Successful agreement refers to
instances where agreement probes are valued by the feature specification of the goal,
and unsuccessful agreement refers to instances where no suitable goal is found which
can value the probe, indicated by a -specification of 0 in the trees below.
(28) Independent probes model
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a. Both T agreement and v agreement successful
TP
T
u:3FS
vP
v0
v
u:3FP
VP
Vghazalẽ
:3FP
laRkii
:3FS
b. only T agreement successful
TP
T
u:3FS
vP
v0
v
u:0
VP
Vghazalõ-ko
dom,:3FP
laRkii
:3FS
7
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c. only v agreement successful
TP
T
u:0
vP
v0
v
u:3FP
VP
Vghazalẽ
:3FP
laRkii-ne
erg,:3FS
7
d. neither successful
TP
T
u:0
vP
v0
v
u:0
VP
Vghazalõ-ko
erg,:3FP
laRkii-ne
erg,:3FS
7
7
A number of questions remain for such an account. As a member of the class of
accounts where there are multiple loci for agreement, the independent probes account
has to address the issue of the morphological realization of agreement features on the
verb and auxiliaries. For configurations where only one nominal meets the unmarked
case criterion this may seem unproblematic since only one of the agreement operations
would have met with success. In subject agreement configurations where only the
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subject is unmarked and the object is case marked, v bears no -features due to failed
agreement – indicated by 0 – and T bears the features corresponding to the subject.
Similarly in object agreement configurations where only the object is unmarked and
the subject is case marked, v bears the features corresponding to the objectv, while T
bears a zero specification due to failed agreement. However, for configurations where
both subject and the object are unmarked and consequently both T agreement with
the subject and v agreement with the object have succeeded, the question of what
determines the choice of features realized morphologically on the verb and auxiliaries
is non-trivial.
To be more specific, assuming uniform head movement4 from v to T would give
us the following complex head [T v T ] in all cases5 However, this complex head
would have differing feature specifications in different agreement configurations. The
complex head in T has the structure in (29-a) in configurations where only T-subject
has succeeded, and the structure in (29-b) in configurations where only v-object has
succeeded. With only one non-zero feature specification, it would not be difficult
to set up a morphological rule to map the feature value to the morphology. For
configurations where both the subject and object are case-marked and neither v nor
T have valued features, setting up a morphological rule to map the 0 feature value
to the default agreement morphology is not problematic. However, in case of (29-d),
there are two non-zero feature sets in the same complex head, and getting the syntax-
4While the assumption of head movement is non-trivial for a head-final language like Hindi-Urdu
where it is difficult to test this, there is some recent evidence from the domain of complex predicates
and verb phrase ellipsis suggesting that there is at least v to Asp movement in Hindi-Urdu. See
Manetta (2019) for a detailed discussion.
5The role of Aspect and intermediate auxiliaries is put aside right now for simplicity.
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morphology mapping right would require privileging the feature value in the (lower)
T segment of the complex head rather than v.
(29) a. only T-subject agreement successful: [T [v:phi=0] [T:phi=subj] ]
b. only v-object agreement successful: [T [v:phi=obj] [T:phi=0] ]
c. Neither successful: [T [v:phi=0] [T:phi=0] ]
d. Both successful: [T [v:phi=obj] [T:phi=subj] ]
The current statement of this account also leaves underspecified the question of how
far T and v can look in their c-command domain to find a goal and if there are any
locality constraints on this process. For instance in the structures I have depicted as
only having successful v agreement, what prevents T, which has failed to agree with
the subject, from probing further down and finding the object such that both T and
v agree with the same NP, the object6? In any case, in order to accommodate the
possibility of long distance agreement in Hindi-Urdu, at least the -probe on v has
to be able to look sufficiently into its c-command domain for a suitable goal.
To sum up, the core idea presented here was that subject agreement and object agree-
ment in Hindi-Urdu can be treated as having independent structural loci even while
maintaining the idea about probing downwards. The agreement probes for subject
agreement and object agreement are located on distinct structural heads and the
targets of agreement, the subject and the object, are in distinct structural positions
which are very local to the respective agreement probes. Thus, while the notions of
subject or object are not primitives in this system, the final determination of whether
6If needed, T-agreement could be kept sufficiently local by adopting a proposal by Bhatia and
Kusmer (2018) who utilize relativized minimality to prevent a higher -probe from being able to
look past a lower  probe.
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the two independent agreement operations give rise to a ‘subject agreement config-
uration’ where agreement features of the subject are morphologically realized or an
‘object agreement configuration’ where agreement features of the object are morpho-
logically realized would be a function of the featural makeup of the complex head in
T.
2.3.4 Section summary
In this section, I discussed a number of possible accounts of basic agreement facts
in Hindi-Urdu. We saw that the analyses differed across a number of dimensions -
the number of loci for agreement, the direction of probing and the independence or
lack thereof between agreement and case. In the next section, I will evaluate how
the different proposals fare with respect to the particular puzzle related to agreement
with nominal elements of N-V complex predicates in Hindi-Urdu.
2.4 When the agreement generalization fails
In this section, I will focus on an instance of agreement which does not fit the classic
formulation of the agreement generalization of Hindi-Urdu - ‘agree with the highest
unmarked nominal’. The empirical domain being evaluated here concerns cases of
successful and failed agreement with the nominal component of a N-V complex pred-
icates. Such predicates have a nominal component which I am indicating with N7,
and a verbal component indicated with V. For example, in (30), yaad ‘memory’ is
the N, and the ‘do’ and ‘come’ correspond to V.
7The use of the label N should not be treated as a commitment to an analysis where the nominal
component is categorically non-phrasal. Whether the nominal component is phrasal or non-phrasal
is an independent question which I will table for future discussion.
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(30) N-V complex predicates
a. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
mohan-ko
Mohan-dom
yaad
memory.fs
kiyaa
do-pfv.def
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
b. ramesh-ko
Ramesh-dat
mohan-kii
Mohan-gen
yaad
memory.fs
aayii
come-pfv.fs
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
This pair of sentences exhibits a contrasting and unexpected agreement asymmetry.
Since ramesh and mohan are case marked in both the sentences in (30), we might
have expected verbal agreement with the sole unmarked nominal yaad across both
the sentences. As we observe in (30-b) though only the verb ‘come’ is able to agree
with yaad, and ‘do’ is not in this case.
However, this unexpected lack of agreement in (30-a) is not in any way a quirk of
the specific verb in question, as illustrated in (31) below. In (31-a), we observe
successful agreement of the verb ‘do’ with the only unmarked nominal in the sentence
- the nominal component of the complex predicate, chorii. However, in (31-b) and
(31-c) we see that such predicates can select for another unmarked argument - the
stolen entity gehne - which has the consequence that this sentence has two unmarked
nominals - gehne ‘jewels’ and chorii ‘theft’. Here, agreement is with the NP gehne
and not chorii, giving us an object agreement pattern rather than agreement with
the nominal component of the N-V complex predicate. Furthermore, the Hindi-Urdu
agreement generalization gives rise to the expectation that whenever the subject and
the object is case-marked, the nominal component of the complex predicate would be
the agreement controller as the sole unmarked nominal in the structure, in analogy
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with (31-a). However, contrary to this expectation, default agreement arises in (31-d)
instead of agreement with the unmarked nominal chorii, (31-e).
(31) a. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
chorii
theft.fs
kii
do.past.fs
‘Ramesh stole.’ (lit. ‘Ramesh did a theft.’)
b. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehne
jewels.mp
chorii
theft.fs
kiye
do.past.mp
‘Ramesh stole the jewels.’
c. *ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehne
jewels.mp
chorii
theft.fs
kii
do.past.fs
‘Ramesh stole the jewels.’
d. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehnõ-ko
jewels.mp.obl-dom
chorii
theft.fs
kiyaa
do.past.def
‘Ramesh stole the jewels.’
e. *ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehnõ-ko
jewels.mp.obl-dom
chorii
theft.fs-dom
kii
do.past.fs
‘Ramesh stole the jewels.’
pro-dropped object arguments have a similar impact on the agreement possibilities as
overt objects – agreement with the nominal component of N-V predicates is blocked
in clauses where the object argument is a pro and not overtly realized, (32).
(32) a. mẼ-ne
I-erg
usei
3s.dom
yaad
memoryfs
kiyaa,
do-pfv-def,
kyaa
Q
tum-ne
2s-erg
bhi
also
proi
yaad
memoryfs
kiyaa/*kii
do-pfv-def/do-pfv-fs
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‘I remembered him/her/them, did you as well?
b. ramesh-ko
Ramesh-dat
in
these
gehnõ-koi
jewels-dom
kal
yesterday
chorii
theft.fs
kar-naa
do-inf-def
thaa,
be.pfv-def,
aur
and
mujhe
I.dat
proi
today
aaj chorii
theft.fs
karnaa
do-inf-def
thaa
be.pfv-def
/
*karnii
do-inf-fs
thii
be.pfv-fs
‘Ramesh had to steal these jewels yesterday, and I had to steal them
today.’
This data shows that the high-level generalization of Hindi-Urdu agreement in terms
of agreement with the highest unmarked nominal is inadequate in its empirical cov-
erage. This poses a challenge for any current implementation of the Hindi-Urdu
agreement system which directly references this form of the generalization. In the
upcoming discussion I will engage with the various proposals of basic Hindi-Urdu
agreement discussed in §2.3 and go over the possibility of extending them to the
present dataset. Given the challenges associated with some of these extensions, I
land on the side of accounts which involve downward probing, with the addition that
the default agreement in (30-a) and (31-d) is attributed to defective intervention by
the nominals bearing ergative marking and differential object marking.
2.4.1 Possible extensions to existing proposals
2.4.1.1 Looking down
First we look at the question of whether a downwards probing account with a single
probe such as Bhatt (2005) can be extended to the present data pattern. Given the set
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up in Bhatt (2005), which straightforwardly implements the search for the highest
unmarked nominal in the structure in order to identify the agreement controller,
agreement with the nominal chorii ‘theft’ in (31-a) would proceed as in the simple
object agreement structure in (19). chorii ‘theft’ is agreed with since its -features
are visible and the subject’s features are not due to the ergative case-marking. In
(31-b), agreement with gehne would proceed as follows. Agreement with the subject
will fail because of ergative case-marking on the subject. Proceeding top down in
the search space, the -probe in T would find the unmarked NP gehne and agree
with it and no further probing would be necessary - indicated by ‘NO’ in the tree
below. This assumes that the N in the complex predicate is lower in the structure
than the theme argument, based on the observation that in the default word order
the N is closest to the verb. When no such theme argument exists in the structure as
in (31-a), the -probe would agree with the nominal chorii because it would be the
highest unmarked nominal in the structure.
(33) Tree for (31-b) based on Bhatt (2005).
7K indicates no attempt at agreement due to case.
‘NO’ indicates no probing due to a previously successful agreement relation-
ship.
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TP
T
u:3MP
AspP
Asp
u
vP
v0
vVP
VP
Vchorii
:3FS
gehne
:3MP
ramesh-ne
+case,:3MS
7K
NO
Extending the single probe system to agreement in configurations where there is a
-ko marked theme in the structure, the prediction is that the nominal of the complex
predicate would be agreed with. However, as (31-d) and (31-e) show, this is not the
observed pattern. Within the current system there is no way to block that unattested
agreement pattern in (31-e). This would require that the T probe is prevented from
probing beyond this case-marked theme argument and agreeing with the unmarked
nominal of the N-V complex predicate, such that the observed default agreement
pattern is accounted for.
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(34) Predicted agreement with chorii indicated with ‘??’, (31-e)
TP
T
u
AspP
Asp
u
vP
v0
vVP
VP
Vchorii
:3FS
gehnõ-ko
+case,:3MP
ramesh-ne
+case,:3MS
7K
7K
??
This single probe account involving downwards search and agree can only be extended
to the novel data in (31) if we make the following additional assumptions - -features
are ‘visible’ on theme arguments bearing differential object marking - which then
blocks further probing beyond the theme argument. In order for this idea to work,
I propose that -ko marked themes are defective interveners for phi-agreement. One
way to make this work is by having -ko correspond to a K head which has an overtly
specified value for -features. This translates to the -probe on T entering a successful
agreement relationship with a DOM theme. Once a successful agreement relationship
is established between the -probe and the -ko marked object, the agreement probe
does not need to continue to search for an agreement goal. See (35) for a structural
representation of this extended analysis. The successful defective agreement with the
-ko marked theme is indicated by a zero-value on the relevant K and the -probe in
the tree here because this corresponds to default agreement morphology. However,
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the key idea is that the K have some feature specification which is visible to the 
probe. This prevents the probe from going past the K node to look at the embedded
NP or the nominal component of the complex predicate.
(35) Blocking the unattested pattern in (31-e).
3K indicates successful agreement with a DOM bearing intervener
TP
T
u:0
AspP
Asp
u
vP
v0
vVP
VP
Vchorii
:3FS
KP
K
-ko,:0
NP
gehnõ
:3MP
ramesh-ne
+case,:3MS
3K
7K
NO
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The proposed visibility of differentially object marked arguments for agreement in
Hindi-Urdu, has more overt correlates in related Western Indo-Aryan languages like
Gujarati and Kutchi Gujarati where the object nominal is agreed with even when it
bears overt DOM marking.
(36) ramesh-e
Ramesh.m-erg
sudha-ne
Sudha.f-dom
dhamkawy-i
scold-f
‘Ramesh scolded Sudha.’ Gujarati
(Mistry 19768)
(37) reena
Reena.f
kutro(-ne)
dog.m-(dom)
mar-y-o
hit-pfv.m
Reena hit a/the dog.’ Kutchi Gujarati
(Patel-Grosz and Grosz, 2014)
The visibility of the features of a nominal with DOM could be done in a number of
ways. One possibility is that the differential object marker -ne in Kutchi Gujarati
lacks a zero-specification for  features and has the same feature specification of the
embedded NP by virtue of having overtly agreed with it. The possibility of these
languages having different case-discrimination settings than Hindi-Urdu such that
nominals with ergative (zero-)marking and DOM are accessible to agreement probes
in the clausal spine (in the sense of Bobaljik 2008) has been argued against in Patel-
Grosz and Grosz (2014).
8The original example glossed -ne as Accusative, but modern treatments (Patel-Grosz and Grosz,
2014) identify it as DOM.
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We can also ask whether a downwards probing account with independent probes can
be extended to the present data pattern. The baseline sentence in (31-a) which lacks
an overt theme and  agreement is with the N of the complex predicate would have a
very similar account to the object agreement structure in (28). It is when we come to
the other sentences in (31) , that we have to reconsider the notion of failed agreement
we apply to analyses of Hindi-Urdu agreement. Agreement failure, as in Preminger
(2014), is associated with continued probing after initial failure. In the current case
though, this is something which we want to block - when a theme is present in the
structure, we don’t want the -probe to be able to look further at the N of the complex
predicate. This leads us to a similar state of affairs as the extension discussed above
for Bhatt (2005). In order for an independent probes account to account for the
pattern in (31) we require objects to be visible to the agreement system irrespective
of their case status and we require agreement with the object to count as successful
even when it bears differential object marking and a potential zero-specification.
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(38) Agreeing with -ko marked themes in an independent probes system
TP
T
u:0
vP
v0
v
u:0
VP
V
Vchorii
gaanoN-ko
dom,:3MP
laRkii-ne
erg,:3FS
3
7
2.4.1.2 Looking up
Next I discuss the two upwards agreement analyses discussed in §2.3. Given the
tight connection between case and agreement in Mahajan’s 1990 analysis, we are
faced with the question of whether and how the nominal chorii receives case and
how this interacts with agreement. In order to extend this account to the observed
agreement pattern where agreement with the N of a complex predicate is blocked by
an overt theme, at least the following additional assumption seems necessary - the
theme argument of the sentences in (31) would need to move to the Spec of AGROP
both when it is unmarked for case and when it has differential object marking. This
would ensure that the movement of the N of the complex predicate would be blocked
and no agreement would arise. Note, however, that this kind of situation would arise
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if and only if chorii here does not need itself need structural case to be licensed.
Furthermore, even though chorii does not need case, it should be in a position to
receive case – when there is no theme argument, chorii can move to Spec AGROP,
where it would be successfully agreed with, alongside receiving structural case in the
Spec-head configuration.
(39) a. Theme moves to Spec AGROP - No agreement with chorii
AGRSP
AGRS 0
AGRSTP
T0
TAGROP
AGRO 0
AGRO
kiye/
kiya
ramesh-ne ti chorii tV
VP
ti
gehnei/
gehnõ-koi
(Spec)
b. chorii moves to Spec AGROP - Agreement with chorii
AGRSP
AGRS 0
AGRSTP
T0
TAGROP
AGRO 0
AGRO
kiiramesh-ne ti tV
VP
ti
choriii
(Spec)
Thus, even though ruling out the unattested agreement with chorii ‘theft’ in the
presence of an overt theme argument in this two-probe account involving Spec-head
agreement would necessarily require different technology than that for Bhatt (2005),
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it rests on a uniform treatment of DOM bearing themes and unmarked themes both
of which move to Spec AGRO. Given Mahajan’s assumptions, the difference reduces
to the case/licensing needs of the nominal component of the N-V complex predicate.
Attempts at extending Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018) to the data pattern in (31)
would be similar in spirit to the extension for the Mahajan style account - the rela-
tionship between v and the unmarked N of the complex predicate would be key. Only
when the -probe in v bears the features of the unmarked N of the complex predicate
would the T have its -probe be valued by v, giving rise to the observed agreement
in (31-a). Since upwards agree is driven by the preceding step of nominals needing
case, the extension of this account to the (31-a) sentence would necessitate positing
that the N has a [uv] feature, and the rest of the derivation would parallel that in the
object agreement structure, (27).
In order to derive the absence of agreement with the N in the presence of an unmarked
or case-marked theme, (31-d), we need to block v agreement with the unmarked N
when there is an overt theme argument in the structure, (31-e). Like the extension to
Mahajan’s account, here too an additional assumption would need to be made: the
theme needs to monopolize v-agreement irrespective of whether it is unmarked or it
bears differential object marking.
Spelling this out further, this proposal amounts to extending the intuition behind the
ergative/nominative parallel for subjects that Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018) adopt to
a DOM/accusative parallel for object NPs. The theme has a structural case feature
that it needs to check against v. This case-checking would underlie movement of the
theme to Spec vP, irrespective of its DOM status. The u-probe on v can then enter
into an agreement relationship with the theme thereby restricting the dependent T
agreement to the theme. If it is unmarked its features successfully value the -probe
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on v, and the derivation is straightforward. When the theme has DOM, the -probe
on v can be valued as 0, and consequently even with the possibility of indirect access
the -probe on T continues to have zero-valuation since the v itself does not have
access to the features of the N of the N-V complex predicate in this context.
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(40) Blocking agreement with chorii, (31-e). 3 indicates agreement with a nominal
with defective -features.
TP
T0
T
u:0
iT
vP
vP
v0
v[uT ]
u:0
iv
VP
VP
Vchorii
:3FS
<gehnõ-ko>
dom,i:3MP
uv
gehnõ-ko
dom,i:3MP
uv
<ramesh-ne>
erg,:3MS
uT
ramesh-ne
erg,:3MS
uT
3
3
Such a scenario rests on the N of the complex predicate not being in a -relationship
with v. As it turns out, it is not trivial to ensure this state of affairs. Since multiple
uninterpretable features can be checked by a single interpretable feature, the case-
features on both the theme and the N could in principle be checked by the higher v
head, see (41). If this is what happens, both of these nominals could be moved to
specifier positions in little vP and their relative positions (theme >> N) preserved.
In this situation, we need some additional mechanism to ensure that the upwards
probing for the -probe in v finds the theme rather than the structurally local N.
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(41) Upwards agree involving two nominals
vP
vP
v0
v[uT ]
u:0
iv
VP
VP
V<chorii>
:3FS
uv
<gehne>
i:3MP
uv
chorii
:3FS
uv
gehne
i:3MP
uv
observed
predicted
Alternatively, one might consider the idea that N movement is to be blocked in the
first place because the N in this context lacks an uninterpretable case feature. A recent
proposal of the facts discussed in this section by Das (2015) explores this possibility
and suggests that Chomsky’s activity condition may be utilized such that the N of
the complex predicate is inactive in exactly the contexts where it is not agreed with.
However, for all proposals in this vein, it is not clear at all why the same N of the N-
V complex predicate should have an uninterpretable case feature in sentences where
there is no theme, and lack a case feature in sentences with a theme on their account.
Thus, the concern about Mahajan extends here as well and a principled explanation
would have to be found for what is at present a stipulation. Further, if the N of the
N-V predicate is sensitive to the presence or absence of elements in a higher part
of the structure, this amounts to ‘look-ahead’, which will need to be independently
constrained.
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2.4.1.3 Section summary
To sum up, in this section, various possible analyses of the Hindi-Urdu agreement
system were evaluated with respect to the data from (un)successful agreement with
the N of N-V complex predicates. We saw that irrespective of whichever current
account of Hindi-Urdu agreement we evaluate, they fall short in accounting for the
agreement patterns in (31). We also saw that even across the variable theoretical
assumptions and devices necessitated by these models of agreement, accounting for
this additional data requires extensions which share the core property of treating
unmarked themes at par with differential object marking bearing themes, even as the
potential solutions differ in their understanding of successful agreement.
In extensions of systems which treat case and agreement as independent - Bhatt
(2005) and the Independent probes with downwards agree account - agreement with
DOM themes is treated as successful agreement such that whatever the -feature
specification of DOM-marked themes is, it is sufficient to prevent further probing.
Thus DOM themes are not made entirely invisible by -ko, but rather their -features
are rendered defective, possibly by having an overt zero-specification on a Kase head.
In extensions of systems which treat case and agreement as inter-dependent - for exam-
ple Mahajan (1990) or Bjorkman and Zeiljstra (2018) - DOM themes are again treated
at par with unmarked themes but in terms of their structural case requirements. Just
as with other accounts, a clear specification of the features of DOM-marked themes
would have to be made such that agreement maps to default agreement morphology.
With respect to the potential competition between themes and N of N-V predicates,
as long as the case requirements are tied to themes landing in particular structural
positions and not the N of the N-V predicate, the N can not be agreed with. How-
ever, ensuring that the N of the N-V predicate does not end up being accessible for
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agreement in this way requires the additional stipulation that the N needs case in
the absence of a theme but not otherwise. With their dissociation of agreement from
case, downwards agree accounts do not require such a stipulation to account for the
present data about agreement with the N of N-V predicates. Based on this, I adopt
downwards probing accounts for Hindi-Urdu going forward.
2.5 Implications
The defective intervention associated with nominals with DOM demonstrates the
inadequacy of simply looking for unmarked nominals in a structure in Hindi-Urdu.
This raises a number of questions: (a) what is the status of other case-marked NPs in
the language vis à vis agreement? ; and (b) what should the appropriate statement
of the Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization be?
2.5.1 Case-markers more generally
With respect to case-markers other than DOM, the following data from Mohanan
(1994) clearly illustrates that nominals with cases such as locative or instrumental do
not give rise to intervention with respect to agreement with the nominal component
of N-V complex predicates.
(42) a. iilaa-ne
Ila-erg
mohan-par
Mohan-loc
kripaa
favour.fs
kii
do.pfv-fs
‘Ila showed kindness to Mohan.’
b. iilaa-ne mohan-se nafrat kii
Ila-erg Mohan-inst hatred.fs do.pfv-fs
‘Ila hated Mohan.’ (Mohanan, 1994, p.226)
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In addition, dative case, which is homophonous with differential object marking in
Hindi-Urdu, also does not lead to intervention for agreement. See (30-b), repeated
below as (43), where yaad is scuccessfully agreed with in the presence of a dative
nominal and a genitive nominal.
(43) ramesh-ko
Ramesh-dat
mohan-kii
Mohan-gen
yaad
memory.fs
aayii
come-pfv.fs
‘Ramesh remembered Mohan.’
There is some morphological evidence that suggests that ergative case may be dis-
tinct from other case-markers though, especially when it comes to person features.
An examination of the morphological paradigm for ergative pronouns in Hindi-Urdu
reveals that ergative case on first and second person pronouns does not lead to a
change in the pronominal stem to an oblique form, while for other case-markers the
stem form changes as well.
(44) a. mẼ ‘I’
b. mẼ-ne ‘I-ERG’
c. mujh-ko ‘I-dat’
d. mujh-se ‘I-inst’
If this contrast is meaningful, then it is possible that ergative case leads to defective
intervention for person features. This further predicts that if ergatives have defective
person features which are visible to the agreement system, then verbal agreement with
nominals lower in the structure should be impossible. On the face of it, the empirical
facts seem consistent with this possibility as person agreement with first or second
person themes is unavailable in the language in the presence of ergative nominals,
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(45). Unfortunately, it is difficult to explicitly test this implication in Hindi-Urdu
any further since first and second person pronouns always surface with differential
object marking, (45).
(45) a. *tum-ne
you-erg
mẼ
I.(fs)
dekhii
see-pfv.fs
hũũ
be.pres.1
‘You saw me.’
b. tum-ne
you-erg
mujhe
I.dom
dekhaa
see-pfv.def
hE
be.pres.def
‘You saw me.’
In contrast to ergative, cases like dative or instrumental which render pronouns
oblique presumably do not block person agreement/licensing of the theme - all fea-
tures of the NPs they mark are invisible for agreement, and the theme argument is
agreed with in all features - person, number and gender - as in (46).
(46) tum-ko
you-dat
mẼ
me
dikh
see
jaũũgii
go-fut.1fs
‘You will (be able to) see me.’
This means that case-marked nominals in Hindi-Urdu may not be a uniform class:
ergative and differential object marking are arguably distinct from other cases. Even
if all case-marked nominals have a uniform structure involving a KP layer around the
nominal, K heads that are ergative and DOM may have overtly specified ‘defective’
feature specifications on them.
At the same time there is also the question of whether nominals without case-marking
are a uniform class. This question is especially relevant with respect to the nominal
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component of the N-V complex predicates discussed in this chapter. While I do not
explore this issue in detail here, I would like to flag the potential connection between
case and phrasal status.
Mohanan (1994) demonstrates that the nominal in N-V complex predicates is as
lexical and not phrasal at least in some structural contexts. Bhatt (2008) explores
this specifically in the context of agreement and suggests that differences in (case)-
licensing may correlate with the size of the nominal component of N-V complex
predicates.
It is only contexts where agreement with the nominal in N-V complex predicates is
possible, that the nominal can have a phrasal status as indicated by the inclusion
of additional material such as a quantifier such as ek ‘one’, (47). Where agreement
is unavailable, the nominal cannot have a phrasal status as suggested by the ill-
formedness of the sentence when the quantifier ek is included.
(47) a. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
chorii
theft.fs
kii
do.past.fs
‘Ramesh stole.’ (lit. ‘Ramesh did a theft.’)
b. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
[ek
one
chorii]
theft.fs
kii
do.past.fs
‘Ramesh stole once.’ (lit. ‘Ramesh did one theft.’)
(48) a. ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehnõ-ko
jewels-dom
chorii
theft.fs
kiyaa
do.past.def
‘Ramesh stole the jewels.’
b. *ramesh-ne
Ramesh-erg
gehnõ-ko
jewels-dom
[ek
one
chorii]
theft.fs
kiyaa
do.past.def
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intended: ‘Ramesh stole the jewels once.’ (lit. ‘Ramesh did one theft of
the jewels.’)
Bhatt (2008) utilizes a distinct diagnostic – possible modification by genitives – to
make a similar point about the differential phrasal status of nominals that are part
of N-V predicates.
Since the presence of the object (jewels) bleeds both the possibility of agreement with
the nominal component of the N-V predicate as well as its phrasal status (both when
the object is in its unmarked case form and when it bears differential object marking)
this object may not only be an intervener for agreement as I have suggested but also
for structural licensing of full NPs. I refer the reader to Bhatt (2008) for further
discussion of this issue.
2.5.2 Revisiting generalizations and assumptions
The agreement pattern discussed in this chapter also raises the question of what the
appropriate statement of the Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization should be. One
further issue deserves to be considered as well in the context of this question: the
failure of agreement with the N of the N-V predicates in structures with overt theme
arguments highlights the fact there are at most two ‘cycles’ of agreement attempted in
the language: one involving the subject, the other involving a non-subject which may
be the object of that clause, or the object of an embedded infinitive clause in case of
long-distance agreement or the N of N-V complex predicates. Crucially, this restricted
nature of the agreement system is not captured in the form of the generalization set
up in terms of structural prominence and unmarked case, (49). This description has
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no restrictions in terms of how many attempts at agreement are allowed, and at what
point ‘failed agreement’ is acceptable.
(49) Agree with the highest unmarked nominal.
The form of the agreement generalization set up in terms of argument roles, (50) does
a little bit better in capturing this because it builds in the two-attempts requirement
by directly referencing two argument roles: subject and object. However, with this
description the label ‘object’ fails to capture the range of non-subjects that may be
the goal for the second cycle.
(50) If the subject is unmarked, agree with that; failing that, if the object is un-
marked agree with that; failing that go with default agreement.
This means that even if we restrict ourselves to downwards probing accounts to ac-
count for instances of successful and failed agreement with the N of N-V predicates,
we still need to build in the upper limit of two ‘cycles’ of agreement. One possible
path to ensuring this involves the separation of T agreement and v agreement as dis-
cussed in the independent probes account. However, there exists another possibility
which limits agreement to a single node in the syntactic structure.
This involves the independence of person and number(-gender) features, with each of
them being associated with separate probes, see Harley and Ritter (2002) and Béjar
and Rezac (2003) among others. Having two separate probes would limit the number
of possible successful agreement operations - one for person agreement and one for
number-gender.
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(51) A simplified  feature geometry (Based on Harley and Ritter 2002)
[]
[NUMBER]
[Plural]
[PERSON ]
[Participant]
[Speaker]
The idea of split probes for person and number-gender probes located in T coupled
with a downwards probing account involving a single locus of agreement, T, is pre-
sented below in (52). The -probe in T would see the defective person feature of the
ergative subject, agree with it, and continue probing downwards only for number-
gender leading to agreement with the case-marked theme. No further probing or
agreement is possible and therefore the N can’t be agreed with. Both the instances
of ‘successful’ agreement with case-marked nominals having defective features mani-
fest as default agreement morphology in Hindi. However, this default is qualitatively
distinct from the default morphology employed when there is no possible agreement
controller present in the structure.
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(52) Successful agreement with an ergative subject and a differential object mark-
ing bearing theme.
No probing of the N of the complex verb.
TP
T
uNGu
vP
v0
vVP
VNP
chorii
KP
K
DOM,NG=0
NP
jewels
KP
K
erg,=0
NP
raaj
3
3
7
We will return to the issue of split probes in Chapter 5, where we will see that
the separation of person and number-gender is independently motivated for Hindi-
Urdu. For now, I will simply point out that adopting the split probes analysis for
agreement with the N of the N-V complex predicates will allow us to do away with
the independent probes version of restricting agreement cycles in Hindi-Urdu while
maintaining a downwards agree analysis.
2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the traditional statement of the Hindi-Urdu agreement
generalization ‘agree with the highest unmarked nominal’ and reviewed several the-
oretical accounts of Hindi-Urdu agreement which differed in their implementation
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of the agreement generalization. Furthermore, I showed that this basic generaliza-
tion is insufficient for agreement patterns in the context of N-V complex predicates
where the availability of agreement with the nominal component of the N-V predi-
cate is unexpectedly not a function of that nominal element’s unmarked case status.
Rather, it is the presence or absence of an NP with differential object marking else-
where in the structure which modulates agreement with the nominal component of
the complex predicate. I showed that, as they stand, the proposals discussed in the
context of agreement with subjects or objects do not make the correct predictions
about agreement with nominals that are part of N-V complex predicates. I argued
that the pattern of possible and impossible agreement with nominal elements of N-V
complex predicates is derivable if we treat NPs with differential object markers as
defective interveners, such that agreement is impossible past them with lower nom-
inals. I adopted a downwards probing analysis with T being the loci of agreement
probing where differential object case marked NPs are not entirely invisible to agree-
ment probing and are in fact ‘successfully’ agreed with in Hindi-Urdu, which prevents
agreement with any lower nominal elements such as the N of N-V predicates.
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CHAPTER 3
LONG DISTANCE ADJECTIVAL AGREEMENT: TO BE
GOOD, OR TO BE CERTAIN, THAT IS THE QUESTION
3.1 Introduction
Long distance agreement (LDA) in Hindi-Urdu involves matrix verb agreement with a
case-unmarked nominal constituent inside an infinitive clause. This pattern of agree-
ment is well-studied in work by Mahajan (1990), Butt (1995) and Bhatt (2005), Keine
(2016) among others, and is illustrated in (53-a). Here, the matrix verb chaah agrees
with the feminine singular object of the infinitive clause kitaab. However, LDA is
optional, as speakers also accept the form without long distance agreement, (53-b),
where default agreement morphology surfaces instead. Furthermore, the morphology
on the infinitive verb is parasitic on the matrix agreement morphology in that differing
agreement features on the infinitive and the embedding verb are unacceptable – in-
finitive with default morphology and embedding verb with feminine singular, (53-c),
or infinitive with feminine singular morphology and embedding verb with default
morphology, (53-d) are disallowed.
(53) a. vivek-ne
Vivek-erg
[kitaab
book.fs
paRh-nii]
read-inf.f
chaah-ii
want-pfv.fs
‘Vivek wanted to read the book.’ (Bhatt 2005)
b. vivek-ne
Vivek-erg
[kitaab
book.fs
paRh-naa]
read-inf.def
chaah-aa
want-pfv.def
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c. *vivek-ne
Vivek-erg
[kitaab
book.fs
paRh-naa]
read-inf.def
chaah-ii
want-pfv.fs
d. *vivek-ne
Vivek-erg
[kitaab
book.fs
paRh-nii]
read-inf.fs
chaah-aa
want-pfv.def
Previous research has focused largely on infinitive clauses which are objects of transi-
tive embedding verbs. In this chapter, I expand the domain of inquiry and investigate
the possibility of long distance agreement in structures where an intransitive matrix
predicate (in particular an Adjective-Verb predicate) takes an infinitive clause as its
clausal argument. While agreement with unmarked NPs inside subject infinitival
clauses in Hindi-Urdu has not been studied in detail previously, one claim that has
been made about such sentences (Bhatt and Keine, 2017) is that such subject infini-
tive clauses are systematically opaque for LDA in Hindi. This claim rests on sentences
such as (54-a), where long distance agreement with mehnat, the sole unmarked NP
in the sentence which belongs to the embedded subject infinitive, is barred, and only
the default agreement form in (54-b) form is acceptable to speakers.
(54) a. *mehnat
effort.fs
karnii
do-inf.fs
acchii
good.fs
hotii
be-impf.f
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is good.’
b. mehnat
effort.fs
karnaa
do-inf.def
achhaa
good.def
hotaa
be-impf.def
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is good.’
However, while the data pattern in (54-a) and (54-b) is something that speakers
agree on, I will show that the same pattern does not characterize the entire class of
adjectival agreement.
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However, before turning to the LDA pattern in detail, I would like to establish the
basic pattern of agreement with respect to adjectives. Unlike the pair of sentences
in (54-a) and (54-b), in the monoclausal sentences in (55), agreement with the NP
argument of the Adjective-Copula predicate is obligatory and default agreement is
barred. In (55), both the adjective and the copular verb bear agreement morphology
corresponding to the NP kismat ‘fate’.
(55) a. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
acchii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘We were lucky.’ (lit. our fate was good)
b. *hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
acchaa
good.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘We were lucky.’ (lit. our fate was good)
In (56), only the copular verb bears overt agreement morphology, but not the ad-
jective. The morphological realization of agreement features on the adjective is a
function of the phonological shape of the adjective - only adjectives that end in -aa
in the default/3rd singular form, decline for agreement features. See Kachru (2006)
or Koul (2008) for further details.
(56) a. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
(pehle
before
se
abl
hii)
emph
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Our fate was pre-determined.’
b. *hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
(pehle
before
se
abl
hii)
emph
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Our fate was pre-determined.’
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The primary focus of this chapter will be on Adjective-Copula embedding predicates
and the differential agreement patterns that occur depending on the adjectives in-
volved. To briefly illustrate the differential agreement patterns that will be looked
at in greater detail in upcoming sections, note that while long distance agreement is
ruled out when the matrix adjective is ‘good’ it becomes available with a different
adjective like ‘necessary’ 9. As shown in (57-a), matrix agreement with the femi-
nine singular NP ‘mehnat’ is well-formed as is the default agreement form with the
adjective zaruurii.
(57) a. mehnat
effort.fs
karnii
do-inf.fs
zaruurii
necessary
hotii
be-impf.f
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is necessary.’
b. mehnat
effort.fs
karnaa
do-inf.def
zaruuri
necessary
hotaa
be-impf.def
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is necessary.’
To preview the structure of this chapter, first I illustrate how this contrastive adjective-
verb agreement pattern observed for subject infinitive clauses holds for various em-
bedded verb types including unaccusatives, dative experiencer verbs, transitives, and
ditransitives. Next, I propose an account of the contrast between sentences like (54-a)
and (57-a) which rests on the idea that these adjectives in Hindi-Urdu differ in terms
of where their sole argument is merged in the structure. This alongside independently
9I would like to thank Ayesha Kidwai, Gurmeet Kaur, Benu Sharan and Rohit Jain for their
judgments for the sentences discussed in this chapter. My judgments are identical to theirs, unless
noted otherwise. Judgments were also sought from Rajesh Bhatt, but since he consistently disallows
LDA in such contexts and only accepts the default agreement version, his judgments are not included
in the discussion henceforth.
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motivated assumptions about the structure of infinitives and constraints on upwards
and downwards agree in Hindi-Urdu will be sufficient to account for this data pattern.
3.2 The data
In this section I will present data showing that when subject infinitive clauses are
embedded under Adjective-Verb matrix predicates involving adjectives such as tE
‘certain’ or zaruurii ‘necessary’, we get the possibility of LDA in Hindi-Urdu, along
with its characteristic optionality wherein both LDA versions and default agreement
versions are acceptable to speakers.
3.2.1 LDA with Themes, not external arguments
First, I would like to show that LDA is available when the matrix adjective is tE
‘certain’, see (58-a) where matrix agreement is with the theme argument botal in
the embedded clause. In this example, agreement is morphologically realized on the
matrix verb and the infinitival marker, but not on the adjective since this adjective
does not have the appropriate phonological shape to inflect for particular features.
Speakers also accept non-LDA versions, as illustrated in (58-b) where default agree-
ment surfaces instead. Speaker opinions differ about the preferred version between
agreeing forms and non-agreeing forms but both are acceptable to these speakers. No
speakers accept the agreement pattern where the infinitive and the matrix verb have
opposing feature specifications, (58-c) and (58-d), pointing to the parasiticness of the
infinitive agreement morphology on successful matrix agreement just like in the case
of regular LDA cases discussed in (53-a).
(58) a. LDA
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botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-ni
break-inf.fs
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
‘The breaking of the bottle was certain.’
b. No LDA
bottle
bottle.fs
TuuTnaa
break-inf.def
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
c. *opposing features on infinitive and matrix predicates
*bottle
bottle.fs
TuuTnii
break-inf.fs
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
d. *opposing features on infinitive and matrix predicates
*bottle
bottle.fs
TuuTnaa
break-inf.def
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
I would like to highlight here that the availability of LDA is contingent on the relevant
NP being a theme of the embedded verb. Agreement with embedded external argu-
ments is impossible in this context, see (59). However, this is unsurprising because of
an independent constraint on the appearance of case-unmarked external arguments
for infinitives, such NPs must be marked with genitive case instead. Since the obliga-
tory genitive rules out agreement with the external argument, I will not be discussing
such NPs further.
(59) a. *miiraa
Mira.fs
bhaag-nii
run-inf.fs
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
Intended:‘Mira’s running was certain.’
b. *miiraa
Mira.fs
bhaag-naa
run-inf.def
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Mira’s running was certain.’
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c. underg-kaa
miiraa-kaa
Mira-gen
bhaag-naa
run-inf.def
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Mira’s running was certain.’
3.2.2 More Adjectives
Coming back to LDA with themes of embedded infinitives, LDA is possible with
adjectives other than tE ‘certain’ as well : see (60) where the adjective zaruurii
‘necessary’ is used instead. Here, LDA is morphologically realized on the past tense
auxiliary thii ‘was’ and the infinitive. In addition, some naturally occurring examples
with long distance agreement are provided in (61) and (62) which further exemplify
this agreement pattern.
(60) baarish
rain.fs
ho-nii
be-inf.fs
zarurii
necessary
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Rain was necessary.’
(61) saamaany-se
normal-inst
zyaadaa
more
baarish
rain.fs
honii
be-inf.fs
tE
certain
thii
was
‘It was certain to rain more than usual.’ 10
10This example is based on a naturally occurring counterpart lacking an overt copula, but with
agreement inflection on the infinitive: saamaany se zyaadaa baarish honii tE. Given that opposing
feature specifications on the infinitive and matrix verb are ruled out for all speakers, this can be
considered an instance of LDA even in the absence of the overt auxiliary verb. Source: https:
//hindi.moneycontrol.com/news/commodity-news/rain-set-to-normal-skymet_138972.html
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(62) uttraakhand
Uttrakhand
mẽ
loc
pahaaRi
mountainous
kshetrõ
regions
mẽ
loc
baarish
rain.fs
honii
be-inf.fs
jaarii
ongoing
hE
be.pres.s
‘It continues to rain in the mountainous regions of Uttrakhand.’ 11
In contrast to adjectives like zaruurii ‘necessary’, tE ‘certain’ or jaarii ‘continuing’
which allow LDA to surface on the copular verb, adjectives like achhaa and buraa
do not permit LDA, as illustrated in (63) and (64). Only the default agreement
form where the auxiliary, the adjective and the infinitive are in their default form is
acceptable to all speakers, and versions with opposing features specifications are also
ruled out.
(63) a. *botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-nii
break-inf.fs
achhii
good.fs
thii
be.pres.fs
‘The breaking of the bottle was good.’
b. botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-naa
break-inf.def
achhaa
good
thaa
be.pres.def
(64) *baarish
rain.fs
ho-nii
be-inf.fs
burii
bad.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Rain was bad.’
(64) baarish
rain.fs
ho-naa
be-inf.def
buraa
baddef
thaa
be.pst.def
11Source: https://hindi.timesnownews.com/india/article/heavy-rains-alert-in-
uttarakhand-in-coming-3-days-continue-rain-disturbed-life-in-lucknow-up-hindi-
news/277965
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For ease of exposition, I am going to refer to the two adjective classes as certain-type
adjectives and good-type adjectives from this point onwards. To summarize the basic
agreement pattern: certain-type adjectives allow LDA, while good-type adjectives do
not.
The same adjective-based agreement split holds for various other kinds of embedded
verbs as well: dative-nominatives, transitives and ditransitives. LDA is acceptable
to speakers with certain-type adjectives when the embedded infinitive predicate is a
‘dative-nominative’, but as before LDA is not acceptable good-type adjectives. The
pattern for certain-type adjectives is illustrated with the embedded predicate mil in
(65). As observed for the unaccusatives, LDA is available and optional with certain-
type adjectives and the default agreement pattern is also acceptable. No speakers
accept the agreement pattern where the infinitive and the matrix verb have opposing
feature specifications, (65-c) and (65-d).
(65) a. miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
milnii
get-inf.fs
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Mira was certain to get the book.’
b. miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
mil-naa
get-inf.def
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Mira was certain to get the book.’
c. *miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
milnaa
get-inf.def
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
d. *miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
milnii
get-inf.fs
tE
certain
thaa
be.pst.def
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The same pattern is also observed for other embedded dative predicates such as pasand
aanaa ‘to like’ as well as other certain-type adjectives such as zaruurii ‘necessary’ as
attested by the naturally occurring example in (66-a), where the matrix auxiliary
and the infinitive have agreement morphology corresponding to the nominal dhvani
‘sound’. This point is made more salient by the use of the past tense be auxiliary in
(66-b).
(66) a. ghar
house
mẽ
loc
rahne
live-inf.obl
vaale
rel.pall
sabhii
members-dat
sadasyõ-ko
wind-chimes
wind-chimes
gen.fs
kii
sound.fs
dhvani
like
pasand
come-inf.fs
aanii
necessary
zaruuri
be.pres.s
hE
‘It is necessary for all residents of the household to like the sound of wind
chimes.’12
b. ghar
house
mẽ
loc
rahne
live-inf.obl
vaale
rel.p
sabhi
all
sadasyõ-ko
members-dat
wind-chimes
wind-chimes
kii
gen.fs
dhvani
sound.fs
pasand
like
aanii
come-inf.fs
zaruuri
necessary
thii
be.pres.s
‘It was necessary for all residents of the household to like the sound of
wind chimes.
good-type adjectives do not permit LDA, as illustrated in (67). Only the default
agreement form is acceptable, as in (68).
(67) a. *miiraa-ko
Mira dat
kitaab
book
milnii
find-inf.fs
acchii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
12source: https://tinyurl.com/y44zf5jx
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Intended: ‘It was good for Mira to find the book.’
b. *miiraa
Mira
ko
dat
samay
time
par
loc
davaai
medicine
milnii
find-inf.fs
achhii
good.fs
hotii
be-impf.fs
hE
be.pres.s
Intended:‘It is good for Mira to receive medicine on time.’
(68) a. miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book
milnaa
find-inf.def
acchaa
good.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘It was good for Mira to find the book.’
b. miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
samay-par
time-loc
davaaii
medicine
milnaa
find-inf.def
achhaa
good.def
hotaa
be-impf.def
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is good for Mira to receive medicine on time.’
As already previewed in the introduction of this chapter, LDA is also possible with
certain-type adjectives when the embedded verb is transitive, see (57-a) and (57-b)
repeated below as (69-a) and (69-b). For good-type adjectives, LDA is not accept-
able and only default agreement is grammatical, as illustrated in (70-a) and (70-b),
repeated below as (70-a) and (70-b).
(69) a. mehnat
effort.fs
karnii
do-inf.fs
zaruurii
necessary
hotii
be-impf.f
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is necessary.’
b. mehnat
effort.fs
karnaa
do-inf.def
zaruuri
necessary
hotaa
be-impf.def
hE
be.pres
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‘Working hard is necessary.’
(70) a. *mehnat
effort.fs
kar-nii
do-inf.fs
acchii
good.fs
hotii
be-impf.f
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is good.’
b. mehnat
effort.fs
kar-naa
do-inf.def
achhaa
good.def
hotaa
be-impf.def
hE
be.pres
‘Working hard is good.’
The same adjective-based LDA split extends to embedded ditransitives as well, as
illustrated below in (71) and (72).
(71) a. lottery-mẽ
lottery-loc
parchii
entry.fs
Daal-nii
put.inf.fs
zaruurii
necessary
thii
be.pst.fs
‘It was necessary to put an entry into the lottery.’
b. miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
lauTaa-nii
return.inf.fs
zaruurii
necessary
thii
be.pst.fs
‘It was necessary to return the book to Mira.’
(72) a. *lottery-mẽ
lottery-loc
parchii
entry.fs
Daal-nii
put.inf.fs
acchiii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘It was good to put an entry into the lottery.’
b. *miiraa-ko
Mira-dat
kitaab
book.fs
lauTaa-nii
return.inf.fs
acchii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘It was good to return the book to Mira.’
In summary, there is a clear adjective-based split observed for LDA with themes of
subject infinitives – LDA is possible only with certain-type adjectives and not good-
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type adjectives, and furthermore, the availability of LDA for certain-type verbs is
unaffected by the choice of embedded infinitive verb.
3.2.3 Person versus Number, Gender
Another point that deserves to be mentioned is that for certain-type adjectives, where
LDA is available, LDA only involves number and gender features (as illustrated in
the examples so far), and not person features. Thus, while long distance agreement
with third person arguments of the embedded verb is possible, LDA with the first
person pronoun mẼ or second person tum is not acceptable13.
(73) a. ??/*mẼ
I(fs)
girnii
fall-inf.f
tE
tE
hũũ
be.pres.1s
‘The book is certain to fall.’
b. kitab
books.fs
girnii
like
tE
come-inf.f
hE
tE be.pres.3s
‘The book is certain to fall.’
13First person agreement may have slightly improved acceptability when the embedded structure
contains a dative argument. Acceptability is further improved when the matrix verb is in the past
tense, where person distinctions have no morphological realization. See x 3.4 for related discussion.
(i) a. ?/??kartik-ko
kartik-dat
mẼ
I(fs)
pasand
like
aanii
come-inf.f
tE
tE
hũũ
be.pres.1s
‘Kartik is certain to like me.’
b. ?kartik-ko
kartik-dat
mẼ
I(fs)
pasand
like
aanii
come-inf.f
tE
tE
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Kartik was certain to like me.’
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The restrictions on person LDA in the subject infinitive structures presented here are
identical to those observed for object infinitive structures noted in existing literature
on LDA, where too person agreement is unavailable.
3.2.4 Data summary
The conditions under which long distance agreement with an argument of a subject
infinitive clause arises in Hindi-Urdu are summarized in (74) below. While conditions
(a) and (c) have been previously noted in work on LDA involving object infinitive
clauses, the condition in (b) has not been noted before.
(74) a. the agreement target must be a case-unmarked theme
b. the adjectival component of the embedding A-V predicate must
be a certain-type adjective and not be a good-type adjective
c. LDA can only be for number-gender and not for person.
In the next section, I present syntactic diagnostics which support the separation of
good-type adjectives and certain-type adjectives into two distinct classes, and then I
share a proposal to account for the agreement pattern summarized above.
3.3 Analyzing differences in adjectival agreement
Any account of the adjective-based split in agreement needs to address the following
requirements: (a) it should capture the contrast between the two types of adjectives;
(b) it should capture the interdependence of the various morphological realizations
of agreement – either all the relevant elements (the tensed auxiliary verb, the adjec-
tive and the infinitive) agree with the same NP or they all bear default agreement
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features; and (c) it should capture the optionality of long distance agreement. My
core contribution will be with respect to the first desideratum as stated in (a) and I
will also address the second desideraturm as stated in (b) above to some degree. I
will not be addressing the third desideratum for now and refer the reader to existing
proposals about optionality of LDA for Hindi-Urdu (see Mahajan 1990, Butt 1993,
Bhatt 2005, Chandra 2007, Keine 2016, Bhatt and Keine 2017 among others).
To preview my proposal: I argue that Hindi-Urdu adjectives fall into two classes
which differ in terms of the structural position where the sole argument of the ad-
jective is merged in the structure. The account is based on a proposal about the
argument structure of adjectives in Italian by Cinque (1990) which distinguishes be-
tween two subclasses of adjectives. One subclass is like unergative verbs in that the
sole argument of such unergative adjectives is merged in an ‘external argument’ posi-
tion, while the other subclass is like unaccusative verbs in that the sole argument of
such unaccusative adjectives is merged in an ‘internal argument’ position. My claim
will be that the adjective-based LDA split in Hindi-Urdu is best accounted for by
an extension of this idea to Hindi-Urdu adjectives such that good-type adjectives are
unergative, while certain-type adjectives are unaccusative.
3.3.1 Two classes of adjectives
Cinque’s argument for distinguishing between these two classes of adjectives is based
on a number of diagnostics, of which I summarize the results from ne-cliticization
here. Following work by Burzio (1986), ne-cliticization (to V) is argued to be possible
only from the structural object position in Italian. Cinque extends this diagnostic to
adjectives, and finds that adjectives split into two classes with respect to this argument
structure diagnostic. Adjectives like noto ‘well-known’ and probabili ‘likely’ allow
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the clitic ne when the subject is post-verbal. This diagnostic establishes that such
adjectives are like unaccusative verbs. In contrast, ne-cliticization is ungrammatical
with adjectives like buono ‘good’ and pericoloso ‘dangerous’, which establishes that
these adjectives are like unergative verbs.
(75) a. Unaccusative verb
Ne
of-them
arrivano
arrive.3pS
molti
many
‘Many of them arrive.’
b. Unergative verb
*Ne
of-them
telefonano
telephone.3pS
molti
many
‘Many of them telephone.’ Italian
(Burzio, 1986)
(76) a. Unaccusative adjective
Ne
Of-them
sono
are
note
well-known
solo
only
alcune
some
‘Only some of them are well-known
b. Unergative adjective
*Ne
Of-them
sono
are
pericolosi
dangerous
molti
many
‘Many of them are dangerous.’ Italian
(Cinque, 1990)
Cinque (1990) refers to structures whose sole argument is a structural object with the
label ‘ergative’, but for ease of exposition and to prevent confusion with ergative case
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in Hindi, I am going to avoid that term. Instead I will use the term Cinque adjectives
(following Baker 2008) or unaccusative adjectives to refer to the class of adjectives
containing noto ‘well-known’ and probabili ‘likely’ in Italian.
Before proceeding further I want to draw attention to the basic structure of adjectives
that I will be utilizing hereon. I am going to be following Baker (2003), who argues
that adjectives can not license specifiers on their own and that in order to thematically
license any external arguments, adjectives need the help of a functional head Pred.
(77) Structure of PredP
PredP
Pred’
aP
AP
Internal argument positionA
A
a
Pred
External argument position
Based on this, the basic structure of sentences with predicates with unaccusative
adjectives will be as in (78). Here, the NP is the complement of the Adjective phrase.
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(78) Cinque Adjectives (=Unaccusative Adjectives)
TP
T’
VP
PredP
aP
AP
NPA
probably
a
Pred
V
T
In contrast, the basic structure of sentences with unergative adjective predicates would
be as in (79). Here the NP is in the Specifier of the PredP - a phrase which is part
of extended projection of the adjective.
(79) Unergative Adjectives
TP
T’
VP
PredP
Pred’
aP
AP
A
good
a
Pred
NP
V
T
Before demonstrating how such a distinction for adjectives might account for the
agreement facts in Hindi, I would like to motivate the existence of two classes of
adjectives based on other diagnostics.
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The first diagnostic relates to finite clause complements in Hindi. Finite clause com-
plements occur to the right of the matrix verb in Hindi-Urdu and can be resumed by
the expletive ye ‘this’ (Kidwai, 2013) that occurs in the same position that is typically
occupied by a nominal complement in Hindi-Urdu .
(80) a. miiraa
Mira
ne
erg
kuchh
something
kahaa
say.pfv.ms
‘Mira said something.’
b. miiraa
Mira
ne
erg
(ye)
this
kahaa
say.pfv.def.ms
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
kal
tomorrow
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
goprog.ms
rahaa
be.pres.ms
hE
‘Mira said that Kabir is going to see that house tomorrow.’
If certain-type adjectives in Hindi-Urdu take clausal complements in the object po-
sition and good-type adjectives do not, then we expect the resumptive expletives to
be well-formed with certain-type adjectives, but not with good-type adjectives. This
is illustrated in the examples below where ye is required with tE but not with accha
for which it is preferable to omit ye14.
(81) Clausal expletives
14There is some variability in judgments - while many speakers exhibit clear preferences in line
with the summary judgment presented here in (81), one speaker finds all versions equally well formed.
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a. ye
this
tE
certain
hE
be.pres.def
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
kal
tomorrow
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
goprog.ms
rahaa
be.pres.ms
hE
‘It’s certain that Kabir is going to see that house tomorrow.’
b. ??tE
certain
hE
be.pres.def
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
kal
tomorrow
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
goprog.ms
rahaa
be.pres.ms
hE
‘It’s certain that Kabir is going to see that house tomorrow.’
c. ??ye
this
achhaa
good
hE
be.pres.def
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
kal
tomorrow
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
goprog.ms
rahaa
be.pres.ms
hE
‘It’s good that Kabir is going to see that house tomorrow.’
d. achhaa
this
hE
good
ki
be.pres.def
kabiir
that
kal
Kabir.ms
vo
tomorrow
ghar
that
dekhne
house
jaa
see-inf.obl
rahaa
goprog.ms
hE
be.pres.ms
‘It’s good that Kabir is going to see that house tomorrow.’
The degraded judgment for the clausal resumptive with acchaa ‘good’ suggests that
the clausal complement is not associated with the internal argument position of ac-
chaa.
The other diagnostics I discuss below allow us to differentiate the difference between
good-type adjectives and certain-type adjectives, but do not necessarily character-
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ize the adjectives as unergatives and unaccusatives respectively. For one, good-type
adjectives can allow both a nominal argument and a clause in the structure concur-
rently, (82), while certain-type adjectives do not allow both a nominal argument and
a clause at the same time. This suggests that the clause and the nominal are com-
peting for the same thematic position in the case of certain-type adjectives, but not
for good-type adjectives.
(82) a. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
acchii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘We were lucky.’ (lit. our fate was good)
b. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
acchii
good
thii
be.pst.fs
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
agle
next
hafte
week
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
go
rahaa
prog.ms
thaa
be.pres.ms
‘We were lucky that Kabir was going to see that house next week.’
(83) a. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
(pehle-se
before-abl
hii)
emph
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Our fate was pre-determined.’
b. *hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
ki
that
kabiir
Kabir.ms
agle
next
hafte
week
vo
that
ghar
house
dekhne
see-inf.obl
jaa
go
rahaa
prog.ms
thaa
be.pres.ms
Intended: ‘It was fated for us that Kabir was going to see that house
next week.’
Another diagnostic that I utilize to illustrate the contrast between certain-type adjec-
tives and good-type adjectives comes from Stowell (1987) via Bennis (2000). In En-
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glish as-constructions, the empty position in the as-clause can only be a CP generated
in an object position. This distinguishes the verbs in (84) . say which can partici-
pate in as-constructions, while demonstrate cannot participate in the as-construction.
Similarly, when this diagnostic is applied to adjectives: adjectives such as well known
are acceptable in as constructions, but not adjectives such as surprising.
(84) a. I said e, he will not come here.
b. *As e demonstrates innocence, John was abroad. Bennis (2000)
(85) a. As is well known, John has won the prize.
b. *As is surprising, John has won the prize. Bennis (2000)
For Hindi-Urdu, we get a similar contrast between tE ‘certain’ and accha ‘good’
with the use of jEsaa which is the counterpart to as. The certain type adjective is
well formed in the jEsaa construction presumably because the empty object position
corresponds to the CP.
(86) a. jaisaa
as
ki
that
tE
certain
huaa
happen.pfv
thaa,
be.pfv,
kabiir
Kabir
ne
erg
kal
yesterday
ghar
house
dekh
see
liyaa
take-pfv
‘As decided, Kabir saw the house yesterday.’
b. *jaisaa
as
ki
that
achhaa
good
huaa
happen.pfv
thaa,
be.pfv,
kabiir
Kabir
ne
erg
kal
yesterday
ghar
house
dekh
see
liyaa
take-pfv
Intended: ‘As was good, Kabir saw the house yesterday.’
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While have only scratched the surface with respect to the potential differences between
the two classes of adjectives, I hope to have demonstrated that the distinction between
certain-type adjectives and good-type adjectives is a robust one. At present I leave the
task of uncovering further evidence supporting the claim that certain-type adjectives
fall under the umbrella of Cinque adjectives in being unaccusative, while good-type
adjectives are unergative in future work, for now I will assume this difference as we
go into the next section. I will show next that adopting distinct adjectival structures
for certain-type adjectives and good-type adjectives in Hindi-Urdu will allow us to
come up with an account of the Hindi-Urdu LDA agreement pattern that is the focus
of this chapter.
3.3.2 A proposal
Before we turn to the LDA pattern through, I would like to focus on an account for
the basic agreement pattern with NP arguments of adjective-copula predicates. Note
that in basic monoclausal structures, NPs always trigger agreement irrespective of
the adjective type, (87).
(87) a. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
acchii
good.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘We were lucky.’ (lit. our fate was good)
b. hamaarii
our
kismat
fate.fs
(pehle
before
se
abl
hii)
emph
tE
certain
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Our fate was pre-determined.’
Starting with good-type adjectives, if good-type adjectives in Hindi-Urdu are unerga-
tive, then they would have the structure in (88). In this structure, the NP is merged
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in Spec PredP, and the PredP is itself selected by the verb phrase associated with
the copula15.
There may be additional functional structure between the verb phrase for the copular
verb and the TP, but for ease of exposition I do not represent those details here.
Within this structure, there are two sites where agreement is morphologically realized
- the adjective and the tensed verb. Thus, there would be at least two loci for
agreement probes in this structure - one associated with the adjective itself and the
other associated with Tense. Following, Baker (2008), I place the -probe associated
with the adjective not on the adjectival root but on the functional head part of its
extended projection a. A second probe is located on T. Downwards probing by the
 probe in the functional head a would fail to find any agreement goal as the NP is
in Spec PredP. It is only if the probe on a can look upwards, that the  probe will
find an NP to agree with. The  probe in T will be able to find the NP on searching
downwards in it’s c-command domain and agree with it.
15I assume that the copula is merged under V in analogy with other non-copular verbs which may
also embed PredP structures.
(i) mẼ-ne
I-erg
use
3.dat
bahut
lots
akalmand
intelligent
samjhaa
understand
thaa
be.pst.def
‘I considered him very intelligent.’
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(88) Normal adjective in Hindi
TP
T’
T
u
VP
V
Copula
PredP
Pred’
PredaP
a
u
AP
A
good
NP

This upwards search mechanism can be set up in one of two ways. One is a language
specific analysis regarding Hindi-Urdu that is proposed by Keine (2016) to account for
structures where fronted object arguments can sometimes trigger agreement. (Keine,
2016) treats this as a second cycle of agreement (Béjar and Rezac, 2009), which kicks
in only if the first cycle of downwards probing has not yielded successful agreement.
The same idea could be extended to upwards agreement for normal adjectival predi-
cate structures here as well. Alternatively, one could follow Baker Baker (2008), who
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utilizes evidence from adjectival agreement cross-linguistically to motivate Bidirec-
tional Agree.
(89) Bidirectional Agree
A probe with an unvalued feature F on head H with Agrees with a goal G
with a valued feature F only if H c-commands G or G c-commands H.
In either case, if the option for upwards probing was independently barred, either overt
agreement inflection on the adjective would be impossible for adjective structures of
the type illustrated here, or some other mechanism would have to be utilized to ensure
that adjectives can surface with the features of the NP. I do not explore this possibility
further here.
If adjectives like tE ‘certain’ and zaruurii ‘necessary’ in Hindi-Urdu have the same
structure as Cinque adjectives, adjusting for headedness we would have the structure
below, (90). Here the argument NP is the complement of AP. There are two 
probes in this structure as well: one of a and the other on T as in (88). Unlike in
(88), on searching for a goal in its c-command domain, the phi probe on the head
a will encounter the NP and agree with it. Similarly, T will probe for a goal in its
c-command domain, encounter the NP and agree with it. This would capture the
usual NP-adjective agreement pattern where the adjective inflects for the number
and gender specification of the NP, and the T inflects for person, number and gender.
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(90) Cinque adjective in Hindi
TP
T’
T
u
VP
V
Copula
PredP
PredaP
a
u
AP
A
certain
NP

The upshot is that, irrespective of the structure type adopted, the NP will be agreed
with by the agreement probes in T and the adjective. Adopting two different struc-
tures then does not lead to different agreement outcomes with respect to agreement
with NP arguments in monoclausal sentences. This parallels what is observed in lan-
guages like Italian where too there is no difference in the basic agreement pattern -
both unergative and unaccusative adjectives agree with their NP arguments.
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Next, I will spell out my account for the adjective-based agreement split in long
distance agreement16, based on the structurally distinct merge site of the infinitive
clause argument of certain-type adjectives and good-type adjectives.
Infinitive clauses in Hindi-Urdu are treated as nominalized clauses because such
clauses are like nominals in a number of ways - for example they can be case-marked
just like regular NPs. Assuming that infinitive clauses occupy the same slot as reg-
ular NPs, the infinitive clause will be merged as the complement of AP for Cinque
adjectives and in the Specifier of PredP for good-type normal adjectives.
The structure for sentences with good-type adjectives and subject infinitives is given
in (91). Like in (88), downwards probing from phi-probe in a will fail to find any
goals in the c-command domain, and the only remaining option is to probe upwards
to the Specifier of PredP where the infinitival clause sits. As the infinitival clause has
no phi features of its own. The agreement probe will fail to find any unmarked NP
as upwards probing should only be able to look at the edge of the nP and not inside
it. This would be true irrespective of the nature of this upwards search. If we adopt
the idea of second cycle probing, the probe will only be able to see the features at the
nP layer and not further below. If we use the c-command restriction for bidirectional
Agree, while the nP c-commands the a head, and NP does not. Since n does not have
any features of its own, the probe in a will fail to find any phi features and surface
with default agreement. Failed adjectival agreement will have further consequences as
well if the agreement inflection on n is parasitic on adjectival agreement. Since failed
agreement is morphologically realized with default agreement morphology, both the
16I assume that adjectival agreement is successful whenever T agreement has been successful, even
if the phonological form of the adjective is such that it does not inflect/decline in the language
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adjectival inflection and the infinitival inflection will be in the default morphological
form.
(91) Normal adjective in Hindi
TP
T’
T
u
VP
V
Copula
PredP
Pred’
PredaP
a
u:0
AP
A
nP
nVP
VNP

7c-command
7-features
Ensuring that T agreement fails as well for good-type adjectives is slightly trickier,
because in principle T agreement should be able to probe all the way inside the nP and
see the theme NP given general constraints on downward probing. One possibility
is to have T agreement rely on adjectival agreement, such that T agrees with the
phi-probe on a. Since the -probe in a would have an overt zero-specification after
its own agreement attempt with nP, T agreement with the  specification in a would
also have a zero-value. Thus, both adjectival agreement and T agreement would
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have default agreement morphology across the board. However, making T agreement
directly dependent on a-agreement via head to head agreement, (92), may not be
sufficient if the theme NP in the infinitive is structurally closer to the  probe in T
than the a head. One possible way to ensure a tight linkage between T agreement
and adjectival agreement is by a series of chEned agreement operations such that T
agrees with V, V with Pred, and Pred with a, (93).
(92) Direct T-a agreement
TP
T’
T
u:0
VP
VPredP
Pred’
PredaP
a
u:0
AP
A
nP
n
0
VP
VNP

(93) Indirect T-a agreement
TP
T’
T
u:0
VP
V
u:0
PredP
Pred’
Pred
u:0
aP
a
u:0
AP
A
nP
nVP
VNP
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Another, albeit more involved possibility would be to have T agreement be depen-
dent on the parasitic agreement inflection on the nP. As mentioned briefly in the
description of the data, the infinitive clause marker -naa in Hindi-Urdu also inflects
for the agreement features of the agreement goal, but this inflection is parasitic on
the features of the matrix verb and only surfaces when long distance agreement has
taken place between the matrix predicate and an embedded NP. This has led to the
treatment of infinitives as being lacking in inherent -features, but being able to be
co-valued by other successful agreement operations. For example, in Bhatt (2005),
who addresses LDA for object infinitives, infinitive agreement is parasitic on T agree-
ment. However, for the subject infinitives being discussed here, the first agreement
specification which can co-value the parasitic infinitive morphology would be the zero-
value on a. If agreement with the a freezes the feature specification of the nP as an
overt zero value visible to the syntax, the nP layer could serve as an intervener for
downward probing from T.
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(94) T-nP agreement
TP
T’
T
u:0
VP
V
Copula
PredP
Pred’
PredaP
a
u:0
AP
A
nP[:0]
nVP
VNP

parasitic features
As I will show in my discussion of the Cinque adjectives, this last possibility about
the featural status of nPs will not work for the Cinque adjective agreement pattern,
while the direct/indirect T-a agreement option will extend to those cases as well.
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The key difference between good-type and adjectives and certain-type Cinque adjec-
tives in Hindi-Urdu is the merge site for the sole argument of the adjective. As shown
below in (95), the infinitive clause is merged as the theme of the A head. Assuming
that there are at least two  probes in T and in a, agreement would proceed as follows.
First, downward probing by the  probe in a will find and agree with the NP which
is the complement of the verb within the infinitive clause. The infinitival clause head
n does not have any features of its own, hence no  features are represented on the n
head in the tree. Consequently, it does not serve as an intervener for the downwards
probing from aP.
(95) Direct T-a agreement for Cinque adjectives
TP
T’
T
u
VP
V
Copula
PredP
PredaP
a
u:ng
AP
AnP
n
0
VP
VNP
:ng
Turning to T agreement for Cinque adjectives – in principle, T should be able to
probe downwards and find the NP in it’s c-command domain and agree with it.
There are a two possible ways of doing that which align closely with the two options
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discussed for T agreement for good-type adjectives above. One possibility is to build
in a dependency between T and a. This head to head agreement could either be
direct - T agrees with a or indirect - agreement between T and a is mediated by
intermediate heads. Another option would be to propose that T agreement in this
case is not with the NP but rather with the nP which has acquired features through
parasitic agreement post the successful agreement relationship between a and NP.
While both possibilities are illustrated in the tree below, (97), the T-nP agreement
possibility may be independently ruled out because the a head is structurally closer
to the T head, irrespective of whether T-a agreement is direct or indirect.
(96) Cinque adjective in Hindi
TP
T’
T
u:ng
VP
V
Copula
PredP
PredaP
a
u:ng
AP
AnP
n
0
VP
VNP
:ng
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(97) T-nP agreement for Cinque adjectives
TP
T’
T
u:ng
VP
V
Copula
PredP
PredaP
a
u:ng
AP
AnP[:ng]
nVP
VNP
:png parasitic features
In sum, for Cinque adjectives a agreement is successful, and with T agreement being
dependent on a agreement, we are able to account for the availability of long distance
agreement with an NP inside subject infinitives. Establishing a link between a agree-
ment and T agreement may have additional consequences though. The limited feature
profile of a - adjectives inflect for only number/gender in Hindi-Urdu - would lead
to a limited feature profile for T. For same-clause agreement in adjective-verb struc-
tures, T agreement with NPs involves person features, (98-a), while long-distance T
agreement with the infinitive internal NP does not involve person since that overt
person agreement in such cases is ill-formed (98-b).
(98) a. (is
this
kaam
work
ke
gen
liye)
dat
mẼ
I
zaruurii
necessary
hũũ
be.pres.1s
100
‘I am required for this task.’
b. *mẼ
1s
ho-naa
be-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hũũ
be.pres.1s
‘I am required to be there.’
If adjectival agreement is never for person and T agreement is completely dependent
on the features of the a head, then T ought to have no person features at all, which
is empirically inadequate. This suggests that an independent mode of transmission
for person would be required for the basic sentences but not the subject infinitive
sentences. This issue can be addressed in a system where person agreement on T
is subject to stricter locality conditions, say for example, in the spirit of SCOPA by
Baker (2008), where person-bearing NPs are merged in the specifier of TP to meet
this locality requirement. Presumably, the difference between the basic agreement
cases and the subject infinitive LDA cases would be that the NP within the infinitival
clause is not sufficiently local to the T for person agreement, while the NP argument
in the same clause is.
3.3.3 Section Summary
In this section, I showed how the treatment of different adjectives as unergatives
and unaccusatives interacts with the agreement system. I argued that if we adopt
independently motivated allowances for upwards agree in contexts where downwards
agree will fail to find a target, then we can derive the agreement facts both for the
basic monoclausal agreement involving adjective-verb predicates, as well as for long
distance agreement. With infinitival clauses merged in the specifier of PredP for
good-type adjectives, the failure of long distance agreement is inevitable, as even with
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the possibility of upwards agree, the probe in a can only look at the whole infinitival
clause and not look inside it at the embedded NP.
3.4 Rounding off the landscape: adjectives, copulas and be-
yond
In this section, I will very briefly turn to other types of embedding predicates where
LDA is obligatory. My goal here is to show that the inability of NPs within the infini-
tival clause to control person agreement extends to environments involving obligatory
LDA as well.
In (99), we see an instance of the embedding verb be agreeing with the theme argu-
ment of the unaccusative verb, when the verb is a subject infinitive. Furthermore,
like in (53-a), we see agreement morphology both on the infinitive verb break and the
embedding verb be. However, agreement with the embedded theme is obligatory here,
and the counterpart without overt agreement with the theme - (99-b) - is ungram-
matical for all speakers consultedOpposing agreement morphology on the infinitive
and the embedding verb is also ungrammatical, (99-c), (99-d).
(99) a. botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-nii
break-inf.fs
(hii)
emph
thii
be.pres.fs
‘The bottle was certain to break.’
b. *botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-naa
break-inf.def
(hii)
emph
thaa
be.pres.def
c. *botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-naa
break-inf.def
(hii)
emph
thii
be.pres.fs
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d. *botal
bottle.fs
TuuT-nii
break-inffs
(hii)
emph
thaa
be.pres.def
The same kind of pattern of obligatory agreement also holds for other embedding
verbs such as chaahiye as exemplified by the following natural example where both the
infinitive and the matrix auxiliary have feminine singular morphology corresponding
to the NP baarish ‘rain’. No agreement or differing agreement on the infinitive or
auxiliary is disallowed.
(100) a. baarish
rain.fs
ho-ni
be-inf.fs
chaahiye
should
thii
be.pst.fs
‘It should have rained.’17
b. *baarish
rain.fs
ho-naa
be-inf.ms
chaahiye
should
thaa
be.pst.ms
c. *baarish
rain.fs
ho-nii
be-inf.ms
chaahiye
should
thaa
be.pst.ms
d. *baarish
rain.fs
ho-naa
be-inf.ms
chaahiye
should
thii
be.past.ms
The same obligatory LDA pattern holds for other embedded verbs as well, see (101)
for the dative-nominative verb mil and (102-a) for the transitive verb kar. In (101),
we see instances of the embedding verb be agreeing with the theme argument of the
dative predicate when it is an infinitive. Furthermore, like in (53-a), we see agreement
morphology both on the infinitive verb come and the embedding verb be. As in (99-a)
and (100), agreement with the theme is obligatory here. The corresponding sentence
17https://www.englishwale.com/use-of-it-in-english-grammar-exercises/
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without overt agreement with the theme - (101-b) - is ungrammatical, unlike (53-b).
Opposing agreement morphology on the infinitive and the embedding verb is also
ungrammatical, (101-c), (101-d).
(101) a. aap-ko
you.hon-dat
kitaab
book.fs
mil-nii
get-inf.fs
(hii)
emph
thii
be.pst.fs
‘You were certain to get the book.’
b. *aap-ko
you.hon-dat
kitaab
book.fs
mil-naa
get-inf.def
(hii)
emph
thaa
be.pst.def
c. *aap-ko
you.hon-dat
kitaab
book.fs
mil-naa
get-inf.fs
(hii)
emph
thii
be.pst.fs
d. *aap-ko
you.hon-dat
kitaab
book.fs
mil-nii
get-inf.fs
(hii)
emph
thaa
be.pst.fs
(102) a. sab-ko
everyone-dat
mehnat
effort.fs
karnii
do-inf.fs
chaahiye
should
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Everyone ought to have worked hard.’
b. *sab-ko
everyone-dat
mehnat
effort.fs
karnaa
do-inf.def
chaahiye
should
thaa
be.pst.fs
‘Everyone ought to have worked hard.’
However, even though the embedding verbs in the Hindi-Urdu sentences discussed
here require obligatory LDA with the theme of the infinitive clause, person agreement
is disallowed in such cases.
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(103) a. vahaan
there
par
loc
aap-ko
you.hon-dat
vo
that
mahila
woman.fs
mil-nii
get-inf.fs
(hii)
emph
hE
be.pres.fs
‘You are certain to find that woman there.’
b. *vahaan
there
par
loc
aap-ko
you.hon-dat
mẼ
I.fs
milnii
get-infin.def
(hii)
emph
hũũ
be.pres.def
‘You are certain to find me there.’
This pattern of obligatory agreement with these embedding verbs is quite similar
to the pattern observed for LDA in the closely related language Kutchi Gujarati,
which is described as having obligatory LDA across the board, unlike the Hindi-Urdu
sentences discussed so far, Grosz and Patel (2006). Like the Hindi-Urdu cases, person
agreement is absent in LDA in Kutchi Gujarati as well.
(104) Khimji-ne
Khimji.m-dat
[ bakri
goat.f
kha-vi/*-vo/*-vu
eat-inf.f/-inf.m/-inf.n[def]
]
par-i/*-yo/*-yu
have.to-pfv.f/-pfv.m/-pfv.n[def]
‘Khimji had to eat a goat.’
The ban on long distance person agreement even in contexts where long distance
agreement is otherwise obligatory points to the independence of person agreement
and number-gender agreement in Hindi-Urdu.
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3.4.1 An open puzzle
The discussion so far has largely been restricted to adjective-copula predicates, but
adjectives can be paired with verbs other than the copular verb. For example, the
adjective acchaa ‘good’ may co-occur with the dative-nominative verb lag-naa ‘to
feel’.
(105) adnaan-ko
Adnaan-dat
bijlii
lightning.fs
kaa
gen
kaRaknaa
crackle.inf.def
achhaa
good.def
nahĩĩ
neg
lag-taa
feel-impf.def
‘Adnaan does not like the crackling of lightning.’ (Butt, 1995)
Furthermore, Butt (1995) reports that LDA agreement is possible here, (106). How-
ever, the Hindi-Urdu speakers who were consulted for the data reported in this chapter
do not share this judgment. All speakers report that the LDA version in (106) is quite
degraded. I leave the question of further exploration of this variation to future work.
(106) adnaan-ko
Adnaan-dat
bijlii
lightning.fs
kaRaknii
crackle.inf.f
achhii
good.f
nahĩĩ
neg
lag-tii
feel-impf.fs
‘Adnaan does not like the crackling of lightning.’
I leave further exploration of this potential speaker variation with respect to the
availability of LDA with good-type adjectives, and by hypothesis, their status as
unergative predicates in this variety of Hindi-Urdu to future work.
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3.5 Chapter summary
The Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization ‘agree with the highest unmarked nom-
inal’ predicts that whenever there is exactly one unmarked nominal in the struc-
ture it should be agreed with. However, we observed that the agreement facts in
Adjective-Copula long distance agreement structures cannot be fully accounted for
by this generalization. The availability of LDA with a NP in the embedded infinitival
complement of Adjective-Copula predicates depends on the embedding adjective. I
showed that there are two classes of adjectives in Hindi-Urdu – one which allows LDA
with an unmarked NP inside the embedded infinitive clause e.g. zaruurii ‘necessary’,
and another which disallows such LDA e.g. achchhaa ‘good’. I argued that these two
classes of adjectives constitute distinct sub-classes, and furthermore, they correspond
to unaccusative and unergative adjectives respectively. I proposed that once this ar-
gument structure difference, wherein distinct structural positions are occupied by the
embedded infinitive on account of the embedding adjective’s argument structure, is
taken into account, we need only two additional pieces to capture LDA pattern where
only unaccusative adjectives allow LDA with an unmarked NP inside the embedded
infinitive clause: there should be an agreement probe on the adjectival head a and
upwards probing should be allowed in case downwards probing fails to find a nominal
in the c-command domain.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERFERENCE IN PROCESSING: EVIDENCE FROM
SUBJECT AGREEMENT AND OBJECT AGREEMENT
4.1 Agreement in Hindi
Hindi18 is an SOV language with a mixed agreement pattern - the language shows verb
agreement with subjects (like English) and objects, but in complementary structural
contexts.
Whether agreement in a particular clause is going to be with a subject or an object
is determined based on a number of morphosyntactic factors. First, verb agreement
is dependent on the case properties of NPs - the verb agrees only with a NP mor-
phologically unmarked for case, that is, not bearing any overt case-marker. Second,
when there are multiple NPs which are unmarked for case there is an asymmetry
between subjects and objects. If a sentence contains an unmarked subject, the verb
agrees with it, but if the subject is case-marked and the object is unmarked, the
verb agrees with the object. Thus, a subject with morphologically unmarked case
is an indicator of upcoming subject agreement while a case marked subject is an
unambiguous indicator of the impossibility of subject agreement . A third factor is
18In this chapter, I will refer to the language under study as Hindi rather than Hindi-Urdu. While
the labels Hindi and Urdu can be used interchangeably in colloquial language use, in their official
uses Hindi and Urdu are associated with distinct scripts. Since the experiments reported in this
chapter utilized written materials in the Devanagari script which is associated with Hindi rather
than Urdu, I go with the label Hindi.
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the argument structure/valency of the verb and the tense-aspect morphology which
also contribute to the identification of the NP in the sentence which ought to be an
agreement controller since the verb plays a role in determining whether a NP can
surface with unmarked case in the first place or not. For example, perfective aspect
on a transitive or ditransitive verb is a clear indicator of ergative case on the subject
as well as the impossibility of subject agreement. In contrast, perfective aspect on
intransitives and any other tense aspect combination on verbs of any valency is com-
patible with subject agreement since the subject has unmarked case in such contexts.
In sum, the identification of an agreement controller requires keeping track of (a) the
case-properties of the NPs in the sentence (b) the case-assigning properties of the
verb and its tense-aspect morphology (c) which NP is the subject and which is the
object with priority accorded to the subject when both the subject and the object are
unmarked for case.
(107) a. Subject agreement: Unmarked subject; non-perfective, transitive verb
S
billii
cat.fs
O
chuuhe
rats.mp
V
pakR-egii
catch-fut.fs
‘The cat will catch the rats.’
b. Object agreement: Case-marked subject, unmarked object; perfective,
transitive verb
S
billii-ne
cat-erg
O
chuuhe
rats.mp
V
pakR-e
catch-pfv.mp
‘The cat caught the rats.’
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The subject over object priority for agreement has been studied extensively in the
syntactic literature. Syntactic analyses (Bhatt, 2005 among others) attribute this
to the hierarchical relationships in a sentence structure which result in a structural
asymmetry – a subject is higher in the structure than an object. See Chapter 2 for a
more detailed discussion of the agreement pattern as well as an overview of various
syntactic analyses of the basic Hindi agreement pattern.
Given this mixed agreement system of Hindi, where the identification of an agreement
controller is not reducible to a single step process of identifying the subject NP and
is inherently relational (Kush et al., 2015), we can ask how the processing system
might handle agreement dependency resolution in Hindi. In this chapter, I will use
agreement attraction as a tool for probing this question. While the availability of
multiple NPs that look like agreement controllers and the generalized difficulty of
keeping track of relational information may make Hindi seem like a language which
might be particularly prone to attraction, I will show through a series of experiments
that difficulty with agreement computation in Hindi arises not as a function of the
surface properties of the NPs in a sentence, but rather as a function of other agreement
dependencies in the sentence.
4.1.1 The view from agreement attraction
Previous research on the processing of agreement has shown that when presented with
sentence preambles as in (108) in sentence completion tasks, English speakers often
produce incorrect agreement completions as in (109), (see Kimball and Aissen, 1971,
Bock and Miller, 1991). Furthermore, it has also been observed that comprehenders
fail to notice such errors (Wagers et al., 2009) and they judge erroneous agreement
to be acceptable in sentences like (109).
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(108) Sentence Preambles
a. The key to the cabinets ___
b. The boy that liked the snakes ___
(Bock and Miller, 1991)
(109) Incorrect Completions
a. *The key to the cabinets are on the table.
b. *The boy that liked the snakes are in the house.
(110) Correct Completions
a. The key to the cabinets is on the table.
b. The boy that liked the snakes is in the house.
Such agreement errors have also been referred to as ‘agreement attraction’ - the
agreement bearing verb fails to match the features of the grammatical agreement
controller - the subject (here key and boy, indicated in bold) - and seems to bear
features associated with another nominal in the utterance (here cabinets and snakes,
indicated by underlining) instead. The NP whose features appear to displace the
features of the subject is referred to as an distractor NP (or a distractor), see Bock
and Middleton (2011) and Franck (2017) for recent overviews.
The propensity for producing errors has been shown to be sensitive to a number
of syntactic properties of the distractor NP and is not merely a function of surface
properties like linear position. For example, increasing the linear distance between
the controller and the distractor in sentence preambles, (111), did not have a reliable
impact on agreement errors (Bock and Miller, 1991).
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(111) the key to the ornate victorian cabinets
Furthermore, a large body of research has established the contribution of a number
of syntactic properties like phi-features (Bock and Miller, 1991), case (Badecker and
Kuminiak, 2007) and syntactic prominence (Franck et al., 2006; Franck, 2017) during
the online computation of agreement across a number of languages. With respect
to features, the occurrence of agreement errors has been shown to be conditioned
by factors such as the relative markedness of certain feature specifications. In the
context of number features, a ‘mismatch asymmetry’ has been observed. Errors are
more common when the grammatical agreement controller i.e. the head NP in the
subject phrase key is singular and the subsequent NP intervening between the head
NP and the verb cabinets is plural – the Singular-Plural configuration in (109) –
than when the head NP is plural and the intervening NP is singular – the Plural-
Singular configuration (112). Since the early work of Bock and colleagues, such
number agreement errors and the mismatch asymmetry for number in production
have also been reported for additional languages – see for instance Hartsuiker et al.
(2003) for German and Dutch, and Vigliocco et al. (1995) for Italian, among many
others.
(112) a. *The keys to the cabinet is on the table.
b. *The boys that liked the snake is in the house.
Notably, the error-proneness of agreement is not restricted to number agreement and
it has been shown that gender agreement is susceptible to errors as well - see, for
example, Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) for Slovak, and Vigliocco and Franck (1999)
for French and Italian. In (113), the presence of a masculine NP years seems to
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have triggered an agreement error wherein the adjective closed does not bear the
grammatically correct feminine ending corresponding with the feminine NP rooms.
(113) *Stanze
Rooms-f
che
that
sono
are
anni
years-m
e
and
anni
years-m
sono
that
chiusi
are closed-m
‘Rooms that have been closed for years and years.’
(Vigliocco and Franck, 1999) Italian
However, unlike the mismatch asymmetry for number which has been observed to hold
across a large number of languages such that plural is more marked than singular,
for gender there is variability from one language to another in terms of whether a
particular gender specification counts as more marked or not (Vigliocco and Franck,
1999; Badecker and Kuminiak 2007).
With respect to the contribution of case, agreement attraction in production has
been shown to occur more often when there is ambiguity in the form of case markers
of the grammatical agreement controller and the distractor in a given language e.g.
Slovak (Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007), German (Hartsuiker et al., 2003) and Dutch
(Hartsuiker et al., 2001). Specifically, if the distractor NP is unambiguously marked
with a non-subject case (e.g. accusative, dative, or genitive), it is less likely to
interfere. In Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) the authors observed a high rate of
errors when the grammatical agreement controller, and the distractor NP mismatched
in gender, and both the grammatical controller and the distractor NP were case-
ambiguous between overt nominative and accusative forms. Agreement errors were
virtually absent in all other conditions.
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(114) a. Trest
Punishment.m.ambig
za
for
zlocin...
crime.m.ambig
‘The punishment for the crime...’ Ambiguous Match
b. Trest
Punishment.m.ambig
za
for
vrazdu...
murder.f.acc...
‘The punishment for the murder...’ Unambiguous
Mismatch)Errors
c. Trest
Punishment.m.ambig
za
for
krádez...
theft.f.ambig...
‘The punishment for the theft...’ Ambiguous Mismatch
(Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007) Slovak
In addition to these factors there are a number of ways in which the relative structural
configuration of the agreement controller and distractor influence the likelihood of
attraction. For example, structural properties like the relative height of distractors
and depth of embedding have also been shown to influence the likelihood of attraction.
Bock and Cutting (1992) observed that attraction occurs at a higher rate when the
distractor NP is in a prepositional phrase as opposed to both relative clauses and
complement clauses.
Comparative work on French and English by Franck et al. (2002) investigates depth
of embedding effects with sentence preambles with multiple distractor NPs. They ob-
serve that the second, more syntactically prominent NP position (here, NP2=gardens)
creates more attraction than the third NP position (here, NP3=mansions), which is
more deeply embedded syntactically. With fewer errors associated with NP3, which
is also linearly closer to the verb, these results suggest that linear proximity to the
verb is not as important a predictor of agreement attraction as hierarchical distance
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between the controller and the distractor (but see Gillespie and Pearlmutter, 2013 for
an alternative interpretation of these effects).
(115) a.
the
NP1
statue in the
NP2
gardens by the
NP3
mansion
b. the statue in the garden by the mansions
Furthermore, it has been noted in previous work that elements outside the subject
phrase can also effect agreement production. In a different structural configuration
than the examples discussed above, elements outside the subject phrase - distractors
which do not intervene between the agreement controller and the verb on the surface
- have also been shown to affect agreement production. For utterances such as (116),
the head of a relative clause, here cabinets, causes attraction at the relative clause
verb Bock and Miller, 1991; Staub, 2010. This suggests that interference in agreement
is not merely a function of linear intervention. See also, Franck et al., 2010.
(116) *The cabinets [ that the key open ] are on the second floor.
Hartsuiker et al. (2001) demonstrate that, for Dutch where the word order is Sub-
ject Object Verb, agreement errors are not restricted to sentences where a number
mismatching distractor is embedded within the subject, as in(108) or (115). Rather,
agreement errors are observable due to object arguments in the structure i.e. object
attraction configurations. For instance, in (117), the verb bears plural morphology
rather than the expected singular. Such errors indicate that number information in
the subject phrase is not only encapsulated from conflicting information elsewhere in
the sentence.
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(117)
Ik
I
weet
know
dat
that
S
tijd
time.s
O
wonden
wounds.pl
V
helen
heal.pl
‘I know that time heal all wounds.’
(Hartsuiker et al., 2001) Dutch
Even as Hartsuiker et al. (2001) demonstrate that agreement errors can arise due to
distractors outside the subject phrase, they also find that the error rates due to a
subject-external distractor are smaller than for distractors that are modifiers of the
subject phrase - see preambles in (118) below.
(118) a. Distractor = Subject modifier
Karin
Karen
zegt
says
dat
that
het
the
meisje
girl
met
with
de
the
kransen...
garlands
b. Distractor = Direct object
Karin
Karen
zegt
says
dat
that
het
the
meisje
girl
de
the
kransen...
garlands...
(Hartsuiker et al., 2001) Dutch
Agreement errors due to elements outside the phrase corresponding to the grammat-
ical agreement controller have also been noted in Basque (Santesteban et al., 2013).
Since Basque has two agreement slots on the verb, that is, both subject-verb agree-
ment and object-verb agreement are realized simultaneously on the verb, Santesteban
et al. were able to investigate whether subject-verb and object-verb agreement in-
volves similar processes within a single language. They found that subject agreement
and object agreement are both prone to attraction, albeit at fairly low rates. Nonethe-
less, they observed that number specification of the the object NP affects subject-verb
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agreement, and the number specification of the subject NP affects object verb agree-
ment. They suggest that the mechanisms for computing agreement generalize beyond
subject-verb agreement since the encoding of subject-verb agreement and object-verb
agreement involves similar processes.
4.1.1.1 Building an agreement dependency online
There are two primary functional subprocesses that are required for computing an
agreement relationship. One is isolating or identifying the agreement controller, the
other is accessing the features of this controller for evaluation against the dependent
inflected element (e.g. the verb is/are in the English examples). Different theories of
agreement attraction pin the difficulty on one or another of these subprocesses. For
example, Eberhard et al. (2005) propose that for number agreement configurations
of the kind in (109), the difficulty is associated with evaluating the representation of
number features for the subject - the presence of the plural distractor NP impacts
the encoding of the subject phrase’s number specification (see supporting evidence
from Staub, 2009). On the other hand, according to cue-based retrieval accounts
of agreement computation (Badecker and Kuminiak 2007, Wagers et al. 2009) the
difficulty of agreement processing in the presence of a distractor is attributed to diffi-
culty in identifying the appropriate controller using a retrospective search operation
in content-addressable memory (McElree, 2006, Van Dyke and McElree, 2006) rather
than a mistaken or corrupted feature specification.
In the marking and morphing model, the grammatical agreement controller NP and
the distractor NPs contribute to the calculation of a combined number value of the
subject phrase. This model then predicts the probability with which the verb may
be produced in its plural form or singular form as a function of the combined number
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specification of the subject phrase. The number specification of a NP corresponds
to the notional number of its referent. This value lies on a continuous scale between
-1 and +1, where -1 corresponds to unambiguously singular and +1 corresponds to
unambiguously plural. The combined number specification of a noun phrase is the
sum of the number value of the head NP and a weighted sum of the number values
for number denoting morphemes in that phrase. The model builds in sensitivity to
hierarchical structure by allowing weights for the distractor NPs to be negatively
correlated with increasing structural distance, which is meant to model the structural
modulation of attraction effects observed by (Bock and Cutting, 1992), (Hartsuiker
et al., 2001) and (Franck et al., 2002) among others. The combined number term can
have a range of values: clearly singular, clearly plural or intermediate on the singular
to plural continuum. Verb number is dependent on the combined number value via a
probabilistic function. When the combined number term is clearly singular or clearly
plural, that is, the number marking is relatively unambiguous, the probability of
producing the corresponding verb form is high. Verb agreement errors arise when
the probability of producing the grammatical agreement form is lowered due to the
presence of other NPs in the structure which impact the combined number value of
the subject phrase, that is, when the number marking is ambiguous.
Plural distractor NPs can affect the combined number value by contributing a pos-
itive term to the equation since plural number is treated as morphologically and
grammatically contentful. In contrast, singular distractor NPs are assumed to make
a zero contribution following the idea that singular represents a default value. This
differentiation between the contributions of singular and plural NPs is an important
component of the model’s ability to effectively account for the mismatch asymmetry
effect. In a sentence with a singular head NP and plural distractor NP(s), (109)
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repeated below as (119), the head NPs (key, boy) will have an unambiguous singular
number specification. With the plural distractors (cabinets, snakes) making a posi-
tive contribution to the summation term, the combined number value of the subject
phrases – the key to the cabinets, the boy that liked the snakes – will no longer corre-
spond to the unambiguously singular endpoint. Instead the combined number value
will have an ambiguous specification wherein it may be treated as slightly plural.
This in turn, will increase the probability of producing a plural verb, and reduce the
probability of producing the grammatically appropriate singular form.
(119) Incorrect Completions
a. *The key to the cabinets are on the table.
b. *The boy that liked the snakes are in the house.
In contrast, in a sentence with a plural head NP and singular distractor NP(s),
(112) repeated below as (120), the head NPs (keys, boys) will have an unambiguously
plural number specification. With the singular distractors (cabinet, snake) making a
zero contribution to the summation term, the combined number value of the subject
phrases – the keys to the cabinet, the boys that like the snake – will continue to
correspond to the unambiguously plural endpoint. Thus, the presence of a singular
distractor is not expected to increase the probability of producing a singular verb,
and the probability of producing the grammatically appropriate plural form remains
unaffected.
(120) a. *The keys to the cabinet is on the table.
b. *The boys that liked the snake is in the house.
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In addition to error patterns in production, Marking and Morphing has also been
used to explain the response latency pattern in tasks where participants were asked
to choose a grammatically appropriate verb form from two given options (Staub,
2009). Staub (2009) makes the case that both response accuracy and response la-
tency measures correspond to a single underlying variable in the decision process
based on results from English where in addition to an increase in agreement errors
in sentences with mismatching distractors, an increase in the response times was
observed in sentences where speakers chose the grammatically appropriate form of
the verb. This is consistent with a Marking and Morphing style model wherein the
increased response times and the increased error rate both signal the equivocalness
of the combined number value in the presence of a mismatching distractor in the
sentence.
In contrast to the representational account of Marking and Morphing, cue-based
retrieval models treat agreement attraction as a consequence of similarity-based in-
terference (Gordon et al., 2001) that stems from cue-based memory retrieval (Lewis
and Vasishth, 2005) wherein features of simultaneously activated elements impact the
planning of the verb form (Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007; Badecker and Lewis, 2007;
Wagers et al.,2009; Franck et al., 2002). While the present discussion will largely fo-
cus on cue-based retrieval models in the context of agreement, cue-based retrieval has
been employed to account for the processing of a range of long-distance dependencies
such as those involving reflexives or negative polarity items among others.
Subject-verb agreement can be instantiated using such a memory retrieval model
in the following way: in production, the subject is constructed and encoded first,
and then the verb. In order to determine the agreement morphology on the verb,
the producer must search for the subject in memory and inspect its features using
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cue-based retrieval. The evidence for retrieval of subjects especially in the case of
complex subject structures involving intervening subject-modifying material between
the the subject and the verb comes from Speed-Accuracy trade-off paradigms tested
by Van Dyke and McElree (2006) among others. Van Dyke and McElree (2011) fur-
ther suggests that cue-based retrieval is content-addressable in that it utilize features
of the input as cues for directly querying contents of memory, but other versions
of memory access have been discussed in the literature, see for example Lewis and
Vasishth (2005). Nonetheless, the various versions share the logic of similarity based
interference in response to multiple encodings matching a retrieval cue.
When it comes to agreement, structural cues such as [case: nominative] or [role: sub-
ject], and category cues such as [category: NP] may be used for retrieval of the subject
from memory. Since the subject is encoded with features such as [case: nominative],
[role: subject] and [category: NP], there exists a set of cues that uniquely identifies
the subject. However, since the distractor embedded inside the subject phrase shares
some of these cues, the subject identifying cues will also partially activate the dis-
tractor. In general, fully matching elements are expected to strongly out-compete
partial matches so that the likelihood of retrieving an incorrect element is low. How-
ever, agreement attraction errors can arise when cue competition leads to a partial
match with the distractor, which allows it to be retrieved instead of the grammatical
agreement controller with some probability.
(121) SubNOM [... DistractorNOM lookalike ...] Verb cue:NOM cue:SUB
One key piece of evidence for the retrieval-oriented view of attraction errors comes
from the role that the case-status of noun phrases plays in attraction. Following the
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work by Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) on Slovak, Hartsuiker et al. (2003) on German
and Hartsuiker et al. (2001) on Dutch, such effects have also been reported in En-
glish. The results from English suggest that despite the general paucity of inflectional
marking related to case in English, speakers are sensitive to morphophonological case-
(like) marking. Nicol and Antón-Méndez (2009) report that speakers are more likely
to produce errors such as (122-a), where the NP accountants is ambiguous between
nominative and non-nominative forms, rather than (122-b), where the form of the
proNP is unambiguously non-nominative. Note that this is not likely to be due to
the distractor being a proNP - as Hartsuiker et al. (2001) show for Dutch, proNPs ex-
ert an attraction effect about as strong as that observed with NPs, unless the proNP
is explicitly case-marked, under which circumstance no attraction effect obtains.
(122) a. *the bill for the accountants were outrageous. More common error
b. *the bill for them were outrageous. Less common error
A retrieval-oriented explanation of agreement errors can account for the observed in-
terplay of case and agreement, as was suggested in Badecker and Kuminiak (2007).
Since subject-oriented retrieval cues for case and syntactic position are used for iden-
tifying an agreement controller, nominative case is presumably a strong retrieval cue.
Thus, when the distractor NP is case ambiguous, it will resonate more strongly with
this cue than when it is unambiguously non-nominative. When more than one syn-
tactic encoding resonates strongly to the retrieval cues, the agreement system will be
confronted with competition for selection of the agreement controller, increasing the
probability that the distractor will be misidentified as the agreement controller. In
short, encoding similarities between the grammatical agreement controller and the
distractor NPs based on morphosyntactic features for case contributes to similarity-
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based interference, which in turn contributes to an increased probability of retrieval
errors.
Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) also suggest that syntactic depth effects in agreement
processing may be accounted for within a cue-based retrieval model of agreement un-
der the assumption that dominance/precedence relations between elements in a struc-
ture are represented in working memory and that these relations decay as a function
of time. Consequently, on this proposal, the probability of incorrectly retrieving a dis-
tractor NP located within a subject noun phrase when using subject-oriented retrival
cues will be inversely proportional to the distractor’s syntactic depth. Furthermore,
the lower attraction rates – defined as the difference of match and mismatch condi-
tions – observed in argument attraction relative to modifier attraction (Hartsuiker
et al., 2001) can be accounted for if retrieval of the subject leads to the retrieval of
the entire subject phrase which also contains the distractor e.g.[NP NP [PPP NP ]],
which would not be the case for distractors outside the subject phrase.
Franck (2017) suggests that syntactic modulations of attraction reported in the lit-
erature may be interpreted as syntactic similarity effects: distractors in a syntactic
position typically occupied by agreement controllers (as determined by c-command
and hierarchical position) trigger more attraction than those in a position that is
not occupied by controllers (see also Badecker and Lewis, 2007). In other words,
the more morphosyntactic and structural features a distractor shares with the target
of agreement, the more likely it is to create agreement attraction. This observation
is broadly consistent with the retrieval-oriented approaches to agreement attraction;
more attraction will occur from noun phrases that are more similar to the retrieval
cues used by the verb in its search for a controller.
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In summary, the two classes of models for agreement attraction – representational
models such as Marking and Morphing, and retrieval models – make distinct claims
about the source of errors during agreement processing. Cue-based models attribute
errors to similarity based interference between nominal encodings which match the
retrieval cues for agreement. Representational accounts, on the other hand, chalk
up attraction errors to an equivocal combined number specification for the subject
phrases. Given that the models focus on distinct aspects of the process of building
agreement dependencies, they need not be in strict opposition to one another, and
both kinds of models may have their place in the explanation of agreement error
patterns, see for example Lorimor et al. (2015).
4.1.2 The view from Hindi
While agreement attraction effects have been established across a number of lan-
guages for subject agreement configurations, investigations into other kinds of agree-
ment dependencies such as object agreement are at a nascent stage as only a limited
number of studies on object agreement (Santesteban et al., 2013; Villalta and Franck,
2016) have demonstrated the possibility of attraction for object agreement. In this
context, a psycholinguistic examination of Hindi agreement allows us to extend our
understanding of factors impacting agreement and its processing more broadly while
simultaneously shedding light on the Hindi specific question of how agreement depen-
dencies are established in the language.
With respect to this latter question, one possibility would be to attempt to estab-
lish the agreement dependency only once the verb is encountered, at which point
the production/parsing system may attempt to find the grammatically appropriate
agreement controller from memory by utilizing cue-based retrieval (Badecker and
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Lewis, 2007). For languages where the subject is the grammatical agreement con-
troller across the board, the use of content-addressable cues for a subject at the verb
would be sufficient to retrieve the controller from memory and to proceed further with
establishing a feature match between the NP and the verb. However, since controller
identification is not reducible to finding a subject NP across the board in Hindi –
subjects or objects may be agreement controllers depending on the syntactic context
– by hypothesis, different cues will have to be used for Hindi as compared to other
languages.
Relativizing the identification of an agreement controller based on the (sentence fi-
nal) verbal morphology that needs licensing would be an effective way of capturing
the primacy of unmarked subjects and unmarked objects as agreement controllers in
distinct structural contexts. Here, controller identification would amount to using
information about which of subject/object is normally an agreement controller in a
given tense-aspect configuration in Hindi. In a simple SOV sentence, with a transitive
verb with non-perfective morphology, the use of a set of cues specifically targeting
unmarked subjects would lead to the retrieval of the grammatically appropriate agree-
ment controller. Similarly, for transitive verbs with perfective morphology, the use
of a set of cues which can uniquely pick out an unmarked object would also lead to
the retrieval of the grammatically appropriate agreement controller.
(123) Subject agreement configuration
a. Subject Object ... Verbnon perfective )
b. Subject Object... Verbnon perfective find Unmarked Subject
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(124) Object agreement configuration
a. Subject+case Object ... Verbperfective )
b. Subject+case Object ... Verbperfective find Unmarked Object
I dub this relativization of retrieval cues to the verbal morphology a configuration-
based approach wherein some structures are identified as subject-agreement configu-
rations and others as object-agreement configurations, which in turn guides the use
of specific and distinct cues for retrieving subjects and objects.
In opposition to the configuration specific approach which is a bottom-up approach,
a second possibility for agreement dependency formation in Hindi could involve top-
down tracking of the agreement controller in a clause as the syntactic structure un-
folds. Controller identification in this case would amount to using information about
the case-status of NPs as well as their relative position in the structure to classify one
NP as the agreement controller in a particular clause using a label such as [+agree].
Under this top-down approach, a Hindi speaker would be in a position to make a
decision about whether a particular NP in a clause ought to be an agreement con-
troller or not even prior to encountering the verb. In monoclausal transitive sentences
agreement is either with the subject or the object depending on the structural config-
uration. Since the typical word order is SOV and subject agreement occurs whenever
the subject is unmarked, the first unmarked NP in a clause could therefore be tagged
with the [+agree] specification immediately. Given that there is agreement with only
one NP per clause in Hindi, any NPs which occur later in the same clause can not be
part of an agreement dependency with the matrix verb and would have to be classified
as [-agree]. If the subject is case-marked and the object is unmarked, then the agree-
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ment statis of the subject would be [-agree] while that of the object will be [+agree].
This information could in turn be used to proactively predict what the verbal mor-
phology on the agreeing verb ought to be prior to encountering any such verb. This
would be an agreement analogue of the anticipation hypothesis (Konieczny, 2000)
wherein heads are argued to be anticipated through incremental integration of their
arguments, see also Vasishth and Lewis (2006). We will return to the mechanism for
determining the agreement status of an NP in the general discussion.
(125) a. NPunmarked)+agree Verb
b. NP1unmarked)+agree NP2unmarked/marked) agree Verb
c. NP1marked) agree NP2unmarked)+agree Verb
In this chapter, I present four experiments on the processing of agreement in Hindi
which utilize a speeded binary choice completion task (Staub, 2009). The goal was to
test whether we see agreement attraction across various agreement configurations in
Hindi analogous to subject agreement configurations that have been tested in other
languages. In addition, I explored the question of whether the grammatical role of
the distractor modulates the production of agreement errors. Specifically, the logic
of similarity based interference was used to ask if greater agreement attraction is ob-
served when the distractor’s grammatical role is the same as that of the grammatical
agreement controller. If agreement processing utilizes a configuration based strategy
which involves direct reference only to the relevant argument role for a given con-
figuration, this makes predictions for what kind of encodings should interfere with
agreement computation. In subject agreement configuration, greater agreement in-
terference is predicted due to unmarked subject like encodings. For object agreement
configurations on the other hand, greater agreement interference is predicted due to
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unmarked object like encodings. Experiments 1 and 2 directly test these predictions
of the configuration based approach by testing for agreement attraction in subject
agreement and object agreement configurations where the distractors are in a relative
clause modifier of the grammatical agreement controller. Experiment 3 goes further
and directly tests the impact of the case-status of a distractor in a relative clause
modifier of the agreement controller on matrix clause agreement computation. Cue-
based retrieval predicts that if cues related to unmarked case morphology are relevant
for retrieving an agreement controller from memory, then unmarked NP encodings
ought to interfere with agreement computation but case-marked encodings should
not. Experiment 4 tests a distinct structure which involves a subject agreement con-
figuration with two potential distractors which are not part of the subject phrase, i.e.
not in a relative clause modifier of the subject, with the intention of deconfounding
the contribution of structural prominence and grammatical role. Furthermore, with
the availability of both response accuracy and response time measures in this series of
experiments, we also have the option to evaluate representational approaches where
agreement attraction has a signature of increased errors as well as increased response
times on accurate responses.
4.2 Experiment 1: Subject agreement
In addition to testing for the possibility of agreement attraction in Hindi, this experi-
ment addresses the following empirical question: in a subject-agreement configuration,
do speakers of Hindi experience greater agreement attraction on account of an object
distractor or a subject distractor. The pattern of agreement errors will speak to the
theoretical question of whether direct access for argument roles on the basis of the
agreement configuration underlies the computation of agreement in Hindi.
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Experimental items with the template in (126) were used to explore these questions.
Each sentence consists of an unmarked subject, followed by a relative clause containing
a distractor, followed by a lexical verb and an agreeing auxiliary verb.
(126) Sub [RC ...Distractor...] Verb Aux
Turning to the issue of the cues used to retrieve the unmarked subject at the agreeing
verb, direct access at the agreeing verb may be mediated by subject case cues - if
a nominative case specification [NOM] is used to identify the agreement controller,
distractor NPs that are subjects should be more potent distractors tha distractor NPs
that are objects since only subjects match the retrieval cue and may be misretrieved
In the structures below, an unmarked subject in the relative clause (RC-Sub) is
predicted to be a more potent distractor than an unmarked object in the relative
clause (RC-Obj.)
(127) a. SubNOM [RC ... RC-SubNOM ...] Verb Auxcue:NOM
b. SubNOM [RC ... RC-ObjACC ...] Verb Auxcue:NOM
7
4.2.1 Method
4.2.1.1 Participants
All participants for the experiments reported in this chapter were native speakers
of Hindi between 18 and 35 years of age residing in Delhi, India. Participants were
recruited from the student populations at Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi and
the University of Delhi in India. Informed consent was taken from all participants
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in line with the guidelines of the Institutional Review Board of the University of
Massachusetts which had approved this set of experiments. All participants were
paid INR 450 for their participation.
4.2.1.1.1 Language variety
Given documented speech variety differences in Hindi with respect to ergative case and
gender agreement (Kachru, 2006) no speakers of the eastern variety of Hindi (speakers
from Bihar, Jharkhand, Chattisgarh as well as eastern parts of Uttar Pradesh (east of
Varanasi)) were included in the experiments reported here. The eastern variety does
not have ergative case on subjects of perfective verbs in contrast to the central and
western varieties which have a consistent mapping between perfectivity and ergativity.
The absence of ergative case in turn impacts the availability of object agreement.
Hindi has a two way gender distinction but the masculine/feminine gender distinction
is only available for animate NPs in the eastern variety, while the central and western
varieties have masculine/feminine gender specified for inanimate NPs as well.
4.2.1.1.2 Power analysis
The planned number of participants for all experiments reported in this chapter was
60 on the basis of a power analysis using the lme4 and simr packages in R. The power
calculation was based on the results of pilot work on agreement attraction in Hindi
using items similar (126). We tested Hindi speakers’ accuracy in selecting a grammat-
ically appropriate form of the agreeing verb in a forced choice completion task. In this
pilot experiment we compared two conditions of the factor Features. The Match con-
dition had sentences where the grammatical agreement controller and the distractor
NP had the same feature specification (both singular), while the Mismatch condi-
tion had sentences where the grammatical agreement controller and the distractor
NP had distinct feature specifications (controller=singular, distractor=plural). The
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observed effect size for the effect of Features (Match vs. Mismatch) in a generalized
linear mixed effects regression model was 0.59. However, the power calculation for the
present series of experiments included a more conservative effect size of 0.39 (2/3 of
observed effect size in the pilot study). According to this calculation, an experiment
with 60 participants and 36 items had a power of 88.4% (95% Confidence Interval:
[85.26%, 91.07%]) to detect an effect of Features.
4.2.1.1.3 The present experiment
For Experiment 1, data was collected from 60 participants but data for one participant
was excluded from analysis on the basis of performance on a post-test questionnaire,
see 4.2.3 for further details.
4.2.1.2 Materials
36 experimental items in 4 conditions were constructed for this study. 4 counterbal-
anced lists were created from these items such that each list contained 9 items in each
of the four experimental conditions, with each item appearing in one of its versions
on each list. The 36 experimental items were interleaved with 72 filler items to give a
total of 108 items. Of these filler items, 24 did not probe agreement and were used for
determining whether the participants were performing the task as expected, with their
data being included in the final analysis only if they met pre-determined inclusion
criteria that were pre-registered on OSF, see §4.2.3 for further details. The remain-
ing 48 items probed agreement production in a variety of other structures including
biclausal and monoclausal sentences with conjunction, disjunction and possessives.
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4.2.1.3 Design
The experiment design utilized a 2  2 within-subjects design crossing Features
and Distractor Role. The factor Features had two levels: Match and Mis-
match. Match referred to conditions where the distractor NP in the relative clause
had identical number features as the grammatical agreement controller (conditions
a.,c.). Mismatch referred to conditions where the distractor NP in the relative clause
had different number features than the grammatical agreement controller (conditions
b.,d.). The factor Distractor Role had two levels: Subject andObject. The Subject
conditions (a.,b.) had the RC-Subject as the distractor while the Object conditions
(c.,d.) had the RC-Object as the distractor. This amounted to the four experimental
conditions in (128). A sample item is provided in (129).
(128) a. Subsingular [RC ...RC-Subsingular... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
b. Subsingular [RC ...RC-Subplural... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
c. Subsingular [RC ...RC-Objsingular... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
d. Subsingular [RC ...RC-Objplural... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
(129) vah
that
billi...
she-cat
a. jise
who.dom
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
dekh
see
rahii
-ing
thii...
was
b. jise
who.dom
kai
many
chuuhe
he-rats
dekh
see
rahe
-ing
the...
were
c. jis-ne
who-erg
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
DhuunDh
find
nikaalii
remove
thii...
was
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d. jis-ne
who-erg
kai
many
chuuhe
he-rats
DhuunDh
find
nikaale
remove
the...
were
... bhaag
ran
gayii
went.fs
/ gaye
went.mp
a.,b.=‘The cat that the rat(s) had been staring at hadsingular / hadplural run away.’
c.,d.=‘The cat that had found the rat(s) hadsingular / hadplural run away.’
Following prior work in the agreement processing literature, which has documented
a number mismatch asymmetry – more errors are observed when the grammatical
controller is singular and the distractor is plural than when the grammatical controller
is plural and the distractor is singular – the grammatical agreement controller in the
present experiment was always a singular NP in the present study. The matching
distractor was also a singular NP, and the mismatching distractor was a plural NP.
Item creation for this experiment (and its object agreement counterpart i.e., Exper-
iment 2) was guided by the results of a norming study evaluating Subject, Match
condition and Object, Match conditions. The final choice of NPs for grammatical
agreement controllers and distractors was based on participant feedback in the norm-
ing study. See §6 for further details of the norming procedure.
The relativized argument was realized by case marked relative proNPs. Case-marking
on the relative proNPs ensured that the distractor NP was the sole unmarked NP
within the relative clause. In the Subject distractor conditions, the relative proNP jise
‘who.dom’ corresponded to the object and was case-marked with differential object
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marking19. In the Object distractor conditions, the relative proNP jis-ne ‘who-erg’
corresponded to the subject and was case-marked with ergative case. Agreement
within the relative clause uniformly indexed the unmarked distractor – the relative
internal verb consistently bore agreement morphology corresponding to the distractor
NP across all conditions.
In the matrix clause, agreement morphology was indicated on the auxiliary verb
options presented to the participants. The correct auxiliary verb form had singular
agreement morphology corresponding to the main clause subject, Sub. The error
auxiliary verb form had plural agreement morphology corresponding to the distractor.
Agreement morphology was not indexed directly on the matrix root verb to ensure
that effects of thematic integration at the matrix verb were not coterminous with
agreement processing.
Hindi has gender agreement for Masculine and Feminine feature values in addition
to number agreement for Singular and Plural. The notions of Match and Mismatch
employed in the critical experimental manipulation extend to gender agreement as
well. A Matching distractor matched the grammatical agreement controller in gender
as well as number features, while a Mismatching distractor had a different specification
for both features. In the absence of any prior work establishing the markedness of any
specific gender value in Hindi, both Masculine and Feminine features were utilized in
this experiment to give rise to two subsets of items. One subset contains 20 items
where the grammatical agreement controller has Feminine Singular features. In this
subset, the Match conditions had a distractor with Feminine Singular features and
19Objects in Hindi may be unmarked for case or have overt case marking corresponding to dif-
ferential object marking which is a function of a number of contextual factors such as definiteness,
specificity and animacy, see Aissen (2003)
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the Mismatch conditions had a distractor with Masculine Plural features. The other
subset contains 16 items where the grammatical agreement controller has Masculine
Singular features. In this subset, the Match conditions having a distractor with
Masculine Singular features and the Mismatch conditions having a distractor with
Feminine Plural features.
The use of two feature mismatches also avoids some other potential pitfalls. For
example, feminine singular agreement and feminine plural agreement on the agreeing
verb differ only in nasalization of the final vowel in : -ii vs. -iiM. This difference is not
salient in Devanagari script because it involves an orthographic addition of a small
diacritic, see (130). Participant feedback to pilot work suggested that readers don’t
always notice this diacritic in timed tasks, and that nasalization of this vowel is not
always phonologically salient either.
(130) Past tense auxiliary forms of the verb hona ‘to be’
Given the possibility that semantic factors such as animacy may impact the likeli-
hood of agreement attraction Barker et al., 2001; Bock and Miller, 1991), animacy
of the agreement controller and the distractor was also counterbalanced across the
experiment. Animacy (with two levels Animate and Inanimate) was crossed across
the agreement controller (Sub) and the distractors (RC-Sub and RC-Obj) giving rise
to four animacy combinations. For any single item, all conditions belong to a single
animacy combination. There were nine items within each combination. Within each
set of nine items, five had a grammatical agreement controller with feminine singular
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features , and four had a grammatical agreement controller with masculine singular
features.
4.2.1.4 Procedure
The experiment was conducted using the Ibex Farm platform on the Chrome browser
on Windows laptops in the Linguistics lab at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi,
India. The task employed in this study - the two-choice response time paradigm for
agreement - is based on Staub (2009). This methodology requires participants to make
a speeded decision (within a limited time window) as to which of the two options given
to them constitutes an appropriate continuation of the presented sentence fragment.
While this methodology involves elements of both production and comprehension -
participants need to comprehend the given sentence fragment to be able to compute
and choose the appropriate agreement form - for ease of exposition, I will refer to it as a
production task. The classification of this task as a production task is also warranted
by the fact that this paradigm has been able to successfully replicate production
results obtained through traditional spoken production tasks. For example, Staub
(2009) replicates the number attraction effect, the plural asymmetry, the effect of
syntactic depth as well as non-intervening agreement attraction, among other effects.
Following Staub (2009), I assume that this experimental paradigm is well-suited to
tap into processes underlying agreement computation during production.
This two-choice paradigm has the advantage of providing information about two
dependent measures for each trial: accuracy data and response time data. Accuracy
of indicated response is the key dependent variable. This is a binary response variable
which is be coded as CORRECT or INCORRECT based on the indicated response.
If a participant chooses the singular auxiliary verb form , then it is CORRECT, as the
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agreement features index the matrix subject phrase (Sub). If the participant chooses
the plural auxiliary verb form, then it is INCORRECT, as the agreement features do
not match the subject phrase. The Response time to a trial constitutes the secondary
dependent variable and is measured by the time taken to select a completion using
a button-press. This is measured in milliseconds (ms), measured from the onset of
the critical auxiliary verb options. A schematic illustration of the procedure for an
experimental trial is provided in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of experimental procedure
Each item in the experiment began with a fixation cross in the center of the screen.
The participants were instructed to press any key when they were ready to continue,
after which each item was presented in the center of the screen in an RSVP (rapid
serial visual presentation) format, that is, word by word at a fixed rate. Each word
was displayed on the screen for 375 ms followed by an inter-stimulus interval (blank
screen) of 50 ms. The total presentation time (425ms) was higher than that adopted
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for English by Staub (2009), keeping in mind the complexity of the Devanagari script
as well as participant feedback regarding presentation rates in previous work. Imme-
diately after the final word of the sentence fragment - the uninflected matrix verb -
participants were presented with two auxiliary verb options. These options differed
in that one form of the verb had morphology corresponding to the main clause sub-
ject (Auxsingular), while the other had plural morphology (Auxplural) which in the
mismatch conditions corresponded to the distractor. Participants were required to
choose the grammatical verbal continuation from the two given auxiliary verb op-
tions by pressing the F key for the option on the left and the J key for the option
on the right. The presentation of options was randomized and balanced such that
overall the grammatical continuation was presented on the left for half of the items
and on the right for the other half. Prior to the start of the experiment, participants
were informed that they had a limited time window of two seconds to read the given
options and register their response for each item. They were instructed to balance
speed and accuracy in choosing their response and were informed that the current
item would be timed out if they failed to respond within the given time. The ac-
tual timeout criterion was set at 3 seconds from the presentation of options so as to
minimize data loss from the right tail of the RT distribution. After the end of this
time window the participants were automatically taken to the fixation cross screen
for the next item. No feedback was provided to participants during the course of the
experiment regarding the accuracy or the speed of their response. Each experiment
began with three practice items in the presence of the experimenter to familiarize the
participants with the experimental method. Any questions about the methodology
were clarified by the experimenter at this stage.
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4.2.2 Predictions
The primary predictions are about accuracy and these are discussed next. A main
effect of Features is expected if distractors interfere with the production of subject
agreement giving rise to agreement errors. This would manifest as lower accuracy
in mismatch conditions relative to match conditions. In addition, a Features
by Distractor Role interaction is predicted: if subject cues are used to identify
an agreement controller in subject agreement configurations then the effect of fea-
tures would be larger for subject distractors giving rise to lower accuracy when the
distractor is a subject.
The RT variable provides secondary information in the current study. Following
Staub (2009, 2010), attraction may be expected to impact the response time data
such that correct responses will be slower in conditions that see more errors. This
increased RT may indicate greater uncertainty about which NP controls agreement.
4.2.3 Results
For trials where participants did not respond with a decision within the allotted
time-frame, no response was logged. Out of the 6480 datapoints in the entire dataset
(includes fillers and experimental items for all 60 participants), there were 46 trials
where participants did not respond with a decision within the allotted time-frame
and no response was logged.
In addition, certain data-exclusion procedures were applied to the data for all ex-
periments in this chapter. All these data-exclusion procedures were pre-registered
on the Open Science Forum using the format provided by AsPredicted prior to any
data-collection. These were (a) Participant performance on an offline post test meant
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to assess mastery over basic Hindi agreement grammar with a high cutoff – an accu-
racy score of less than 90% led to removal of all data from that participant (b) By
participant accuracy on a subset of filler items meant to assess whether participants
were comprehending the sentences while reading with a relatively liberal cutoff – an
accuracy score of less than 50% led to the removal of all data from that participant
(c) By trial reading times where datapoints corresponding to very fast or very slow
trials – more than three standard deviations from the mean – were removed from the
dataset.
Participant peformance on the offline post-test led to the removal of all data from one
participant, giving a dataset with responses for 6326 trials. By participant accuracy
on relevant fillers was calculated at this stage and this did not lead to the exclusion of
data from any other participant. All participants had accuracy greater than 66% on
these filler trials in this experiment. As part of the exclusion of data from very slow or
very fast trials, data from 79 trials (1.24% of data from 59 participants) was removed.
Of these 79 trials, only 6 trials (.095% of data from 59 participants) corresponded to
the experimental items of interest. The final dataset for statistical analyses contains
data from 6247 trials. This includes experimental items and fillers.
The data for the critical experimental items consisted of accuracy and response time
measures from 2114 trials. All responses where participants chose the grammatical
continuation (correct) were coded as 1, and all error continuations were coded as
0. Participants were correct 90% of the time (errors were made on 221 out of 2114
trials, proportion of correct responses 0.9). The mean response time was 888 ms with
a standard error of 7 ms.
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4.2.3.1 Accuracy data
By condition means for the Accuracy data are given in Table 4.1, and represented
graphically in Figure 4.2. Accuracy on the Match condition, where the distractor had
the same feature specification as the grammatical agreement controller (the matrix
object), was high both for subject distractors and object distractors as participants
rarely chose the incorrect verb continuation. In the Mismatch condition, where the
distractor had a different feature specification than the grammatical agreement con-
troller, participants chose the incorrect verb continuation more often giving rise to
lower accuracy. The difference between the proportion of correct responses for the
Match and Mismatch conditions, that is the effect of Features, was numerically similar
when the distractor was a subject and when it was an object (0.1).
Condition Observations Proportion Correct
Subject, Match 529 0.95
Subject, Mismatch 527 0.85
Object, Match 530 0.94
Object, Mismatch 528 0.84
Table 4.1. Condition means for proportion of correct responses in Experiment 1
A logistic mixed effects regression model was fitted to the error data for all conditions
using the lme4 package in R. The statistical model includes Features, Argument Role
and their interaction as center-coded fixed effects predictors. Following the recom-
mendations of Barr et al. (2013), this maximal model included random intercepts and
slopes, by item and participant for the fixed effects. This model is reported in (131).
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Figure 4.2. Proportion of Correct responses in Experiment 1. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
(131) Parameter values for fixed effects in the maximal mixed effects logistic re-
gression model of response proportions
Estimate SE z p
Intercept 2.68 0.19 14.26 < 2e-16
Features 0.63 0.11 5.88 4.18e-09
Distractor 0.06 0.08 .675 0.5
Features:Distractor 0.02 0.08 0.193 0.85
According to this model there is a significant main effect of Features (p < 0.001) which
corresponds to the reduction in the proportion of correct responses when the distractor
mismatches in its features relative to the grammatical agreement controller. This
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signals robust agreement attraction in Subject Agreement configurations in Hindi.
With the parameter estimate for the interaction not being significant, there is no
evidence that the effect of Features differs for the two distractor types in the accuracy
data.
4.2.3.2 RT data
By condition mean response times on trials where participants chose the correct
continuation and trials where they made an erroneous choice are given in Table 4.2,
and represented graphically in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. On average, participants
were quicker to respond on the correct trials than the error trials. Within the correct
trials, participants gave faster responses when the distractor and the grammatical
agreement controller (the matrix subject) matched in their features relative to when
the distractor bore mismatching features. The average difference between the match
and mismatch condition was numerically similar for both subject distractors and
object distractors.
Condition Correct RT (se) Error RT (se)
Subject, Match 855 (22) 992 (86)
Subject, Mismatch 903 (26) 1000 (52)
Object, Match 863 (25) 966 (82)
Object, Mismatch 913 (25) 1000 (56)
Table 4.2. Condition means for RTs on trials with Correct and Error responses in
Experiment 1
The response times data for the critical experimental items was transformed to a nor-
mal distribution using the Box-Cox transform: RT raised to the power -0.46464646 for
this dataset. The transformed RTs for the correct trials and error trials were analyzed
separately using mixed effects linear regression following the pre-registration. The sta-
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Figure 4.3. Response Times on Correct trials in Experiment 1. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
tistical models are maximal models which include Features, Argument Role and their
interaction as center-coded fixed effects predictors. Following the recommendations
of Barr et al. (2013) the linear effects models also include random intercepts and
slopes, by item and participant, for the fixed effects.
The model for correct RTs is given in (132). There was a significant main effect of
Features: RTs on correct trials were longer for Mismatch conditions relative to Match
conditions. Neither Distractor Role nor the interaction term had a significant effect
on RTs.
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Figure 4.4. Response Times on Error trials in Experiment 1. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
(132) Parameter values for fixed effects in a maximal linear effects model of RTs
on correct trials transformed via the Box-Cox transform.
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 4.43e-02 5.11e-04 86.82
Features 4.08e-04 1.37e-04 2.99
Distractor 3.4e-05 1.3e-04 .26
Features:Distractor -1.5e-05 1.5e-04 -0.1
A concern was raised in discussions with colleagues that the pre-planned choice of
the Box-Cox transformation was too aggressive a transformation, and that a log
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transformation of the RTs would be more defensible. Identical models were fit to
log-transformed RTs, and no differences were found in the statistical conclusions.
Within the error trials, participants were numerically quicker to respond on the Match
condition than on the Mismatch conditions. However, no significant effects were
observed in the linear mixed effects regression model for transformed RTs in the
Error trials, likely due to low power on account of the small proportion of error trials.
4.2.4 Discussion
The results of this experiment on the processing of subject agreement in Hindi demon-
strate the existence of robust agreement attraction in subject agreement configura-
tions in the language. Since native Hindi speakers chose incorrect verb form contin-
uations in the presence of the mismatching distractor on about 15% of trials.
Hindi speakers were also slower to respond when making their decision in the presence
of a mismatching distractor as seen in trials where they made the correct decision.
The concomitant reduction in accuracy and increase in RTs due to a mismatching
distractor observed here is similar to that observed for English agreement (Staub,
2009), (see also Hammerly et al., 2019). Under Staub’s (2009) analysis, both accu-
racy and response times were argued to correspond to a single underlying cognitive
variable that indexes the general difficulty of the agreement computation process -
high accuracy ought to dovetail with quick responses in any low interference condition
and low accuracy ought to dovetail with slow responses in any high interference con-
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dition. With the same pattern observed here for Hindi, we have evidence consistent
with representational accounts of agreement attraction20
In addition, no evidence was found for the similarity in the argument role between the
distractor and the grammatical agreement controller hindering the decision making
process of choosing the appropriate verb continuation in the Hindi subject agreement
configuration tested in this experiment. Subject distractors did not appear to lead to
greater interference for agreement computation as compared to Object distractors - a
similar proportion of correct responses was elicited across these conditions. This result
is unexpected under a configuration based approach where the production system
ought to utilize a subject cue to identify the appropriate agreement controller at the
non-perfective transitive verb and be prone to similarity based interference from other
subjects in the sentence. As such, in failing to find modulation of attraction rates
in subject agreement structures in Hindi on account of the distractor role, we fail
to support a configuration based implementation of cue-based retrieval models for
Hindi.
4.3 Experiment 2: Object agreement
This experiment tests for the possibility of agreement attraction in object agreement
configurations in Hindi, as well as the impact of distractor role on the computation of
object agreement in Hindi. I ask whether speakers of Hindi experience greater agree-
ment attraction on account of an object distractor in object agreement configurations?
20Though note that since the feature manipulations in the Hindi experiments also include gender,
it would not be trivial to extend Marking and Morphing to Hindi.
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The pattern of agreement errors will address the question of whether direct access
involving argument roles underlies the computation of object agreement in Hindi.
Sentences which were transitive perfective matrix verb counterparts of the intransitive
sentences tested in Experiment 1 were used in this Experiment. The template for the
experimental items is given in (133) and consists of an ergative case-marked subject
(which cannot be an agreement controller on account of the case-marking), followed
by the case-unmarked object, followed by a relative clause containing a distractor,
which was followed by a transitive perfective matrix verb and the agreeing auxiliary
verb.
(133) Sub-erg Obj [RC ...Distractor...] Verb Aux
Given that object agreement occurs in complementary structural contexts relative to
subject agreement, it is entirely possible that computing agreement dependencies for
object agreement involves a distinct underlying process compared to subject agree-
ment. Therefore, it is important to test the configuration based approach separately
for object agreement configurations. If direct access at the agreeing verb is mediated
differently in object agreement contexts what is needed for object agreement configu-
rations is a cue which specifically targets unmarked objects. If an object case cue – an
accusative case specification [ACC]21 – is used to identify the agreement controller,
object distractors should be more potent distractors than subject distractors since
only objects match the retrieval cue and may be misretrieved.
21A clarificatory note about nomenclature: here, I consider morphologically null case on objects
to be an instance of structural accusative case. Morphologically overt -ko marking on objects is
an instance of differential object marking (Aissen, 2003), though descriptive literature on Hindi
sometimes uses the term Accusative to refer to -ko.
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(134) a. SubErg ObjAcc [RC ... RC-SubNOM ...] Verb Auxcue:ACC
7
b. SubErg ObjAcc [RC ... RC-ObjAcc ...] Verb Auxcue:ACC
4.3.1 Method
4.3.1.1 Participants
Data was collected from 61 participants but data from one participant had to be
excluded from analysis based on low accuracy on relevant filler trials.
4.3.1.2 Materials
36 experimental items in 4 conditions were constructed for this study based on the
same norming study that guided Experiment 1. These 36 items were transitive coun-
terparts of the items in Experiment 1. The items in Experiment 2 involved the exact
same NPs as agreement controllers and distractors in 33 out of 36 items, a small
number of changes were made to the remaining three items across experiments in
order to ensure naturalness of sentences. The primary difference in Experiment 2
was that different lexical verbs were used in the matrix clause since the current items
correspond to transitive sentences. All items are included in the Appendix. The 72
filler items used in Experiment 1 were also used here to give a total of 108 items.
4.3.1.3 Design
The experiment design was identical to Experiment 1: a 2  2 within-subjects design
crossing Features and Distractor Role. The Subject conditions (a.,b.) had the
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RC-Subject as the distractor while the Object conditions (c.,d.) had the RC-Object
as the distractor. The template for the four experimental conditions is given in (135).
(135) a. Sub-ergObjsingular [RC ...RC-Subsingular...] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
b. Sub-erg Objsingular [RC ...RC-Subplural...] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
c. Sub-ergObjsingular [RC ...RC-Objsingular...] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
d. Sub-erg Objsingular [RC ...RC-Objplural...] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
The correct auxiliary verb form had singular agreement morphology corresponding
to the main clause object. The incorrect auxiliary verb form had plural agreement
morphology, which corresponded to the feature of the distractor - RC-Sub or RC-
Obj - in the mismatch condition. Details related to Gender Match/Mismatch, and
animacy of the grammatical agreement controller (here the object) and distractor
were identical to Experiment 1. Names were used for the ergative marked subject -
half the names were feminine names and the other half masculine names. A sample
item is given in (136).
(136) Mira-ne
Mira-erg
vah
that
billi...
she-cat
a. jise
who.dom
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
dekh
see
rahi
-ing
thii...
was
b. jise
who.dom
kai
many
chuuhe
he-rats
dekh
see
rahe
-ing
the...
was
c. jis-ne
who-erg
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
DhũũDh
find
nikaali
remove
thii...
was
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d. jis-ne
who-erg
kai
many
chuuhe
he-rats
DhũũDh
find
nikaale
remove
the...
was
... pakaR
catch
lii
took.fs
/ liye
took.mp
(a,b=)‘Mira hadsingular / hadplural caught the cat that the rat/rats had been staring
at.’
(c,d=)‘Mira hadsingular / hadplural caught the cat that had found the rat/rats.’
4.3.1.4 Procedure
The experimental procedure is identical to Experiment 1. The Accuracy of the indi-
cated response is the key dependent variable. The Response time to a trial constitutes
the secondary dependent variable.
4.3.2 Predictions
The primary predictions are about accuracy and these are discussed next. A main
effect of Features is expected if mismatching distractors interfere with the production
of object agreement giving rise to agreement errors. This would manifest as lower
accuracy in mismatch conditions relative to match conditions.
A configuration based implementation of cue based retrieval predicts a Features
by Distractor Role interaction here which would manifest as greater interference
from object distractors than subject distractors in object agreement configurations
- the effect of features would be larger for object distractors giving rise to lower
accuracy when the distractor is an object. Note that the predicted direction of this
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interaction for object agreement configurations is the opposite of that predicted for a
subject agreement configuration in Experiment 1.
4.3.3 Results
Out of the 6588 datapoints in the entire dataset (includes fillers and experimental
items for all 61 participants), there were 73 trials where participants did not respond
with a decision within the allotted time-frame and no response was logged. No par-
ticipants were excluded on the basis of performance on the post-test. By participant
accuracy on relevant fillers was calculated at this stage and this led to the exclusion
of all data from one participant. This participant had a score of 47% on relevant
filler trials, while the cutoff was a minimum score of 50%. All other participants
had accuracy greater than 75% on these trials. Data from two experimental items
of interest was excluded due to a coding error – at this point the dataset had 6308
datapoints. In addition, data from very slow or very fast trials was removed. This
led to the removal of data from 81 trials (1.3% of data from 60 participants). The
final dataset for statistical analyses contains data from 6227 trials. This includes
experimental items and fillers.
The data for the critical experimental items consisted of accuracy and response time
measures from 2008 trials. Participants chose the correct response 83 % of the time
(errors were made on 333 out of 2008 trials). The mean response time was 965 ms
with a standard error of 8 ms.
4.3.3.1 Accuracy data
By condition means for the Accuracy data are given in Table 4.3, and represented
graphically in Figure 4.5. Accuracy on the Match condition, where the distractor had
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Condition Observations Proportion Correct
Subject, Match 507 0.93
Subject, Mismatch 494 0.71
Object, Match 510 0.94
Object, Mismatch 497 0.75
Table 4.3. Condition means for proportion of correct responses in Experiment 2
the same feature specification as the grammatical agreement controller (the matrix
object), was high both for subject distractors and object distractors as participants
rarely chose the incorrect verb continuation. In the Mismatch condition, where the
distractor had a different feature specification than the grammatical agreement con-
troller, participants chose the incorrect verb continuation more often both when the
distractor was a subject and when it was an object giving rise to lower accuracy.
Participants made numerically fewer errors on average when the distractor was an
object relative to when it was a subject. The difference between Match and Mismatch
conditions, that is the effect of Features, was numerically larger when the distractor
was a Subject relative to when the distractor was an Object .
A maximal logistic mixed effects regression model was fit to the response data, as in
Experiment 1. This statistical model is reported in (137).
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Figure 4.5. Proportion of Correct responses in Experiment 2. (Error bars plot
standard errors)
(137) Parameter values for fixed effects in the maximal mixed effects logistic re-
gression model of response proportions
Estimate SE z p
Intercept 2.21 0.16 14.17 < 2e-16
Features 0.99 0.12 8.00 1.22e-11
Distractor -0.13 0.09 -1.47 0.14
Features:Distractor -0.005 0.08 -0.06 0.96
There was a significant main effect of Features (p < 0.001) which corresponded to
the reduction in the proportion of correct responses when the distractor mismatched
in its features relative to the grammatical agreement controller. While participants
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Condition Correct RT (se) Error RT (se)
Subject, Match 907 (27) 966 (84)
Subject, Mismatch 951 (32) 1057 (48)
Object, Match 955 (29) 908 (97)
Object, Mismatch 1002 (37) 1119 (63)
Table 4.4. Condition means for RTs on trials with Correct and Error responses in
Experiment 2
performed marginally better (numerically higher accuracy) when the distractor was
an Object, this effect did not reach significance. The parameter estimate for the
interaction terms was not significant – there was no evidence that the effect of Features
differs for the two distractor types in the accuracy data.
4.3.3.2 RT data
By condition mean response times on trials where participants chose the correct con-
tinuation and trials where they made an erroneous choice are given in Table 4.4, and
represented graphically in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. On average, participants were
quicker to respond on the correct trials than the error trials. Within the correct trials,
participants gave faster responses when the distractor and the grammatical agreement
controller (the matrix object) matched in their features relative to when the distrac-
tor bore mismatching features. Furthermore, participants were numerically slower to
respond in the correct trials when the distractor had the same grammatical role as
the grammatical agreement controller - both were objects. The average difference
between the match and mismatch condition was numerically similar for both subject
distractors and object distractors.
The response times data was transformed to a normal distribution using the Box-Cox
transform: RT raised to the power -0.34343434 for this dataset. The transformed
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Figure 4.6. Response Times on Correct trials in Experiment 2. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
RTs for the correct trials and error trials were analyzed separately using mixed effects
linear regression. The maximal linear effects model for correct RTs is given in (138).
The main effect of Distractor Role was significant: RTs on correct trials were longer
when the distractor was an Object, that is, it had the same argument role as the
grammatical agreement controller. The effect of Features was significant: the RTs
on correct trials were longer for Mismatch conditions relative to Match conditions.
There was no significant interaction.
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Figure 4.7. Response Times on Error trials in Experiment 2. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
(138) Parameter values for fixed effects in a maximal linear effects model of RTs
on correct trials transformed via the Box-Cox transform.
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 10.39 0.12 89.67
Features -0.06 0.03 -2.04
Distractor -0.08 0.03 -2.75
Features:Distractor -0.004 0.02 -0.18
Within the error trials, participants were numerically quicker to respond on the Match
condition than on the Mismatch conditions. On average, participants were numeri-
cally slower to respond in the error trials when the distractor had the same grammat-
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ical role as the grammatical agreement controller - both were objects. If we look at
the effect of Features for each distractor, the qualitative pattern in the error trials is
one where the effect of Features is numerically larger when the distractor is an object
compared to when it is a subject. However, none of these qualitative patterns trans-
lated to statistically significant effects in the linear mixed effects regression model for
transformed RTs in the Error trials.
4.3.4 Discussion
The results of this study on the processing of agreement in Hindi demonstrate the
existence of robust agreement attraction in object agreement configurations in the
language. Native Hindi speakers chose incorrect verb form continuations in the pres-
ence of a mismatching distractor on 27 % of trials. They were also slower to respond
when making their decision in the presence of a mismatching distractor. The con-
comitant reduction in accuracy and increase in RTs due to interference in agreement
computation from a mismatching distractor observed here is similar to that observed
for subject-agreement languages in the psycholinguistic literature (Staub, 2009).
Turning to the impact of Role, the impact of subject distractors and object distractors
on the selection of the verb continuation was not statistically different. We failed to
find evidence for similarity in argument role between the agreement controller and the
distractor NP hindering the decision about the appropriate verb continuation at least
on the response accuracy measure. Nonetheless, since there was a numerical trend
– Hindi speakers made numerically fewer errors when the distractor was an object
compared to when the distractor was a subject – this pattern may warrant further
investigation.
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While the impact of Role was not statistically significant for response accuracy, it was
statistically significant for the response times. This effect is driven by the slower re-
sponse times on the object distractor conditions and points to a potential instance of
similarity based interference between the two distinct object NPs in the sentence in-
creasing the time taken to arrive at a decision. However, given that no interaction was
observed between the distractor role and feature mismatch – the effect of Features was
not modulated by the grammatical Role of the distractor – we can not conclude that
the observed slowdown was a function of object retrieval triggered by the agreement
dependency, as envisaged under the configuration specific approach. Furthermore, a
number of alternative explanations may exist for the observed pattern. For instance,
the combination of numerically higher accuracy and the accompanying slower RTs on
correct trials for the object distractor conditions may signal a possible speed-accuracy
trade-off. While this potential explanation can not be bolstered further solely on the
basis of the present dataset, it is worth noting that if a speed-accuracy trade-off is
the right explanation, then that begs the question of why such a trade-off surfaces
in object agreement configurations, and why similar effects do not arise in subject
agreement configurations as in Experiment 1.
Alternatively, this RT difference between Object distractor conditions and Subject
distractor conditions in Experiment 2 could be due to downstream effects of baseline
differences in the processing of subject relative clauses and object relative clauses
respectively. While past work on a number of languages has demonstrated that
subject relative clauses may be easier to process than object relative clauses (see
Gordon and Lowder, 2012 for an overview), this pattern has not been explicitly tested
for Hindi for object modifying relative clauses. As such, given that longer RTs are
observed in the object distractor conditions, i.e., subject relative clause structures,
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there is a possibility that for object-modifying relative clauses, subject relative clauses
may be more difficult to process overall. However, further testing is necessary to
support this hypothesis.
This study did not find evidence for the effect of feature mismatch differing as a
function of the argument role of the distractor NP for the measure of accuracy as the
interaction term was statistically non-significant. If the production system identified
the structure as an object agreement configuration and utilized an object cue at
the perfective matrix auxiliary verb to identify the appropriate agreement controller,
then the agreement attraction ought to have manifested differently. The absence
of the modulation of attraction effects by the role of the distractor predicted by
a configuration based approach is particularly striking given the otherwise robust
pattern of attraction observed for object agreement in this experiment.
To sum up the findings from Experiments 1 and 2, robust agreement attraction is ob-
served in Hindi in both subject agreement configurations and object agreement config-
urations in the presence of a mismatching distractor in the relative clause modifying
the grammatical agreement controller. This points to similar underlying processes
with respect to the computation of agreement dependencies in Hindi irrespective of
controller type – subject or object. Subjects and objects are equally potent distractors
in the mixed agreement system of Hindi. Given that there is no observed modulation
of the rate of attraction by the distractor role in either experiment, we fail to find
unequivocal evidence that could be taken to support the relativization of agreement
processing in Hindi to specific argument roles on the basis of the agreement con-
figuration type involved. The evidence from response accuracy and response times
when taken together is consistent with representational accounts such as Marking and
Morphing, suggesting that an equivocal combined feature value due to a mismatching
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distractor may be the source of the mis-selection of the verb form for Hindi (with the
caveat that the picture may be more complex for object agreement). However, this
does not automatically rule out cue-based retrieval altogether for Hindi agreement
dependency building, nor does it address the question of how Hindi speakers navigate
the issue of identifying the grammatical agreement controller from the set of encod-
ings which look like the grammatical agreement controller in various ways. In the
next experiment, we use the logic of similarity based interference to ask whether Hindi
speakers use information about case to track and identify agreement controllers.
4.4 Experiment 3: Case and Agreement
Since agreement is only available with unmarked NPs in Hindi, syntactic analyses
of Hindi which argue for a uniform treatment of agreement configurations directly
reference the case status of NPs, see Bhatt (2005) and Bobaljik (2008). On this kind
of syntactic analysis, unmarked case determines accessibility for agreement. The
details of the proposals vary, but one idea is that the agreement system searches
for a controller with unmarked case morphology which corresponds to underlying
structural nominative or accusative case. A processing implementation of this idea
in a cue-based retrieval system would involve a retrieval operation using cues for
unmarked encodings or NPs.
The present experiment was designed to investigate the contribution of such null-case
morphology to agreement computation. The specific question was whether speakers
of Hindi experienced greater agreement attraction on account of a distractor that is
morphologically unmarked for case as opposed to a distractor that is overtly case-
marked. This was tested using sentences with the template in (139).
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(139) Sub [RC ...Distractorunmarked/marked...] Verb Aux
If an unmarked-case specification [unmarked] is used to identify the agreement con-
troller at the auxiliary verb, any distractor which has the same unmarked-case spec-
ification as the agreement controller and therefore matches the retrieval cue is more
likely to be retrieved than a distractor that is overtly-case marked. This hypothesis,
which I will refer to as the Unmarked Case hypothesis, predicts that unmarked NPs
should interfere with agreement processing in general and be more potent distractors
than case-marked NPs22.
(140) Subunmarked [RC ... Distractorunmarked ...] Verb Auxcue:unmarked
(141) Subunmarked [RC ... Distractorcase marked ...] Verb Auxcue:unmarked
7
To test this possibility, I capitalized on the fact that Hindi allows variable case mark-
ing on the direct object. Object NPs may surface bare, i.e., with unmarked case or
with an overt marker, -ko. This overt marking is referred to as differential object
marking, and is a function of factors such as specificity (Aissen, 2003). More con-
22The hypothesis being tested here is not about the existence of a cue-category called [un-
marked] for Hindi speakers, but rather that there is some cue which distinguishes NPs which are
potential agreement controllers on account of having the grammatically relevant unmarked case-
specification from NPs which cannot be agreement controllers at all on account of having an overt
case-specification. The same predictions outlined above would hold if the relevant retrieval cue was
[accessible for agreement], and a noun phrase encoding included that cue only if the NP had an
unmarked case specification. Alternatively a different cue, [NP], could be used to the same effect.
Under the assumption that case-marked NPs are distinct from bare NPs, and that case-marked NPs
can be treated as Prepositional Phrases or Kase Phrases, case-marked nominals will not match the
[NP] cue.
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cretely, then, the Unmarked Case hypothesis predicts that a NP with -ko marking
should be associated with less agreement attraction relative to an unmarked NP.
4.4.1 Method
4.4.1.1 Participants
While data was collected from 60 participants, data from two participants had to be
excluded due to performance on the post-test questionnaire used to test mastery of
basic Hindi grammar. Data analysis was carried out for data from 58 participants.
4.4.1.2 Materials
Like Experiments 1 and 2, 36 experimental items in 4 conditions were constructed
for this study. All 36 items were based on the items for Experiment 1, with the same
NPs and controllers as Experiment 1. 4 counterbalanced lists were created from these
items. The 36 experimental items were interleaved with the same 72 filler items as
Experiments 1 and 2 to give a total of 108 items.
4.4.1.3 Design
The experiment design utilized a 2  2 within-subjects design crossing Features
and Case. The factor Features had two levels as in Experiments 1 and 2: Match
and Mismatch. The factor Case had two levels: -Kase and +Kase. In the -
Kase conditions (a.,b.), the distractor was unmarked for case, while in the +Kase
conditions (c.,d.) the distractor was overtly case-marked by the differential object
marker, -ko. This amounted to the four experimental conditions in (142). A sample
item is provided in (143).
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(142) a. Subsingular [RC ...Distractorsingular; K ... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
b. Subsingular [RC ...Distractorplural; K ... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
c. Subsingular [RC ...Distractorsingular;+K ... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
d. Subsingular [RC ...Distractorplural;+K ... ] Verb Auxsingular / Auxplural
(143) vah
that
billi...
she-cat
a. jo
who
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
dekh
see
rahii
-ing
thii...
was
b. jo
who
kai
many
chuhe
he-rats
dekh
see
rahii
-ing
thii...
was
c. jo
who
ek
one
chuhiya
she-rat
ko
dom
dekh
see
rahii
-ing
thii...
was
d. jo
who
kai
many
chuhoM
he-rats
ko
dom
dekh
see
rahii
-ing
thii...
was
... bhaag
ran
gayii
went.fs
/ gaye
went.mp
‘The cat that had been staring at the rat(s) hadsingular / hadplural run away.’
Following the results of Experiments 1 and 2, where no major differences were ob-
served between subject distractors and object distractors within relative clauses, the
present experiment did not manipulate the role of the distractor. Unlike Experiments
1 and 2, where the role manipulation rested on the tense-aspect of the relative clause
verb, in this experiment non-perfect relative clauses were used throughout. Another
difference from the previous experiments was that here, agreement within the relative
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clause had different properties. Since only NPs that bear no overt case-marking can
be agreed with and the verb does not agree with case-marked arguments in Hindi,
it was not possible to have the RC-internal verb agree with the distractor across all
conditions in this Experiment. Hence, for consistency it was decided that RC-internal
agreement would be with the relativized NP across the board.
4.4.1.4 Procedure
The experimental procedure is identical to the previous experiments with accuracy
being the key dependent variable and the response time to a trial being the secondary
dependent variable.
4.4.2 Predictions
According to Unmarked case hypothesis, if the online computation of agreement is
directly cued to unmarked case, greater interference in agreement computation is
predicted from unmarked NP encodings compared to case-marked NP encodings. For
the specific conditions in this experiment, an interaction was predicted such that the
effect of Features was effected to differ for the two levels of Case.
4.4.3 Results
Out of the 6480 datapoints in the entire dataset which included fillers and experi-
mental items for all 60 participants, there were 31 trials where participants did not
respond with a decision within the allotted time-frame and no response was logged.
Participant performance on the post-test led to the removal of all data from two
participants, giving a dataset with measures for 6234 trials. By participant accuracy
on relevant fillers was calculated at this stage and this did not lead to the exclusion
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Condition Observations Proportion Correct
-Kase, Match 522 0.93
-Kase, Mismatch 520 0.94
+Kase, Match 521 0.94
+Kase, Mismatch 521 0.94
Table 4.5. Condition means for proportion of correct responses in Experiment 3
of data from any participants. All 58 participants had a score of 57% or above. In
addition, responses for very slow or very fast trials were removed. This led to the
removal of data from 80 trials (1.28% of data from 58 participants) of which 2 trials
(0.03% of data from 58 participants) corresponded to the critical experimental ma-
nipulations. The final dataset for statistical analyses contains data from 6154 trials.
This included experimental items and fillers.
The data for the critical experimental items consisted of accuracy and response time
measures from 2084 trials. Participants chose the correct response on 94% of the
trials (errors were made on 126 out of 1958 trials) The mean response time was 812
ms with a standard error of 6 ms.
4.4.3.1 Accuracy Data
By conditions means for the Accuracy data are given in Table 4.5, and represented
graphically in Figure 4.8. Accuracy was near-identical across all experimental condi-
tions in this experiment, with no apparent modulation on the basis of the two factors
or their interaction.
A maximal logistic mixed effects regression model was fit to the response data as
in Experiments 1 and 2. This statistical model is reported in (144). None of the
predictors were statistically significant in this model.
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Figure 4.8. Proportion of Correct responses in Experiment 3. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
(144) Parameter values for fixed effects in the maximal mixed effects logistic re-
gression model of response proportions
Estimate se z p
Intercept 3.20 0.20 16 < 0.001
Features -0.02 0.10 -0.18 0.86
Case 0.06 0.10 0.53 0.59
Features:Case 0.02 0.10 0.18 0.85
4.4.3.2 RT Data
By condition mean response times on trials where participants chose the correct
continuation and trials where they made an erroneous choice are given in Table 4.6,
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Condition Correct RT (se) Error RT (se)
-Kase, Match 821 (23) 728 (50)
-Kase, Mismatch 818 (24) 789 (49)
+Kase, Match 809 (23) 800 (70)
+Kase, Mismatch 808 (24) 729 (48)
Table 4.6. Condition means for RTs on trials with Correct and Error responses in
Experiment 3
and represented graphically in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. On average, participants
were numerically quicker to respond on the error trials than the correct trials.
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Figure 4.9. Response Times on Correct trials in Experiment 3. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
The raw response time values in the critical experimental conditions were transformed
using the Box-Cox transform: RT raised to the power -0.78787879 for this dataset.
The transformed RTs for the correct trials and error trials were analyzed separately
using mixed effects linear regression following the pre-registration. Both the statistical
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Figure 4.10. Response Times on Error trials in Experiment 3. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
models includes Features, Case and their interaction as center-coded fixed effects
predictors. Following the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013) all models include
random intercepts and slopes, by item and participant, for the fixed effects.
The linear effects regression model for the correct responses is provided in (145).
None of the fixed effects are significant predictors of the response times on the correct
trials.
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(145) Parameter values for fixed effects in a maximal linear effects model of RTs
on correct trials transformed via the Box-Cox transform.
Estimate Std. Error t value
Intercept 5.424e-03 1.094e-04 49.582
Features -1.528e-05 2.612e-05 -0.585
Case 1.860e-05 2.034e-05 0.914
Features:case -5.836e-07 2.034e-05 -0.029
None of the fixed effects were significant predictors of the response times in a linear
effects regression model for the error responses. The statistical conclusions for the
RT data were no different for a log transformation of the data.
4.4.4 Discussion
This experiment was meant to test whether cue-based retrieval of unmarked NPs
underlies agreement computation in Hindi. Agreement attraction effects were entirely
absent in this experiment - participants’ errors were few in number and distributed
uniformly across the experimental conditions. No evidence was found regarding the
impact of unmarked case morphology on the agreement system. Nonetheless, this
result of absent attraction is telling because it contrasts with the results of the previous
three experiments reported in this chapter, where modest to large attraction errors
were observed. Note that the null results obtained on the critical experimental trials
do not signal that participants were inattentive to the task at hand - this experiment
utilized identical fillers to Experiments 1 and 2, and participants’ responses to the
filler trials were similar across all three experiments.
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While we did not find evidence consistent with the Unmarked case hypothesis signal-
ing the use of an unmarked-case cue for controller identification at the verb in this
experiment, the present results are also at odds with an alternative representational
model of agreement errors where errors are attributed to an ambiguity about the
feature specification of the agreement controller due to the presence of a mismatching
distractor (Eberhard et al., 2005). With the distractor in this experiment being con-
tained in a relative clause modifier of the grammatical agreement controller, it ought
to have been able to corrupt the representation of the controller phrase when it mis-
matched the agreement controller. The washout of attraction effects in the present
experiment is especially puzzling because the experimental items utilized here are
identical to Experiments 1 and 2 in terms of the structural relationship between the
controller and the distractor. The distractor in the present experiment is contained
inside a relative clause modifier of the head NP exactly as in Experiments 1 and
2. Given the robust attraction effects observed in those experiments, there is no a
priori reason for not expecting errors in the present experiment on a representational
corruption view.
The key difference between the current experiment and the previous experiments
reported in this chapter is that unlike the previous experiments, in Experiment 3,
the distractor is not the agreement controller within the relative clause. Rather,
within the relative clause, the relative proNP jo (corresponding to the matrix subject)
controls agreement on the relative clause verb since the relative proNP is unmarked
for case. As such the lack of attraction in this experiment suggests that the mere
presence of a distractor NP in a modifier of the grammatical agreement controller
is insufficient to trigger agreement attraction in Hindi. When the distractor does
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not control agreement in its own clause, it is also unable to impinge on the matrix
agreement dependency being computed.
4.5 Experiment 4: External distractors and Subject agree-
ment
In the final experiment reported in this chapter, we will be changing tracks and eval-
uating the computation of subject agreement in a different structural setting in Hindi
than the ones tested in the previous three experiments. Here, the distractor is exter-
nal to the grammatical agreement controller, that is, it is not part of relative clause
modifier of the grammatical agreement controller, unlike the previous experiments.
The base template for the experimental items is given in (146). Since the unmarked
subject is the grammatical agreement controller, this structure is another example of
a subject agreement configuration. Here, the main clause object and the subject of
the relative clause modifier of the object are the two potential distractors.
(146) Sub Obj [RC ...RC-Sub...] Verb Aux
The empirical question to be addressed by this study is: do speakers of Hindi expe-
rience greater agreement attraction on account of a subject distractor in a relative
clause (not modifying the grammatical agreement controller) or an object within the
matrix clause? This experiment can be used to test two competing hypotheses about
Hindi agreement which make opposing predictions for the sentence type under con-
sideration.
The first hypothesis under consideration is the configuration based hypothesis dis-
cussed in the context of previous experiments. If direct access involving configura-
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tion specific cues underlies the navigation of competition between different NPs and
the computation of agreement in Hindi, then a nominative case specification [NOM]
may be used to identify the agreement controller at the auxiliary verb in this sub-
ject agreement configuration. This predicts that subject distractors should be more
potent distractors than object distractors since only subjects match the retrieval cue
and may be misretrieved.
(147) SubNOM ObjACC [RC ... RC-SubNOM ...] Verb Auxcue:NOM
7
Alternatively, we might consider a prominence based approach wherein online agree-
ment computation in Hindi is mediated via the relative structural prominence of NPs.
This hypothesis is a processing counterpart of a syntactic analysis of Hindi agreement
such as Bhatt (2005) which utilizes the idea of prominence to identify the agreement
controller. If speakers utilize information about the relative hierarchical relationships
between the various NPs in the sentence as a means to navigate agreement online, we
might expect more prominent distractors to lead to greater interference in agreement,
similar to the syntactic depth of embedding results in Franck et al. (2002). In the sen-
tence structures in the present experiment, the matrix object is more prominent, i.e.,
higher in the structure, than the subject distractor embedded in the relative clause.
If prominence gives rise to syntactic similarity with the matrix subject which is the
grammatical agreement controller, then more attraction errors would be predicted on
account of the matrix object since that is more prominent than the relative clause
internal subject.
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(148) Syntactic structure indicating the hierarchical positions of the NPs
TP
TagreementvP
v’
vVP
VNP
RC
TP
T’
T...
NPRC sub
Rel-Pron
NPObj
NPSub
4.5.1 Method
4.5.1.1 Participants
Data was collected from 60 participants, and there were no exclusions based on by
participant accuracy on the post-test or fillers.
4.5.1.2 Materials
36 experimental items in 3 conditions were constructed for this study. 3 counter-
balanced lists were created from these items such that each list contained 12 items
in each of the three experimental conditions, with each item appearing in one of its
versions on each list. The critical 36 items were interleaved with 72 filler items to
give a total of 108 items. Of these filler items, 12 items did not probe agreement
and were used for determining whether participants were performing the task atten-
tively or not, with their data being included in the final analysis only if they met
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pre-determined inclusion criteria which were pre-registered on OSF. The remaining
60 fillers probed agreement in a variety of other structures.
4.5.1.3 Design
Unlike the previous experiments, in this Experiment, Features and Distractor Role
were jointly manipulated over three conditions in this study. Condition (a) is the
Match condition – here, the matrix subject, which is the grammatical agreement con-
troller, and both the distractors bear identical features. Condition (b) is the Subject
Mismatch condition – here, the RC-Subject bears mismatching features (relative to
the matrix subject), while the object bears matching features. Condition (c) is the
Object Mismatch condition: the main clause object bears mismatching features, and
the RC-subject bears matching features. The template for the four experimental
conditions is given in (149).
(149) a. Ssingular Osingular [RC ...RC-Ssingular...] V AUXsingular / AUXplural
b. Ssingular Osingular [RC ...RC-Splural...] V AUXsingular / AUXplural
c. Ssingular Oplural [RC ...RC-Ssingular...] V AUXsingular / AUXplural
The main clause subject was the grammatical agreement controller, and the correct
auxiliary verb form had singular agreement morphology corresponding to this NP. The
incorrect auxiliary verb form had plural agreement morphology, which corresponds to
the features of the distractor - RC-Subject or Object - in the two mismatch conditions.
As in the previous experiments, here too the grammatical agreement controller was
always a singular NP, the matching distractors were also singular NPs, and the mis-
matching distractor was a plural NP. The notions of match and mismatch also ex-
tended to gender as in the previous experiments. Human names were used for the
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unmarked subject - half the names were feminine names and the other masculine
names. Animacy (with two levels Animate and Inanimate) was balanced across the
two distractors. A sample item is given in (150).
(150) Mira...
Mira.fs
a. vah
that
billi
cat
jise
who.s.dom
vah
that
raanii
queen
DhuundDh
search
rahii
-ing
thi
was
b. vah
that
billi
cat
jise
who.s.dom
kuchh
some
raajaa
kings
DhuundDh
search
rahe
-ing
the
were
c. ve
those
kutte
dogs
jinhe
who.p.dom
vah
that
raani
queen
DhuundDh
search
rahii
-ing
thii
was
pakaR
catch
rahii hai
-ing is
/ rahe haiM
-ing are
‘Mira was / were catching the cat/dogs that the queen/kings had been searching
for.’
The items for this experiment are similar to the previous experiments in a number of
ways. Experiments 1, 3 and 4 evaluate subject agreement. Furthermore, the items
in this experiment are structurally similar to Experiment 2 since both Experiments 2
and 4 involve transitive matrix verbs and the relative clause containing the distractor
modifies the object in both cases. However, there is a key difference from the previous
two experiments in that there is no direct syntactic relationship between the distractor
and the grammatical agreement controller in the current experiment. Neither of the
distractors is contained in a modifier of the grammatical agreement controller. The
RC-subject distractor is contained in a relative clause modifying the object, which
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is itself a distractor. Given these differences, items for this study were normed in a
separate norming study prior to the experiment. Details about the norming procedure
are provided in §6.
4.5.1.4 Procedure
The experimental procedure is identical to the previous experiments. Participants had
to choose an appropriate agreeing auxiliary verb form from the two given options.
The accuracy of the indicated response is the key dependent variable and the response
time to a trial is the secondary dependent variable.
4.5.2 Predictions
A main effect of Features is expected if mismatching distractors interfere with the
production of subject agreement giving rise to agreement errors. This would mani-
fest as lower accuracy in the two mismatch conditions relative to match condition.
The configuration based approach predicts a difference between the two mismatch
conditions: greater interference is predicted from the RC-Subject distractor than the
main-clause object distractor in this subject agreement configuration giving rise to
lower accuracy in the selection of the verb continuation when the distractor is a sub-
ject. The prominence based approach predicts a difference between the two mismatch
conditions in the opposite direction: greater interference is predicted from the main
clause object distractor than the relative-clause subject distractor. Furthermore, if
a representational system is at play during agreement computation in this type of
sentence structure as well, then we expect both a reduction in accuracy as well as
increase in response times.
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4.5.3 Results
Out of the 6480 datapoints in the entire dataset which included fillers and experi-
mental items for all 60 participants, there were 79 trials (1.22% of 6480 trials) where
participants did not respond with a decision within the allotted time-frame and no
response was logged. In addition, data from one filler item was removed for all partic-
ipants due to a coding error - this led to the removal of 55 datapoints. By participant
accuracy on relevant fillers was calculated at this stage - all participants had accu-
racy greater than 66% on these trials and no data exclusion was done based on this
criterion. The dataset had data for 6346 trials at this point.
Trials where participants were very slow or very quick to respond were removed. This
led to the removal of data from 86 trials (1.36% of data from 6346 trials), of which 19
trials (0.3% of data) corresponded to the critical experimental manipulations. The
final dataset for statistical analyses contains data from 6260 trials. This included
experimental items and fillers.
The data for the critical experimental items consisted of accuracy and response time
measures from 2120 trials. Participants chose the correct response 92% of the time
(errors were made 174 out of 1946 trials). The mean response time was 1092 ms with
a standard error of 8 ms.
4.5.3.1 Accuracy data
By condition means for the Accuracy data are given in Table 4.7, and represented
graphically in Figure 4.11. Accuracy on the Match condition, where both the distrac-
tors (matrix object, RC-Subject) had the same feature specification as the grammat-
ical agreement controller (the matrix subject), was high as participants rarely chose
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Condition Observations Proportion Correct
Match 707 0.94
Subject Mismatch 710 0.89
Object Mismatch 703 0.92
Table 4.7. Condition means for proportion of correct responses in Experiment 4
the incorrect verb continuation. Participants chose the incorrect verb continuation
more often, both in the Subject Mismatch condition, where the RC-Subject distractor
had a different feature specification than the grammatical agreement controller, and
the Object Mismatch condition, where the matrix Object distractor had a different
feature specification than the grammatical agreement controller.
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Figure 4.11. Proportion of Correct responses in Experiment 4. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
A maximal logistic mixed effects regression model was fit to the response data.
Helmert coding was used to encode two comparisons within a single model. The
first fixed effects predictor in this model is Features. This allows for an evaluation of
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the effect of feature mismatch by a statistical comparison of the mean of the Match
condition against the combined mean of the two Mismatch conditions. The second
fixed effects predictor is Role. This allows for a direct statistical comparison of the
Subject Mismatch condition and the Object Mismatch condition. The lme4 package
in R was used for this and in addition to including Features and Role as center-coded
fixed effects predictors, the statistical model includes random intercepts and slopes,
by item and participant for the fixed effects. This statistical model is reported in
(151).
(151) Parameter values for fixed effects in the maximal mixed effects logistic re-
gression model of response proportions
Estimate se z p
Intercept 2.90 0.19 15.15 < 0.001
Role -0.43 0.21 -2.00 0.045
Features 0.41 0.20 2.06 0.04
While the numerical differences between conditions were modest, there was a statisti-
cally significant effect of Features p < 0.05. This points to interference in agreement
processing in the presence of plural distractor NPs (both Mismatch conditions) rela-
tive to singular distractor NPs (Match condition). This effect appears to be driven
by the Subject Mismatch condition and not so much by the Object Mismatch condi-
tion. The effect of Role – Subject Mismatch vs. Object Mismatch – in the logistic
regression was significant (p< 0.05). which points to a difference between the status
of the two distractors. This conclusion is supported by the results of a post-hoc t-test
comparing the Object Mismatch condition to the baseline Match condition where the
conditions were not statistically different (p > 0.3).
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Condition Correct RT (se) Error RT (se)
Match 1071 (27) 1397 (104)
Subject Mismatch 1080 (26) 1466 (74)
Object Mismatch 1063 (25) 1417 (85)
Table 4.8. Condition means for RTs on trials with Correct and Error responses in
Experiment 4
4.5.3.2 RT data
By condition mean response times on trials where participants chose the correct
continuation and trials where they made an erroneous choice are given in Table 4.8,
and represented graphically in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. On average, participants
were quicker to respond on the correct trials than the error trials. Both in the correct
trials and error trials, participants were numerically slowest to respond in the Subject
Mismatch condition.
The response times data was transformed to a normal distribution using the Box-Cox
transform: RT raised to the power -0.66666667 for this dataset. The transformed RTs
for the correct trials and error trials were analyzed separately using mixed effects lin-
ear regression following the pre-registration. Both the statistical models includes
Features and Role as helmert-coded fixed effects predictors. Following the recom-
mendations of Barr et al. (2013) all models include random intercepts and slopes, by
item and participant, for the fixed effects.
The linear effects regression model for the correct responses is provided in (152). Nei-
ther of the two fixed effects predictors (a) Features - comparing Match and Mismatch
(b) Role - comparing the Object Mismatch and Subject Mismatch conditions - were
significant predictors of the observed data.
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Figure 4.12. Response Times on Correct trials in Experiment 4. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
(152) Parameter values for fixed effects in a maximal linear effects model of RTs
on correct trials transformed via the Box-Cox transform.
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.007e-02 1.653e-04 60.942
Features 4.220e-05 9.978e-05 0.423
Role -5.825e-05 1.090e-04 -0.534
The linear effects regression model for the error responses did not reveal any sta-
tistically significant effects. The statistical conclusions were no different for a log
transformation of the RT data.
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Figure 4.13. Response Times on Error trials in Experiment 4. (Error bars plot
standard errors.)
4.5.4 Discussion
The results of this experiment on the processing of agreement in Hindi demonstrate
the existence of modest agreement attraction in this instantiation of a subject agree-
ment configuration. Native Hindi speakers chose incorrect verb form continuations
in the presence of a mismatching distractor on a small but significant proportion of
trials. The observed pattern where a mismatching subject distractor leads to greater
interference with the computation of subject agreement than an object distractor as
indexed by the proportion of correct responses, goes against the prominence hypoth-
esis, but it is consistent with the predictions of cue-based retrieval.
An explanation of agreement processing in Hindi as being mediated by the relative
structural prominence of NPs is not feasible for the present dataset. If speakers
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utilized information about the relative hierarchical relationships between the various
NPs in the sentence as a means to agreement computation, the more prominent
distractor – the matrix clause object – would have led to greater interference than
the less prominent distractor – the relative clause subject – which is the opposite
pattern of what was observed.
However, the results do appear to be in line with the configuration based approach.
Similarity in the argument role between the distractor and the grammatical agree-
ment controller was predicted to hinder the decision making process of choosing the
appropriate verb continuation: the use of a subject cue to identify the appropriate
agreement controller at the non-perfective auxiliary verb was expected to increase the
likelihood of misretrieval of a subject distractor.
The reduced accuracy in the Subject Mismatch condition in Experiment 4 forces us
to ask how much of the impact of the distractor in the relative clause is attributable
to its role as a subject, especially in the context of the results of Experiments 1 and
2, where no difference in the proportion of correct responses was observed between
subject distractors and object distractors in a relative clause. Given the results of
Experiments 1 and 2, we have reason to consider the possibility that had we tested
an object distractor in the relative clause, it would have had the same effect as a
subject distractor in the relative clause. Therefore, further testing of the structure in
Experiment 4 with a direct comparison of a relative clause internal subject distractor
and relative clause internal object distractor will be required to confirm this possibil-
ity. If it does turn out that there is no modulation of attraction based on the role of
the distractor within the relative clause in the structure tested in Experiment 4, then
we would be in a position to characterize the results obtained in this experiment as
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follows: an unmarked distractor in a relative clause interferes with subject agreement
processing to a greater degree than an object in the matrix clause.
Before concluding, I do want to highlight that the reduced accuracy in the presence of
a mismatching distractor was concomitant with a numerical slowdown in the response
times on correct trials. However, since the effect was not statistically significant for
the present dataset, the adoption of a representational account for the basic agreement
attraction pattern reported here will require further testing through a higher powered
study. If the response time pattern is replicated, then that would be evidence in favour
of a representational account and against a retrieval based account since interference
is expected to only impact retrieval
If the observed difference between two mismatch conditions is not due to the Role
of the distractor, then what might be the source of the asymmetry between the
distractor in the matrix clause and the distractor in the relative clause? I suggest
that the relevant difference here is that the distractor inside the relative clause is in
an independent agreement dependency within that clause – the relative clause verb
agrees with it – while the distractor in the same clause as a grammatical agreement
controller can not be part of any such dependency. We will return to this idea in the
§4.6.
4.6 General Discussion
This chapter was dedicated to the question of whether agreement attraction occurs
in the language Hindi and if so what are the constraints on this process in the mixed
agreement system of Hindi. Mixed agreement systems, where different NPs (subject
or object) control grammatical agreement in different structural contexts, have not
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been previously studied in the agreement processing literature. As such investiga-
tions into agreement in Hindi, allowed us to explore the question of how speakers
of such languages navigate the challenge of finding the appropriate controller in the
appropriate structural context during online computation of agreement in a novel
grammatical context.
A series of experiments across different types of agreement structures were conducted
in order to shed insight into the question of how speakers process agreement in Hindi.
The results of the first two experiments reported here demonstrate clear agreement
attraction effects in Hindi – the presence of a mismatching distractor NP in the
sentence led to agreement errors such that Hindi speakers often chose the form of the
auxiliary verb indexing the features of the distractor NP rather than the grammatical
agreement controller. Given that robust agreement attraction was observed in both
subject agreement configurations (Experiment 1) and object agreement configurations
(Experiment 2), we now have additional evidence that, cross-linguistically, object
agreement is susceptible to attraction just like subject agreement. Furthermore, given
that previous results comparing subject agreement and object agreement such as
Santesteban et al. (2013) involved a different kind of agreement system than Hindi,
the results from the first two experiments in this chapter establish similarity in the
processing profiles for subject agreement and object agreement dependencies in the
typologically distinct mixed-agreement pattern of Hindi.
In addition to testing for the possibility of agreement attraction, the first two exper-
iments reported here also evaluated the question of whether the agreement system
utilized distinct cues for identifying agreement controllers in subject agreement config-
urations and object agreement configurations. The configuration specific hypothesis
suggested that content addressable retrieval for agreement controllers was relativized
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to the agreement configuration which predicted that unmarked subject NPs would
constitute strong distractors in subject agreement configurations and unmarked ob-
ject NPs would be strong distractors in object agreement configurations. However, the
present pattern of results does not support this possibility as attraction effects did not
appear to be modulated by distractor role relativized to the agreement configuration.
The results are also unexpected under any alternative account which accords gener-
alized priority to subjects over objects during agreement controller identification in
Hindi since that would have manifested as increased attraction due to subject dis-
tractors irrespective of the agreement configuration type in both these experiments.
Rather, the results here are consistent with the idea that configuration specific use
of argument role information does not factor into the process of agreement controller
identification in Hindi agreement computation.
In addition to the agreement attraction manifesting in terms of reduced accuracy in
the presence of a distractor which mismatched the grammatical agreement controller
in its features in both Experiments 1 and 2, we also saw increased response times on
correct trials. This pattern is consistent with representational accounts of agreement
production, as errors and the time to make a decision are argued to index the same
underlying process, see Staub (2009) for a detailed discussion of this linkage. However,
even as we have evidence consistent with a representational account from the first two
experiments, the results from Experiment 3 suggest that a representational account
does not fully predict where attraction ought to occur and where it ought not to in
Hindi.
Experiment 3 explored the possibility that instead of configuration specific retrieval
cues an abstract cue for unmarked case indexing the case-marking status of NPs may
be used to guide controller identification in agreement contexts in Hindi. However,
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the data did not speak to this possibility since there was a near-total absence of
attraction in this experiment across all conditions, and neither the manipulation of
the features of the distractor nor the manipulation of case-marking on the distractor
led to any discernible impact on the attraction rates. The absence of attraction in
sentences with an unmarked distractor was especially surprising since unmarked dis-
tractors did lead to agreement attraction in Experiments 1 and Experiment 2, and
Experiments 1 and 3 both tested subject agreement configurations with the object dis-
tractor in the relative clause modifier of the subject. Given these common structures,
a representational account of agreement computation such as Marking and Morphing
(Eberhard et al., 2005) would predict that the features of the unmarked mismatching
distractor will impact the combined number value of the entire subject phrase to an
equal degree across the experiments since the distractor is in the exact same struc-
tural configuration relative to the controller in these experiments. However, since this
prediction was not borne out for Experiment 3, representational models of the kind
argued to underlie agreement computation in languages like English can not fully
model agreement attraction in Hindi.
Experiment 4 went beyond distractors that were internal to the entire agreement
controller phrase and tested the impact of distractor NPs which were external to the
grammatical agreement controller. Modest agreement attraction (at rates lower than
Experiments 1 and 2) was observed in this experiment. Furthermore, we observed
that attraction was primarily due to the subject distractor in the relative clause and
not due to the object distractor in the same clause as the grammatical agreement
controller. While the fact of the distractor associated with greater attraction being
a subject is consistent with the predictions of a configuration specific hypothesis for
this particular experiment, given the absence of a direct comparison with a relative
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clause internal object distractor in the present design, this possible conclusion needs
further testing. Nonetheless the results of this experiment also rule out the promi-
nence hypothesis which would predict greater attraction due to the more structurally
prominent object distractor rather than the less prominent subject distractor in the
relative clause. Furthermore, while representational accounts are consistent with gen-
erally reduced attraction on account of distractors external to the grammatical agree-
ment controller observed in this experiment, they will not be able to account for this
asymmetry between the distractor in the main clause and the distractor within the
relative clause since the relative clause internal distractor is expected to be a weaker
distractor on account of being more deeply embedded in the structure compared to
the main clause object.
In summary, in the present set of experiments we observed that the rate of attraction
is substantial when the distractor NP is syntactically embedded within a modifier
of the target agreement controller (Experiments 1 and 2). Furthermore, the absence
of attraction effects in Experiment 3 suggests that mere inclusion of a distractor in
a relative clause modifying the agreement controller is not sufficient to give rise to
agreement attraction even if the distractor has the unmarked case-form which makes
it surface-similar to the grammatical agreement controller in a structure. The number
of agreement errors due to attraction appears to be lower when the distractors were
outside the target agreement controller (Experiment 4), where attraction is limited
to the relative clause internal distractor. While the results of Experiments 1 and 2
are consistent with representational models of agreement production, the results of
Experiments 3 and 4 taken together suggest that representational views of agreement
computation can not be extended to Hindi as is, since such proposals cannot account
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for the overall pattern of results across all four experiments23. At the same time cue-
based models of agreement also do not receive clear support from the experimental
results probing agreement production in Hindi.
This then raises the question of what the best model of the observed pattern of results
ought to be. In order to get closer to addressing this question, I want to draw attention
to the pattern of agreement attraction observed in the present data across all four
experiments which can be generalized as follows: agreement attraction occurs in Hindi
only when the distractor is itself part of an independent agreement dependency. In
Experiments 1, 2 and 4, where the distractor was in its own agreement dependency
within the relative clause and attraction was observed, while in Experiment 3 where
the distractor was not in its own agreement dependency within the relative clause no
attraction was observed.
(153) [NP Controllersg (...) [RC ... Distractorpl Vpl ] ] V Auxsg
matrix-agreement
rc-agreement
4.6.1 Towards a proposal
Given that interference in matrix agreement arises due to the relative clause internal
agreement dependency, we can ask whether it is possible to pin the difficulty in
producing grammatically appropriate agreement specifically on the properties of the
distractor NP or of the relative clause verb.
23While I do not discuss this in detail, the appropriateness of representational models such as
Marking and Morphing for the particular features involved in Hindi agreement is an independently
complex question. Hindi has both number and gender agreement, and while Marking and Morphing
is well equipped to deal with number agreement, the model faces certain challenges with respect
to gender, as discussed by Eberhard et al. (2005) themselves, and also by Badecker and Kuminiak
(2007).
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Let us first consider the possibility that the agreeing verb in the relative clause in-
terferes directly with the matrix agreement, as illustrated schematically below. Even
though the agreement processing literature attributes attraction to properties of dis-
tractor NPs, this possibility is not entirely ruled out as attraction effects in the present
set of experiments are observed exactly when the relative clause verb indexes the mis-
matching distractor (Experiments 1, 2 and 4), and absent otherwise (Experiment 3).
(154) [NP Controllersg [RC ... Distractorpl Vpl ] ] V Auxsg
Interference
If matrix agreement in the Hindi experiments in this chapter is mediated through
the relative clause verb, then we need to ask how and why the verbal morphology
on the relative clause verb is able to interfere with matrix agreement. One possible
hypothesis is that Hindi speakers adopt a strategy where they look for the most recent
source of feature information at the point where they need to make a decision about
the appropriate form of the matrix auxiliary. Since the relative clause verb would
have been the most recent entity containing overt featural information, it would have
an impact on the continuation chosen. So, if Hindi speakers were to only consult
the RC verb, which is singular in Experiment 3, then no attraction effects would be
expected, which is consistent with the observed results. However, the use of such
a grammatically unconstrained strategy based primarily on linear proximity would
predict that attraction rates would be similar for all experiments where the relative
clause verb’s morphology indexed the distractor. In particular, attraction rates in the
sentences in Experiment 4 might be expected to be at par with those in Experiments 1
and 2. Since attraction rates due to the relative clause internal verb were numerically
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lower in Experiment 4 relative to Experiments 1 and 2 despite the plural morphology
on that verb, this prediction does not seem to be supported by the current data.
More generally, there’s a question about the role of proximity in Hindi agreement
computation. If proximity matters for attraction in Hindi, then by hypothesis, we
might expect proximate NPs with mismatching features to also interfere with agree-
ment just as much as the proximate relative clause verbs. However, the results from
previous experimental investigations of attraction in SOV configurations in Hindi do
not seem to support this possibility. Bhatia (2017) tested gender attraction in SOV
sentences in Hindi using the same two alternative forced choice task as the present
experiments. No effect of feature mismatch between the controller (the subject girl)
and the distractor (the object book) was observed in this experiment even though
the object was linearly closer to the agreeing verb. In another unpublished study, I
also tested two feature mismatches between the controller and the distractor – the
NPs differed from each other in both number and gender - but again the linearly
closer object did not appear to trigger any attraction at all. Overall, proximity of
elements (verbs, NPs) which can be sources of feature information does not appear
to be impact attraction.
(155) a. Match
S
laRkii
girl.f
O
kitaab
book.f
Adv
jaldi-se
quickly
V
paRhegiiCorrect
read.fut.f
/ paRhegaaIncorrect
read.fut.m
‘The boy will read the book quickly.’
b. Mismatch
laRkaa
boy.m
kitaab
book.f
jaldi-se
quickly
paRhegaaCorrect
read.fut.m
/ paRhegiiIncorrect
read.fut.f
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‘The boy will read the book quickly.’
This leaves us with second possibility about the source of attraction – the NPs them-
selves – which is consistent with traditional accounts of agreement attraction which
attribute attraction solely to the properties of the distractor NPs. In cue-based re-
trieval accounts of agreement processing, agreement errors are attributed to difficulty
in identifying the agreement controller due to the presence of a competing distractor
NP which resonates with the retrieval cues such as those for case. In the represen-
tational accounts agreement errors are attributed to the features of the mismatching
distractor NPs which impact the nature of the agreement information that the verb
has access to. While a representational account may be a better fit to the Hindi
data on account of the concurrent patterns in response accuracy and response time
data in Experiments 1 and 2, that representational model cannot be identical to any
existing models on account of the additional desideratum for Hindi: we need to make
sure that the model that is adopted utilizes information about whether the distractor
is itself an agreeing NP or not. If this classification of an NP as an agreeing NP
(+agree) or not (-agree) is encoded on the NP itself, then this information can be
used to regulate whether the features of the distractor are included during the feature
calculation for the grammatical controller online – by this logic, only features of NPs
with the +agree classification would be allowed to participate in the overall feature
calculation for the matrix agreement controller.
(156) [NP Controller+agree [RC ... Distractor+agree Vdistractor ] ] V Aux
Both participate in overall feature calculation
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(157) [NP Controller+agree [RC ... Distractor agree V ] ] V Aux
Distractor does not participate in overall feature calculation
7
There is also the question of exactly when this classification, happens during sentence
processing and what are the constraints on this process. The earliest point in the
online structure building that the classification of an NP’s agreement status could take
place is at first encounter with the NP, and much before the verb is even encountered.
Hindi speakers can utilize their knowledge of the agreement system to make this
determination at each NP as follows. If we are evaluating an agreement dependency
in a monoclausal intransitive sentence with the order SV, agreement is with the
sole unmarked NP, and the agreement status of this NP can be with the [+agree]
specification. For monoclausal transitive sentences with the order SOV, agreement
is with the first unmarked NP in the clause which is either the subject or the object
depending on the structural configuration. The first unmarked NP in a clause could
therefore be tagged with the [+agree] specification immediately. Given that there is
agreement with only one NP per clause in Hindi, any NPs which occur later in the
same clause would have to be classified as [-agree].
(158) a. NPunmarked)+agree Verb
b. NP1unmarked)+agree NP2unmarked/marked) agree Verb
c. NP1marked) agree NP2unmarked)+agree Verb
Furthermore, since agreement is determined on a clause by clause basis in Hindi, Hindi
speakers ought to be able to make this determination for the NPs in each clause, such
that each clause has only one unmarked NP classified as a controller per clause. For
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the kinds of structures tested in the experiments reported in this chapter, we would
have the NP classifications given below.
(159) Experiment 1
NP1 [RC Relative-Pronoun2 NP3 Verb ] Verb Aux
Position 1Controller 2 3Distractor
Clause Matrix RC RC
Case status unmarked marked unmarked
Agreement status +Agree -Agree +Agree
(160) Experiment 2
NP1 NP2 [RC Relative-Pronoun3 NP4 Verb ] Verb Aux
Position 1 2Controller 3 4Distractor
Clause Matrix Matrix RC RC
Case status marked unmarked marked unmarked
Agreement status -Agree +Agree -Agree +Agree
(161) Experiment 3
NP1 [RC Relative-Pronoun2 NP3 Verb ] Verb Aux
Position 1Controller 2 3Distractor
Clause Matrix RC RC
Case status unmarked unmarked unmarked
Agreement status +Agree +Agree -Agree
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(162) Experiment 4
NP1 NP2 [RC Relative-Pronoun3 NP4 Verb ] Verb Aux
Position 1Controller 2Distractor 3 4Distractor
Clause Matrix Matrix RC RC
Case status unmarked unmarked marked unmarked
Agreement status +Agree -Agree -Agree +Agree
This kind of classification can, then, effectively capture the pattern of results obtained
in the current experiments, as only distractors which are classified as having the
[+agree] specification are expected to lead to agreement attraction – Experiments 1,
2 and 4. Furthermore, The way this classification mechanism is set up is essentially
in a top-down fashion which leaves little need for retrieval processes to navigate the
issue of controller identification in Hindi.
This proposal is also consistent with results from previous work on Hindi agreement
– (Bhatia, 2017) investigated agreement processing in SOV sentences using the same
kind of forced choice continuation task used in Experiments 1-4 here. Restricting
discussion to conditions where both the subject and the object were unmarked for
case, there was no evidence pointing to agreement attraction due to the unmarked
object in the presence of an unmarked subject. If Hindi speakers proactively classify
exactly one NP as the agreement controller per clause, then in the SOV structures
tested Bhatia (2017), that NP would be the subject. With the unmarked object never
receiving the [+agree] specification, its features would not be used to calculate the
feature specification of the subject, and it is unsurprising that no attraction effect
was observed.
A number of smaller issues remain unaddressed though. Firstly, while the current
proposal is able to capture why there is attraction due to the relative clause internal
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distractor NP in Experiment 4, there is still the question of why it leads to weaker
attraction compared to the relative clause internal NP in Experiments 1 and 2.
For that, I think it would be important to consider the details of the syntactic struc-
ture. In Experiments 1 and 2, the [+agree] distractor in the relative clause is part
of the same syntactic chunk as the [+agree] controller – the entire Noun Phrase –
while in Experiment 3, the controller and the distractor NPs are not in any syntac-
tic dependency of their own. If the complex noun phrase in Experiments 1 and 2
is also a single processing unit (see McElree et al., 2003), then the distractor NP is
likely to impact the calculation of the feature specification much more than when the
distractor is not part of the same syntactic or processing chunk.
4.6.2 Looking beyond Hindi
There is also the question of whether this novel proposal presented here about the
immediate encoding of the agreement status of NPs in Hindi can be extended to
agreement processing for other languages? While I do not develop such an extended
account here, I would like to engage with the question in brief.
It is possible that agreement status classification of the kind argued for Hindi is
most likely to surface in other languages with mixed agreement patterns which need
to constantly navigate sentence internal competition between NPs which are legal
competitors based on morphosyntactic properties such as their case-status. As such,
agreement computation in other languages with mixed agreement systems ought to
be examined further to establish the generalizability of the proposal made based on
Hindi.
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Hindi differs from languages like English where the single agreement slot on the verb
has only one possible grammatically legal controller – the subject – and languages like
Basque where there are multiple grammatically legal agreement controllers, but also
multiple agreement slots on the verb. And yet, I believe that the kind of classificatory
mechanism outlined for NPs in Hindi may surface more generally in structures where
multiple agreement dependencies are being computed at the same time, even in lan-
guages like English whose agreement computations have traditionally been analyzed
differently. While the Hindi pattern of one NP with a [+agree] specification interfer-
ing with another is quite different from most descriptions of agreement attraction in
the processing literature, there are a number of studies whose findings can be viewed
as instances of similar agreement interference.
The first is Santesteban et al. (2013) who studied agreement production in SOV and
OSV orders in Basque. Crucially, both subjects and objects are agreement controllers
in the Basque grammatical system - the verb has two agreement morphemes, one in-
dexing the features of the subject and the other indexing the features of the object.
Santesteban et al. observed that subjects interfered with the computation of object
agreement and objects interfered with the computation of subject agreement. Fur-
thermore, in the case of non-canonical OSV sentences, they observed simultaneous
subject agreement errors and object agreement errors. In sum, the pattern of er-
rors was such that the NP that was the grammatical agreement controller for one
agreement dependency served as a distractor for the other agreement dependency.
(163) Agreement Attraction Configuration: Basque
Sub Object V
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Non-intervening attraction (Bock and Miller, 1991) is another potential instance of
agreement attraction due to distractor NPs which may be classified as having the
[+agree] classification. In the example below, the matrix subject is the distractor
and the relative clause subject is the grammatical agreement controller in the relative
clause. Bock and Miller (1991) observed instances where the verb in the relative
clause erroneously indexes the features corresponding to the matrix subject, which
incidentally is in its own agreement dependency in the matrix clause.
(164) Distractor [RC ... Controller V ] V
a. The cabinets that the key open are on the second floor.
b. *The cabinets that the key open are on the second floor.
The idea that being part of an agreement dependency and being classified as [+agree]
can also be extended to results from Wagers (2008). In Experiment 5, Wagers ma-
nipulated the role of the distractor NP by having the relative clause modify a subject
distractor in one set of items and an object distractor in another.
(165) a. Subject distractor
The runners who the driver sees... *The runners who the driver see...
b. Object distractor
Gerard recognized the runners who the driver see... *Gerard recognized
the runners who the driver see...
Wagers observed that the plural distractor, runners, impacted the acceptability of
verb agreement but in different ways for subject distractors and object distractors.
In particular, English speakers erroneously classified sentences with correct agree-
ment as ungrammatical in the presence of a plural distractor, that is, an illusion of
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ungrammaticality was observed but only when the distractor was a subject and not
when it was an object. While Wagers locates the explanation for this contrast within
the cue-based retrieval framework using the cue [Nominative], what is relevant for
us is that only nominals which can be in their own agreement relationships have an
impact on the relative clause internal agreement computation.
(166) Agreement Attraction Configuration: English
[NP Distractorpl [RC ... Controllersg Vsg ] ] ... Vpl
matrix-agreement
rc-agreement
Note, however, that the parallel between Hindi and English is not an exact one, as the
Hindi experiments reported in this chapter were looking at instances of intervening
attraction and also we observed a coupling of response accuracy and response times
in the Hindi experiments which points to a representational account rather than a
cue-based account as a better explanation of the pattern in Hindi as discussed above.
While I leave further testing of non-intervening attraction in Hindi, as well as a
more direct comparison of Hindi and English to future work, I do want to point
out that testing non-intervening attraction configurations in Hindi is important for
another reason: this kind of structure will allow us to evaluate the contribution of
the distractor NP to agreement computation without the impingement of the verbal
agreement morphology.
4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the results from four studies on agreement processing in Hindi.
We found that both subject agreement and object agreement are susceptible to at-
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traction due to a mismatching distractor contained in a relative clause. We did not
find evidence for a configuration based implementation of cue-based retrieval wherein
subject distractors were expected to interfere with subject agreement to a greater
degree than object distractors, and object distractors were expected to interfere with
object agreement to a greater degree than subject distractors - no differences were
observed between subjects and objects as distractors. Furthermore, attraction in
Hindi does not appear to be a function of the case-status of a distractor NP, but
rather of the distractor’s status as an agreement controller in the relative clause. A
top-down representational account of agreement computation is proposed, wherein
NPs are proactively labeled for their agreement status in a clause and only distractor
NPs which are independently labeled as agreement controllers in their clause are ex-
pected to impinge upon the overall feature calculation of the grammatical agreement
controller and thereby give rise to agreement attraction.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERFERENCE IN SYNTAX: EVIDENCE FROM
COPULAR SENTENCES
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will be looking at agreement involving copular sentences in Hindi-
Urdu24 So far, I have largely focused on sentence structures involving number and
gender agreement, with only a brief discussion of person agreement. In this chapter,
we will look at person agreement in further detail. We will look at copular sentences
to highlight the special status of person as a  feature and show how agreement
possibilities are impacted by person features. The agreement patterns for copular
sentences have only been studied in a limited number of languages such as German,
Persian and Armenian, and considerable variation has been reported even in this
limited set of languages. In this chapter, I will begin by locating Hindi-Urdu in
the broader agreement typology of copular agreement, and then focus on identify
copula sentences. For identity copulas I will show that the broad characterization of
the Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization of ‘agree with the highest unmarked NP’ is
insufficient – a structurally lower unmarked NP has a demonstrable impact on the
availability of agreement with a higher unmarked NP. This ‘interference’ arises as a
function of the person specifications of the various unmarked NPs in the structure.
24Judgments in this chapter are mostly from Rajesh Bhatt and me.
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To empirically locate the kinds of data we will be investigating, let us first review
the basic agreement pattern in terms of the features involved. In general, the highest
unmarked argument in Hindi-Urdu controls agreement on the verb in Hindi. While
subjects, objects and embedded objects of infinitives can all control number and
gender agreement, person agreement is not available uniformly across all these agree-
ment configurations. Person agreement is typically described as being available for
unmarked subjects of finite clauses, but not for subjects of non-finite clauses which
must surface with genitive marking instead.
(167) a. mẼ
I
aa
come
gayaa
go.pfv
hũũ
be.pres..1s
‘I have arrived.’
b. *mẼ
I
aa-naa
come-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hũũ
be.pres..1s
‘It is necessary for me to be there.’
c. meraa
I.gen
aa-naa
come-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hE
be.pres..1s
‘It is necessary for me to be there.’
Person agreement is also unavailable for object agreement with unmarked first or
second person objects, whether local or long distance. Such objects must surface with
differential object marking instead. This is illustrated in (168) and where agreement
with an unmarked second person theme is impossible and the second person theme
is case-marked with -ko. Third person themes may surface with unmarked case, and
are to be agreed with if unmarked.
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(168) a. *mẼ-ne
I--erg
tum
you
dekhaa
see.pfv
ho
be.pres.2s
‘I have seen you.’
b. *mẼ-ne
I--erg
tum
you
dekhnaa
see-inf
chaahaa
want.pfv.3ms
‘I wanted to see you.’
c. mẼ-ne
I--erg
tum-ko
you-dom
dekhaa
see.pfv
hE
be.pres.def
‘I have seen you.’
d. mẼ-ne
I--erg
tum-ko
you-dom
dekhnaa
see-inf
chaahaa
want.pfv.3ms
‘I wanted to see you.’
e. mẼ-ne
I--erg
vo
that
dekhaa
see.pfv
hE
be.pres.3ms
‘I have seen that.’
f. mẼ-ne
I--erg
vo
you
dekhnaa
see-inf
chaahaa
want.pfv.3ms
‘I wanted to see that.’
The sole well-documented class of non-subjects that can agree in person is nominative
themes of quirky subject constructions, (169).
(169) mujhe
I.dat
tum
you
dikh
see
gaye
go.pfv
ho
be.pres.2s
‘I can see you.’ (lit. ‘You are visible to me.’)
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As will be shown in further detail in the upcoming sections, person agreement does not
follow this straightforward picture in copular sentences. While the basic agreement
pattern of ‘agree with highest unmarked’ carries over to predicative sentences like
(170) the picture is different for other copular structures, such as assumed-identity
sentences, specificational sentences and identificational sentences. Since all of the
structures under consideration contain two noun phrases25, following Béjar and Kah-
nemuyipour (2017), I will be using the terms NP1 and NP2 to refer to them, with
NP1 being the first noun phrase and the NP2 the second noun phrase in neutral word
order.
In (170), which is a predicative sentence, NP1 is agreed with since it is the highest
case-unmarked argument in the structure. In (171-a) agreement is controlled by
NP1, but in (171-b) agreement with NP1 is not sufficient for yielding a well-formed
structure, and the person specification of the NP2 impacts the availability of the
structure. In (172-a) and (172-b), agreement is controlled by the structurally lower
unmarked nominal, NP2 tum ‘you’, rather than by NP1 which has a third person
singular form.
(170) Predicative Copula
NP1
tum
.2s
NP2
problem
problem
V
ho
be.pres.2s
‘You are the problem.’
(171) Identity Copula
25This label is used for consistency and does not amount to a commitment about the internal
structure of these nominal phrases in terms of the NP/DP distinction (Bošković, 2005)
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a. NP1
tum
you
NP2
mẼ
I
V
ho
be.pres.2s
‘You are me.’ (You adopt my identity)
b. *vo
3
tum
you
hE
be.pres.3s
Intended: ‘He/she is you.’ (A third person adopts your identity)
(172) a. Specificational Copula
NP1
problem
problem..3s
NP2
tum
.2s
V
ho
be.pres.2s
‘The problem is you’.
b. Presentational Copula
NP1
ye
NP2
insaan
V
tum ho
this human .2s be.pres.2s
‘This person is you’. (Context: pointing to a person in a picture)
I will be focusing primarily on offering an account of the agreement interference
observed in assumed identity copular sentences such as (171-b). I will show that even
though at first glance an analysis based on the Person Licensing Condition (Béjar and
Rezac, 2003) like Coon et al. (2017) may appear tempting as an explanation of the
agreement pattern, once we include details related to the morphological realization
of features on the verb into the picture, it becomes clear that an analysis like Coon
and Keine (2018) involving articulated probes is a better fit.
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5.2 Assumed identity copulas cross-linguistically
In this section, we will focus on copular sentences involving assumed identities. There
are three broad classes of documented agreement patterns described in the literature
- the German pattern where agreement is with NP1 but subject to person hierar-
chy effects (Heycock 2012, Coon et al. 2017), the English/Persian pattern26 where
agreement is with NP1 and no person hierarchy effects are observed (Béjar and Kah-
nemuyipour, 2017) and the Eastern Armenian pattern where agreement is with the
more marked NP, (Béjar and Kahnemuyipour, 2017). To preview, the Hindi-Urdu
pattern is like that of German which is discussed next.
A brief note about the indication of the person specifications of the two nominals in
the sentence – I will be using the following convention - person specification of NP1
> person specification of the NP2, where NP1 and NP2 refer to the order of the two
NPs in default word order. [3] will be used to denote third person nominals, [2] will
be used to denote the second person, [1] will be used to denote the first person and
[participant] will be used as a cover term for first and second person nominals. So,
[Participant] > [3] in this system will mean that the NP1 has a participant feature
while NP2 has a third person feature.
As the assumed identity sentences from German in (173) show, when NP1 has a
participant feature (here first person) and NP2 is a third person, agreement is with
NP1 not NP2, and with this agreement the sentence is well-formed. However, when
NP1 is a third person, and NP2 a participant, neither agreement with NP1 nor NP2
is accepted. Similar judgments obtain when one of the NPs is a first person and the
26The Persian pattern diverges from the English pattern in other copular sentences, see Béjar and
Kahnemuyipour (2017) for more details.
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other a third person. This demonstrates that German exhibits a person hierarchy in
such contexts and that participants are ranked higher than third person arguments
on this hierarchy.
(173) Person Hierarchy: Participant > 3 (acceptability judgements are for the in-
dicated meaning)
a. participant > 3: ok
Ich
I.nom
bin/*ist
am/is
er.
he.nom
‘I am him.’
b. 3 > participant : *
???Er
he.nom
ist/bin
is/am
ich.
I.nom
‘He is me.’ German
(Coon et al., 2017)
German allows reordering of NPs via scrambling, so even with a different order of
NPs with one participant NP and one third person NP, agreement is only possible
with the higher ranked person argument: the participant, (174). This sentence can
only have the interpretation where the nominal with the participant feature is the
person who is adopting the role of a third person.
(174) 1 > 3
Er
he.nom
bin
be.1s
ich.
I.nom
‘I am him.’
(Unavailable: ‘He is me.’) German
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Uttering the intended meaning of he is me, is possible only through the use of a
different strategy involving a non-nominative pronominal form, (175).
(175) Er
he
ist
is
meine
my
Wenigkeit.
negligibility
‘He is me.’ German
The class of participants is not split up further in German, with first person and
second person being at the same level on the person hierarchy. Both 1 > 2 and 2
> 1 combinations are well-formed, with agreement consistently targeting NP1 - the
person adopting a new identity.
(176) Same level on person hierarchy:
a. 1 > 2
Ich
I.Nom
bin/*bist
am/are
du.
you.Nom
‘I am you.’
b. 2 > 1
Du
you.Nom
bist/*bin
are/am
ich.
I.Nom
‘You are me.’ German
No such contrasts with respect to person are observed in assumed identity sentences
in languages like English and Persian where all person combinations are well-formed,
and agreement is consistently with NP1. For English, this has been argued to be
due to NP2 consistently having the accusative case-form and being unavailable for
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agreement (Heycock 2012, Bobaljik 2008). This is unlike the German sentences where
both NP1 and NP2 appear in their nominative forms.
(177) a. I am him
b. He is me.
(178) Sabah
Sabah
man-Ø-e
I-be-3s
‘Sabah is me.’ German
(Béjar and Kahnemuyipour, 2017)
A third pattern is to have agreement with the most marked NP in a given structure.
For example in Eastern Armenian assumed identity sentences with one third person
argument and one first person argument, copular agreement is consistently with the
first person NP, irrespective of NP1/NP2 status.
(179) a. Shadi-n
Shadi-SP
yes
I
ei/*er
be.pst.1s/be.pst.3s
‘Shadi was me.’
b. yes
Shadi-SP
Shadi-n
I
yes
be.pst.1s
ei
‘I was Shadi.’ Eastern Armenian
(Béjar and Kahnemuyipour, 2017)
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5.3 Hindi-Urdu assumed identity sentences
In Hindi-Urdu, copular agreement indexes the entity that is adopting a new role, that
is the NP1/subject. As the examples in (180) involving first person and second person
NPs in identity copulas show both 1 > 2 and 2> 1 configurations are well-formed
in Hindi, suggesting that first and second person are treated at par in the person
hierarchy. Example (181) has NP2 be a third person and shows that 1 > 3 and 2 >
3 configurations are also well-formed.
(180) Same level on person hierarchy
Context: A Bollywood movie where two people are swapping identities
a. 1 > 2
aaj
today
se,
abl,
mẼ
I
tum
you
hũũ
be.pres..1s
‘From today, I play you.’
unavailable: ‘You play me.’
b. 2 > 1
aaj
today
se,
abl,
tum
you
mẼ
I
ho
be.pres..2s
‘From today, you play me.’
unavailable: ‘I play you.’
(181) Context: Taking on the identity of a third person
a. 1 > 3
aaj
today
se,
abl,
mẼ
I
siitaa
Sita.fs
hũũ
be.pres..1s
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‘From today, I play Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita plays me.’
b. 2 > 3
aaj
today
se,
abl,
tum
you
giitaa
Gita.fs
ho
be.pres..2s
‘From today, you play Gita.’
unavailable: ‘Gita plays you.’
Like German, the Hindi-Urdu sentences above may surface with a different word
order. However, since agreement is consistenly with the NP1, there is no ambiguity
in meaning.
(182) 1 > 3
aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I
hũũ
be.pres..1s
‘From today, I play Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita plays me.’
3 > 3 sentences are also well-formed in assumed identity sentences.
(183) aaj
today
se,
fromabl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
giitaa
Gita.fs
hE
be.pres..3s
aur
and
giitaa
Gita.fs
siitaa
Sita.fs
hE
be.pres..3s
‘From today, Sita plays Gita and Gita plays Sita.’
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However, as example (184) indicates any configuration where a third person is NP1
and adopting the role of an NP2 that is a first or second person entity and where
copular agreement is with the third person is ruled out: *3 > 1 and *3 > 2.
(184) Person Hierarchy: *3 > 1/2
a. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
vo
3
mẼ
I
hE
be.pres.3
Intended: ‘From today, he/she plays me’.
b. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I
hE
be.pres.3
Intended: ‘From today, Sita plays me.’
c. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
vo
3
tum
you
hE
be.pres.3
Intended: ‘From today, he/she plays you’.
d. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
tum
you
hE
be.pres.3
Intended: ‘From today, Sita plays you.’
Note that the choice of agreement will not save these sentences under the intended
interpretation. The structure is simply ineffable.
(185) a. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
vo
3
mẼ
I
hũũ
be.pres..1s
Intended: ‘From today, he/she plays me’.
b. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I
hũũ
be.pres..1s
Intended: ‘From today, Sita plays me.’
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c. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
vo
3
tum
you
ho
be.pres..2s
Intended: ‘From today, he/she plays you’.
d. *aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
tum
you
ho
be.pres.2
Intended: ‘From today, Sita plays you.’
As already indicated in (182), given the possibility of scrambling, the strings them-
selves are grammatical with first or second person agreement but with the interpre-
tation where these persons take on a role.
It is not the case that the descriptions of role-swapping in (184) themselves are inef-
fable in Hindi-Urdu. Rather, a different strategy is utilized in such contexts, where
instead of the identity copula a different verb is used which case-marks the first or
second person pronominal with genitive.
(186) aaj
today
se,
abl,
vo
3(F)
meraa
.1s.gen
/ tumhaaraa
.2s.gen
kirdaar
role
nibhaaegii
play.fut.fs
‘From today, she will play my/your role.’
The entire pattern for assumed identity copulas is summarized below. Unlike the core
agreement pattern in Hindi-Urdu wherein only the features of the highest unmarked
nominal are relevant for agreement, here we have an atypical agreement pattern here
because the presence of first or second person features on NP2 blocks agreement with
NP1 even though NP2 does not intervene between T and NP1.
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NP1-features > NP2-features = Agreement-features on T
1 2 1
1 3 1
2 1 2
2 3 2
3 3 3
3 1 *3/*1
3 2 *3/*2
This pattern is similar to that observed for German, where person hierarchy effects
also surface in 3 > 2 and 3 > 1 combinations. In the analysis proposed by Coon et al.
(2017) for German, such hierarchy effects are attributed to the interaction of the -
probe in T with two nominals which are both accessible to this probe on account of
being nominative.
Coon et al. (2017) adopt two independently motivated ideas: Bejar & Rezac’s (2003)
Person Licensing Condition and Nevins’s (2007) Contiguous Agree. In addition they
allow for the possibility of multiple agree.
(187) Person Licensing Condition
A [+Participant] feature on a DP that is a viable agreement target (as far as
case, etc. is concerned), and for which there is a clause-mate person probe,
must participate in a valuation relation.
(188) Contiguous Agree
Agree in a marked feature across a featurally-unmarked intervener is prohib-
ited.
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In structures with the Participant > 3 combination of NPs, represented schematically
in (189), the  probe in T agrees with NP127 which is a participant. This satisfies the
person licensing condition and obeys contiguous agree. NP2 is lower in the structure
and being a third person does not require licensing.
(189) Participant > 3
[Tu [NP1[+Part] ...[ ... NP2[ Part] ] ] ]
In structures with the 3 > Participant combination, once T agrees with NP1, the
person licensing condition still requires NP2 to be licensed. At the same time T cannot
agree with NP2 since that would violate contiguous agree by allowing agreement
across the less marked third person intervener.
(190) *3 > Participant
[Tu [NP1[ Part] ...[ ... NP2[+Part] ] ] ]
7
For structures with NPs at the same level in the person hierarchy such as the par-
ticipant > participant combination of NPs, the  probe in T should agree with both
NP1 and NP2 in line with the person licensing condition. Agreeing with NP2 across
NP1 does not violate contiguous agree, giving rise to well-formed structures. If one
were to adopt such an account for Hindi-Urdu, a stipulation that would have to be
made is that even though the agreement probe licenses both sets of person features,
only the features of NP1 are morphologically realized.
27Labels of some nodes have been adapted for consistency, see Coon et al., examples 15-17 for
original presentation
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(191) Participant > Participant
[Tu [NP1[+Part] ...[ ... NP2[+Part] ] ] ]
At first glance it appears that this analysis may be extendable to Hindi-Urdu at
least for the sentences presented so far since the participant > 3 and participant >
participant combinations are well-formed in Hindi-Urdu just as in German. Similarly,
the ungrammaticality of the 3 > participant combination is also observed in Hindi.
Before turning to further details of person agreement I would like to briefly mention
that Hindi-Urdu and German agreement patterns in identity copulas are not identical.
3 > 3 combinations in German require a more involved treatment due to observed
Number hierarchy effects wherein plural is more marked than singular: Plural >
Singular combinations are ungrammatical, while Singular > Plural combinations are
grammatical. Unlike German though Hindi-Urdu is not subject to a markedness
hierarchy for number, as 3 > 3 combinations are well-formed for singular and plural
third person combinations as illustrated in (192).
(192) a. aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita
salmaa
Salma
aur
and
giitaa
Gita
hE
be.pres..3s
‘From today, Sita plays Salma and Gita.’
b. aaj
today
se,
abl,
salmaa
Salma
aur
and
giitaa
Gita
siitaa
Sita
hẼ
be.pres.3p
‘From today, Salma and Gita play Sita.’
c. aaj
today
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita
(mãã
mother
aur
and
baap)
father
donõ
both
hE
be.pres..3s
‘From today, Sita plays both mother and father.’
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d. aaj
today
se,
abl,
(mãã
mother
aur
and
baap)
father
donõ
both
Sita
Sita
hẼ
be.pres.3p
‘From today, both mother and father play Sita.’
This permits a simpler treatment of the 3 > 3 argument combinations in Hindi-Urdu
relative to German. The Hindi-Urdu structure is schematically illustrated below in
(193). Here, the -probe on T will agree with NP1. Since NP2 is also a third
person argument, it is not subject to the person licensing condition, and no agreement
relationship needs to be established with this NP.
(193) 3 > 3 (Hindi)
[Tu [NP1[ Part] ...[ ... NP2[ Part] ] ] ]
Furthermore, other independently motivated analyses can be ruled out for the Hindi-
Urdu pattern. The first is the Maximize agreement proposal as argued for Eastern
Armenian by Béjar and Kahnemuyipour (2017). Recall, that Eastern Armenian has
overt copular agreement with the most marked feature in the structure, and disre-
gards NP1/NP2 status in assumed identity sentences. Béjar and Kahnemuyipour
(2017) show that NP2 agreement in this language arises whenever the probe with
an articulated  structure cannot find a full match in NP1. In a 3 > participant
structure, while the third person NP1 will match a nominal or deictic feature on the
 probe, this NP1 will not match the [participant] feature on the probe. This will
allow the  probe to continue its search, and agree with NP2 which has the relevant
feature.
(194) Maximize Agreement Béjar and Kahnemuyipour (2017)
T[Max(A,B)] ... NP1[A] ... NP2[B]
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(195) 3 > 1 (Eastern Armenian)
[TuPart;unominal [ NP1[nominal] ...[ ... NP2[Part] ] ] ]
This kind of system would predict that in Hindi-Urdu 3 > 1 or 3 > 2 structures,
agreement with the first or second person feature of NP2 should be well-formed.
Since agreement in Hindi-Urdu does not index the person feature of NP2 at all in
assumed identity copulas, such an analysis can be ruled out for Hindi.
Furthermore, an analysis in terms of defective intervention can be ruled out as well
since NP1 cannot be treated as defective on account of its unmarked case-status which
ought to make it fully accessible for agreement in Hindi-Urdu.
(196) Defective Intervention:
*T[B] ... NP[Defective] ... NP[B]
5.4 Licensing of NP2
One question that arises from the PLC based analysis of German and Hindi-Urdu is
why the features of NP2 are able to impact agreement in assumed identity sentences.
Coon et al. (2017) suggest that in German both NP1 and NP2 are nominative, which
given their structural configuration as two arguments of PredP allows them to be
visible to the T probe. For Hindi-Urdu, it is possible to go one step further and
demonstrate that NP2 is dependent on finite T for its licensing even if T does not
overtly index the features of NP2. The evidence for this comes from infinitival clauses.
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In Hindi-Urdu infinitival clauses, for the most part, overt subjects must be overtly
case-marked. Given the nominal nature of Hindi-Urdu infinitival clauses, this means
that the subject obligatorily appears with genitive case.
(197) [miinaa-kaa/meraa/*miina/*mẼ
Mina-gen/I.gen/Mina/I
Tiinaa-se
Tina-com
baat
talk
kar-naa]
do-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hE
be.pres.def
‘Mina’s/my talking to Tina is necessary.’
The only exception is some third person subjects of unaccusative infinitivals which
can appear bare. This is presumably because 3rd person subjects of unaccusatives can
undergo pseudo-incorporation and thus be freed from the need to be case-licensed.
(198) [akhbaar/akhbaar-kaa
newspaper/newspaper-gen
waqt-pe
time-loc
aa-naa]
come-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hE
be.pres.def
‘The newspaper’s coming on time is necessary.’
The case-status of objects of infinitivals is determined independently of tense or finite-
ness – objects may be bear differential object marking -ko depending on factors such
as specificity.
(199) [
Mina-gen
miinaa-kaa
newspaper-dom
akhbaar(-ko)
read-inf
paR-naa]
necessary
zaruurii
be.pres.def
hE
‘It is necessary for Mina to read the newspaper.’
However, when we look at infinitival NP1 NP2 copular sentences surprising restric-
tions can be seen on NP2. While infinitival copular sentences where NP2 is not a
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pronoun or a proper name are freely available, (200), infinitival copular sentences
where NP2 is a first or second person pronoun are ungrammatical, (201).
(200) a. [PRO adhyaapak
teacher
ho-naa/ban-naa]
be-inf/become-inf
acchii
good.f
baat
thing
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is a good thing to be/become a teacher.’
b. [miinaa-kaa adhyaapak
Mina-gen
ho-naa/ban-naa]
teacher
zaruurii
be-inf/become-inf
hE
necessary be.pres.def
‘It is necessary for Mina to be/become a teacher.’
(201) a. *[PRO mẼ/tum
I/you
ho-naa/ban-naa]
be-inf/become-inf
acchii
good.f
baat
thing.f
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is a good thing to be/become me/you.’
b. *[miinaa-kaa
Mina-gen
mẼ/tum
I/you
ho-naa/ban-naa]
be-inf/become-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is necessary for Mina to be/become me/you.’
When it comes to the third person pronoun vo which can be used to refer to both
humans that person and inanimate entities that thing, the pattern depends on the
intended use. When vo refers to humans, it is just as bad as the first and second
person pronouns in the above example.
When NP2 is a proper name, the sentences are degraded across the board. There is
some variability in the judgment depending on the choice of the copula – examples
with ban ‘become’ have an intermediate status relative to the ones with ho ‘be’ which
are ungrammatical.
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(202) a. *[PRO vaanii
Vani
ho-naa/ban-naa]
be-inf/become-inf
acchii
good.f
baat
thing.f
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is a good thing to be/become Vani.’
b. [Mina-kaa
Mina-gen
vaanii
Vani
*ho-naa/?ban-naa]
be-inf/become-inf
zaruurii
necessary
hE
be.pres.def
‘It is necessary for Mina to be/become Vani.’
Together these empirical observations suggest that NP2 in identity copula sentence
is case-licensed by finite T, even if the features of this NP are never overtly realized
on T. Furthermore, when there is no finite T available locally for licensing, only
NPs that can survive by being pseudo-incorporated can survive (as in (200)). This
path is unavailable to unmarked pronominals and proper names (Dayal, 2011), which
accounts for their unacceptability in (201) and (202).
5.5 The role of realization
As discussed above, it is possible to extend the Coon et al. (2017) style account for
person hierarchy effects in German with the three core ingredients of the Person Li-
censing Condition, Contiguous agree and Multiple agree to the Hindi-Urdu sentences
data so far. However, as I will show in this section, the proposal as it stands can
not capture some differences in the strength of the person hierarchy effects across
different morphological agreement forms associated with assumed identity copulas in
different tenses.
In contrast to (184), where 3 > 1 combinations were shown to be entirely ruled out
in the present tense, the same 3 > 1 combination has improved acceptability in the
past tense, (203). This pattern extends to 3> 2 configurations, see (204). In sum,
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in these cases both Participant > 3, and 3 > Participant combinations are relatively
well-formed.
(203) Context: A Bollywood movie where I swapped identities with Sita.
a. 1 > 3
us
that
din
day
se,
abl,
mẼ
I(m)
siitaa
Sita.fs
thaa
be.pst.3ms
‘From that day, I played Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita played me.’
b. 3 > 1
?us
that
din
day
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I(m)
thii
be.pst.3fs
‘From that day, Sita played me’
unavailable: ‘I played Sita.’
(204) Context: A Bollywood movie where you swapped identities with Sita.
a. 2 > 3
us
that
din
day
se,
abl,
tum
you(M)
siitaa
Sita.fs
the
be.pst.2ms
‘From that day, you played Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita played you.’
b. 3 > 1
?us
that
din
day
se,
abl,
siitaa
Sita.fs
tum
you(M)
thii
be.pst.3fs
‘From that day, Sita played you’
unavailable: ‘you played Sita.’
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This contrast between (184) and the sentences presented here raises the question
of how the past in Hindi-Urdu is different from the present, and further, why this
difference impacts the strength of the person hierarchy effect across tenses. The
morphological paradigms associated with each of the tenses provide a clue about the
first question. These morphological paradigms are presented below. In (205), we see
the past tense forms and in (206) the present tense forms. The present tense and past
tense auxiliaries realize overlapping but distinct feature combinations of the nominal
that is being agreed with. The present tense auxiliary realizes person and number
feature but not gender, while the past tense auxiliary realizes number and gender,
but not person. See Koul (2008), pp. 94 for further details about this contrast.
(205) Past Auxiliary
SG PL
M thaa the
F thii thĩĩ
(206) Present Auxiliary
SG PL
1 hũũ hẼ
2 hEtuu hotum
3 hE hẼ
This suggests that the differential acceptability of 3 > participant across tenses is
conditioned on the morphological contrasts available in that tense. If this contrast
between person indexing verbal agreement and only number-gender indexing verbal
agreement is robust, it is predicted to extend to other contexts as well. This prediction
is tested with future verbs which index person information in addition to number and
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gender – 3 > participant configurations are predicted to be ill-formed here just like
for the present tense and unlike the past tense. As illustrated below, this expectation
is indeed borne out – while 3 > 1 is well-formed with past tense forms involving the
verb ban ‘become’, (207), the same configuration in the future is unacceptable (208).
(207) a. mẼ
I(m)
siitaa
Sita.fs
ban
become
gayaa
go.pfv.ms
thaa
be.pst.ms
‘I became Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita became me.’
b. siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I(m)
ban
become
gayii
go.pfv.fs
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Sita became me.’
unavailable: ‘I became Sita.’
(208) a. mẼ
I(m)
siitaa
Sita.fs
ban
become
jaaũũgaa
go.fut.1ms
‘I will become Sita.’
unavailable: ‘Sita will became me.’
b. *siitaa
Sita.fs
mẼ
I(m)
ban
become
jaaegii
go.fut.fs
Intended: ‘Sita will become me.’
This amelioration of Person Hierarchy violations in certain tenses then calls into ques-
tion a straightforward account of the Hindi-Urdu facts based primarily on the Person
Licensing Condition. Incidentally, similar amelioration also takes place in German
in the past tense (Michael Wagner, p.c.), where the copula is syncretic between first
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and third person. With this tense form of the copula, 3 > 1 is acceptable in German
as well. The problem is also recognized and handled in Coon and Keine (2018).
(209) a. Ich
I
war
be.pst.1/3
er.
him
‘I was him.’
b. Er
He
war
be.pst.1/3
ich
I
‘He was me.’ german
More generally, in Hindi-Urdu it seems that if the offending verb can be left unpro-
nounced, the ill-formedness is ameliorated. For instance, even in the present tense
where 3 > 1 is unacceptable with an overt auxiliary, amelioration is possible in gap-
ping contexts where the verb is left unpronounced. Such a deletion of the agreeing
auxiliary ensures that person agreement morphology does not need to be realized and
the 3 > 1 configuration becomes acceptable.
(210) 3 > 1
a. Without gapping: *
*aaj
today
se,
abl,
mẼ
I
siitaa
Sita
hũũ,
be.pres..1s,
aur
and
siitaa
Sita
mẼ
I
hE
be.pres..3s
‘From today, I play Sita, and Sita plays me.’
b. With gapping: ok
aaj
today
se,
abl,
mẼ
I
siitaa
Sita
hũũ,
be.pres..1s,
aur
and
siitaa
Sita
mẼ
I be.pres..3s
‘From today, I play Sita, and Sita plays me.’
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Similar effects are also observed for coordinated sentences with and without right node
raising, (211). In sentences where there is no right node raising and the auxiliaries
of both the conjoined clauses are realized overtly, the 3 > 1 combination leads to
ungrammaticality. However, when the offending auxiliary form is not realized in the
relevant clause due to right node raising, this ill-formedness is ameliorated.
(211) 3 > 1
a. without Right Node Raising: *
*aaj
today
se
abl
Ravi
Ravi
mẼ
I
hE
be.pres.3s
aur
and
mẼ
I
Ravi
Ravi
hũ:.
be.pres.1s
Intended: ‘From today, Ravi is me and I am Ravi.’
b. with Right Node Raising: ok/?
?aaj
today
se
abl
Ravi
Ravi
mẼ
I
aur
and
mẼ
I
Ravi
Ravi
hũ:.
be.pres.1s
‘From today, Ravi is me and I am Ravi.’
To summarize, person hierarchy effects can be observed in Hindi-Urdu between third
person subjects and participant objects in identity copulas. However, the extent
of unacceptability for 3 > participant configurations depends on the morphological
realization of agreement. If agreement does not index person features, as in particular
tense/aspect paradigms, or if the agreeing auxiliary is entirely absent as in gapping
and right node raising structures, no ill-formedness arises even in 3 > participant
structures. This kind of pattern cannot be accounted for in a system like Coon et al.
(2017) which focuses solely on the needs of the person features of certain nominals
to be licensed. This brings us back to the question of a syntactic explanation for the
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modulation of the person hierarchy effect by overt/absent agreement morphology in
particular features.
One potential explanation of this effect may come from the work of Preminger (2019).
Preminger discusses the fact that person case constraint effects only arise in cases
where there is an overt reflex of the agreement operation in the form of visible agree-
ment or clitic doubling. He takes this generalization as motivation for a picture which
does not allow for invisible agreement. He proposes a modification of the Person
Licensing condition from Béjar and Rezac (2009) - the addition to the original for-
mulation is indicated in boldface in (212). Furthermore, he also lays down conditions
for characterizing a DP as a canonical agreement target, as in (213).
(212) Preminger (2019)’s Person Licensing Condition:
A [participant] feature on a DP that is a canonical agreement target
must participate in a valuation relation.
(213) A given DP x is a canonical -agreement target iff there is at least one -probe
y such that:
a. x and y are clausemates.
b. x meets the case-discrimination requirements of y.
If participant features only need to be licensed when there is a Person Probe – given
the logic of Preminger’s proposal, one could say that the Hindi-Urdu past tense lacks
a person probe. However, the gapping and Right Node Raising cases are harder to
explain as attempting to extend Preminger’s proposal to these cases would require us
to posit that there are no -probes at all in these cases in the elliptical clause. Beyond
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Hindi-Urdu, the German syncretism cases would be harder still for a Preminger-style
account – we would need to assume that 1/3 syncretism in the past corresponds to
a lack of a person probe in just this situation in German i.e. the syncretism follows
from the syntactic features.
An alternative and more promising possibility at least in terms of the past tense,
gapping and right node raising data comes from the system of feature gluttony out-
lined in Coon and Keine (2018)28. The core insight of their proposal is that in certain
structural configurations, one head can end up with too many features and that while
this may not be fatal in and of itself, this can cause problems for subsequent steps in
the syntactic derivation, for instance, in terms of interaction with the morphological
realization. This approach offers a distinct perspective than one based on person li-
censing because it places the locus of ungrammaticality in 3 > participant structures
not on the needs of the nominals themselves, but rather on the features on the probe.
Applying this system to Hindi-Urdu, a person probe on Finite T in the present tense
looks for participant person features (1st and 2nd person). In general, T’s need
for participant person features is satisfied by the closest NP. This means that in
Participant > Participant structures or Participant > 3, the features of NP2 do not
get copied on to T. This ensures that T only has one set of features to realize, the
features of the subject, NP1, which it does.
(214) Participant>Participant
a. ... T[Present][1] [PredP NP1[1] [Pred NP2[2]]]]
b. ... T[Present][2] [PredP NP1[2] [Pred NP2[1]]]]
28Thanks to Maria Privizentseva for an independent suggestion along these lines.
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(215) Participant> 3
a. ... T[Present][1] [PredP NP1[1] [Pred NP2[3]]]]
b. ... T[Present][2] [PredP NP1[2] [Pred NP2[3]]]]
In contrast, in 3>Participant structures, T’s need for participant person features is not
satisfied by NP1. Assuming an articulated probe structure [-participant] (Béjar and
Rezac, 2009) would ensure that person and participant can be probed for separately.
In 3>Participant structures, NP1 matches the probe in the person feature, thereby
allowing its features to be copied to T. Probing for participant features continues,
and when NP2 is encountered, then the features of NP2 which has participant person
features are copied to T. Having copied two sets of features to realize, T exemplifies
a feature gluttony situation. The features of NP1 and the features of NP2 need to be
realized, but no morphological exponent in the present tense will allow it to do so.
This leads to ill-formedness.
(216) 3>Participant
a. *... T[Present][3/1] [PredP NP1[3] [Pred NP2[1]]]]
b. *... T[Present][3/2] [PredP NP1[3] [Pred NP2[2]]]]
In 3>3 structures, T copies the features of NP1, and since NP2 does not have partic-
ipant features, its features will not be copied onto T. Since T only ends up with one
sets of 3rd person features no feature gluttony arises.
(217) 3>3
... T[Pres][3] [PredP NP1[3] [Pred NP2[3]]]]
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Under this alternative proposal, T would have a uniform probe structure across tenses,
rather than a differing probe structure for different tenses as in a Preminger-style
account. Thus, derivations in the past tense would proceed exactly as in the structures
outlined above for person agreement. The amelioration of 3 > participant structures
in the past tense would be based on the fact that the morphological paradigm does
not spell out person contrasts. With the impossibility of choosing a morphological
exponent on the basis of the person features, the gluttony of T with its two feature
specifications for person becomes irrelevant. The choice of the exponent will be solely
guided by the number-gender specification on T. Assuming a simple unarticulated
probe structure for number-gender would ensure that the probe agrees only with the
closest NP – NP1. Given the general absence of number hierarchy effects in the
language, this assumption is uncontroversial. Since there is only one set of number-
gender features on T, the choice of morphological exponent is unproblematic and
there is no resultant ungrammaticality.
(218) 3>Participant
a. [... T[Past][3/1][FS] [PredP NP1[3][FS] [Pred NP2[1][MS] ]]]
giitaa
Gita.fs
mẼ
I.ms
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Gita played me.’
b. [... T[Past][3/2][FS] [PredP NP1[3][FS] [Pred NP2[2][MS] ]]]
giitaa
Gita.fs
tum
you.ms
thii
be.pst.fs
‘Gita played you.’
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Similarly, in the gapping and right node raising structures in the present tense, with
the gluttonous T marked for non-pronounciation, the need to choose an overt ex-
ponence for the multiple person specifications is obviated. Thus, the Coon-Keine
approach is able to handle both the person hierarchy effects and the amelioration of
these effects in Hindi-Urdu, even while keeping the underlying structures consistent.
In sum, a Preminger-style analysis seeks to condition person hierarchy effects on spe-
cial licensing requirements for first and second person nominals as well as exemptions
from licensing requirements in structures that lack a clausemate -probe. For the
present data this would necessitate not having person probes across some structural
contexts – the past tense in Hindi-Urdu, gapping and right node raising - and having
person probes in others – the present and the future. In contrast, a Coon-Keine style
feature gluttony analysis seeks to do away with special licensing requirements for
first and second person nominals and by extension a change in their licensing needs
across structures. Rather, such an analysis seeks to keep the syntax uniform across
structures and shifts the burden of ungrammaticality to the subsequent interaction of
syntax and morphology. It has to its advantage the fact that the same mechanisms
that are used to account for person hierarchy effects are also able to handle ameliora-
tion of hierarchy effects across different morphological paradigms and no additional
stipulations are necessary. Based on these factors, extending the proposal by Coon
and Keine (2018) to Hindi-Urdu along with an articulated [-participant] probe seems
more appropriate.
5.5.1 Back to licensing of NP2
Even though a Coon and Keine seems better suited to the Hindi-Urdu facts than
accounts relying on the Person Licensing Condition, both types of accounts run into
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some difficulty with the kind of data discussed in x 5.4. To briefly discuss the issue, if
we were to adopt a Preminger-style account, making the necessity of person licensing
contingent on the availability of an appropriate probe in Hindi-Urdu would also have
further consequences for the agreement grammar. This dependence predicts that, in
general, in Hindi-Urdu clauses where there is no person probe, participant features
would not need to be licensed at all. For example, if an unmarked NP with participant
features is included in an infinitive clause which is embedded under a past tense
matrix verb, the expectation would be that the inclusion of such an NP would be
unproblematic given there would be no person probe anywhere in the relevant clause.
However, this expectation is clearly not borne out as illustrated by the example in
(219) below where there is presumably no person probe anywhere in the structure
– neither in the infinitive clause, nor in the past tense matrix clause given the lack
of person contrast realization in the past tense – and yet the participant NP2 leads
to ungrammaticality. This and the discussion of similar sentences in x 5.4 points to
the fact that an NP2 in a copular sentence needs to be licensed by finite T and that
when there is no finite T available locally for licensing, only NPs that can be pseudo-
incorporated can survive, (220). The ungrammaticality of sentences like (219), then,
points to a clear decoupling of person licensing from person agreement in Hindi-
Urdu, as person licensing is necessary even in the absence of a person probe, which
is surprising under a Preminger style proposal which relies on the PLC.
(219) *miiraa-ne
Mira-erg
[ ravii-ka
Ravi-gen
mẼ
I
ban-naa
become-inf
] chaahaa
want.pfv.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Mira had wanted Ravi to become me.
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(220) *miiraa-ne
Mira-erg
[ ravii-ka
Ravi-gen
adhyaapak
teacher
ban-naa
become-inf
] chaahaa
want.pfv.def
thaa
be.pst.def
‘Mira had wanted Ravi to become a teacher.
The same data which points to the importance of person licensing in Hindi-Urdu
also pose a challenge for the Coon-Keine approach which seeks to do away with the
person licensing condition entirely. This raises the important question of what drives
the need for the participant NP2 to be licensed by finite T in such examples if not
the PLC. Given that this approach can clearly not subsume all licensing requirements
under the umbrella of gluttonous agreement, more work remains to be done on the
status of NP2.
5.6 A puzzle: specificational sentences
In specificational copula sentences, Hindi-Urdu is like German in that the second NP
controls agreement irrespective of the linear order. The noun ‘problem’ can never
control agreement, (221). This is in contrast with a language like English where the
preverbal NP1 consistently triggers agreement on the verb.
(221) a. NP1
problem
problem..3s
NP2
tum
.2s
V
ho
be.pres.2s
‘The problem is you’.
b. *NP1
*problem
problem..3s
NP2
tum
.2s
V
hE
be.pres..3s
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c. *NP2,
*tum,
.2s
NP1
problem
problem,..3s
V
hE
be.pres.3s
(222) Das
the
Problem
problem
bist/*ist
are/*is
du
you.nom
‘The problem is you.’ german
(223) a. The problem here is you.
b. The winners are these folks over here.
(224-b)
could be derived from (224-a) via predicate fronting, allowing tum to be the target of
agreement in both (224-a) and (224-b).
(224) a. [T [PredP you [Pred problem]]]
b. [problemi [T [PredP you [Pred ti]]]]
In order to be hold onto the generalization about agreeing with the highest unmarked
noun, the following underlying configuration needs to be blocked, where the second
person pronoun is NP2.
(225) [T [PredP problem [Pred you]]]
While this 3 > 2 structure could be blocked due to the same person hierarchy effects
observed for assumed identity copulas, 3 > 3 structures would be a challenge. As we
already saw for assumed identity copulas 3 > 3 structures are always well-formed,
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thus both structures presented in (224) ought to be available. However, in that case
we will fail to capture the NP2 agreement in 3 > 3 structures.
(226) NP1
problem
problem
ve
those
NP2
sab
all
log
people
V
hẼ
be.pres.3p
‘The problem is all those people.’
A potential explanation for the NP2 preference in specificational sentences in Hindi-
Urdu might come from Heycock (2012) who proposes a constraint wherein predicates
(here, NP1=problem) are unable to participate in agreement relationships because
they are more ‘intensional’ than their subjects (here, NP2=you/people). I leave
further exploration of the structural differences between various types of copular
structures to future work.
5.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I presented an instance of interference arising in the syntax of agree-
ment. Through my examination of assumed identity copula sentences, which have
two unmarked nominal arguments, I found that the structurally lower NP can im-
pact the well-formedness of the expected person agreement with the higher noun.
This effect was shown to be similar to the person hierarchy effects observed cross-
linguistically both in and outside copular constructions. While such effects have often
been attributed to the special licensing needs of the person features of the nominals
involved, I argued, based on observations about the impact of verbal morphology on
grammaticality judgments, that interference in the Hindi-Urdu case would be better
analyzed as being mediated through the verb. I proposed that in identity copula
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constructions, ungrammaticality arises exactly when both the nominals are in an
agreement relationship with the finite copula and there is no morphological exponent
that can realize the features associated with those two agreement relationships.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This dissertation presented a series of investigations into the mixed agreement system
of Hindi-Urdu. The goal of this work was to combine insights from both syntactic
and psycholinguistic sources of evidence in order to arrive at a deeper understanding
of how agreement is computed in Hindi-Urdu.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the Hindi-Urdu agreement generalization ‘agree with the
highest unmarked nominal’ from the vantage point of N-V complex predicates. I
showed that this basic generalization is insufficient for agreement patterns in the
context of N-V complex predicates since the availability of agreement with the nominal
component of the N-V predicate appears to be dependent on the case status of other
case-marked nominals in the structure rather than the unmarked case status of the
nominal in the N-V predicate. I suggested that the pattern of possible and impossible
agreement with nominal elements of N-V complex predicates is derivable if we treat
NPs with differential object markers as defective interveners, such that differential
object case marked NPs are not entirely invisible to agreement probing and therefore
agreement is impossible past them with lower nominals. I adopted a downwards
probing analysis with T being the locus of agreement probing to account for the
observed data pattern.
In Chapter 3 as well we observed that the agreement facts in Adjective-Copula long
distance agreement structures do not fall under the purview of the ‘highest-unmarked’
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generalization. I showed that the availability of LDA with an NP in the embedded
infinitival complement of Adjective-Copula predicates depends on the embedding ad-
jective. I argued for the separation of adjectives into two distinct sub-classes based
on the observed agreement pattern. One class of adjectives allows LDA with an
unmarked NP inside the embedded infinitive clause e.g. zaruurii ‘necessary’, and
another disallows such LDA e.g. acchaa ‘good’. I argued that these two classes of
adjectives correspond to unaccusative and unergative adjectives respectively. I pro-
posed that once this argument structure difference is taken into account, wherein the
embedded infinitive occupies distinct structural positions on account of the embed-
ding adjective’s argument structure, we need only two additional pieces to capture
the LDA pattern where only unaccusative adjectives allow LDA with an unmarked
NP inside the embedded infinitive clause: there should be an agreement probe on the
adjectival head a and upwards probing should be allowed in case downwards probing
fails to find a nominal in the c-command domain.
Chapter 4 presented the results from four experimental studies on agreement pro-
cessing in Hindi-Urdu. We found that both subject agreement and object agreement
were susceptible to attraction due to a mismatching distractor contained in a relative
clause. We did not find evidence for a configuration specific hypothesis wherein sub-
ject distractors were expected to interfere with subject agreement to a greater degree
than object distractors, and object distractors were expected to interfere with object
agreement to a greater degree than subject distractors. Not only were no differences
observed between subjects and objects as distractors, subject agreement and object
agreement were also shown to be processed similarly, pointing to a single underlying
cognitive mechanism for these two distinct agreement outcomes. Furthermore, attrac-
tion appeared to be a function of the distractor’s status as an agreement controller
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in the relative clause – only distractor NPs which were agreement controllers in their
own clause impinged upon the computation of agreement and gave rise to agreement
attraction errors. The study of agreement processing in a mixed system, therefore,
revealed novel constraints on the real-time computation of agreement which had not
been observed in previous investigations of typologically distinct agreement systems.
A top-down representational account of agreement computation was proposed to ac-
count for the pattern of errors observed in Hindi-Urdu.
In chapter 5, I presented an instance of interference arising in the syntax of agree-
ment. Through my examination of assumed identity copula sentences, which have
two unmarked nominal arguments, I found that the structurally lower noun can im-
pact the well-formedness of the expected person agreement with the higher noun.
This effect was shown to be similar to the person case constraint effects observed
cross-linguistically in copular constructions. While such effects have often been at-
tributed to the special licensing needs of the person features of the nouns involved,
I argued, based on observations about the impact of verbal morphology in different
tenses on grammaticality judgments, that interference in the Hindi-Urdu case would
be better analyzed as being mediated through the features on the agreement probe.
Furthermore, I argued for a separation of person and number-gender probes since in-
terference of the kind described only arises for person agreement. I proposed that in
identity copula constructions, ungrammaticality arises exactly when both the nouns
are in an agreement relationship with the finite copula and there is no morphological
exponent that can realize the features associated with those two agreement relation-
ships. Furthermore, such instances of multiple agreement dependencies were argued
to arise on account of the articulated nature of the person probe on T. The pattern of
interference in the context of multiple agreement dependencies observed in the syntax
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in this chapter parallels the psycholinguistic conclusions in Chapter 4 where too one
agreement dependency interfered with another albeit in processing.
Overall, the syntactic evidence discussed in this dissertation highlighted the need to
update our syntactic analyses of Hindi-Urdu to better account for the range of em-
pirical observations falling under the umbrella of agreement dependencies. While the
traditional statement of the Hindi-Urdu agreement system ‘agree with the highest un-
marked nominal’ successfully generalizes over a number of instances of agreement, the
analysis of agreement in Hindi-Urdu cannot simply be a theoretical implementation
of this idea, as there are many cases which fall beyond its purview. At the same time,
the proposed modifications motivated by the syntactic data presented in this disser-
tation do not seek to discard this generalization. Rather the modifications proposed
seek to build on our prior understanding of the syntax of agreement in Hindi-Urdu
and ensure that the relevant structural details pertaining to the case-status of nomi-
nals, the argument structure of predicates and the special restrictions associated with
person agreement are fully represented in our analyses.
The psycholinguistic evidence discussed in this dissertation highlighted the impor-
tance of investigating the question of how speakers’ knowledge of their grammar in-
forms their behaviour during the real-time computation of agreement. The pattern of
agreement errors observed suggested that agreement computation in a mixed agree-
ment system – where there is language internal competition between nominals for
agreement with the verb – involves a distinct processing strategy than that observed
for a simpler agreement system such as that of English.
The psycholinguistic results also have clear implications for syntactic theorization,
given the parallels between the processing of subject agreement and object agreement.
It is important to note that any theoretical treatment of agreement which treats
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these two as independent primitives of the grammar would fail to account for the
commonalities between subject agreement and object agreement as suggested by the
similar processing profiles of the two, especially in terms of the similar impact of both
subjects and objects as attractors.
In sum, this dissertation examined the mixed agreement of Hindi-Urdu in detail, but
this is merely a beginning. The larger class of mixed agreement systems has inher-
ent natural variability which is something that warrants further investigation. For
example, we can ask if agreement in all mixed agreement systems ought to be pro-
cessed similarly? I would like to suggest that this question should be investigated in
detail cross-linguistically. To motivate the relevance of this work, consider the case of
languages where the mapping between morphology on noun phrases and agreement
classification of NPs may proceed only slightly differently than in Hindi-Urdu: unlike
Hindi-Urdu which has morphologically overt ergative case on all nominals, ergative
case may be morphologically null in some contexts in a number of Indo-Aryan lan-
guages such as Punjabi and Marathi. At the same time other languages such as
Gujarati allow agreement with objects that bear overt differential object marking
morphology. As such it is extremely important to take advantage of naturally oc-
curring variation across grammars and investigate typologically diverse grammatical
systems in order to arrive at a better understanding of how speakers deploy their syn-
tactic knowledge and cognitive capacities for building structural dependencies such
as those involved in agreement.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A. NORMING OF MATERIALS
Experimental items for the experiments presented in this dissertation were normed
via a rating task. Specifically, the norming studies tested sentences involve transitive
matrix verbs with center-embedded relative clauses. Two norming studies were carried
out. The first corresponded directly to Experiment 2. For this norming study, 36
items were constructed following the template in (133), repeated below as (227),
for only two of the experimental conditions: the Subject, Match condition and the
Object, Match condition.
(227) Sub-erg Obj [RC ...Attractor...] Verb Auxcorrect / Auxincorrect
Subject attractor sentences require the use of object relative clauses, while Object
attractor sentences require the use of subject relative clauses. The primary goal
was to check if there were any baseline differences related to relative clause type
with a potential penalty for object relative clauses, which have been argued to lead
to additional processing difficulty in comparison to subject relative clauses (Gibson,
1998). These 36 items in 2 conditions were evaluated in a rating study with 15
native Hindi speakers recruited through word of mouth. Items were presented to
participants through a self paced presentation mode using the IbexFarm platform
and participants were asked to rate them on a 1 to 7 scale for well-formedness, with
7 being the highest rating. It was observed that for these items, where the relative
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clause is modifying the main clause object, the Subject attractor sentences (with
an object relative clause) were rated numerically better than the object attractor
condition (with a subject relative clause): 4.8 vs. 4.4 . Following the rating task
for each sentence, participants were presented with the whole sentence and asked to
provide feedback on any problematic aspect of the sentences. Items with low ratings
were modified for the experiment. This included items where the mean rating of the
item (averaging over Subject attractor and Object attractor conditions) was at or
below the mid-point of the scale (=3.5) or if any of the two conditions was rated at
or below 3.5. These revisions were based on participant comments as far as possible.
The results of this norming study were used to guide item creation for Experiments
1, 2 and 3.
A second norming study was conducted for Experiment 4, all three experimental
conditions were tested in the norming study. 36 items were created and data was
collected from 23 native speakers of Hindi. The remaining details of the procedure
were identical to the first norming study describe above. All three conditions had
similar mean ratings (4.6, 4.6, 4.7). Items where the mean rating of the item was at
or below the mid-point of the scale (=3.5) or where any of the conditions was rated
at or below 3.5 were modified for the experiment based on participant feedback.
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APPENDIX B. IMPACT OF ANIMACY, GENDER AND
NUMBER FEATURES ON AGREEMENT PROCESSING
Animacy
Here, I document the exploratory findings for the impact of animacy on the observed
attraction patterns for various subsets of the experimental data. The descriptions be-
low only refer to the numerical patterns and have not been evaluated statistically. For
the subject agreement configuration tested in Experiment 1, the qualitative pattern is
as follows: less agreement errors occurred when the agreement controller subject noun
was animate, and more when it was inanimate. For the object agreement configura-
tion tested in Experiment 2, an animate specification for the object is not associated
with a greater resilience to attraction errors. No particular pattern is obvious for
Experiment 3.
For the subject agreement configuration tested in Experiment 4, the agreement con-
troller was always animate and animacy was balanced for the two attractors. A
numerically higher attraction rate was observed when both attractors were animate.
Controller Attractor Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3
Animate Animate 0.92 0.83 0.95
Animate Inanimate 0.92 0.83 0.94
Inanimate Animate 0.88 0.87 0.94
Inanimate Inanimate 0.85 0.80 0.93
Table 1. Proportion of Correct responses for the animacy combinations across Ex-
periments 1-3
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Controller Attractor1:Object Attractor2: RC-Subject Accuracy
Animate Animate Animate 0.89
Animate Animate Inanimate 0.92
Animate Inanimate Animate 0.92
Animate Inanimate Inanimate 0.94
Table 2. Proportion of Correct responses for the animacy combinations in Experi-
ment 4
Controller Attractor Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
MS FP 0.85 0.81 0.93 0.95
FS MP 0.93 0.85 0.91 0.93
Table 3. Proportion of Correct responses for gender-number combinations across all
Experiments
Gender and Number features
Here, I document the exploratory findings for the impact of gender on the observed
attraction patterns for various subsets of the data. The descriptions below only refer
to the numerical patterns and have not been evaluated statistically. Cross-tabulation
of the accuracy data in Experiments 1 and 2 on the basis of the gender/number fea-
tures of the grammatical agreement controller and the attractor suggests that errors
are more likely when the grammatical agreement controller is Masculine Singular
and the mismatching attractor Feminine Plural compared to when the controller is
Feminine Singular and the attractor Masculine Plural. This may be due to Feminine
nouns being more marked in the language, and therefore feminine singular agreement
controllers may be more immune to the impact of the mismatching attractors’ fea-
tures. This pattern does not appear to hold for Experiments 3 and 4. I leave further
exploration of this markedness pattern to future work.
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APPENDIX C. EXPERIMENTAL ITEMS
Experimental Items for Experiments 1-4 reported in Chapter 4.
Experiment 1
(1) a. वह अÚयाͪपका िजसे एक लड़कȧ बुला रहȣ थी चलȣ गई | गए
vah adhyaapikaa jise ek laRkii bulaa rahii thii chalii gaii | gae
‘The teacher that a girl was calling hads | hadp left.’
b. वह अÚयाͪपका िजसे कई लड़के बुला रहे थे चलȣ गई | गए
vah adhyaapikaa jise kaii laRke bulaa rahe the chalii gaii | gae
‘The teacher that several boys were calling hads | hadp left.’
c. वह अÚयाͪपका िजसने एक लड़कȧ Ǔनकाल दȣ थी चलȣ गई | गए
vah adhyaapikaa jisne ek laRkii nikaal dii thii chalii gaii | gae
‘The teacher that had removed a girl hads | hadp left.’
d. वह अÚयाͪपका िजसने कई लड़के Ǔनकाल Ǒदए थे चलȣ गई | गए
vah adhyaapikaa jisne kaii laRke nikaal die the chalii gaii | gae
‘The teacher that had removed several boys hads | hadp left.’
(2) a. वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे एक चुǑहया देख रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jise ek chuhiyaa dekh rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that a mouse was watching hads | hadp run away.’
b. वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे कई चहेू देख रहे थे भाग गई | गए
vah billii jise kaii chuuhe dekh rahe the bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that several mice were watching hads | hadp run away.’
c. वह ǒबãलȣ िजसने एक चǑुहया ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jisne ek chuhiyaa DhũũDh nikaalii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that had found a mouse hads | hadp run away.’
d. वह ǒबãलȣ िजसने कई चूहे ढँूढ Ǔनकाले थे भाग गई | गए
vah billii jisne kaii chuuhe DhũũDh nikaale the bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that had found several mice hads | hadp run away.’
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(3) a. वह बकरȣ िजसे एक चींटȣ काट चुकȧ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jise ek chĩĩtii kaat chukii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that an ant had bit hads | hadp sat down.’
b. वह बकरȣ िजसे कई ǒबÍछू काट चकेु थे बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jise kaii bichchhoo kaat chuke the baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that several scorpions had bit hads | hadp sat down.’
c. वह बकरȣ िजसने एक चींटȣ कुचल दȣ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jisne ek chĩĩtii kuchal dii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that had trampled an ant hads | hadp sat down.’
d. वह बकरȣ िजसने कई ǒबÍछू कुचल Ǒदए थे बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jisne kaii bichchoo kuchal die the baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that had trampled several scorpions hads | hadp sat down.’
(4) a. वह नस[ िजसे एक भतूनी डरा रहȣ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jise ek bhootnii Daraa rahii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that a ghost was scaring starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह नस[ िजसे कई भूत डरा रहे थे रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jise ek bhootnii Daraa rahii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that several ghosts were scaring starteds | startedp crying.’
c. वह नस[ िजसने एक भतूनी देख लȣ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jisne ek bhootnii dekh lii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had scared a ghost starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह नस[ िजसने कई भतू देख ͧलए थे रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jisne ek bhootnii dekh lii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had scared several ghosts starteds | startedp crying.’
(5) a. वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसे एक नाͬगन डस रहȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jise ek naagin Das rahii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that a serpent was biting starteds | startedp shouting.’
b. वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसे कई साँप डस रहे थे ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jise kaii sããp Das rahe the chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that several snakes were biting starteds | startedp shouting.’
c. वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसने एक नाͬगन देख लȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jisne ek naagin dekh lii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that had seen a serpent starteds | startedp shouting.’
d. वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसने कई साँप देख ͧलए थे ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jisne kaii sããp dekh liye the chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that had seen several snakes starteds | startedp shouting.’
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(6) a. वह डाͩकया िजसे एक चोर बुला रहा था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jise ek chor bulaa rahaa thaa phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that a thief was calling hads | hadp slipped.’
b. वह डाͩकया िजसे सभी अÚयाͪपकाएँ बुला रहȣ थीं ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jise sabhii adhyaapikaãẽ bulaa rahii thĩĩ phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that all the teachers were calling hads | hadp slipped.’
c. वह डाͩकया िजसने एक चोर ढँूढ ͧलया था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jisne ek chor DhũũDh liyaa thaa phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that had found a thief hads | hadp slipped.’
d. वह डाͩकया िजसने सभी अÚयाͪपकाएँ ढँूढ लȣ थीं ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jisne sabhii adhyaapikãẽ DhũũDh lii thĩĩ phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that had found all the teachers hads | hadp slipped.’
(7) a. वह कुƣा िजसे एक तोता देख रहा था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jise ek totaa dekh rahaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that a parrot was watching starteds | startedp barking.’
b. वह कुƣा िजसे कुछ मुͬग[याँ देख रहȣ थीं भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jise kuchh murgiyãã dekh rahii thĩĩ bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that some chickens were watching starteds | startedp barking.’
c. वह कुƣा िजसने एक तोता पकड़ ͧलया था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jisne ek totaa pakaR liyaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that had caught a parrot starteds | startedp barking.’
d. वह कुƣा िजसने कुछ मुͬ ग[याँ पकड़ लȣ थीं भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jisne kuchh murgiyãã pakaR lii thĩĩ bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that had caught some chickens starteds | startedp barking.’
(8) a. वह तोता िजसे एक मोर घायल कर चुका था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jise ek mor ghaayal kar chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that a peacock had injured hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह तोता िजसे कई मोरǓनयाँ घायल कर चुकȧ थीं उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jise kaii morniyãã ghaayal kar chukii thĩĩ uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that several peahen had injured hads | hadp flown away.’
c. वह तोता िजसने एक मोर घायल ͩकया था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jisne ek mor ghaayal kiyaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured a peacock hads | hadp flown away.’
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d. वह तोता िजसने कई मोरǓनयाँ घायल कȧ थीं उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jisne kaii morniyãã ghaayal kii thĩĩ uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured several peahen hads | hadp flown away.’
(9) a. वह लेखक िजसे एक बÍचा खींच रहा था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jise ek bachchaa khĩĩch rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The author that a child was pulling hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह लेखक िजसे कई बिÍचयाँ खींच रहȣ थीं ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jise kaii bachchiyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The author that several children were pulling hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह लेखक िजसने एक बÍचा गोद ͧलया था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jisne ek bachchaa god liyaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The author that had adopted a child hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह लेखक िजसने कई बिÍचयाँ गोद लȣ थीं ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jisne kaii bachchiyãã god liii thĩĩ gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The author that had adopted several children hads | hadp fallen down.’
(10) a. वह मशीन िजसे एक चुǑहया देख रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jise ek chuhiyaa dekh rahii thii toot gaii | gae
‘The machine that a mouse was looking at hads | hadp broken apart.’
b. वह मशीन िजसे कई चहेू देख रहे थे टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jise kaii chuuhe dekh rahe the toot gaii | gae
‘The machine that several mice were looking at hads | hadp broken apart.’
c. वह मशीन िजसने एक चुǑहया फँसा लȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jisne ek chuhiyaa phãsaa lii thii toot gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped a mouse hads | hadp broken apart.’
d. वह मशीन िजसने कई चहेू फँसा ͧलए थे टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jisne kaii chuuhe phãsaa lie the toot gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped several mice hads | hadp broken apart.’
(11) a. वह गाड़ी िजसे एक घोड़ी खींच रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jise ek ghoRii khĩĩch rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that a horse was pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
b. वह गाड़ी िजसे कई घोड़े खींच रहे थे ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jise kaii ghoRe khĩĩch rahe the ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that several horses were pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
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c. वह गाड़ी िजसने एक घोड़ी पहँुचा दȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jisne ek ghoRii pahũchaa dii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that had transported a horse hads | hadp stopped.’
d. वह गाड़ी िजसने कई घोड़े पहँुचा Ǒदए थे ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jisne kaii ghoRe pahũchaa die the ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that had transported several horses hads | hadp stopped.’
(12) a. वह कɇ ची िजसे एक बÍची माँग रहȣ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchii jise ek bachchii maang rahii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that a child was asking for hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह कɇ ची िजसे कई बÍचे माँग रहे थे ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchii jise kaii bachche maang rahe the gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that several children were asking for hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह कɇ ची िजसने एक बÍची घायल कȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchii jisne ek bachchii ghaayal kii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured a child hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह कɇ ची िजसने कई बÍचे घायल कȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchii jisne kaii bachche ghaayal kiye the gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured several children hads | hadp fallen down.’
(13) a. वह बंदकू िजसे एक ǒबãलȣ देख रहȣ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah bandook jise ek billii dekh rahii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that a cat was looking at hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह बंदकू िजसे कुछ कुƣे देख रहे थे ͬगर गई | गए
vah bandook jise kuchh kutte dekh rahe the gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that some dogs were looking at hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह बंदकू िजसने एक ǒबãलȣ घायल कर दȣ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah bandook jise ek billii dekh rahii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured a cat hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह बंदकू िजसने कुछ कुƣे घायल कर Ǒदए थे ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchii jisne kaii bachche ghaayal kiye the gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured some dogs hads | hadp fallen down.’
(14) a. वह रèसी िजसे एक गाय चाट रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jise ek gaay chaaT rahii thii TooT gaii | gae
‘The rope that a cow was licking hads | hadp broken.’
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b. वह रèसी िजसे चार बकरे चाट रहे थे टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jise chaar bakre chaaT rahe the TooT gaii | gae
‘The rope that four goats were licking hads | hadp broken.’
c. वह रèसी िजसने एक गाय रोकȧ हुई थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jisne ek gaay rokii thii TooT gaii | gae
‘The rope that had stopped a cow hads | hadp broken.’
d. वह रèसी िजसने चार बकरे रोके हुए थे टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jisne chaar bakre roke the TooT gaii | gae
‘The rope that had stopped four goats hads | hadp broken.’
(15) a. वह यंğ िजसे एक बकरा खींच रहा था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jise ek bakraa khĩĩch rahaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The instrument that a goat was pulling at gots | gotp sold.’
b. वह यंğ िजसे कुछ बकǐरयाँ खींच रहȣ थीं ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jise kuchh bakriyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The instrument that some goats were pulling at gots | gotp sold.’
c. वह यंğ िजसने एक बकरा खींच ͧलया था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jisne ek bakraa khĩĩch liyaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The instrument that had pulled a goat gots | gotp sold.’
d. वह यंğ िजसने कुछ बकǐरयाँ खींच लȣ थीं ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jisne kuchh bakriyãã khĩĩch lii thĩĩ bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The instrument that had pulled some goats gots | gotp sold.’
(16) a. वह अनाथालय िजसे एक बÍचा खोज रहा था बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jise ek bachchaa khoj rahaa thaa band thaa |thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that a child was looking for wass | wasp closed.’
b. वह अनाथालय िजसे कुछ लड़ͩकयाँ खोज रहȣ थीं बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jise kuchh laRkiyãã khoj rahii thĩĩ band thaa |thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that some children were looking for wass | wasp closed.’
c. वह अनाथालय िजसने एक बÍचा Ǔनकाल Ǒदया था बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jisne ek bachchaa nikaal diyaa thaa band thaa |thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed a child wass | wasp closed.’
d. वह अनाथालय िजसने कुछ लड़ͩकयाँ Ǔनकाल दȣ थीं बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jisne kuchh laRkiyãã nikaal dii thĩĩ band thaa |thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed several children wass | wasp closed.’
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(17) a. वह आĮम िजसे एक आदमी खोज रहा था खलु गया | गɃ
vah aashram jise ek aadmii khoj rahaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that a man was looking for hads | hadp opened.’
b. वह आĮम िजसे कुछ मǑहलाएँ खोज रहȣ थीं खुल गया | गɃ
vah aashram jise kuchh laRkiyãã khoj rahii thĩĩ khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that some women were looking for hads | hadp opened.’
c. वह आĮम िजसने एक आदमी Ǔनकाल Ǒदया था खुल गया | गɃ
vah aashram jisne ek aadmii nikaal diyaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed a man hads | hadp opened.’
d. वह आĮम िजसने कुछ मǑहलाएँ Ǔनकाल दȣ थीं खुल गया | गɃ
vah aashram jisne kuchh mahilaãẽ nikaal dii thĩĩ khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed some women hads | hadp opened.’
(18) a. वह फाटक िजसे एक बकरा चाट रहा था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jise ek bakraa chaaT rahaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The gatepost that a goat was licking hads | hadp opened up.’
b. वह फाटक िजसे कई बकǐरयाँ चाट रहȣ थीं खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jise kaii bakriyãã chaaT rahii thĩĩ khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The gatepost that several goats were licking hads | hadp opened up.’
c. वह फाटक िजसने एक बकरा रोका हुआ था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jisne ek bakraa rokaa huaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The gatepost that had stopped a goat hads | hadp opened up.’
d. वह फाटक िजसने कई बकǐरयाँ रोकȧ हुई थीं खलु गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jisne kaii bakriyãã rokii hui thĩĩ khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The gatepost that had stopped several goats hads | hadp opened up.’
(19) a. वह गाड़ी िजसे एक बैलगाड़ी खींच रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jise ek bailgaaRii khĩĩch rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that a bullock-cart was pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
b. वह गाड़ी िजसे कई ǐरÈशे खींच रहे थे ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jise kaii rikshe khĩĩch rahe the ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that several carriages were pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
c. वह गाड़ी िजसने एक बैलगाड़ी कुचल दȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jisne ek bailgaaRii kuchal dii thĩĩ ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that had trampled a bullock-cart hads | hadp stopped.’
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d. वह गाड़ी िजसने कई ǐरÈशे कुचल Ǒदए थे ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jisne kaii rikshe kuchal die the ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that had trampled several carriages hads | hadp stopped.’
(20) a. वह रेलगाड़ी िजसे एक साइͩकल रोक रहȣ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jise ek saaikil rok rahii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that a bicycle was stopping hads | hadp turned around.’
b. वह रेलगाड़ी िजसे कई गेट रोक रहे थे पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jise kaii get rok rahe the palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that several gates were stopping hads | hadp turned around.’
c. वह रेलगाड़ी िजसने एक साइͩकल तोड़ दȣ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jisne ek saaikil toR dii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had destroyed a bicycle hads | hadp turned around.’
d. वह रेलगाड़ी िजसने कई गेट तोड़ Ǒदए थे पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jisne kaii get toR die the palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had destroyed several gates hads | hadp turned around.’
(21) a. वह आरȣ िजससे यह टहनी कट गई थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jisse yah Tahanii kat gaii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw with which a branch was cut wass | wasp found.’
b. वह आरȣ िजससे कई फ͠े कट गए थे ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jisse kaii fatte kat gae the mil gaii | gae
‘The saw with which several planks were cut wass | wasp found.’
c. वह आरȣ िजसने यह टहनी काट लȣ थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jisne yah Tahanii kaat lii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw which had cut through a branch wass | wasp found.’
d. वह आरȣ िजसने कई फ͠े काट ͧलए थे ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jisne kaii fatte kaat lie the mil gaii | gae
‘The saw which had cut through several planks wass | wasp found.’
(22) a. वह तलवार िजसे एक मशीन सजा चकुȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jise ek mashiin sajaa chukii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword which had been decorated by a machine wass | wasp sold.’
b. वह तलवार िजसे सारे यंğ सजा चुके थे ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jise saare yantr sajaa chuke the bik gaii | gae
‘The sword which had been decorated by all the machines wass | wasp sold.’
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c. वह तलवार िजसने एक मशीन खराब कȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jisne ek mashiin kharaab kii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword which had damaged a machine wass | wasp sold.’
d. वह तलवार िजसने सारे यंğ खराब ͩकए थे ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jisne saare yantr kharaab kie the bik gaii | gae
‘The sword which had damaged all the machines wass | wasp sold.’
(23) a. वह छतरȣ िजसे एक गाड़ी कुचल चकुȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jise ek gaaRii kuchal chukii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that a car had trampled hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह छतरȣ िजसे कई पǑहये कुचल चुके थे उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jise kaii pahiye kuchal chuke the uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that several wheels had trampled hads | hadp flown away.’
c. वह छतरȣ िजसने एक गाड़ी पंचर कȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jisne ek gaaRii panchar kii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punchered a car hads | hadp flown away.’
d. वह छतरȣ िजसने कई पǑहये पंचर ͩकए थे उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jisne kaii pahiye panchar kie the uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punchered several wheels hads | hadp flown away.’
(24) a. वह औज़ार िजसे एक हथौड़ा तोड़ चुका था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jise ek hathauRaa toR chukaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that a hammer had destroyed gots | gotp sold.’
b. वह औज़ार िजसे कई हथौͫड़याँ तोड़ चुकȧ थीं ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jise kaii hathauRiyãã toR chuki thĩĩ bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that several hammers had destroyed gots | gotp sold.’
c. वह औज़ार िजसने एक हथौड़ा तोड़ डाला था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jisne ek hathauRaa toR Daalaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed a hammer gots | gotp sold.’
d. वह औज़ार िजसने कई हथौͫड़याँ तोड़ डालȣ थीं ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jisne kaii hathauRiyãã toR Daalii thĩĩ bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed several hammers gots | gotp sold.’
(25) a. वह ĚैÈटर िजसे एक Ěक खींच रहा था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jise ek Trak khĩĩch rahaa thaa ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that a truck was pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
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b. वह ĚैÈटर िजसे कई गाͫड़याँ खींच रहȣ थीं ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jise kaii gaaRiyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that several cars were pulling hads | hadp stopped.’
c. वह ĚैÈटर िजसने एक Ěक खींच ͧलया था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jisne ek Trak khĩĩch liyaa thaa ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that had pulled a truck hads | hadp stopped.’
d. वह ĚैÈटर िजसने कई गाͫड़याँ खींच लȣ थीं ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jisne kaii gaaRiyãã khĩĩch lii thĩĩ ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that had pulled several cars hads | hadp stopped.’
(26) a. वह पज़ुा[ िजसे परुाना यंğ जोड़ चुका था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jise puraanaa yantr joR chukaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that an old instrument had fixed hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह पज़ुा[ िजसे कई मशीनɅ जोड़ चकुȧ थीं ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jise kaii machiinẽ joR chukii thĩĩ gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that several machines had fixed hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह पज़ुा[ िजसने परुाना यंğ खराब ͩकया था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jisne puraanaa yantr kharaab kar diyaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined an old instrument hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह पज़ुा[ िजसने कई मशीनɅ खराब कȧ थीं ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jisne kaii mashiine kharaab kar dii thĩĩ gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined several machines hads | hadp fallen down.’
(27) a. वह ǽमाल िजसे एक चाकू चीर चकुा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jise ek chaakuu chiir chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that a knife had cut through hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह ǽमाल िजसे कुछ कɇ ͬचयाँ चीर चुकȧ थीं उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jise kuchh kẼchiyãã chiir chukii thĩĩ uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that some scissors had cut through hads | hadp flown
away.’
c. वह ǽमाल िजसने एक चाकू ढक Ǒदया था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jisne ek chaakuu Dhak diyaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that had covered a knife hads | hadp flown away.’
d. वह ǽमाल िजसने कुछ कɇ ͬचयाँ ढक दȣ थीं उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jisne kuchh kẼchiyãã Dhak dii thĩĩ uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that had covered some scissors hads | hadp flown away.’
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(28) a. वह लड़कȧ िजसे यह आग डरा रहȣ थी सो गई | गई
vah laRkii jise yah aag Daraa rahii thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that the fire was scaring hads | hadp slept.’
b. वह लड़कȧ िजसे जलते दȣये डरा रहे थे सो गई | गई
vah laRkii jise jalte diye Daraa rahe the so gaii | gae
‘The girl that the blazing candles were scaring hads | hadp slept.’
c. वह लड़कȧ िजसने वह आग बझुाई थी सो गई | गई
vah laRkii jisne vah aag bujhaai thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had extinguished the fire hads | hadp slept.’
d. वह लड़कȧ िजसने जलते दȣये बुझाए थे सो गई | गई
vah laRkii jisne jalte diye bujhaae the so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had extinguished the blazing candles hads | hadp slept.’
(29) a. वह बÍची िजसे खौलती चाय जला चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़ी
vah bachchii jise khaultii chaay jalaa chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that the scorching hot tea had burnt starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह बÍची िजसे खौलते समोसे जला चकेु थे रो पड़ी | पड़ी
vah bachchii jise khaulte samose jalaa chuke the ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that the scorching hot samosas had burnt starteds | startedp crying.’
c. वह बÍची िजसने खौलती चाय ͬगरा दȣ थी रो पड़ी | पड़ी
vah bachchii jisne khaultii chaay giraa dii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had spilled the scorching hot tea starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह बÍची िजसने खौलते समोसे ͬगरा Ǒदए थे रो पड़ी | पड़ी
vah bachchii jisne khaulte samose giraa die the ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had dropped the scorching hot samosas starteds | startedp
crying.’
(30) a. वह घोड़ी िजसे सामने पड़ी गाजर ǐरझा रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jise saamne paRii gaajar rijhaa rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that was tempted by the carrot lying in front of it hads | hadp
run away.’
b. वह घोड़ी िजसे सामने पड़े फल ǐरझा रहे थे भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jise saamne paRe phal rijhaa rahe the bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that was tempted by the fruits lying in front of it hads | hadp
run away.’
c. वह घोड़ी िजसने सामने पड़ी गाजर खा लȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jisne saamne paRii gaajar khaa lii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the carrot lying in front of it hads | hadp run
away.’
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d. वह घोड़ी िजसने सामने पड़े फल खा ͧलए थे भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jisne saamne paRe gaajar khaa lie the bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the fruits lying in front of it hads | hadp run away.’
(31) a. वह औरत िजसे एक संèथा Ǔनकाल चुकȧ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़ी
vah aurat jise ek sansthaa nikaal chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that an organization had fired starteds | startedp laughing.’
b. वह औरत िजसे सारे कारखाने Ǔनकाल चुके थे हँस पड़ी | पड़ी
vah aurat jise saare kaarkhaane nikaal chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that all the factories had fired starteds | startedp laughing.’
c. वह औरत िजसने एक संèथा चुन लȣ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़ी
vah aurat jisne ek sansthaa chun lii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen an organization starteds | startedp laughing.’
d. वह औरत िजसने सारे कारखाने चुन ͧलए थे हँस पड़ी | पड़ी
vah aurat jisne saare kaarkhaane chun liye the hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen several organizations starteds | startedp laugh-
ing.’
(32) a. वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसे एक बीमारȣ तंग करती थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jise ek biimaarii tang kartii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that was troubled by a disease hads | hadp survived.’
b. वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसे कई रोग तंग करते थे बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jise kaii rog tang karte the bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that was troubled by several ailments hads | hadp survived.’
c. वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसने एक बीमारȣ फैला दȣ थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jisne ek biimaarii phElaa dii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread a disease hads | hadp survived.’
d. वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसने कई रोग फैला Ǒदए थे बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jisne kai rog phElaa diye the bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread several ailments hads | hadp survived.’
(33) a. वह दोèत िजसे एक मसला तड़पा रहा था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jise ek maslaa taRpaa rahaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend that was being troubled by a matter starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह दोèत िजसे कई उलझनɅ तड़पा रहȣ थीं रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jise kaii uljhane taRpaa rahii thii ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend that was being troubled by several problems starteds | startedp
crying.’
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c. वह दोèत िजसने एक मसला सुलझा Ǒदया था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jisne ek maslaa suljhaa diyaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend that had solved a matter starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह दोèत िजसने कई उलझनɅ सलुझा दȣ थीं रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jisne kaii uljhane suljhaa dii thii ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend that had solved several problems starteds | startedp crying.’
(34) a. वह मुग़ा[ िजसे एक रोग तड़पा रहा था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jise ek rog taRpaa rahaa thaa mar gayaa | gaãã
‘The chicken that was plagued by a disease hads | hadp died.’
b. वह मुग़ा[ िजसे कई बीमाǐरयाँ तड़पा रहȣ थीं मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jise kaii biimaariyãã taRpaa rahii thĩĩ mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that was plagued by several diseases hads | hadp died.’
c. वह मुगा[ िजसने एक रोग फैलाया था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jisne ek rog phElaayaa thaa mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread a disease hads | hadp died.’
d. वह मुगा[ िजसने कई बीमाǐरयाँ फैलाई थीं मर गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jisne kuchh kẼchiyãã Dhak dii thĩĩ uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread several diseases hads | hadp died.’
(35) a. वह चपरासी िजसे एक कारखाना Ǔनकाल चुका था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jise ek kaarkhaanaa nikaal chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon that a factory had fired hads | hadp arrived.’
b. वह चपरासी िजसे कई संèथाएँ Ǔनकाल चुकȧ थीं आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jise kaii sansthãẽnikaal chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon that several organizations had fired hads | hadp arrived.’
c. वह चपरासी िजसने एक कारखाना छोड़ Ǒदया था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jisne ek kaarkhaanaa chhoR diyaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon that had left a factory hads | hadp arrived.’
d. वह चपरासी िजसने कई संèथाएँ छोड़ दȣ थीं आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jisne kaii sansthaãẽ chhoR dii thĩĩ aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon that had left several organizations hads | hadp arrived.’
(36) a. वह चहूा िजसे एक जनरेटर करंट मार चकुा था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jise ek janreTar karant maar chukaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that a generator had zapped hads | hadp hidden.’
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b. वह चहूा िजसे कई मशीनɅ करंट मार चुकȧ थीं छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jise kaii mashiine karant maar chukii thĩĩ chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that several machines had zapped hads | hadp hidden.’
c. वह चहूा िजसने एक जनरेटर ख़राब कर डाला था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jisne ek janreTar kharaab kar Daalaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that had destroyed a generator hads | hadp hidden.’
d. वह चहूा िजसने कई मशीनɅ ख़राब कर डालȣ थीं छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jisne kaii mashiine kharaab kar Daalii thĩĩ chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that had destroyed several machines hads | hadp hidden.’
Experiment 2
(1) a. गीता ने वह अÚयाͪपका िजसे एक लड़कȧ बुला रहȣ थी ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
giitaa ne vah adhyaapikaa jise ek laRkii bulaa rahii thii DhũũDh lii | liye
‘Gita hads | hadp found the teacher that a girl was calling.’
b. गीता ने वह अÚयाͪपका िजसे कई लड़के बुला रहे थे ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
giitaa ne vah adhyaapikaa jise kaii laRke bulaa rahe the DhũũDh lii | liye
‘Gita hads | hadp found the teacher that several boys were calling.’
c. गीता ने वह अÚयाͪपका िजसने एक लड़कȧ Ǔनकाल दȣ थी ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
giitaa ne vah adhyaapikaa jisne ek laRkii nikaal dii thii DhũũDh lii | liye
‘Gita hads | hadp found the teacher that had removed a girl.’
d. गीता ने वह अÚयाͪपका िजसने कई लड़के Ǔनकाल Ǒदए थे ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
giitaa ne vah adhyaapikaa jisne kaii laRke nikaal diye the DhũũDh lii | liye
‘Gita hads | hadp found the teacher that had removed several boys.’
(2) a. मीरा ने वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे एक चǑुहया देख रहȣ थी पकड़ लȣ | ͧलये
miiraa ne vah billii jise ek chuhiyaa dekh rahii thii pakaR lii | liye
‘Mira hads | hadp caught the cat that a mouse was watching.’
b. मीरा ने वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे कई चूहे देख रहे थे पकड़ लȣ | ͧलये
miiraa ne vah billii jise kaii chuuhe dekh rahe the pakaR lii | liye
‘Mira hads | hadp caught the cat that several mice were watching.’
c. मीरा ने वह ǒबãलȣ िजसने एक चुǑहया ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ थी पकड़ लȣ | ͧलये
miiraa ne vah billii jisne ek chuhiyaa DhũũDh nikaalii thii pakaR lii | liye
‘Mira hads | hadp caught the cat that had found a mouse.’
d. मीरा ने वह ǒबãलȣ िजसने कई चहेू ढँूढ़ Ǔनकाले थे पकड़ लȣ | ͧलये
miiraa ne vah billii jisne kaii chuuhee DhũũDh nikaalie the pakaR lii | liye
‘Mira hads | hadp caught the cat that had found several mice.’
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(3) a. साǐरका ने वह बकरȣ िजसे एक चींटȣ काट चुकȧ थी बाँध लȣ | ͧलये
saarikaa ne vah bakrii jise ek chĩĩTii kaaT chukii thii baandh lii | liye
‘Sarika hads | hadp tied the goat that an ant had bit.’
b. साǐरका ने वह बकरȣ िजसे कई ǒबÍछू काट चुके थे बाँध लȣ | ͧलये
saarikaa ne vah bakrii jise kaii bichchhoo kaaT chuke the baandh lii | liye
‘Sarika hads | hadp tied the goat that several scorpions had bit.’
c. साǐरका ने वह बकरȣ िजसने एक चींटȣ कुचल दȣ थी बाँध लȣ | ͧलये
saarikaa ne vah bakrii jisne ek chĩĩTii kuchal dii thii baandh lii | liye
‘Sarika hads | hadp tied the goat that had crushed an ant.’
d. साǐरका ने वह बकरȣ िजसने कई ǒबÍछू कुचल Ǒदए थे बाँध लȣ | ͧलये
saarikaa ne vah bakrii jisne kaii bichchhoo kuchal diye the baandh lii | liye
‘Sarika hads | hadp tied the goat that had crushed several scorpions.’
(4) a. कǐरæमा ने वह नस[ िजसे एक भूतनी डरा रहȣ थी बचा लȣ | ͧलये
karishmaa ne vah nars jise ek bhootni daraa rahii thii bachaa lii | liye
‘Karishma hads | hadp saved the nurse that a ghost had been scaring.’
b. कǐरæमा ने वह नस[ िजसे कई भतू डरा रहे थे बचा लȣ | ͧलये
karishmaa ne vah nars jise kaii bhoot daraa rahe the bachaa lii | liye
‘Karishma hads | hadp saved the nurse that several ghosts had been scaring.’
c. कǐरæमा ने वह नस[ िजसने एक भतूनी देख लȣ थी बचा लȣ | ͧलये
karishmaa ne vah nars jisne ek bhootni dekh lii thii bachaa lii | liye
‘Karishma hads | hadp saved the nurse that had seen a ghost.’
d. कǐरæमा ने वह नस[ िजसने कई भूत देख ͧलए थे बचा लȣ | ͧलये
karishmaa ne vah nars jisne kaii bhoot dekh liye the bachaa lii | liye
‘Karishma hads | hadp saved the nurse that had seen several ghosts.’
(5) a. लȣला ने वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसे एक नाͬगन डस रहȣ थी ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
liilaa ne vah shikshikaa jise ek naagin Das rahii thii DhũũDh nikaali | nikaale
‘Lila hads | hadp found the teacher that a serpent was biting.’
b. लȣला ने वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसे कई साँप डस रहे थे ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
liilaa ne vah shikshikaa jise kaii sããp Das rahe the DhũũDh nikaali | nikaale
‘Lila hads | hadp found the teacher that several snakes were biting.’
c. लȣला ने वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसने एक नाͬगन देख लȣ थी ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
liilaa ne vah shikshikaa jisne ek naagin dekh lii thii DhũũDh nikaali | nikaale
‘Lila hads | hadp found the teacher that had seen a serpent.’
d. लȣला ने वह ͧशͯ¢का िजसने कई साँप देख ͧलए थे ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
liilaa ne vah shikshikaa jisne kaii sããp dekh liye the DhũũDh nikaali | nikaale
‘Lila hads | hadp found the teacher that had seen several snakes.’
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(6) a. गोलू ने वह डाͩकया िजसे एक चोर बुला रहा था ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
goluu ne vah daakiyaa jise ek chor bulaa rahaa thaa DhũũDh nikaalaa | nikaalĩĩ
‘Golu hads | hadp found the postman that a thief was calling.’
b. गोलू ने वह डाͩकया िजसे सभी अÚयाͪपकाएँ बुला रहȣ थीं ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
goluu ne vah daakiyaa jise sabhii adhyaapikaãẽ bulaa rahii thĩĩ DhũũDh nikaalaa
| nikaalĩĩ
‘Golu hads | hadp found the postman that all the teachers were calling.’
c. गोलू ने वह डाͩकया िजसने एक चोर देख ͧलया था ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
goluu ne vah daakiyaa jisne ek chor dekh liyaa thaa DhũũDh nikaalaa | nikaalĩĩ
‘Golu hads | hadp found the postman that had seen a thief.’
d. गोलू ने वह डाͩकया िजसने सभी अÚयाͪपकाएँ देख लȣ थीं ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
goluu ne vah daakiyaa jinse sabhii adhyaapikaãẽ dekh lii thĩĩ DhũũDh nikaalaa
| nikaalĩĩ
‘Golu hads | hadp found the postman that had seen all the teachers.’
(7) a. मुकुल ने वह कुƣा िजसे एक तोता देख रहा था बाहर Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
mukul ne vah kuttaa jise ek totaa dekh rahaa thaa baahar nikaalaa | nikaalĩĩ
‘Mukul hads | hadp removed the dog that a parrot was watching.’
b. मुकुल ने वह कुƣा िजसे कुछ मुͬ ग[याँ देख रहȣ थीं बाहर Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
mukul ne vah kuttaa jise kucch murgiyãã dekh rahii thĩĩ baahar nikaalaa |
nikaalĩĩ
‘Mukul hads | hadp removed the dog that some chickens were watching.’
c. मुकुल ने वह कुƣा िजसने एक तोता पकड़ ͧलया था बाहर Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
mukul ne vah kuttaa jisne ek totaa pakaR liyaa thaa baahar nikaalaa | nikaalĩĩ
‘Mukul hads | hadp removed the dog that had caught a parrot.’
d. मुकुल ने वह कुƣा िजसने कुछ मुͬग[याँ पकड़ लȣ थीं बाहर Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
mukul ne vah kuttaa jisne kucch murgiyãã pakaR lii thĩĩ baahar nikaalaa |
nikaalĩĩ
‘Mukul hads | hadp removed the dog that had caught some chickens.’
(8) a. रमेश ने वह तोता िजसे एक मोर घायल कर चकुा था पाल ͧलया | लȣं
ramesh ne vah totaa jise ek mor ghaayal kar chukaa thaa paal liyaa | lĩĩ ‘Ramesh
hads | hadp raised the parrot that a peacock had injured.’
b. रमेश ने वह तोता िजसे कई मोरǓनयाँ घायल कर चुकȧ थीं पाल ͧलया | लȣं
ramesh ne vah totaa jise kaii morniyãã ghaayal kar chukii thĩĩ paal liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ramesh hads | hadp raised the parrot that several peahen had injured.’
c. रमेश ने वह तोता िजसने एक मोर घायल ͩकया था पाल ͧलया | लȣं
ramesh ne vah totaa jisne ek mor ghaayal kiyaa thaa paal liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ramesh hads | hadp raised the parrot that had injured a peacock.’
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d. रमेश ने वह तोता िजसने कई मोरǓनयाँ घायल कȧ थीं पाल ͧलया | लȣं
ramesh ne vah totaa jisne kaii morniyãã ghaayal kii thĩĩ paal liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ramesh hads | hadp raised the parrot that had injured several peahen.’
(9) a. अजीत ने वह लेखक िजसे एक बÍचा बुला रहा था देख ͧलया था | लȣ थीं
ajiit ne vah lekhak jise ek bachchaa bulaa rahaa thaa dekh liyaa thaa | lii thĩĩ
‘Ajit hads | hadp seen the writer that a child had been calling.’
b. अजीत ने वह लेखक िजसे कई बिÍचयाँ बुला रहȣ थीं देख ͧलया था | लȣ थीं
ajiit ne vah lekhak jise kaii bachchiyãã bulaa rahii thĩĩ dekh liyaa thaa | lii thĩĩ
‘Ajit hads | hadp seen the writer that several children had been calling.’
c. अजीत ने वह लेखक िजसने एक बÍचा गोद ͧलया था देख ͧलया था | लȣ थीं
ajiit ne vah lekhak jisne ek bachchaa god liyaa thaa dekh liyaa thaa | lii thĩĩ
‘Ajit hads | hadp seen the writer that had adopted a child.’
d. अजीत ने वह लेखक िजसने कई बिÍचयाँ गोद लȣ थीं देख ͧलया था | लȣ थीं
ajiit ne vah lekhak jisne kaii bachchiyãã god lii thĩĩ dekh liyaa thaa | lii thĩĩ
‘Ajit hads | hadp seen the writer that had adopted several children.’
(10) a. जया ने वह मशीन िजसे एक चǑुहया देख रहȣ थी तोड़ fboxडालȣ | डाले
jayaa ne vah mashiin jise ek chuhiyaa dekh rahii thii toR daalii | daale
‘Jaya hads | hadp broken the machine that a mouse was watching.’
b. जया ने वह मशीन िजसे कई चूहे देख रहे थे तोड़ fboxडालȣ | डाले
jayaa ne vah mashiin jise kaii chuuhe dekh rahe the toR daalii | daale
‘Jaya hads | hadp broken the machine that several mice were watching.’
c. जया ने वह मशीन िजसने एक चǑुहया फँसा लȣ थी तोड़ fboxडालȣ | डाले
jayaa ne vah mashiin jisne ek chuhiyaa fãsaa lii thii toR daalii | daale
‘Jaya hads | hadp broken the machine that had trapped a mouse.’
d. जया ने वह मशीन िजसने कई चूहे फँसा ͧलए थे तोड़ fboxडालȣ | डाले
jayaa ne vah mashiin jisne kaii chuuhe fãsaa liye the toR daalii | daale
‘Jaya hads | hadp broken the machine that had trapped several mice.’
(11) a. कǓनका ने वह गाड़ी िजसे एक घोड़ी खींच रहȣ थी बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
kanikaa ne vah gaaRii jise ek ghoRii khĩĩch rahii thii bech dii | diye
‘Kanika hads | hadp sold the car that a horse was pulling.’
b. कǓनका ने वह गाड़ी िजसे चारɉ घोड़े खींच रहे थे बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
kanikaa ne vah gaaRii jise chaarõ ghoRe khĩĩch rahe the bech dii | diye
‘Kanika hads | hadp sold the car that all four horses were pulling.’
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c. कǓनका ने वह गाड़ी िजसने एक घोड़ी पहँुचा दȣ थी बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
kanikaa ne vah gaaRii jisne ek ghoRii pahũchaa dii thii bech dii | diye
‘Kanika hads | hadp sold the car that had delivered a horse.’
d. कǓनका ने वह गाड़ी िजसने चारɉ घोड़े पहँुचा Ǒदए थे बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
kanikaa ne vah gaaRii jisne chaarõ ghoRe pahũchaa diye the bech dii | diye
‘Kanika hads | hadp sold the car that had delivered all four horses.’
(12) a. रȣना ने वह कɇ ची िजसे एक बÍची माँग रहȣ थी संभाल लȣ | ͧलये
riinaa ne vah kẼchi jise ek bachchii maang rahii thii sambhaal lii | liye
‘Rina hads | hadp put away the scissors that a child was asking for.’
b. रȣना ने वह कɇ ची िजसे कई बÍचे माँग रहे थे संभाल लȣ | ͧलये
riinaa ne vah kẼchi jise kaii bachche maang rahe the sambhaal lii | liye
‘Rina hads | hadp put away the scissors that several children were asking
for.’
c. रȣना ने वह कɇ ची िजसने एक बÍची घायल कर दȣ संभाल लȣ | ͧलये
riinaa ne vah kẼchi jisne ek bachchii ghaayal kar dii thii sambhaal lii | liye
‘Rina hads | hadp put away the scissors had injured a child.’
d. रȣना ने वह कɇ ची िजसने कई बÍचे घायल कर Ǒदए संभाल लȣ | ͧलये
riinaa ne vah kẼchi jisne kaii bachche ghaayal kar diye the sambhaal lii | liye
‘Rina hads | hadp put away the scissors had injured several children.’
(13) a. सुधा ने वह बंदकू िजसे एक ǒबãलȣ देख रहȣ थी उठा लȣ | ͧलये
sudhaa ne vah banduuk jise ek billii dekh rahii thii uthaa lii | liye
‘Sudha hads | hadp picked up the gun that a cat was looking at.’
b. सुधा ने वह बंदकू िजसे कुछ कुƣे देख रहे थे उठा लȣ | ͧलये
sudhaa ne vah banduuk jise kuchh kutte dekh rahe the uthaa lii | liye
‘Sudha hads | hadp picked up the gun that some dogs were looking at.’
c. सुधा ने वह बंदकू िजसने एक ǒबãलȣ घायल कर दȣ उठा लȣ | ͧलये
sudhaa ne vah banduuk jisne ek billii ghaayal kar dii thii uthaa lii | liye
‘Sudha hads | hadp picked up the gun that had injured a cat.’
d. सुधा ने वह बंदकू िजसने कुछ कुƣे घायल कर Ǒदए उठा लȣ | ͧलये
sudhaa ne vah banduuk jisne kaii kutte ghaayal kar diye the uthaa lii | liye
‘Sudha hads | hadp picked up the gun that had injured some dogs.’
(14) a. अनीता ने वह रèसी िजसे शायद एक गाय चाट रहȣ थी खींच लȣ | ͧलये
aniitaa ne vah rassii jise shaayad ek gaay chaat rahii thii khĩĩch lii | liye
‘Anita wass | hadp pulled the rope that a cow was probably licking.’
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b. अनीता ने वह रèसी िजसे शायद चार बकरे चाट रहे थे खींच लȣ | ͧलये
aniitaa ne vah rassii jise shaayad chaar bakre chaat rahe the khĩĩch lii | liye
‘Anita wass | hadp pulled the rope that four goats were probably licking.’
c. अǓनता ने वह रèसी िजसने शायद एक गाय रोकȧ हुई थी खींच लȣ | ͧलये
aniitaa ne vah rassii jisne shaayad ek gaay rokii huii thii khĩĩch lii | liye
‘Anita wass | hadp pulled the rope that had probably been stopping a cow.’
d. अǓनता ने वह रèसी िजसने शायद चार बकरे रोके हुए थे खींच लȣ | ͧलये
aniitaa ne vah rassii jisne shaayad chaar bakre roke hue the khĩĩch lii | liye
‘Anita wass | hadp pulled the rope that had probably been stopping four
goats.’
(15) a. जयंत ने वह यंğ िजसे एक बकरा खींच रहा था बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
jayant ne vah yantr jise ek bakraa khĩĩch rahaa tha bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Jayant hads | hadp sold the machine that a goat had been pulling.’
b. जयंत ने वह यंğ िजसे कुछ बकǐरयाँ खींच रहȣ थीं बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
jayant ne vah yantr jise kuchh bakriyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Jayant hads | hadp sold the machine that some goats had been pulling.’
c. जयंत ने वह यंğ िजसने एक बकरा खींच ͧलया था बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
jayant ne vah yantr jisne ek bakraa khĩĩch liyaa tha bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Jayant hads | hadp sold the machine that had pulled a goat.’
d. जयंत ने वह यंğ िजसने कुछ बकǐरयाँ खींच लȣ थीं बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
jayant ne vah yantr jisne kuchh bakriyãã khĩĩch lii thĩĩ bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Jayant hads | hadp sold the machine that had pulled some goats.’
(16) a. सुरेश ने वह अनाथालय िजसे एक बÍचा खोज रहा था ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
suresh ne vah anaathaalay jise ek bachchaa khoj rahaa tha DhũũDh nikaalaa |
nikaalĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp found the orphanage that a child had been searching
for.’
b. सुरेश ने वह अनाथालय िजसे कुछ लड़ͩकयाँ खोज रहȣ थीं ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
suresh ne vah anaathaalay jise kuchh laRkiyãã khoj rahii thĩĩ DhũũDh nikaalaa
| nikaalĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp found the orphanage that some girls had been searching
for.’
c. सुरेश ने वह अनाथालय िजसने एक बÍचा Ǔनकाल Ǒदया था ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
suresh ne vah anaathaalay jisne ek bachchaa nikaal diyaa thaa DhũũDh nikaalaa
| nikaalĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp found the orphanage that had kicked out a child.’
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d. सुरेश ने वह अनाथालय िजसने कुछ लड़ͩकयाँ Ǔनकाल दȣ थीं ढँूढ Ǔनकाला | Ǔनकालȣं
suresh ne vah anaathaalay jisne kuchh laRkiyãã nikaal dii thĩĩ DhũũDh nikaalaa
| nikaalĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp found the orphanage that had kicked out some girls.’
(17) a. सुͧमत ने वह आĮम िजसे एक आदमी खोज रहा था ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
sumit ne vah aashram jise ek aadmii khoj rahaa tha DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Sumit hads | hadp found the monastery that a man had been looking for.’
b. सुͧमत ने वह आĮम िजसे कुछ मǑहलाएँ खोज रहȣ थीं ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
sumit ne vah aashram jise kuchh mahilaãẽ khoj rahii thii DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Sumit hads | hadp found the monastery that some women had been looking
for.’
c. सुͧमत ने वह आĮम िजसने एक आदमी Ǔनकाल Ǒदया था ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
sumit ne vah aashram jisne ek aadmii nikaal diyaa thaa DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Sumit hads | hadp found the monastery that had removed a man.’
d. सुͧमत ने वह आĮम िजसने कुछ मǑहलाएँ Ǔनकाल दȣ थीं ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
sumit ne vah aashram jisne kuchh mahilaayẽ nikaal dii thĩĩ DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Sumit hads | hadp found the monastery that had removed some women.’
(18) a. हȣना ने वह गाड़ी िजसे एक बैलगाड़ी खींच रहȣ थी रोक दȣ | Ǒदये
hiinaa ne vah gaaRii jise ek bailgaaRIi khĩĩch rahii thii rok dii | diye
‘Hina hads | hadp stopped the car that a bullock cart was pulling.’
b. हȣना ने वह गाड़ी िजसे कई ǐरÈशे खींच रहे थे रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
hiinaa ne vah gaaRii jise kaii rikshe khĩĩch rahe the rok dii | diye
‘Hina hads | hadp stopped the car that several rickshaw were pulling.’
c. हȣना ने वह गाड़ी िजसने एक बैलगाड़ी तोड़ दȣ थी रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
hiinaa ne vah gaaRii jisne ek bailgaaRii toR dii thii rok dii | diye
‘Hina hads | hadp stopped the car that a had destroyed a bullock cart.’
d. हȣना ने वह गाड़ी िजसने कई ǐरÈशे तोड़ Ǒदए थे रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
hiinaa ne vah gaaRii jisne kaii rikshe toR diye the rok dii | diye
‘Hina hads | hadp stopped the car that a had destroyed several rickshaws.’
(19) a. अंͩकता ने वह आरȣ िजससे यह टहनी कट चुकȧ थी उठा लȣ | ͧलये
ankitaa ne vah aarii jisse yah tahnii kat chukii thii uThaa lii | liye
‘Ankita hads | hadp picked up the saw with which this branch was cut.’
b. अंͩकता ने वह आरȣ िजससे कई फ͠े कट चुके थे उठा लȣ | ͧलये
ankitaa ne vah aarii jisse kaii faTTe kat chuke the uThaa lii | liye
‘Ankita hads | hadp picked up the saw with which several planks were cut.’
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c. अंͩकता ने वह आरȣ िजसने यह टहनी काट लȣ थी उठा लȣ | ͧलये
ankitaa ne vah aarii jisne yah tahnii kaat lii thii uThaa lii | liye
‘Ankita hads | hadp picked up the saw that had cut this branch.’
d. अंͩकता ने वह आरȣ िजसने कई फ͠े काट ͧलए थे उठा लȣ | ͧलये
ankitaa ne vah aarii jisne kaii faTTe kaat liye the uThaa lii | liye
‘Ankita hads | hadp picked up the saw that had cut several planks.’
(20) a. सीता ने वह तलवार िजसे एक मशीन सजा चकुȧ थी Ĥयोग करȣ | करे
siitaa ne vah talvaar jise ek mashiin sajaa chukii thii prayog karii | kare
‘Sita hads | hadp used the sword that a machine had embellished.’
b. सीता ने वह तलवार िजसे सारे यंğ सजा चकेु थे Ĥयोग करȣ | करे
siitaaa ne vah talvaar jise saare yantr sajaa chukee the prayog karii | kare
‘Sita hads | hadp used the sword that all equipments had embellished.’
c. सीता ने वह तलवार िजसने एक मशीन खराब कȧ थी Ĥयोग करȣ | करे
siitaaa ne vah talvaar jisne ek mashiin kharaab kii thii prayog karii | kare
‘Sita hads | hadp used the sword that had destroyed a machine.’
d. सीता ने वह तलवार िजसने सारे यंğ खराब ͩकए थे Ĥयो करȣ | करे
siitaaa ne vah talvaar jisne saare yantr kharaab kiye the prayog karii | kare
‘Sita hads | hadp used the sword that had destroyed all equipments.’
(21) a. बÞलȣ ने वह छतरȣ िजसे एक गाड़ी कुचल चुकȧ थी फɅ क दȣ | Ǒदये
bablii ne vah chhatrii jise ek gaaRii kuchal chukii thii fẼk dii | diye
‘Babli hads | hadp thrown out the umbrella that a car had trampled.’
b. बÞलȣ ने वह छतरȣ िजसे कई पǑहये कुचल चुके थे फɅ क दȣ | Ǒदये
bablii ne vah chhatrii jise kaii pahiye kuchal chukii thii fẼk dii | diye
‘Babli hads | hadp thrown out the umbrella that several wheels had trampled.’
c. बÞलȣ ने वह छतरȣ िजसने एक गाड़ी पंचर कȧ थी फɅ क दȣ | Ǒदये
bablii ne vah chhatrii jisne ek gaaRii panchar kii thii fẼk dii | diye
‘Babli hads | hadp thrown out the umbrella that had punctured a car.’
d. बÞलȣ ने वह छतरȣ िजसने कई पǑहये पंचर ͩकए थे फɅ क दȣ | Ǒदये
bablii ne vah chhatrii jisne kaii pahiye panchar kii thii fẼk dii | diye
‘Babli hads | hadp thrown out the umbrella that had punctured several
wheels.’
(22) a. Ĥखर ने वह औज़ार िजसे एक हथौड़ा तोड़ चुका था बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
prakhar ne vah auzaar jise ek hathauRaa toR chukaa thaa bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Prakhar hads | hadp sold the tool that a hammer had destroyed.’
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b. Ĥखर ने वह औज़ार िजसे कई हथौͫड़याँ तोड़ चुकȧ थीं बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
prakhar ne vah auzaar jise kaii hathauRiyãã toR chukii thĩĩ bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Prakhar hads | hadp sold the tool that several hammers had destroyed.’
c. Ĥखर ने वह औज़ार िजसने एक हथौड़ा तोड़ डाला था बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
prakhar ne vah auzaar jisne ek hathauRaa toR Daalaa thaa bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Prakhar hads | hadp sold the tool had destroyed a hammer.’
d. Ĥखर ने वह औज़ार िजसने कई हथौͫड़याँ तोड़ डालȣ थीं बेच Ǒदया | दȣं
prakhar ne vah auzaar jisne kaii hathauRiyãã toR Daalii thii bech diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Prakhar hads | hadp sold the tool that had destroyed several hammers.’
(23) a. संजीव ने वह ĚैÈटर िजसे एक Ěक खींच रहा था रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
sanjiiv ne vah traictar jise ek trak khĩĩch rahaa thaa rok diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Sanjiv hads | hadp stopped the tractor that a truck had pulled.’
b. संजीव ने वह ĚैÈटर िजसे कई गाͫड़याँ खींच रहȣ थीं रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
sanjiiv ne vah traictar jise kaii gaaDiyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ rok diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Sanjiv hads | hadp stopped the tractor that several cars had pulled.’
c. संजीव ने वह ĚैÈटर िजसने एक Ěक खींच ͧलया था रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
sanjiiv ne vah traictar jisne ek trak khĩĩch liyaa thaa rok diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Sanjiv hads | hadp stopped the tractor that had pulled a truck.’
d. संजीव ने वह ĚैÈटर िजसने कई गाͫड़याँ खींच लȣ थीं रोक Ǒदया | दȣं
sanjiiv ne vah traictar jisne kaii gaaRiyãã khĩĩch lii thĩĩ rok diyaa | dĩĩ
‘Sanjiv hads | hadp stopped the tractor that had pulled several cars.’
(24) a. अंͩकत ने वह पुज़ा[ िजसे परुाना यंğ जोड़ चुका था माँग ͧलया | लȣं
ankit ne vah purzaa jise puraana yantr joR chukaa thaa maang liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ankit hads | hadp asked for the tool that an old machine had repaired.’
b. अंͩकत ने वह पुज़ा[ िजसे कई मशीनɅ जोड़ चुकȧ थीं माँग ͧलया | लȣं
ankit ne vah purzaa jise kaii mashiine joR chukii thĩĩ maang liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ankit hads | hadp asked for the tool that several machines had repaired.’
c. अंͩकत ने वह पुज़ा[ िजसने पुराना यंğ तोड़ Ǒदया था माँग ͧलया | लȣं
ankit ne vah purzaa jisne puraana yantr toR diyaa thaa maang liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ankit hads | hadp asked for the tool that had destroyed an old machine.’
d. अंͩकत ने वह पुज़ा[ िजसने कई मशीनɅ तोड़ दȣ थीं माँग ͧलया | लȣं
ankit ne vah purzaa jisne kaii mashiine toR dii thii maang liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Ankit hads | hadp asked for the tool that had destroyed several machines.’
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(25) a. मोǑहत ने वह कपड़ा िजसे एक चाकू चीर चकुा था हटा ͧलया | लȣं
mohit ne vah kapRaa jise ek chaakuu chiir chukaa thaa haTaa liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Mohit hads | hadp removed the cloth that a knife had cut.’
b. मोǑहत ने वह कपड़ा िजसे कुछ कɇ ͬचयाँ चीर चुकȧ थीं हटा ͧलया | लȣं
mohit ne vah kapRaa jise kuchh kẼchiyãã chiir chukii thii haTaa liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Mohit hads | hadp removed the cloth that some scissors had cut.’
c. मोǑहत ने वह कपड़ा िजसने एक चाकू ढक Ǒदया था हटा ͧलया | लȣं
mohit ne vah kapRaa jisne ek chaakuu Dhak diyaa thaa haTaa liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Mohit hads | hadp removed the cloth had covered a knife.’
d. मोǑहत ने वह कपड़ा िजसने कुछ कɇ ͬचयाँ ढक दȣ थीं हटा ͧलया | लȣं
mohit ne vah kapRaa jisne kuchh kẼchiyãã Dhak dii thĩĩ haTaa liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Mohit hads | hadp removed the cloth had covered several scissors.’
(26) a. अͧमता ने वह लड़कȧ िजसे यह आग डरा रहȣ थी भगा दȣ | Ǒदये
amitaa ne vah laRkii jise yah aag Daraa rahii thii bhagaa dii | diye
‘Amita hads | hadp shooed away the girl that the fire was scaring.’
b. अͧमता ने वह लड़कȧ िजसे जलते दȣये डरा रहे थे भगा दȣ | Ǒदये
amitaa ne vah laRkii jise jalte diye Daraa rahe the bhagaa dii | diye
‘Amita hads | hadp shooed away the girl that the lit candles were scaring.’
c. अͧमता ने वह लड़कȧ िजसने यह आग बुझाई थी भगा दȣ | Ǒदये
amitaa ne vah laRkii jisne yah aag bujhaaii thii bhagaa dii | diye
‘Amita hads | hadp shooed away the girl that had extinguished the fire.’
d. अͧमता ने वह लड़कȧ िजसने जलते दȣये बझुाए थे भगा दȣ | Ǒदये
amitaa ne vah laRkii jisne jalte diye bujhaae the bhagaa dii | diye
‘Amita hads | hadp shooed away the girl that had extinguished the lit can-
dles.’
(27) a. माया ने वह बÍची िजसे खौलती चाय जला चुकȧ थी ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
maayaa ne vah bachchii jise khaultii chaay jalaa chukii thii DhoonDH lii | liye
‘Maya hads | hadp found the girl that had been burnt by the hot tea.’
b. माया ने वह बÍची िजसे खौलते समोसे जला चुके थे ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
maayaa ne vah bachchii jise khaulte samose jalaa chuke the DhoonDH lii | liye
‘Maya hads | hadp found the girl that had been burnt by the hot pastries.’
c. माया ने वह बÍची िजसने खौलती चाय ͬगरा दȣ थी ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
maayaa ne vah bachchii jisne khaultii chaay giraa dii thii DhoonDH lii | liye
‘Maya hads | hadp found the girl that had spilled the hot tea.’
d. माया ने वह बÍची िजसने खौलते समोसे ͬगरा Ǒदए थे ढँूढ लȣ | ͧलये
maayaa ne vah bachchii jisne khaulte samose giraa diye the DhoonDH lii | liye
‘Maya hads | hadp found the girl that had spilled the hot pastries.’
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(28) a. अͯ¢ता ने वह घोड़ी िजसे सामने पड़ी गाजर ǐरझा रहȣ थी बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
akshitaa ne vah ghoRii jise saamne paRii gaajar rijhaa rahii thii bech dii | diye
‘Akshita hads | hadp sold the horse that was tempted by the carrot lying
before it.’
b. अͯ¢ता ने वह घोड़ी िजसे सामने पड़े फल ǐरझा रहे थे बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
akshitaa ne vah ghoRii jise saamne paRe phal rijhaa rahe the bech dii | diye
‘Akshita hads | hadp sold the horse that was tempted by the fruits lying
before it.’
c. अͯ¢ता ने वह घोड़ी िजसने सामने पड़ी गाजर खा लȣ थी बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
akshitaa ne vah ghoRii jisne saamne paRii gaajar khaa lii thii bech dii | diye
‘Akshita hads | hadp sold the horse that had eaten the carrot lying before
it.’
d. अͯ¢ता ने वह घोड़ी िजसने सामने पड़े फल खा ͧलए थे बेच दȣ | Ǒदये
akshitaa ne vah ghoRii jisne saamne paRe phal khaa liye the bech dii | diye
‘Akshita hads | hadp sold the horse that had eaten the fruits lying before it.’
(29) a. मेघना ने वह औरत िजसे एक संèथा Ǔनकाल चकुȧ थी ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
meghnaa ne vah aurat jise ek sansthaa nikaal chukii thii DhũũDh nikaalii |
nikaale
‘Meghna hads | hadp found the woman that an organisation had fired.’
b. मेघना ने वह औरत िजसे सारे कारखाने Ǔनकाल चुके थे ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
meghnaa ne vah aurat jise saare saarkhaane nikaal chuke the DhũũDh nikaalii
| nikaale
‘Meghna hads | hadp found the woman that all factories had fired.’
c. मेघना ने वह औरत िजसने एक संèथा चनु लȣ थी ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
meghnaa ne vah aurat jisne ek sansthaa chun lii thii DhũũDh nikaalii | nikaale
‘Meghna hads | hadp found the woman that had chosen an organisation.’
d. मेघना ने वह औरत िजसने सारे कारखाने चुन ͧलए थे ढँूढ Ǔनकालȣ | Ǔनकाले
meghnaa ne vah aurat jisne saare kaarkhaane chun liye the DhũũDh nikaalii |
nikaale
‘Meghna hads | hadp found the woman that had chosen all factories.’
(30) a. सरला ने वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसे एक बीमारȣ तंग करती थी बचा लȣ | ͧलये
sarlaa ne vah gilaharii jise ek biimaarii tang kartii thii bachaa lii | liye
‘Sarla hads | hadp saved the squirrel that was troubled by a disease.’
b. सरला ने वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसे कई रोग तंग करते थे बचा लȣ | ͧलये
sarlaa ne vah gilaharii jise kaii rog tang karte the bachaa lii | liye
‘Sarla hads | hadp saved the squirrel that was troubled by several ailments.’
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c. सरला ने वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसने एक बीमारȣ फैला दȣ थी बचा लȣ | ͧलये
sarlaa ne vah gilaharii jisne ek biimaarii phElaa dii thii bachaa lii | liye
‘Sarla hads | hadp saved the squirrel that had spread a disease.’
d. सरला ने वह ͬगलहरȣ िजसने कई रोग फैला Ǒदए थे बचा लȣ | ͧलये
sarlaa ne vah gilaharii jisne kaii rog phElaa diye the bachaa lii | liye
‘Sarla hads | hadp saved the squirrel that had spread several ailments.’
(31) a. जǓतन ने वह दोèत िजसे एक मसला तड़पा रहा था ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
jatin ne vah dost jise ek maslaa taRpaa rahaa thaa DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Jatin hads | hadp found the friend that was exasperated by an issue.’
b. जǓतन ने वह दोèत िजसे कई उलझनɅ तड़पा रहȣ थीं ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं ये
jatin ne vah dost jise kaii uljhane taRpaa rahii thii DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Jatin hads | hadp found the friend that was exasperated by several problems.’
c. जǓतन ने वह दोèत िजसने एक मसला सुलझा Ǒदया था ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
jatin ne vah dost jisne ek maslaa suljhaa diyaa thaa DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Jatin hads | hadp found the friend that had solved an issue.’
d. जǓतन ने वह दोèत िजसने कई उलझनɅ सुलझा दȣ थीं ढँूढ ͧलया | लȣं
jatin ne vah dost jisne kaii uljhane suljhaa dii thĩĩ DhũũDh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Jatin hads | hadp found the friend that had solved several problems.’
(32) a. राघव ने वह मुगा[ िजसे एक रोग तड़पा रहा था बेच डाला | डालȣं
raaghav ne vah murgaa jise ek rog taRpaa rahaa thaa bech Daalaa | Daalĩĩ
‘Raghav hads | hadp sold the chicken that was suffering from a plague.’
b. राघव ने वह मुगा[ िजसे कई बीमाǐरयाँ तड़पा रहȣ थीं बेच डाला | डालȣं
raaghav ne vah murgaa jise kaii biimariyãã taRpaa rahii thĩĩ bech Daalaa |
Daalĩĩ
‘Raghav hads | hadp sold the chicken that was suffering from several diseases.’
c. राघव ने वह मुगा[ िजसने एक रोग फैलाया था बेच डाला | डालȣं
raaghav ne vah murgaa jisne ek rog phElaaya thaa bech Daalaa | Daalĩĩ
‘Raghav hads | hadp sold the chicken that had spread a plague.’
d. राघव ने वह मुगा[ िजसने कई बीमाǐरयाँ फैलाई थीं बेच डाला | डालȣं
raaghav ne vah murgaa jisne kaiii biimariyãã phElaaii thĩĩ bech Daalaa | Daalĩĩ
‘Raghav hads | hadp sold the chicken that had spread several diseases.’
(33) a. सुरेश ने वह चपरासी िजसे एक कारखाना Ǔनकाल चुका था रख ͧलया | लȣं
raaghav ne vah chapraasii jise ek kaarkhaanaa nikaal chukaa thaa rakh liyaa |
lĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp hired the peon that a factory had kicked out.’
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b. सुरेश ने वह चपरासी िजसे कई संèथाएँ Ǔनकाल चकुȧ थीं रख ͧलया | लȣं
raaghav ne vah chapraasii jise kaii sansthãẽ nikaal chukii thĩĩ rakh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp hired the peon that several factories had kicked out.’
c. सुरेश ने वह चपरासी िजसने एक कारखाना छोड़ Ǒदया था रख ͧलया | लȣं
raaghav ne vah chapraasii jisne ek kaarkhaanaa chhoR diyaa thaa rakh liyaa |
lĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp hired the peon that had left a factory.’
d. सुरेश ने वह चपरासी िजसने कई संèथाएँ छोड़ दȣ थीं रख ͧलया | लȣं
raaghav ne vah chapraasii jisne kaii sansthaãẽ chhoR dii thĩĩ rakh liyaa | lĩĩ
‘Suresh hads | hadp hired the peon that had left several factories.’
(34) a. अजु[न ने वह चहूा िजसे एक जनरेटर करंट मार चुका था हटा Ǒदया | दȣं
arjun ne vah chuuhaa jise ek janreTar karant maar chukaa thaa hataa diyaa |
dĩĩ
‘Arjun hads | hadp removed the mouse that a generator had zapped.’
b. अजु[न ने वह चहूा िजसे कई मशीनɅ करंट मार चुकȧ थीं हटा Ǒदया | दȣं
arjun ne vah chuuhaa jise kaii mashiine karant maar chukii thii hataa diyaa |
dĩĩ
‘Arjun hads | hadp removed the mouse that several machines had zapped.’
c. अजु[न ने वह चहूा िजसने एक जनरेटर ख़राब कर डाला था हटा Ǒदया | दȣं
arjun ne vah chuuhaa jisne ek janreTar kharaab kar Daalaa thaa hataa diyaa |
dĩĩ
‘Arjun hads | hadp removed the mouse that had ruined a generator.’
d. अजु[न ने वह चहूा िजसने कई मशीनɅ ख़राब कर डालȣ थीं हटा Ǒदया | दȣं
arjun ne vah chuuhaa jisne kaii mashiine kharaab kar Daalii thĩĩ hataa diyaa |
dĩĩ
‘Arjun hads | hadp removed the mouse that had ruined several machines.’
Experiment 3
(1) a. वह अÚयाͪपका जो एक लड़कȧ Ǔनकाल रहȣ थी चल पड़ी | पड़े
vah adhyaapikaa jo ek laRkii nikaal rahii thii chal paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was removing a girl hads | hadp left.’
b. वह अÚयाͪपका जो कई लड़के Ǔनकाल रहȣ थी चल पड़ी | पड़े
vah adhyaapikaa jo kaii laRke nikaal rahii thii chal paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was removing several boys hads | hadp left.’
c. वह अÚयाͪपका जो एक लड़कȧ को Ǔनकाल रहȣ थी चल पड़ी | पड़े
vah adhyaapikaa jo ek laRkii ko nikaal rahii thii chal paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was removing a girl hads | hadp left.’
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d. वह अÚयाͪपका जो कई लड़कɉ को Ǔनकाल रहȣ थी चल पड़ी | पड़े
vah adhyaapikaa jo kaii laRkõ ko nikaal rahii thii chal paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was removing several boys hads | hadp left.’
(2) a. वह ǒबãलȣ जो एक चुǑहया ढँूढ रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jo ek chuhiyaa DhũũDh rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that was searching for a mouse hads | hadp run away.’
b. वह ǒबãलȣ जो कई चहेू ढँूढ रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jo kaii chuuhe DhũũDh rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that was searching for several mice hads | hadp run away.’
c. वह ǒबãलȣ जो एक चुǑहया को ढँूढ रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jo ek chuhiyaa DhũũDh ko rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that was searching for a mouse hads | hadp run away.’
d. वह ǒबãलȣ जो कई चहूɉ को ढँूढ रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah billii jo kaii chuuho ko DhũũDh rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The cat that was searching for several mice hads | hadp run away.’
(3) a. वह बकरȣ जो एक चींटȣ कुचलने वालȣ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jo ek chĩĩtii kuchalne vaalii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that was about to crush an ant hads | hadp sat down.’
b. वह बकरȣ जो कई ǒबÍछू कुचलने वालȣ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jo kaii bichchhoo kuchalne vaalii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that was about to crush several scorpions hads | hadp sat down.’
c. वह बकरȣ जो एक चींटȣ को कुचलने वालȣ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jo ek chĩĩtii ko kuchalne vaalii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that was about to crush an ant hads | hadp sat down.’
d. वह बकरȣ जो कई ǒबÍछुओं को कुचलने वालȣ थी बैठ गई | गए
vah bakrii jo kaii bichchhuõõ ko kuchalne vaalii thii baiTh gaii | gae
‘The goat that was about to crush several scorpions hads | hadp sat down.’
(4) a. वह नस[ जो एक भूतनी देख चकुȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jo ek bhootnii dekh chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had seen a ghost starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह नस[ जो कई भतू देख चकुȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jo kaii bhoot dekh chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had seen several ghosts starteds | startedp crying.’
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c. वह नस[ जो एक भूतनी को देख चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jo ek bhootnii ko dekh chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had seen a ghost starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह नस[ जो कई भतूɉ को देख चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah nars jo kaii bhootõ ko dekh chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The nurse that had seen several ghosts starteds | startedp crying.’
(5) a. वह ͧशͯ¢का जो एक नाͬगन देख रहȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jo ek naagin dekh rahii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was watching a serpent starteds | startedp screaming.’
b. वह ͧशͯ¢का जो कई साँप देख रहȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jo kaii sããp dekh rahii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was watching several snakes starteds | startedp screaming.’
c. वह ͧशͯ¢का जो एक नाͬगन को देख रहȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jo ek naagin ko dekh rahii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was watching a serpent starteds | startedp screaming.’
d. वह ͧशͯ¢का जो कई साँपɉ को देख रहȣ थी ͬचãला पड़ी | पड़े
vah shikshikaa jo kaii sããpõ ko dekh rahii thii chillaa paRii | paRe
‘The teacher that was watching several snakes starteds | startedp screaming.’
(6) a. वह डाͩकया जो एक चोर ढँूढ रहा था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jo ek chor DhũũDh rahaa thaa phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that was searching for a thief hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह डाͩकया जो सभी अÚयाͪपकाएँ ढँूढ रहा था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jo sabhii adhyaapikaaẽ DhũũDh rahaa thaa phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that was searching for all the teachers hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह डाͩकया जो एक चोर को ढँूढ रहा था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jo ek chor ko DhũũDh rahaa thaa phisal gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The postman that was searching for a thief hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह डाͩकया जो सभी अÚयाͪपकाओं को ढँूढ रहा था ͩफसल गया | गɃ
vah Daakiyaa jo sabhii adhyaapikaaõ ko DhũũDh rahaa thaa phisal gayaa |
gaĩĩ
‘The postman that was searching for all the teachers hads | hadp fallen down.’
(7) a. वह कुƣा जो एक तोता पकड़ने वाला था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jo ek totaa pakaRne vaalaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that was about to catch a parrot starteds | startedp barking.’
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b. वह कुƣा जो कुछ मुͬग[याँ पकड़ने वाला था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jo kuchh murgiyãã pakaRne vaalaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that was about to catch some chickens starteds | startedp barking.’
c. वह कुƣा जो एक तोते को पकड़ने वाला था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jo ek totaa pakaRne vaalaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that was about to catch a parrot starteds | startedp barking.’
d. वह कुƣा जो कुछ मुͬग[यɉ को पकड़ने वाला था भɋक उठा | उठȤं
vah kuttaa jo kuchh murgiyõ ko pakaRne vaalaa thaa bhãũk uThaa | uThĩĩ
‘The dog that was about to catch some chickens starteds | startedp barking.’
(8) a. वह तोता जो एक मोर घायल कर चकुा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jo ek mor ghaayal kar chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured a peacock hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह तोता जो कई मोरǓनयाँ घायल कर चुका था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jo kaii morniyãã ghaayal kar chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured several peacocks hads | hadp flown away.’
c. वह तोता जो एक मोर को घायल कर चुका था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jo ek mor ko ghaayal kar chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured a peacock hads | hadp flown away.’
d. वह तोता जो कई मोरǓनयɉ को घायल कर चुका था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah totaa jo kaii morniyõ ko ghaayal kar chukaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The parrot that had injured several peacocks hads | hadp flown away.’
(9) a. वह लेखक जो एक बÍचा गोद ले चुका था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jo ek bachchaa god le chukaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The writer than had adopted a child hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह लेखक जो कई बिÍचयाँ गोद ले चुका था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jo kaii bachchiyãã god le chukaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The writer than had adopted several children hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह लेखक जो एक बÍचे को गोद ले चुका था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jo ek bachche ko god le chukaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The writer than had adopted a child hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह लेखक जो कई बिÍचयɉ को गोद ले चुका था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah lekhak jo kaii bachchiyõ ko god le chukaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The writer than had adopted several children hads | hadp fallen down.’
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(10) a. वह मशीन जो एक चǑुहया फँसा चकुȧ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jo ek chuhiyaa phãsaa chukii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped a mouse hads | hadp broken.’
b. वह मशीन जो कई चूहे फँसा चकुȧ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jo kaii chuuhe phãsaa chukii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped several mice hads | hadp broken.’
c. वह मशीन जो एक चǑुहया को फँसा चुकȧ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jo ek chuhiyaa ko phãsaa chukii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped a mouse hads | hadp broken.’
d. वह मशीन जो कई चूहɉ को फँसा चुकȧ थी टूट गई | गए
vah mashiin jo kaii chuuhõ ko phãsaa chukii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The machine that had trapped several mice hads | hadp broken.’
(11) a. वह गाड़ी जो एक घोड़ी पहँुचा रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jo ek ghoRii pahũchaa rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that was transporting a horse hads | hadp stopped.’
b. वह गाड़ी जो कई घोड़े पहँुचा रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jo kaii ghoRe pahũchaa rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that was transporting several horses hads | hadp stopped.’
c. वह गाड़ी जो एक घोड़ी को पहँुचा रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jo ek ghoRii ko pahũchaa rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that was transporting a horse hads | hadp stopped.’
d. वह गाड़ी जो कई घोड़ɉ को पहँुचा रहȣ थी ǽक गई | गए
vah gaaRii jo kaii ghoRõ ko pahũchaa rahii thii ruk gaii | gae
‘The car that was transporting several horses hads | hadp stopped.’
(12) a. वह कɇ ची जो एक बÍची घायल कर चकुȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchi jo ek bachchii ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured a girl hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह कɇ ची जो कई बÍचे घायल कर चकुȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchi jo kaii bachche ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured several girls hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह कɇ ची जो एक बÍची को घायल कर चुकȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchi jo ek bachchii ko ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured a girl hads | hadp fallen down.’
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d. वह कɇ ची जो कई बÍचɉ को घायल कर चुकȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah kẼchi jo kaii bachchõ ko ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The scissor that had injured several girls hads | hadp fallen down.’
(13) a. वह बंदकू जो एक ǒबãलȣ घायल कर चुकȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah banduuk jo ek billii ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured a cat hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह बंदकू जो कुछ कुƣे घायल कर चकुȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah banduuk jo kuchh kutte ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured several dogs hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह बंदकू जो एक ǒबãलȣ को घायल कर चुकȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah banduuk jo ek billii ko ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured a cat hads | hadp fallen down.’
d. वह बंदकू जो कुछ कुƣɉ को घायल कर चुकȧ थी ͬगर गई | गए
vah banduuk jo kuchh kuttõ ko ghaayal kar chukii thii gir gaii | gae
‘The gun that had injured several dogs hads | hadp fallen down.’
(14) a. वह रèसी जो एक गाय रोक रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jo ek gaay rok rahii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The rope that was holding back a cow hads | hadp broken.’
b. वह रèसी जो चार बकरे रोक रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jo chaar bakre rok rahii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The rope that was holding back four goats hads | hadp broken.’
c. वह रèसी जो एक गाय को रोक रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jo ek gaay ko rok rahii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The rope that was holding back a cow hads | hadp broken.’
d. वह रèसी जो चार बकरɉ को रोक रहȣ थी टूट गई | गए
vah rassii jo chaar bakrõ rok rahii thii TuuT gaii | gae
‘The rope that was holding back four goats hads | hadp broken.’
(15) a. वह यंğ जो एक बकरा खींच रहा था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jo ek bakraa khĩĩch rahaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The machine that was pulling a goat gots | gotp sold.’
b. वह यंğ जो कुछ बकǐरयाँ खींच रहा था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jo kuchh bakriyãã khĩĩch rahaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The machine that was pulling some goats gots | gotp sold.’
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c. वह यंğ जो एक बकरे को खींच रहा था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jo ek bakre ko khĩĩch rahaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The machine that was pulling a goat gots | gotp sold.’
d. वह यंğ जो कुछ बकǐरयɉ को खींच रहा था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah yantr jo kuchh bakriyõ ko khĩĩch rahaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The machine that was pulling some goats gots | gotp sold.’
(16) a. वह अनाथालय जो एक बÍचा Ǔनकाल चुका था बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jo ek bachchaa nikaal chukaa thaa band thaa | thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed a child wass | wasp closed.’
b. वह अनाथालय जो कुछ लड़ͩकयाँ Ǔनकाल चकुा था बं था | थीं
vah anaathalay jo kuchh laRkiyãã nikaal chukaa thaa band thaa | thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed some children wass | wasp closed.’
c. वह अनाथालय जो एक बÍचे को Ǔनकाल चुका था बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jo ek bachche ko nikaal chukaa thaa band thaa | thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed a child wass | wasp closed.’
d. वह अनाथालय जो कुछ लड़ͩकयɉ को Ǔनकाल चुका था बंद था | थीं
vah anaathalay jo kuchh laRkiyõ ko nikaal chukaa thaa band thaa | thĩĩ
‘The orphanage that had removed some children wass | wasp closed.’
(17) a. वह आĮम जो एक आदमी Ǔनकाल चुका था खुल गया | गɃ
vah aashram jo ek aadmii nikaal chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed a man hads | hadp opened.’
b. वह आĮम जो कुछ मǑहलाएँ Ǔनकाल चुका था खुल गया | गɃ
vah aashram jo kuchh mahilaãẽ nikaal chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed some women hads | hadp opened.’
c. वह आĮम जो एक आदमी को Ǔनकाल चुका था खलु गया | गɃ
vah aashram jo ek aadmii ko nikaal chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed a man hads | hadp opened.’
d. वह आĮम जो कुछ मǑहलाओं को Ǔनकाल चकुा था खलु गया | गɃ
vah aashram jo kuchh mahilaãõ ko nikaal chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The monastery that had removed some women hads | hadp opened.’
(18) a. वह फाटक जो एक बकरा रोक चुका था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jo ek bakraa rok chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The door that had stopped the goat hads | hadp opened.’
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b. वह फाटक जो कई बकǐरयाँ रोक चुका था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jo kaii bakriyãã rok chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The door that had stopped many goats hads | hadp opened.’
c. वह फाटक जो एक बकरे को रोक चकुा था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jo ek bakraa ko rok chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The door that had stopped the goat hads | hadp opened.’
d. वह फाटक जो कई बकǐरयɉ को रोक चुका था खुल गया | गɃ
vah faaTak jo kaii bakriyõ ko rok chukaa thaa khul gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The door that had stopped many goats hads | hadp opened.’
(19) a. वह गाड़ी जो एक बैलगाड़ी कुचल चकुȧ थी ǽक गया | गɃ
vah gaaRii jo ek bElgaarii kuchal chukii thii ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The car that had trampled a bullock cart hads | hadp stopped.’
b. वह गाड़ी जो कई ǐरÈशे कुचल चुकȧ थी ǽक गया | गɃ
vah gaaRii jo kaii rikshe kuchal chukii thii ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The car that had trampled several carts hads | hadp stopped.’
c. वह गाड़ी जो एक बैलगाड़ी को कुचल चुकȧ थी ǽक गया | गɃ
vah gaaRii jo ek bElgaarii ko kuchal chukii thii ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The car that had trampled a bullock cart hads | hadp stopped.’
d. वह गाड़ी जो कई ǐरÈशɉ को कुचल चकुȧ थी ǽक गया | गɃ
vah gaaRii jo kaii rikshõ ko kuchal chukii thii ruk gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The car that had trampled several carts hads | hadp stopped.’
(20) a. वह रेलगाड़ी जो एक साइͩकल तोड़ चुकȧ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jo ek saaikil toR chukii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had trampled a bicycle hads | hadp flipped.’
b. वह रेलगाड़ी जो कई गेट तोड़ चकुȧ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jo kaii get toR chukii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had trampled several gates hads | hadp flipped.’
c. वह रेलगाड़ी जो एक साइͩकल को तोड़ चकुȧ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jo ek saaikil ko toR chukii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had trampled a bicycle hads | hadp flipped.’
d. वह रेलगाड़ी जो कई गेटɉ को तोड़ चकुȧ थी पलट गई | गए
vah relgaaRii jo kaii getõ ko toR chukii thii palaT gaii | gae
‘The train that had trampled several gates hads | hadp flipped.’
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(21) a. वह आरȣ जो यह टहनी काट चुकȧ थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jo yah tahanii kaaT chukii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw that had cut through a branch wass | wasp found.’
b. वह आरȣ जो कई फ͠े काट चकुȧ थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jo kaii fatte kaaT chukii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw that had cut through several planks wass | wasp found.’
c. वह आरȣ जो इस टहनी को काट चकुȧ थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jo is tahanii ko kaaT chukii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw that had cut through a branch wass | wasp found.’
d. वह आरȣ जो कई फ͠ɉ को काट चुकȧ थी ͧमल गई | गए
vah aarii jo kaii fattõ ko kaaT chukii thii mil gaii | gae
‘The saw that had cut through several planks wass | wasp found.’
(22) a. वह तलवार जो एक मशीन खराब कर चकुȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jo ek mashiin kharaab kar chukii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword that had ruined a machine gots | gotp sold.’
b. वह तलवार जो सारे यंğ खराब कर चुकȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jo saare yantr kharaab kar chukii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword that had ruined all the equipments gots | gotp sold.’
c. वह तलवार जो एक मशीन को खराब कर चुकȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jo ek mashiin ko kharaab kar chukii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword that had ruined a machine gots | gotp sold.’
d. वह तलवार जो सारे यंğɉ को खराब कर चुकȧ थी ǒबक गई | गए
vah talvaar jo saare yantrõ ko kharaab kar chukii thii bik gaii | gae
‘The sword that had ruined all the equipments gots | gotp sold.’
(23) a. वह छतरȣ जो एक गाड़ी पंचर कर चुकȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jo ek gaaRii panchar kar chukii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punctured a car hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह छतरȣ जो कई पǑहये पंचर कर चुकȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jo kaii pahiye panchar kar chukii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punctured several tires hads | hadp flown away.’
c. वह छतरȣ जो एक गाड़ी को पंचर कर चुकȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jo ek gaaRii ko panchar kar chukii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punctured a car hads | hadp flown away.’
d. वह छतरȣ जो कई पǑहयɉ को पंचर कर चुकȧ थी उड़ गई | गए
vah chhatrii jo kaii pahiyõ ko panchar kar chukii thii uR gaii | gae
‘The umbrella that had punctured several tires hads | hadp flown away.’
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(24) a. वह औज़ार जो एक हथौड़ा तोड़ चुका था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jo ek hathauRaa toR chukaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed a hammer gots | gotp sold.’
b. वह औज़ार जो कई हथौͫड़याँ तोड़ चुका था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jo kaii hathauRiyãã toR chukaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed several hammers gots | gotp sold.’
c. वह औज़ार जो एक हथौड़े को तोड़ चुका था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jo ek hathauRe ko toR chukaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed a hammer gots | gotp sold.’
d. वह औज़ार जो कई हथौͫड़यɉ को तोड़ चुका था ǒबक गया | गɃ
vah auzaar jo kaii hathauRiyãã toR chukaa thaa bik gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had destroyed several hammers gots | gotp sold.’
(25) a. वह ĚैÈटर जो एक Ěक खींच रहा था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jo ek Trak khĩĩch rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that was pulling a truck hads | hadp stopped.’
b. वह ĚैÈटर जो कई गाͫड़याँ खींच रहा था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jo kaii gaaRiyãã khĩĩch rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that was pulling several trucks hads | hadp stopped.’
c. वह ĚैÈटर जो एक Ěक को खींच रहा था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jo ek Trak ko khĩĩch rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that was pulling a truck hads | hadp stopped.’
d. वह ĚैÈटर जो कई गाͫड़यɉ को खींच रहा था ǽक गया | गɃ
vah TrEkTar jo kaii gaaRiyõ ko khĩĩch rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tractor that was pulling several trucks hads | hadp stopped.’
(26) a. वह पज़ुा[ जो पुराना यंğ खराब कर रहा था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jo puraana yantr gharaab kar rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined the old equipment hads | hadp fallen down.’
b. वह पज़ुा[ जो कई मशीनɅ खराब कर रहा था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jo kaii mashiine gharaab kar rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined several machines hads | hadp fallen down.’
c. वह पज़ुा[ जो पुराने यंğ को खराब कर रहा था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jo puraane yantr gharaab kar rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined the old equipment hads | hadp fallen down.’
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d. वह पज़ुा[ जो कई मशीनɉ को खराब कर रहा था ͬगर गया | गɃ
vah purzaa jo kaii mashiinõ ko gharaab kar rahaa thaa gir gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The tool that had ruined several machines hads | hadp fallen down.’
(27) a. वह ǽमाल जो एक चाकू ढक रहा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jo ek chaakuu Dhak rahaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that was covering a knife hads | hadp flown away.’
b. वह ǽमाल जो कुछ कɇ ͬचयाँ ढक रहा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jo kuchh kẼchiyãã Dhak rahaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that was covering some scissors hads | hadp flown away.’
c. वह ǽमाल जो एक चाकू को ढक रहा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jo ek chaakuu ko Dhak rahaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that was covering a knife hads | hadp flown away.’
d. वह ǽमाल जो कुछ कɇ ͬचयɉ को ढक रहा था उड़ गया | गɃ
vah rumaal jo kuchh kẼchiyẽ ko Dhak rahaa thaa uR gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The handkerchief that was covering some scissors hads | hadp flown away.’
(28) a. वह लड़कȧ जो वह आग जला चुकȧ थी सो गई | गए
vah laRkii jo ek aag jalaa chukii thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had lit a fire hads | hadp slept.’
b. वह लड़कȧ जो सब दȣये जला चकुȧ थी सो गई | गए
vah laRkii jo sab diye jalaa chukii thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had lit all the candles hads | hadp slept.’
c. वह लड़कȧ जो उस आग को जला चुकȧ थी सो गई | गए
vah laRkii jo us aag ko jalaa chukii thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had lit a fire hads | hadp slept.’
d. वह लड़कȧ जो सब दȣयɉ को जला चकुȧ थी सो गई | गए
vah laRkii jo sab diyõ ko jalaa chukii thii so gaii | gae
‘The girl that had lit all the candles hads | hadp slept.’
(29) a. वह बÍची जो खौलती चाय ͬगरा चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah bachchii jo khaultii chaay giraa chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had spilled the piping hot tea starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह बÍची जो खौलते समोसे ͬगरा चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah bachchii jo khaulte samose giraa chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had spilled the piping hot samosas starteds | startedp crying.’
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c. वह बÍची जो खौलती चाय को ͬगरा चुकȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah bachchii jo khaultii chaay ko giraa chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had dropped the piping hot tea starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह बÍची जो खौलते समोसɉ को ͬगरा चकुȧ थी रो पड़ी | पड़े
vah bachchii jo khaulte samosõ ko giraa chukii thii ro paRii | paRe
‘The girl that had dropped the piping hot samosas starteds | startedp crying.’
(30) a. वह घोड़ी जो सामने पड़ी गाजर खा रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jo saamne paRii gaajar khaa rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the carrot lying before it hads | hadp run away.’
b. वह घोड़ी जो सामने पड़े फल खा रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jo saamne paRii gaajar ko khaa rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the fruits lying before it hads | hadp run away.’
c. वह घोड़ी जो सामने पड़ी गाजर को खा रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jo saamne paRii gaajar khaa rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the carrot lying before it hads | hadp run away.’
d. वह घोड़ी जो सामने पड़े फलɉ को खा रहȣ थी भाग गई | गए
vah ghoRii jo saamne paRe phal khaa rahii thii bhaag gaii | gae
‘The horse that had eaten the fruits lying before it hads | hadp run away.’
(31) a. वह औरत जो एक संèथा चनु चकुȧ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़े
vah aurat jo ek sansthaa chun chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen an organization starteds | startedp laughing.’
b. वह औरत जो सारे कारखाने चुन चकुȧ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़े
vah aurat jo saare kaarkhaane chun chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen all the factories starteds | startedp laughing.’
c. वह औरत जो एक संèथा को चनु चकुȧ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़े
vah aurat jo ek sansthaa ko chun chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen an organization starteds | startedp laughing.’
d. वह औरत जो सारे कारखानɉ को चुन चुकȧ थी हँस पड़ी | पड़े
vah aurat jo saare kaarkhaanõ ko chun chukii thii hãs paRii | paRe
‘The woman that had chosen all the factories starteds | startedp laughing.’
(32) a. वह ͬगलहरȣ जो यह बीमारȣ फैला चुकȧ थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jo yah biimaarii phElaa chukii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread a disease hads | hadp survived.’
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b. वह ͬगलहरȣ जो कई रोग फैला चकुȧ थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jo kaii rog phElaa chukii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread several diseases hads | hadp survived.’
c. वह ͬगलहरȣ जो इस बीमारȣ को फैला चकुȧ थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jo is biimarii ko phElaa chukii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread a disease hads | hadp survived.’
d. वह ͬगलहरȣ जो कई रोगɉ को फैला चुकȧ थी बच गई | गए
vah gilaharii jo kaii rogõ ko phElaa chukii thii bach gaii | gae
‘The squirrel that had spread several diseases hads | hadp survived.’
(33) a. वह दोèत जो एक मसला सुलझा रहा था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jo ek maslaa suljhaa rahaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend who was resolving an issue starteds | startedp crying.’
b. वह दोèत जो कई उलझनɅ सुलझा रहा था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jo kaii uljhane suljhaa rahaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend who was resolving several issues starteds | startedp crying.’
c. वह दोèत जो एक मसले को सुलझा रहा था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jo ek masle ko suljhaa rahaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend who was resolving an issue starteds | startedp crying.’
d. वह दोèत जो कई उलझनɉ को सलुझा रहा था रो पड़ा | पड़ी
vah dost jo kaii uljhanom ko suljhaa rahaa thaa ro paRaa | paRii
‘The friend who was resolving several issues starteds | startedp crying.’
(34) a. वह मुगा[ जो यह रोग फैला चकुा था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jo yah rog phElaa chukaa thaa mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread a disease hads | hadp died.’
b. वह मुगा[ जो कई बीमाǐरयाँ फैला चुका था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jo kaii biimaariyãã phElaa chukaa thaa mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread several diseases hads | hadp died.’
c. वह मुगा[ जो इस रोग को फैला चकुा था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jo yah rog ko phElaa chukaa thaa mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread a disease hads | hadp died.’
d. वह मुगा[ जो कई बीमाǐरयɉ को फैला चकुा था मर गया | गɃ
vah murgaa jo kaii biimaariyõ ko phElaa chukaa thaa mar gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The chicken that had spread several diseases hads | hadp died.’
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(35) a. वह चपरासी जो एक कारखाना छोड़ चुका था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jo ek kaarkhaanaa chhoR chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon who had left a factory hads | hadp arrived.’
b. वह चपरासी जो कई संèथाएँ छोड़ चकुा था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jo kaii sansthaaẽ chhoR chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon who had left several organizations hads | hadp arrived.’
c. वह चपरासी जो एक कारखाना को छोड़ चुका था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jo ek kaarkhaane ko chhoR chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon who had left a factory hads | hadp arrived.’
d. वह चपरासी जो कई संèथाओं को छोड़ चकुा था आ गया | गɃ
vah chapraasii jo kaii sansthaaõ ko chhoR chukaa thaa aa gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The peon who had left several organizations hads | hadp arrived.’
(36) a. वह चहूा जो एक जनरेटर ख़राब कर रहा था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jo ek janreTar kharaab kar rahaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that was ruining a generator hads | hadp hidden.’
b. वह चहूा जो कई मशीनɅ ख़राब कर रहा था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jo kaii mashiinẽ kharaab kar rahaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that was ruining several machines hads | hadp hidden.’
c. वह चहूा जो एक जनरेटर को ख़राब कर रहा था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jo ek janreTar ko kharaab kar rahaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that was ruining a generator hads | hadp hidden.’
d. वह चहूा जो कई मशीनɉ को ख़राब कर रहा था छुप गया | गɃ
vah chuuhaa jo kaii mashiinõ ko kharaab kar rahaa thaa chhup gayaa | gaĩĩ
‘The mouse that was ruining several machines hads | hadp hidden.’
Experiment 4
(1) a. गीता वह लड़कȧ िजसे एक अÚयाͪपका बुला रहȣ थी ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
giitaa vah laRkii jise ek adhyaapikaa bulaa rahii thii DhũũDh rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Gita is | are searching for the girl that a teacher was calling.’
b. गीता वह लड़कȧ िजसे कई अÚयापक बलुा रहे थे ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
gita vah laRkii jise kaii adhyaapak bulaa rahe the DhũũDh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Gita is | are searching for the girl that several teachers were calling.’
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c. गीता वे लड़के िजÛहɅ एक अÚयाͪपका बुला रहȣ थी ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
gita ve laRke jinhẽ ek adhyaapikaa bulaa rahii thii DhũũDh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Gita is | are searching for the boys that a teacher was calling.’
(2) a. मीरा वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे वह रानी ढँूढ़ रहȣ थी पकड़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miira vah billii jise vah raani DhũũDh rahii thii pakaR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mira is | are chasing the cat that the queen was searching for.’
b. मीरा वह ǒबãलȣ िजसे कुछ राजा ढँूढ़ रहȣ थी पकड़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miira vah billii jise kuchh raajaa DhũũDh rahe the pakaR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mira is | are chasing the cat that some kings were looking for’
c. मीरा वे कुƣे िजÛहɅ वह रानी ढँूढ़ रहȣ थी पकड़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miira ve kutte jinhẽ vah raani DhũũDh rahii thii pakaR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mira is | are chasing the dogs that the queen was looking for’
(3) a. साǐरका वह बकरȣ िजसे एक गाँववालȣ खरȣद चुकȧ थी बाँध रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
saarikaa vah bakri jise ek gaaõvaalii khariid chukii thii bããdh rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Sarika is | are tying up the goat that a villager had bought.’
b. साǐरका वह बकरȣ िजसे कुछ गाँववाले खरȣद चकेु थे बाँध रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
saarikaa vah bakri jise kuchh gaaõvaale khariid chuke the bããdh rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Sarika is | are tying up the goat that some villagers had bought.’
c. साǐरका वे बकरे िजÛहɅ एक गाँववालȣ खरȣद चुकȧ थी बाँध रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
saarikaa ve bakre jinhẽ ek gaaõvaalii khariid chukii thii bããdh rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Sarika is | are tying up the goats that a villager had bought.’
(4) a. कǓनका वह ͬचͫड़या िजसे एक राजकुमारȣ भगा चुकȧ थी ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
kanikaa vah chiRiyaa jise ek raajkumaarii bhagaa chukii thii DhũũDh rahii hE
| rahe hẼ
‘Kanika is | are searching for the bird that the princess had chased way.’
b. कǓनका वह ͬचͫड़या िजसे कुछ राजकुमार भगा चुके थे ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
kanikaa vah chiRiyaa jise kuchh raajkumaar bhagaa chuke the DhũũDh rahii
hE | rahe hẼ
‘Kanika is | are searching for the bird that some princes had chased way.’
c. कǓनका वे तोते िजÛहɅ एक राजकुमारȣ भगा चुकȧ थी ढँूढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
kanikaa ve tote jinhẽ ek raajkumaarii bhagaa chukii thii DhũũDh rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Kanika is | are searching for the parrots that some princes had chased way.’
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(5) a. कǐरæमा वह बÍची िजसे एक ͧशͯ¢का पढ़ा चुकȧ थी बुला रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
karishma vah bachchi jise ek shikshikaa paRhaa chukii thii bulaa rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Karishmaa is | are calling the child that a teacher had taught.’
b. कǐरæमा वह बÍची िजसे कई ͧश¢क पढ़ा चुके थे बलुा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
karishmaa vah bachchi jise kaii shikshak paRhaa chuke the bulaa rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Karishma is | are calling the child that several teachers had taught.’
c. कǐरæमा वे बÍचे िजÛहɅ एक ͧशͯ¢का पढ़ा चुकȧ थी बलुा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
karishmaa ve bachche jinhe ek shikshikaa paRhaa chukii thii bulaa rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Karishma is | are calling the children that several teachers had taught.’
(6) a. समीर वह बकरा िजसे वह Êवाला बेच चुका था माँग रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
samiir vah bakraa jise vah gvaalaa bech chukaa thaa maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Samir is | are asking for the goat that the shepherd had sold.’
b. समीर वह बकरा िजसे वे ÊवाͧलनɅ बेच चकुȧ थीं माँग रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
samiir vah bakraa jise ve gvaalinẽ bech chukii thĩĩ maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Samir is | are asking for the goat that the shepherds had sold.’
c. समीर वह बकǐरयाँ िजÛहɅ वह Êवाला बेच चुका था माँग रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
samiir vah bakriyãã jinhẽ vah gvaalaa bech chukaa thaa maang rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Samir is | are asking for the goats that the shepherd had sold.’
(7) a. रमेश वह तोता िजसे एक राजा घायल कर चकुा था पाल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
ramesh vah tota jise ek raajaa ghaayal kar chukaa thaa paal rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Ramesh is | are raising the parrot that a king had injured.’
b. रमेश वह तोता िजसे कुछ राǓनयाँ घायल कर चुकȧ थीं पाल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
ramesh vah tota jise kuchh raaniyãã ghaayal kar chukii thĩĩ paal rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Ramesh is | are raising the parrot that some queens had injured.’
c. रमेश वे ͬगलहǐरयाँ िजÛहɅ एक राजा घायल कर चकुा था पाल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
ramesh ve gilahariyãã jinhẽ ek raajaa ghaayal kar chukaa thaa paal rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Ramesh is | are raising the squirrels that a king had injured.’
(8) a. अजीत वह घोड़ा िजसे वह लड़का खींच रहा था बचा लेगा | लɅगी
ajiit vah ghoRaa jise vah laRkaa khĩĩch rahaa thaa bachaa legaa | lengii
‘Ajit wills | willp save the horse that the boy was pulling.’
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b. अजीत वह घोड़ा िजसे वे लड़ͩकयाँ खींच रहȣ थीं बचा लेगा | लɅगी
ajiit vah ghoRaa jise ve laRkiyãã khĩĩch rahii thĩĩ bachaa legaa | lengii
‘Ajit wills | willp save the horse that the girls were pulling.’
c. अजीत वे घोͫड़याँ िजÛहɅ वह लड़का खींच रहा था बचा लेगा | लɅगी
ajiit ve ghoRiyãã jinhẽ vah laRkaa khĩĩch rahaa thaa bachaa legaa | lengii
‘Ajit wills | willp save the horse that the girls were pulling.’
(9) a. अͧभषेक वह बÍचा िजसे यह अÚयापक डांट रहा था ढँूढ़ लेगा | लɅगी
abhishek vah bachchaa jise yah adhyaapak Dããt rahaa thaa DhũũDh legaa |
lengii
‘Abhishek wills | willp find the child that the teacher was scolding.’
b. अͧभषेक वह बÍचा िजसे वे अÚयाͪपकाएँ डांट रहȣ थीं ढँूढ़ लेगा | लɅगी
abhishek vah bachchaa jise ve adhyaapikaayẽ Dããt rahii thii DhũũDh legaa |
lengii
‘Abhishek wills | willp find the child that the teachers were scolding.’
c. अͧभषेक वे छाğायɅ िजÛहɅ यह अÚयापक डांट रहा था ढँूढ़ लेगा | लɅगी
abhishek ve chhaatraayẽ jinhẽ yah adhyaapak Dããt rahaa thaa DhũũDh legaa
| lengii
‘Abhishek wills | willp find the students that the teacher was scolding.’
(10) a. अनीता वह छड़ी िजसे एक बÍची उछाल रहȣ थी माँग रहȣ है | रहȣ हɇ
aniitaa vah chhaRii jise ek bachchii uchhaal rahii thii maang rahii hE | rahii
hẼ
‘Anita is | are asking for the wand that a child was tossing.’
b. अनीता वह छड़ी िजसे कई बÍचे उछाल रहे थे माँग रहȣ है | रहȣ हɇ
aniitaa vah chhaRii jise kaii bachche uchhaal rahe the maang rahii hE | rahii
hẼ
‘Anita is | are asking for the wand that several children were tossing.’
c. अनीता वे डडंे िजÛहɅ एक बÍची उछाल रहȣ थी माँग रहȣ है | रहȣ हɇ
aniitaa ve DanDe jinhẽ ek bachchii uchhaal rahii thii maang rahii hE | rahii hẼ
‘Anita is | are asking for the sticks that a child was tossing.’
(11) a. रवीना वह घड़ी िजसे एक नौकरानी ढँूढ़ रहȣ थी माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raviinaa vah ghaRii jise ek naukraanii DhũũDh rahii thii maang rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Ravina is | are asking for the watch that a maid was looking for.’
b. रवीना वह घड़ी िजसे कई Êवाले ढँूढ़ रहे थे माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raviinaa vah ghaRii jise kaii gvaale DhũũDh rahe the maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Ravina is | are asking for the watch that several shepherds were looking for.’
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c. रवीना वे घड़े िजÛहɅ एक नौकरानी ढँूढ़ रहȣ थी माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raviinaa ve ghaRe jinhẽ ek naukraanii DhũũDh rahii thii maang rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Ravina is | are asking for the pots that a maid was looking for.’
(12) a. सͪवता वह बाãटȣ िजसे एक नौकरानी धो चुकȧ थी पɉछ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
savitaa vah baalTii jise ek naukraanii dho chukii thii põchh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Savita is | are wiping the bucket that a maid had washed.’
b. सͪवता वह बाãटȣ िजसे कुछ घरवाले धो चकेु थे पɉछ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
sSavitaa vah baalTii jise kuchh gharvaale dho chuke the põchh rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Savita is | are wiping the bucket that some family-members had washed.’
c. सͪवता वे कटोरे िजÛहɅ एक नौकरानी धो चुकȧ थी पɉछ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
savitaa ve katore jinhẽ ek naukraanii dho chukii thii põchh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Savita is | are wiping the bowls that a maid had washed.’
(13) a. राͬधका वह चादर िजसे वह मालͩकन फाड़ चुकȧ थी उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raadhikaa vah chaadar jise vah maalkin faaR chukii thii uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Radhika is | are picking up the bedsheet that the mistress had torn.’
b. राͬधका वह चादर िजसे कुछ लड़के फाड़ चकेु थे उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raadhikaa vah chaadar jise kuchh laRke faaR chuke the uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Radhika is | are picking up the bedsheet that some boys had torn.’
c. राͬधका वे कुतȶ िजÛहɅ वह मालͩकन फाड़ चुकȧ थी उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
raadhikaa vah kurte jinhẽ vah maalkin faaR chukii thii uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Radhika is | are picking up the dresses that the mistress had torn.’
(14) a. पãलवी वह केतलȣ िजसे एक पुजाǐरन खालȣ कर चुकȧ थी उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
pallavii vah ketlii jise ek pujaarin khaalii kar chukii thii uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Pallavi is | are picking up the kettle that a priestess had emptied out.’
b. पãलवी वह केतलȣ िजसे कुछ रसोइये खालȣ कर चकेु थे उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
pallavii vah ketlii jise kuchh rasoiye khaalii kar chuke the uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Pallavi is | are picking up the kettle that some cooks had emptied out.’
c. पãलवी वे थैले िजÛहɅ एक पुजाǐरन खालȣ कर चुकȧ थी उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
pallavii ve thEle jinhẽ ek pujaarin khaalii kar chukii thii uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Pallavi is | are picking up the bags that a priestess had emptied out.’
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(15) a. करन वह समोसा िजसे एक चायवाला चख चुका था खा रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
karan vah samosaa jise ek chayvaalaa chakh chukaa thaa khaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Karan is | are eating the samosa that the tea seller had tasted.’
b. करन वह समोसा िजसे कई चायवाͧलयाँ चख चुकȧ थीं खा रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
karan vah samosaa jise kaii chayvaaliyãã chakh chukii thii khaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Karan is | are eating the samosa that several tea sellers had tasted.’
c. करन वे मठǐरयाँ िजÛहɅ एक चायवाला चख चकुा था खा रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
karan ve maThriyaa jinhẽ ek chayvaalaa chakh chukaa thaa khaa rahii hE |
rahe hẼ
‘Karan is | are eating the crackers that a tea seller had tasted.’
(16) a. काǓत[क वह ताला िजसे एक अÚयापक तोड़ चकुा था फɅ क देगा | दɅगी
kaartik vah taalaa jise ek adhyaapak toR chukaa thaa phẽk degaa | dengii
‘Kartik wills | willp throw away the lock that a teacher had broken.’
b. काǓत[क वह ताला िजसे कुछ अÚयाͪपकाएँ तोड़ चुकȧ थी फɅ क देगा | दɅगी
kaartik vah taalaa jise kuchh adhyaapikaaẽ toR chukii thii phẽk degaa | dengii
‘Kartik wills | willp throw away the lock that some teachers had broken.’
c. काǓत[क वे कुिÖडयाँ िजÛहɅ एक अÚयापक तोड़ चकुा था फɅ क रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
kaartik veh kuNdiyãã jinhẽ ek adhyaapak toR chukaa tha phẽk degaa | dengii
‘Kartik wills | willp throw away the clasps that a teacher had broken.’
(17) a. राहुल वह जतूी िजसे वह कुƣा फाड़ चुका था जोड़ रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
raahul vah juutii jise vah kuttaa faaR chukaa thaa joR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rahul is | are fixing the shoe that the dog had torn.’
b. राहुल वह जतूी िजसे कई ǒबिãलयाँ फाड़ चुकȧ थीं जोड़ रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
raahul vah juutii jise kaii billiyãã faaR chukaa thĩĩ joR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rahul is | are fixing the shoe that several cats had torn.’
c. राहुल वे जूते िजÛहɅ वह कुƣा फाड़ चकुा था जोड़ रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
raahul ve juute jinhẽ vah kuttaa faaR chukaa thaa joR rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rahul is | are fixing the shoes that the dog had torn.’
(18) a. अǓनल वह दरवाज़ा िजसे एक फूलवाला सजा रहा था खोल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
anil vah darvaazaa jise ek phuulwaalaa sajaa rahaa thaa khol rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Anil is | are opening the door that a florist was decorating.’
b. अǓनल वह दरवाज़ा िजसे कुछ फूलवाͧलयाँ सजा रहȣ थीं खोल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
anil vah darvaazaa jise kuchh phuulwaaliyãã sajaa rahii thii khol rahii hE | rahe
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hẼ
‘Anil is | are opening the door that some florists were decorating.’
c. अǓनल वे ͨखड़ͩकयाँ िजÛहɅ एक फूलवाला सजा रहा था खोल रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
anil ve khiRkiyãã jinhẽ ek phuulwaalaa sajaa rahaa thaa khol rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Anil is | are opening the windows that a florist was decorating.’
(19) a. माया वह लड़कȧ िजससे यह बात शुǾ हुई थी ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
maayaa vah laRkii jisse yah baat shuruu huii thii DhũũDh degii | denge
‘Maya wills | willp find the girl that started the matter.’
b. माया वह लड़कȧ िजससे ये ͩकèसे शǾु हुए थे ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
maayaa vah laRkii jisse ye kisse shuruu hue the DhũũDh degii | denge
‘Maya wills | willp find the girl that started these stories.’
c. माया वे लड़के िजनसे यह बात शǾु हुई थी ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
maayaa ve laRke jinse yah baat shuruu huii thii DhũũDh degii | denge
‘Maya wills | willp find the boys that started the matter.’
(20) a. आकां¢ा वह औरत िजसे झूठȤ खबर फँसा चकुȧ थी बचा लेगी | लɅगे
aakaakshaa vah aurat jise jhooti khabar phaMsaa chukii thii bachaa legii | lenge
‘Aakanksha wills | willp save the woman that was caught up in fake news.’
b. आकां¢ा वह औरत िजसे झूठे वादे फँसा चुके हɇ बचा लेगी | लɅगे
aakaakshaa vah aurat jise jhoote vaadẽ phaMsaa chuke the bachaa legii | lenge
‘Aakanksha wills | willp save the woman that is caught up in fake promises.’
c. आकां¢ा वे आदमी िजÛहɅ झूठȤ खबर फँसा चकुȧ है बचा लेगी | लɅगे
aakaakshaa ve aadmii jinhẽ jhooti khabar phaMsaa chukii thii bachaa legii |
lenge
‘Aakanksha wills | willp save the men that are caught up in fake news.’
(21) a. Ƴेता वह शरेनी िजसे एक संèथा संभाल रहȣ है पाल लेगी | लɅगे
shvetaa vah shernii jise ek sansthaa sambhaal rahii hE paal legii | lenge
‘Shweta wills | willp raise the lioness that a shelter is caring for.’
b. Ƴेता वह शरेनी िजसे कई संगठन संभाल रहे हɇ पाल लेगी | लɅगे
shvetaa vah shernii jise kai sangaThan sambhaal rahii hE paal degii | denge
‘Shweta wills | willp raise the lioness that several organization are caring for.’
c. Ƴेता वे ͪपãले िजÛहɅ एक संèथा संभाल रहȣ है पाल लेगी | लɅगे
shvetaa ve pille jinhẽ ek sansthaa sambhaal rahii hE paal degii | denge
‘Shweta wills | willp raise the puppies that a shelter is caring for.’
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(22) a. जया वह Ǔततलȣ िजसे तज़े हवा परेशान करती थी देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
jayaa vah titlii jise tez havaa pareshaan kartii thii dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Jaya is | are watching the butterfly that was bothered by the wind.’
b. जया वह Ǔततलȣ िजसे सभी तफूान परेशान करते थे देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
jayaa vah titlii jise sabhii toofaan pareshaan karte the dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Jaya is | are watching the butterfly that was bothered by all storms.’
c. जया वे कȧड़े िजÛहɅ तेज़ हवा परेशान करती थी देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
jayaa ve kiiRe jinhẽ tez havaa pareshaan kartii thii dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Jaya is | are watching the insects that were bothered by the wind.’
(23) a. ईशा वह बाͧलका िजसे यह सरकार परुèकृत कर चकुȧ है ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
iishaa vah baalikaa jise yah sarkaar puraskrit kar chukii hE DhũũDh degii |
denge
‘Isha wills | willp find the student that the government has awarded.’
b. ईशा वह बाͧलका िजसे कई संगठन परुèकृत कर चुके हɇ ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
iishaa vah baalikaa jise kaii sangathan puraskrit kar chuke hẼ DhũũDh degii |
denge
‘Isha wills | willp find the student that several organizations have awarded.’
c. ईशा वे बालक िजÛहɅ यह सरकार पुरèकृत कर चकुȧ है ढँूढ़ लेगी | लɅगे
iishaa ve baalak jinhẽ yah sarkaar puraskrit kar chukii hE DhũũDh degii | denge
‘Isha wills | willp find the students that the government has awarded.’
(24) a. जǓतन वह बकरा िजसे वह तूफान परेशान कर रहा था संभाल रहा है | रहȣ थीं
jatin vah bakraa jise vah toofaan pareshaan kar rahaa thaa sambhaal rahaa hE
| rahii thĩĩ
‘Jatin is | are caring for the goat that was bothered by the storm.’
b. जǓतन वह बकरा िजसे वे आंͬधयाँ परेशान कर रहȣ थीं संभाल रहा है | रहȣ थीं
jatin vah bakraa jise ve aandhiyãã pareshaan kar rahii thĩĩ sambhaal rahaa hE
| rahii thĩĩ
‘Jatin is | are caring for the goat that was bothered by the dust storms.’
c. जǓतन वे बकǐरयाँ िजÛहɅ वह तूफान परेशान कर रहा था संभाल रहा है | रहȣ थीं
jatin ve bakriyãã jinhẽ vah toofaan pareshaan kar rahaa thaa sambhaal rahaa
hE | rahii thĩĩ
‘Jatin is | are caring for the goats that were bothered by the storm.’
(25) a. राघव वह मुगा[ िजसे एक रोग परेशान कर रहा था बेच देगा | दɅगी
raaghav vah murgaa jise ek rog pareshaan kar rahaa thaa bech degaa | dengii
‘Raghav wills | willp sell the chicken that was troubled by a disease.’
b. राघव वह मुगा[ िजसे कई बीमाǐरयाँ परेशान कर रहȣ थीं बेच देगा | दɅगी
raaghav vah murgaa jise kaii biimaariyãã pareshaan kar rahii thii bech degaa |
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dengii
‘Raghav wills | willp sell the chicken that was troubled by several diseases.’
c. राघव वे मुͬ ग[याँ िजÛहɅ एक रोग परेशान कर रहा था बेच देगा | दɅगी
raaghav ve murgiyãã jinhẽ ek rog pareshaan kar rahaa thaa bech degaa | dengii
‘Raghav wills | willp sell the chickens that were troubled by a disease.’
(26) a. सुरेश वह लड़का िजसे एक काया[लय Ǔनकाल चुका था हटा देगा | दɅगी
suresh vah laRkaa jise ek kaaryalay nikaal chukaa thaa haTaa degaa | dengii
‘Suresh wills | willp remove the boy that a factory had fired.’
b. सुरेश वह लड़का िजसे कई संèथाएँ Ǔनकाल चकुȧ थीं हटा देगा | दɅगी
suresh vah laRka jise kaii sansthaaẽ nikaal chukii thĩĩ haTaa degaa | dengii
‘Suresh wills | willp remove the boy that several organizations had fired.’
c. सुरेश वे लडͩकयाँ िजÛहɅ एक काया[लय Ǔनकाल चुका था हटा देगा | दɅगी
suresh ve laRkiyãã jinhẽ ek kaaryalay nikaal chukaa thaa haTaa degaa | dengii
‘Suresh wills | willp remove the girls that a offuce had fired.’
(27) a. अजु[न वह खरगोश िजसे एक घाव परेशान कर रहा था पाल रहा था | रहȣ थीं
arjun vah khargosh jise ek ghaav pareshaan kar rahaa thaa paal rahaa thaa |
rahii thĩĩ
‘Arjun was | were caring for the rabbit that was bothered by a wound.’
b. अजु[न वह खरगोश िजसे कई चोटɅ परेशान कर रहȣ थीं पाल रहा था | रहȣ थीं
arjun vah khargosh jise kaii chotẽ pareshaan kar rahii thĩĩ paal rahaa thaa |
rahii thĩĩ
‘Arjun was | were caring for the rabbit that was bothered by several injuries.’
c. अजु[न वे ͬगलहǐरयाँ िजÛहɅ एक घाव परेशान कर रहा था पाल रहा था | रहȣ थीं
arjun ve gilahariyãã jinhẽ ek ghaav pareshaan kar rahaa thaa paal rahaa thaa
| rahii thĩĩ
‘Arjun was | were caring for the squirrels that were bothered a wound.’
(28) a. हȣना वह चाबी िजससे यह अलमारȣ बंद हो जाती है उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
hiinaa vah chaabii jisse yah almaarii band ho jaatii hE uThaa rahii hE | rahe
hẼ
‘Hina is | are picking up the key that the cupboard gets secured with.’
b. हȣना वह चाबी िजससे कई ताले बंद हो जाते हɇ उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
hiinaa vah chaabii jisse kaii taale band ho jaate hẼ uThaa rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Hina is | are picking up the key that several locks get secured with.’
c. हȣना वे ताले िजनसे यह अलमारȣ बंद हो जाती है उठा रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
hiinaa ve taale jinse yah almaarii band ho jaatii hE uThaa rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Hina is | are picking up the locks that the cupboard gets secured with.’
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(29) a. मीना वह घड़ी िजसमɅ ऐसी चाबी लगी है माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miinaa vah ghaRii jismẽ aisii chaabii lagii hE maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mina is | are asking for the watch that has such a key on it.’
b. मीना वह घड़ी िजसमɅ ऐसे हȣरे लगे हɇ माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miinaa vah ghaRii jismẽ aise hiire lage hẼ maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mina is | are asking for the watch that has such diamonds on it.’
c. मीना वे गुÍछे िजनमɅ ऐसी चाबी लगी है माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
miinaa ve guchchhe jinmẽ aisii chaabii lagii hE maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Mina is | are asking for the bunches that have such a key on them.’
(30) a. अंͩकता वह थालȣ िजसपर एक कͧल बनी है माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
ankitaa vah thaalii jispar ek kalii banii hE maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Ankita is | are asking for the plate that has a petal made on it.’
b. अंͩकता वह थालȣ िजसपर कई फूल बने हɇ माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
ankitaa vah thaalii jispar kaii phuul bane hẼ maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Ankita is | are asking for the plate that has several flowers made on it.’
c. अंͩकता वे लोटे िजनपर एक कͧल बनी है माँग रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
ankitaa ve lote jinpar ek kaii banii hE maang rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Ankita is | are asking for the cups that have a petal made on them.’
(31) a. सǐरता वह कहानी िजसमɅ ऐसी गुफ़ा होती है सनुा देगी | दɅगे
a=saritaa vah kahaanii jismẽ aisii gufaa hotii hE sunaa degii | denge
‘Sarita wills | willp narrate the story that has such a cave in it.’
b. सǐरता वह कहानी िजसमɅ कई महल होते हɇ सनुा देगी | दɅगे
saritaa vah kahaanii jismẽ kaii mahal hote hẼ sunaa degii | denge
‘Sarita wills | willp narrate the story that has several castles in it.’
c. सǐरता वे ͩकèसे िजनमɅ ऐसी गुफ़ा होती है सनुा देगी | दɅगे
saritaa ve kisse jinmẽ aisii gufaa hotii hE sunaa degii | denge
‘Sarita wills | willp narrate the stories that have such a cave in them.’
(32) a. रȣना वह ग़ज़ल िजसपर एक ǐरपोट[ आई है पढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
riinaa vah gazal jispar ek riport aaii hE paRh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rina is | are reading the poem that a report came out on.’
b. रȣना वह ग़ज़ल िजसपर कई लेख आए हɇ पढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
riinaa vah gazal jispar kaii lekh aae hẼ paRh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rina is | are reading the poem that several article came out on.’
c. रȣना वे चुटकुले िजनपर एक ǐरपोट[ आई है पढ़ रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
riinaa ve chutkule jinpar ek riport aaii hE paRh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Rina is | are reading the jokes that a report came out on.’
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(33) a. अमन वह पÛना िजसपर यह इिæतहार छप रहा है देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
aman vah pannaa jispar yah ishtihaar chhap raha hE dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Aman is looking at the page that the advertisement is being printed on’
b. अमन वह पÛना िजसपर ये ग़ज़लɅ छप रहȣं हɇ देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
aman vah pannaa jispar ye gazale chhap rahii hẼ dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Aman is looking at the page that the poems are being printed on’
c. अमन वे काͪपयाँ िजनपर यह इिæतहार छप रहा है देख रहȣ है | रहे हɇ
aman ve kaapiyãã jinpar yah ishtihaar chhap rahaa hE dekh rahii hE | rahe hẼ
‘Aman is looking at the notebooks that the advertisement is being printed on’
(34) a. ͪववेक वह फाटक िजसमɅ यह ǐरÈशा अड़ जाता है हटा देगी | दɅगे
vivek vah faatak jismẽ yah rikhaa aR jaataa hE hataa degii | denge
‘Vivek wills | willp remove the gatepost that the rickshaw gets stuck on.’
b. ͪववेक वह फाटक िजसमɅ ये साइͩकलɅ अड़ जाती हɇ हटा देगी | दɅगे
vivek vah faatak jismẽ ye saikile aR jaatii hẼ hataa degii | denge
‘Vivek wills | willp remove the gatepost that the bicycles get stuck on.’
c. ͪववेक वे झाͫड़याँ िजनमɅ यह ǐरÈशा अड़ जाता है हटा देगी | दɅगे
vivek ve jhaaRiyãã jinmẽ yah rikhaa aR jaataa hE hataa degii | denge
‘Vivek wills | willp remove the bushes that the rickshaw gets stuck on.’
(35) a. रोहन वह गɬढा िजसमɅ यह पǑहया फँस जाता है भर देगा | दɅगी
rohan vah gaDDhaa jismẽ yah pahiya phas jaataa hE bhar degaa | dengii
‘Rohan wills | willp fill up the pothole that the wheel gets stuck in.’
b. रोहन वह गɬढा िजसमɅ ये गाͫड़याँ फँस जाती हɇ भर देगा | दɅगी
rohan vah gaDDhaa jismẽ ye gaaRiyãã phas jaatii hẼ bhar degaa | dengii
‘Rohan wills | willp fill up the pothole that the cars get stuck in.’
c. रोहन वे दरारɅ िजसमɅ यह पǑहया फँस जाता है भर देगा | दɅगी
rohan vah daraarẽ jismẽ yah pahiyaa phas jaataa hE bhar degaa | dengii
‘Rohan wills | willp fill up the crevices that the wheel gets stuck in.’
(36) a. सौरभ वह यंğ िजससे यह ͨखलौना बनता है खरȣद रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
saurabh vah yantr jisse yah khilaunaa bantaa hE khariid rahaa hE | rahii hẼ
‘Saurabh is | are buying the machine that the toy is made with.’
b. सौरभ वह यंğ िजससे ये टोकǐरयाँ बनती हɇ खरȣद रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
saurabh vah yantr jisse ye tokriyãã bantii hẼ khariid rahaa hE | rahii hẼ
‘Saurabh is | are buying the machine that these baskets are made with.’
c. सौरभ वे मशीनɅ िजनसे यह ͨखलौना बनता है खरȣद रहा है | रहȣ हɇ
saurabh ve mashiinẽ jinse yah khilaunaa bantaa hE khariid rahaa hE | rahii hẼ
‘Saurabh is | are buying the machines that the toy is made with.’
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